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Introduction

O honored folk, do not begrudge the sight / and rumor of reality.

— a. t. rosen,  Federal Writers’ Project, American Stu√  (1937)

Here, in the vast granary of facts on life in America put away by the wpa

writers, the documentary reporters, the folklorists preparing an American

mythology, the explorers who went hunting through darkest America with a

notebook and a camera, the new army of biographers and historians—here,

stocked away like a reserve against bad times, is the raw stu√ of that contem-

porary mass record which so many imaginative spirits tried to depict and

failed to master.— alfred kazin,  On Native Grounds (1942)

This book chronicles the search for authenticity in the United States dur-

ing the Great Depression, which lasted from 1929 to 1941. Amid skyrock-

eting unemployment and spiraling deflation, in the wake of the stock

market’s collapse, various writers, ethnographers, documentarists, film-

makers, and reformers sought out something real, something genuine,

with which to ground an increasingly tenuous sense of national identity.

They found it in the folk. The folk’s rural, artisanal know-how seemed to

comprise the ‘‘raw stu√’’ with which to remake American identity.

While the search for the folk did not begin with the 1930s, its urgency,

direction, and shape altered considerably with the onset of the Depres-

sion.∞ The folk and their premodern authenticity were represented with

an immediacy borne of the era’s most modern technologies: documen-

tary photographs and books, sound recordings, films, and newsreels.

They emerged as an incongruous amalgam, providing, in the famous

words of Van Wyck Brooks, a ‘‘usable past’’ for an uncertain present

(‘‘On Creating,’’ 219). Featured as stalwart protagonists in much of the

period’s documentary, the folk took center stage in various narratives of

recovery across the political spectrum. In some of these stories, this folk

embodied a purportedly precapitalist way of life, an enduring stoicism in

the face of the marketplace’s erratic excesses. In other accounts, they
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represented an embattled group in need of government intervention—

‘‘pseudo-peasants’’ on the verge of vanishing due to the ravages of capi-

talism and unpredictable forces of nature (Smith, Making the Modern,

298). Viewed either as relics worthy of preservation or as victims deserv-

ing of aid, the folk were perceived as a pastoral resource integral to the

nation’s healing and crucial to the brokering of new deals.

Bearing the weight of so much consequence, the rhetoric of the folk

not unexpectedly became ‘‘folksy.’’ Many of the era’s documentary en-

deavors transformed the folk into populist, regional clichés of ‘‘real’’

Americans and ‘‘real’’ America. In protest, a hybrid genre formed: docu-

mentary and satire merged in various ways to critique the fabrication of

folk authenticity and expose its patriotic and corporate exploitation in

the popular cultural narratives of the period. While many studies of

realism in the 1930s simply assume the folksiness of the folk, this book is

concerned with the ‘‘invention’’ of the folk in Depression-era politics

and culture. From this angle, the folk constitute a powerful ‘‘fiction’’ in

both senses of the term—as a falsehood and as a literary creation. Real

Folks: Race and Genre in the Great Depression, then, is about a search for

folk authenticity and also about hybrid forms of documentary and satire

that told a di√erent kind of story about the folk in the most uncertain

of times.

With the specter of a second Great Depression haunting nearly every

discussion of a faltering global economy, it comes as little surprise that

the thirties hold the antecedents to our own cultural moment. As politi-

cians attempt to speak plainly, their pronouncements often take on a

folksy quality. Some, like the former vice presidential candidate Sarah

Palin, talk of ‘‘real America,’’ while others, such as President Barack

Obama, suggest ‘‘we dust ourselves o√ and get back to work.’’ Former

president George W. Bush is famous for his appeal to ‘‘gut feeling’’ in lieu

of facts to explain his administration’s flawed decision making, so much

so that the parodic conservative political pundit Stephen Colbert coined

the term ‘‘truthiness’’—‘‘not quite fact, not quite fiction’’—to describe his

rhetoric. As in the thirties, we’ve seen a powerful response to the folksy

articulations of the last decade in the documentary of Frontline and, as

Colbert’s coinage suggests, in our own hybrid form of satire and docu-

mentary, the mock news of The Colbert Report, The Daily Show, and the

Dave Chappelle Show. Indeed, when the satirist Jon Stewart was asked by

Bill Moyers, who specializes in documentary, if the work of satire and
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documentary feeds into people’s sense of helplessness, Stewart replied,

‘‘No. . . . this is how we fight back.’’ Stewart’s reply acknowledges the

shared aims of these modes of address. In this dialogue and in shows like

Stewart’s, we glimpse the makings of a hybrid genre: satire and docu-

mentary coming together to expose the deployment of folksiness and its

familiar appeal in the twenty-first century. By exploring the manufacture

of the folk in conjunction with commercial capitalism and populist

discourses of nation building, I hope in this book to shed light on our

contemporary negotiations with mass-mediated identity and consumer

culture, and our grappling with the ‘‘real’’ and the ‘‘authentic’’ in narra-

tives of self, community, and nation.

It is no accident that the term ‘‘folksiness, the state or quality of being

‘folksy’ ’’ originated in the United States in or around 1931, at the tail

end of the Hoover administration (Oxford English Dictionary). Or that

we’ve come to remember the tumultuous thirties through near-iconic

iterations of the folk and the folksy: Walker Evans’s black-and-white

photographs of dispossessed tenant farmworkers; the Joad family in

John Steinbeck’s novel The Grapes of Wrath (1939) and the movie of the

same name; Franklin D. Roosevelt’s homey radio Fireside Chats; Alan

Lomax’s recordings of Leadbelly and Woody Guthrie housed in the na-

tional Archive of American Folk-Song; ‘‘Native’’ roadside attractions in

the form of Wigwam motel courts, pay-to-visit tribal villages and Indian

pageants, and totem poles commissioned by the New Deal’s Civilian

Conservation Corps, Indian Division; and regional folkways collected in

the travel guides of the Federal Writers’ Project’s American Guide Series

(Veitch, American Superrealism, xvi). In such a list, we see how the

populist ideal of the folk was disseminated through modern mass media.

And no form would deliver the folk more convincingly than documen-

tary, its seemingly straightforward language of facts and its emphasis on

the quotidian compounding the realness of its subject.

The United States was not alone in seizing upon mythical figures of

authenticity and realist forms of representation to fortify its citizenry in

the havoc of the global Depression. In the Soviet Union, Joseph Stalin

advocated art that explicitly celebrated the life of the worker—the pro-

tagonist of a classless society presumed to be already in existence in the

ussr—by institutionalizing socialist realism as the o≈cial artistic doc-

trine of the state in 1934 (Foley, Radical Representations, 162).≤ From an-

other ideological platform, National Socialist German Workers’ Party
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grounded its Nazism in ‘‘decontextualized ideas about folklore culled

from Romanticism to the 1930s,’’ conceiving der Volk as a figure of spir-

itual unity and racial purity, a gauge for state policies of racial cleansing

(Bendix, In Search, 166). American conceptions of the folk would en-

counter and negotiate these distinct but contiguous cultural formations

from Europe. As each of these iterations of the people show, such catego-

ries of authentic national personhood were invented, unstable, and shift-

ing, and they served a range of political agendas on the left and the right.

To what ends the folk and their pastness would be used—and abused—is

part of the story I aim to tell.

Departing from a conventional literary history of the 1930s that couples

nonfiction and social realism, this book traces the decade’s convergent

satirical and documentary genres in a set of unruly texts that bring to

light alternative forms of cultural production and social critique around

the figure of the folk: George Schuyler’s Black No More (1931), Nathanael

West’s A Cool Million (1934), the Federal Writers’ Project’s Florida: A

Guide to the Southernmost State (1939), Zora Neale Hurston’s Mules and

Men (1935), and Preston Sturges’s film Sullivan’s Travels (1941). As I argue,

the satirical energies of the thirties have been largely overlooked in the

steady focus on realism, an omission that has rendered the writings of

Schuyler, West, and others at best anomalous and at worst inscrutable. In

fact, these writings were by no means anomalies, but instead responses to

the Depression era’s representational crisis and its corresponding re-

course to icons of working-class and rural authenticity. Through these

novels, ethnographies, guidebooks, and films, I trace the foundations of

the folk in a fraught, triangular racial formation of white, black, and

native. As I show, a hybrid genre of satire and documentary formed a site

of theorizing in which conventional epistemologies of the folk were both

staged and queried (Lamothe, Inventing the New Negro, 11). This hybrid

genre created a common discourse of moral truth-telling aimed at the

patriotic and economic production of the folk in populist narratives

promoted by the New Deal nation-state and corporate capitalism.

Real Folks is organized around two variations of this hybrid genre; the

first I call modernist burlesque and the second, signifying ethnography.

These terms are meant to suggest the text’s ascendant genre and its

interplay with apparently unrelated modes of representation. Both mod-

ernist burlesque and signifying ethnography theorize the construction of

the folk by way of the literary and the visual. Both forms inhabit that
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which they mean to critique, using exaggeration, irony, and reversal to

reveal the performative dimensions of the object of their scrutiny. Each

form makes its readers aware of their own press for the authentic. By way

of their complicity critiques, modernist burlesque and signifying eth-

nography o√er their readers a resistant reading practice.

When Schuyler and West deploy the folk, it is always a parodic citation.

This gesture helps define their modernist burlesque, a kind of satire

that occupies its subject from the outside in by pushing its most the-

atrical and technological elements to spectacular excess.≥ Both Schuyler

and West deploy modernist burlesque to dismantle the authentic aura

that surrounds the folk and the ‘‘self-made man,’’ an aura derived from

these figures’ central role in capitalism’s story of limitless opportunity.

In their burlesques, they illumine how the clichéd story of American

class ascension—the bootstrap myth—depends upon impersonation, a

performative making of the self into the upwardly mobile, white, and

male rugged individual. Each character enacts this transformation on

stage in front of large audiences. The reader witnesses how the audience

who consumes the performance wholesale becomes reified, incorpo-

rated as white supremacist or fascist cogs in a mass-produced nationalist

script. In this way, Schuyler and West disturb the dynamics of identifica-

tion central to the rags-to-riches plot. By providing examples of all-

consuming spectatorship and their violent outcomes in the voice of

documentary, the actual audience is asked to distance itself from the

textual audience. As readers distance themselves from these narratives of

authentic personhood and nation, other progressive political configura-

tions and possibilities emerge to fill the void.

The second variation of this hybrid genre, signifying ethnography,

follows a structural logic similar to modernist burlesque, citing and

inhabiting that which it means to question in order to instill in its

readers a self-conscious critical reading practice. Whereas modernist

burlesque implicates the performing protagonist and his multiple au-

diences in the perpetuation of insidious nationalist dramas, signifying

ethnography implicates the ethnographer and the reader in the activity

of searching for ‘‘the authentic.’’ In so doing, it shows the folk to be fluid,

ephemeral, and impure. I draw upon Hurston’s definition of signifying

found in Mules and Men, one of the first definitions of the term in the

study of linguistics, ‘‘to show o√’’ (124n4)—and, I would add, ‘‘to show

up.’’∂ As Henry Louis Gates describes it, signifying deploys the ‘‘use of
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repetition and reversal’’ to launch ‘‘an implicit parody of a subject’s own

complicity in illusion’’ (Figures in Black, 240). In regard to the popular

nonfiction of the Depression, this illusion encompasses the desire for

unmediated transcriptions of reality and a steadfast belief in their au-

thenticity.∑ Within the signifying ethnographies this book treats, the

reader is made aware of her own investment in the fiction of nonfiction’s

unmediated status.

The texts in Real Folks emerge within a particular juncture of racial

capitalism, a term I use, following Cedric Robinson, to emphasize the

ways race is always a foundational structure within the operation of

capitalism in the United States (Black Marxism, 2).∏ In the first half of the

twentieth century, Jim Crow, the federally mandated system of racial

segregation, permeated capitalism’s economic and social structures, re-

sulting in unequal wages for workers as well as the segregation of places of

consumption. These divisions also facilitated the growth of niche and

crossover markets that cashed in on gendered, racial di√erence, such as

Madame C. J. Walker’s beauty products, designed primarily for an Afri-

can American female clientele; and the race records of the 1920s, pro-

duced initially for African American consumers and then for a crossover

market. Paradoxically, just as these niche markets grew, Fordist technolo-

gies of mass production ushered in the promise of standardized goods

and a homogeneous ‘‘democracy of consumers’’ (Cross, All-Consuming

Century, 2). As a consequence, singularity and homogeneity became

mutually perpetuating market values. In this economy, the folk were

positioned as unique artifacts, their di√erence made ‘‘real’’ through mod-

ernized media—the radio, records, concerts, newspapers, and movie

newsreels—and its new ways of hearing, seeing, perceiving, and mediat-

ing (Filene, Romancing the Folk, 57). These technologies worked in tan-

dem with commercial culture’s commodification of the folk on a national

scale. In this way, the folk were capitalized on as a tonic against American

standardization and against the crisis tendencies of advanced capitalism

as evidenced by the Depression. Through their variations of the hybrid

genre of documentary and satire, each of the texts in this book expose the

ways the folk were both called upon to evoke a precapitalist past and

exploited in the form of nostalgic folk authenticity. In the end, the folk

are revealed to be an anxious product of commercial modernity—not

an antidote to it. By examining the ways that satire and documentary

hybridize each other in this period, we see at once the means by which the
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folk were constituted within a nostalgic story of corporate capitalism and

also the vigorous critique of that constitution made so powerfully in the

cultural expression of the time.

oh honored folk!

What is the story of the thirties without voice-of-God narration, the

booming male voiceover that introduced such classic documentary films

as Pare Lorentz’s The Plow That Broke the Plains (1936) and The River

(1937)? An omnipotent narratorial device invented in that era, it self-

consciously projects a sense of its story’s importance for posterity, in

part, by imposing coherence on its subject. The loud, commanding tones

of voice-of-God narration attempted to make order of the Depression’s

chaotic devastation. Many parties across the political spectrum vied for

this powerful omniscient voice. The din of these voices then, and the

symbolic place of the thirties in the national imagination now, make it all

the more di≈cult to grasp that decade’s texture, complexities, and con-

tradictions (Veitch xvi). The artists included in this book grappled with

these didactic representations as they spoke to the many conundrums of

a nation racked by economic crisis. At the forefront of their e√orts lay

the thorny problem of how to represent ‘‘the people’’ (Veitch xvii; Den-

ning, The Cultural Front, 125). The folk provided one possible answer.

The economic free-fall of the early thirties destabilized prevailing no-

tions of personal, communal, and national character. Fiscal chaos raised

serious questions about what was ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘authentic.’’ Banks failed by

the hundreds; businesses cut back on production and payrolls; wages

went down and unemployment went up. The so-called American Way of

life was frequently revealed to be an American Dream.π All the while,

President Herbert Hoover and his administration denied that there was

any depression at all, insisting instead that the ‘‘downturn’’ was only

temporary. In 1930, when a delegation came to Hoover seeking the im-

mediate expansion of federally sponsored public works, he informed

them: ‘‘Gentlemen, you have come sixty days too late. The Depression is

over’’ (Levine, ‘‘Historian,’’ 18). In spite of Hoover’s denial, the plight of

those who had long constituted and haunted the borders of the nation’s

economic order—the ‘‘ill-housed, ill-clothed, ill-fed,’’ as Franklin D.

Roosevelt later put it—now took center stage.
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Populist and regionalist formulations of American identity reverber-

ated in the shock waves of the crash of 1929. As a skeptical public grew

increasingly more cynical, politicians, social reformers, journalists, and

artists invoked various images of ‘‘the people’’ to render coherent the

badly splintered imagined community of the nation. Yet, in the caution-

ary words of Michael Denning, ‘‘If language were politics, we would

all be populists’’ (125).∫ One of the more infamous debates within the

communist-leaning Left occurred in 1935 at the American Writers’ Con-

gress, when the literary theorist Kenneth Burke, in his speech ‘‘Revolu-

tionary Symbolism in America,’’ argued for the use of the term ‘‘the

people’’ instead of ‘‘the worker,’’ for its more ‘‘basic’’ address and mobili-

zation (Burke 89).Ω Though Burke received a less than enthusiastic re-

sponse for this suggestion, his speech augured a shift toward a more

populist appeal: ‘‘If ‘Third Period’ communism talked incessantly of ‘the

proletariat,’ the Popular Front tended to speak of ‘the people’ ’’ (Alpers,

Dictators, 11). Burke’s semantic suggestion is but one instance of the

period’s populist turn. The ideological battles over ‘‘the people’’ were

fought vociferously on the right and the left by demagogues such as

Louisiana’s crooked populist Huey Long and the fascist Father Coughlin,

liberal centrists such as the New Dealers, and radical antiracist labor

activists such as the Congress of Industrial Organizations (cio) and the

larger Popular Front—in Denning’s useful terminology, the ‘‘cultural

front’’—the a≈liation of leftists and radicals who aligned themselves

with New Deal liberals against fascism (xiii–xx).

Within these competing expressions of the people, the folk were often

posited as racialized relics of American authenticity and purity, the bal-

last from the past that anchored present imaginings of the national

collective. Such usages were indebted to earlier iterations of the folk that

emerged within the growing field of ethnographic folklore in the 1890s,

and it is worth tracing that history briefly here for its relevance. Though

its own distinct discipline, American folklore studies was built upon a

European model originating in the counter-Enlightenment romantic

nationalism that began to flourish in late eighteenth-century Germany.

Folklore’s most famous early interlocutor, the German philosopher and

poet Johann Gottfried Herder, espoused the centrality of der Volk, ‘‘the

people,’’ and their language and customs in the organic, authentic de-

velopment of the folk-nation (Herder, Another Philosophy of History,

xxv). Articulating a vision of the nation-state that was patriotic but also
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culturally relativistic, Herder argued that folklore and other expressive

forms best represented the ‘‘spirit of the times’’ (Geist der Zeiten) and the

shape of national character in its particular historical moment (Bunzl,

‘‘Franz Boas,’’ 20; Bendix, In Search, 41).∞≠ Herder’s philosophy con-

cretized ‘‘the modern invention of the ‘folk’ category’’ at the naissance of

industrial modernity (Bendix 35).

Inspired by Herder’s valuation of the folk and tradition as key to

the creation of world history and national unity, Jacob and Wilhelm

Grimm—the famous Brothers Grimm—set about preserving and pro-

moting German folk poetry and lore against the encroachments of mo-

dernity (Bronner, Following Tradition, 190). The brothers viewed such

material as cultural treasures presumed to contain a purity, simplicity,

and vitality particular to the rural regions of Germany, such as Hesse,

where the Grimms themselves had deep family roots (188). Entwining

Romantic longings for authentic folk artistry with a desire for scientific

method and rigor, the Grimms annotated, edited, and categorized the

tales they compiled, successfully ‘‘artifactualizing’’ their collections for a

growing audience of scholars and popular readers (Bendix 49; Stewart,

Crimes, 105–6). In an adjacent movement, British Romantics such as

William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge concentrated their

poetry on common people of humble and rustic origins, attempting to

narrate their passions in a ‘‘language really used by men’’ (Wordsworth,

‘‘Preface,’’ para. 5). The embrace of peasant protagonists and a corre-

sponding pastoral aesthetics provided part of the impetus for the study

of folklore internationally in the nineteenth century. In 1846, the British

antiquarian William Thoms coined the term folklore, bringing together

such German and English precedents to propose ‘‘a good Saxon com-

pound, Folklore,—the Lore of the People,’’ as a replacement for Latinate

terms such as ‘‘popular antiquities’’ and ‘‘popular literature’’ (qtd. in

Emrich, ‘‘ ‘Folk-Lore,’ ’’ 361; Bronner, Following Tradition, 219). In par-

ticular, Thoms hoped to enlist ‘‘some James Grimm . . . who shall do

for the Mythology of the British Islands the good service which that

profound antiquary and philologist has accomplished for the mythology

of Germany.’’ Thoms’s coinage espoused the Anglo-Saxon revivalism and

its particular concept of Englishness that he hoped the practice of folk-

lore collecting in England would further advance (Abrahams, ‘‘Phan-

toms,’’ 9).

In the United States, Ralph Waldo Emerson and other American Ro-
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mantics in the mid-nineteenth century drew upon similar ideas in their

notion of the ‘‘common man,’’ a seemingly classless, unspoiled, and

democratically inclined individual—a self-reliant white man—who un-

dertook the task of building the republic, be he learned or illiterate

(Bendix 72–74). While Emerson and Henry David Thoreau aspired to

the authentic simplicity of the common man in the 1830s and 1840s,

others located authenticity in marginalized communities of the North

American continent through a concept of the savage folk, following the

evolutionary model of the day (McNeil, ‘‘Pre-Society Folklorists,’’ 3).∞∞ By

1888, the year the American Folklore Society was first established, Emer-

son’s ‘‘common man’’ had been granted a national history that included

several intersecting folk populations who bore the imprint of the so-

called New World rather than the Old. Hence, in the inaugural volume of

the society’s Journal of American Folklore, its editor, William Wells New-

ell, outlined their objectives: to spur ‘‘the collection of the fast-vanishing

remains of Folk-Lore in America, namely . . . Relics of Old English Folk-

Lore . . . Lore of Negroes in the Southern States of the Union . . . Lore of

the Indian Tribes of North America . . . Lore of French Canada, Mexico,

etc.’’ (Newell, ‘‘Field and Work,’’ 3). The folk were thus primarily con-

ceived of as white Americans of ‘‘Anglo-Saxon’’ descent, African Ameri-

cans, and Native Americans (Becker, Selling Tradition, 54–55; Grider,

‘‘Salvaging the Folklore,’’ 26). This unstable tripartite racial formation

was already under construction in the work of Americans who were

folklorists before the inauguration of the society, local-color writers, and

collectors who amassed the songs and stories of each group.∞≤

W. E. B. Du Bois improvised upon this popular concept of the folk as

he made the case for African American inclusion in the modern nation

in The Souls of Black Folk (1903): ‘‘There is no true American music but

the wild, sweet melodies of the Negro slave; the American fairy tales and

folk-lore are Indian and African; and, all in all, we black men seem the

sole oasis of simple faith and reverence in a dusty desert of dollars and

smartness’’ (7). Here, too, Du Bois drew upon his knowledge of Herder’s

Romantic formulations of the folk’s ‘‘cultural gift . . . as the foundation of

national character,’’ most likely gleaned from his postdoctoral education

in Berlin at the Friedrich Wilhelm University (Allen, ‘‘Reading of Rid-

dles,’’ 59). At this point in his development as an intellectual, rather than

assert the formulation of a discrete African American nationality and
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risk its suggestion of black political separatism, he would deploy the

notion of racial ideals (Allen 62). He advocated ‘‘fostering and develop-

ing the traits and talents of the Negro, not in opposition to or contempt

for other races, but rather in large conformity to the greater ideals of the

American Republic, in order that some day on American soil two world-

races may give each to each those characteristics both so sadly lack’’

(Souls 7).∞≥ By locating evidence of these racial gifts bequeathed to the

nation in the music and folklore of African Americans and Native Amer-

icans, Du Bois asserted a rootedness in a folk past for groups left out of

the nation’s charmed circle. In this way, the claim to a folk past func-

tioned as a persuasive bid for true national belonging.

Yet the folk were just as often used to demarcate the grounds of exclu-

sion, as seen in the immigration debates over ‘‘real’’ Americans and

‘‘real’’ Americas in the 1920s. In tandem with an expanding Ku Klux Klan

membership that included as many as four million members, concerned

citizens encouraged Congress to take into account the fate of the ‘‘Ameri-

can race’’—‘‘a blend of various peoples of the so-called Nordic race’’—

against the encroaching threat of ‘‘mongrelization’’ (qtd. in Roediger,

Working toward Whiteness, 139). The cry of ‘‘race suicide’’ issued from

the fear that if (white) ‘‘American’’ families did not increase their birth-

rate, as Alys Weinbaum puts it, ‘‘the United States would quickly become

a land comprised of the darker-hued progeny of prolific foreign-born

immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe and the descendents of

African slaves’’ (Wayward Reproductions, 188). Such beliefs led to the

passage of the xenophobic Immigration Restriction Acts of 1921 and

1924, which excluded Asians and all but prevented the immigration of

Southern and Eastern Europeans. Such nativist sentiments shadowed the

populist rhetoric of the folk in the Depression era.

The discourse of the folk emerged at the intersection of the decade’s

populism and regionalism, their imaginary local communities expressive

of no single ideological orientation (Denning 132–33; Veitch 166n5). The

folk were not synonymous with the people; rather, they were construed

as regionally located ancestors or native others in competing conceptions

of the people. Just who the folk were in the period’s many regionalisms

depended on whether you were listening on the radio to Father Cough-

lin, fdr, or John L. Lewis. Indeed, in right-wing diatribes, the folk were

made to be representatives of rural, small-town values, the Protestant
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work ethic, and the great White Way, a group threatened by the recent

influx of immigrants, African Americans, and women in the wage-labor

workforce. From a liberal angle, the folk stood for the legions of dis-

possessed agricultural workers who had fallen victim to mechanized

farming practices, greedy lenders, and a series of catastrophic natural

disasters, a group cast white or ‘‘without race or ethnicity’’ (Denning

134). In the period’s most radical formulations, the folk represented a

regional touchstone for an antiracist labor movement, their industrial

folklore emblematic of the transition from agriculture to industry.

Communist conceptions of the folk in the 1930s overlapped with such

radical formulations, though they were often hampered by a kind of

nationalist romance (Jarrett, Deans, 93). In the communist thinking of

the period, the folk comprised a laboring preindustrial peasant class from

the past, a basis upon which to build a socialist nation. During the Third

Period (1928–35) in particular, the Communist Party USA o√ered the

history of rural southern black labor and culture as evidence for its Black

Belt nation thesis. That argument proposed that black people living in the

Deep South constituted an oppressed nation within a nation deserving of

recognition and sovereignty (Foley 173–76; Holloway, Confronting the

Veil, 3). Some Marxist commentators presumed that rural black folk cul-

ture was oppositional by nature, a repository of proletariat feeling from

an authentic American peasant class (Foley 184). In the same years, Stalin

turned to Russian folk culture to locate ‘‘pre-proletarian folklore’’ expres-

sive of the attitudes of ‘‘working masses from the past’’ (Dorson, Folklore,

18). The prerevolutionary laboring peasant functioned as a heroic antece-

dent to the modern-day peasant-cum-worker and ‘‘folklorism—politi-

cized folk adaptation—became a major industry in the Stalin era’’ (Dor-

son 18; Stites, Russian Popular Culture, 78).∞∂ In the United States, a

folksinger and fellow traveler such as Woody Guthrie would mine tradi-

tional folk songs for their revolutionary potential. Figured as precursors

to the worker, the folk and their premodern popular culture—people’s

culture—were understood to express the stirrings of a nascent movement

toward proletarian sovereignty and revolution.

As such examples demonstrate, the politics and cultural production of

the thirties were shaped by competing conceptions of collective identity

and the folk’s central place within them. Roosevelt’s New Deal attempted

to steer the country out of its misery, not just by introducing a host of
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new social programs but also by strategically entering into this revived

debate over the definition and identity of the nation and its citizenry. As

Priscilla Wald observes, ‘‘O≈cial stories constitute Americans’’ (Con-

stituting Americans, 2). No administration understood this better than

Roosevelt’s. His New Deal seized upon the issue of the authentic folk to

solve the problem of how to represent ‘‘the people,’’ developing programs

that set out to display the vernacular traditions of historically margin-

alized groups to tell a story of national fortitude and exceptionalism.

Among these o≈cial forays into folk culture, the president and first lady

personally hosted nine folk music concerts in the White House between

1934 and 1942 (Filene 134). These events mirrored the administration’s

cultural endeavors in the shape of the Farm Security Administration’s

photographic section, its funding of the Library of Congress’s Archive of

American Folk-Song in 1937, and the invention of Federal Project Num-

ber One. Under the auspices of Federal One, the Federal Writers’ Project

would unearth and recount the regional folklore and culture of the

nation’s states, towns, cities, and rural areas in its American Guide Series,

publishing over a thousand books and pamphlets (Weigle, ‘‘Finding the

‘True America,’ ’’ 62; Stott, Documentary Expression, 111).

With the radical folklorist B. A. Botkin at the helm of the folklore

division of the Federal Writers’ Project, Charles Seeger in charge of the

Federal Music Project, and Alan and John Lomax directing the Archive

of American Folk-Song, the New Deal o≈cially joined in the decade’s

folk revival (Filene 137). Taking a cue from the fields of anthropology and

folklore studies, these government agencies focused their rhetoric and

their actions on cultural loss, adopting an updated model of salvage

ethnography, the same imperative that inspired the founding of the

American Folklore Society some forty-five years earlier. Each of these

projects sent photographers, folklorists, ethnographers, and fieldwork-

ers out to gather images, interviews, lore, and songs from the nation’s

local folk populations (Filene 136). As these professionals took up the

project of many progressive reformers before them, investigating the

assimilation process and ‘‘living lore’’ of recent immigrants, they re-

doubled their e√orts to record the vulnerable dignity of ‘‘native-born’’

workers and ‘‘traditional’’ populations. Federal folklorists and others

placed particular emphasis on groups who were viewed, in the words of

the critical race theorist Devon Carbado, as ‘‘foreign in a domestic sense’’
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(‘‘Racial Naturalization,’’ 639). Such groups were accorded a racially and

temporally liminal status, subject to an ‘‘inclusionary form of exclusion,’’

positioned both inside and outside the national imagination as ‘‘origi-

nal’’ peoples (Carbado 638).

Within this iconography, Native Americans, African Americans, and

poor rural whites were conscripted to embody an organic, precapitalist

past seen as apparently antithetical to commercial modernity. Whereas

Native Americans were often depicted as highly marketable relics of an

already vanished frontier, impoverished African Americans were often

represented as exotic, domestic ‘‘others.’’ Poor rural whites, alternatively,

were made to symbolize a nostalgic and ‘‘traditional’’ Anglo-Saxon iden-

tity. Each group may have been assigned its specific place in the Edenic

past but the groups certainly were not treated equally. These representa-

tions shored up white privilege, providing a folksy precapitalist antece-

dent to the white figure of the ‘‘standard’’ citizen-consumer in the 1930s.

Though African Americans and Native Americans were included within

the imaginary purview of the nation’s original peoples, they were still

denied the material prerogatives of proper citizenship. In Real Folks I

demonstrate, in part, how these purportedly disappearing groups were

used by New Dealers and others to tell a story of capitalist progress, to

show just how far the country had come.

The production of the folk was not simply ideological, but economic

in scope. Though the Federal Writers’ Project was legally prohibited

from making a profit from its publications, the project was certainly

intended to stimulate the nation’s economy (Szalay, New Deal Modern-

ism, 63). The New Deal, along with various vectors of popular culture,

promoted America to Americans. Four out of the five bestselling novels

of the thirties explored the search for security in history or on the land,

with repressive gender and racial hierarchies firmly in place: The Good

Earth (1931), God’s Little Acre (1933), Gone with the Wind (1936), and The

Grapes of Wrath (1939) (McElvaine, Great Depression, 221). Cultural loss

and its preindustrial folk iconography thus became the occasion for a

lucrative nostalgia, a nostalgia that ironically fortified capitalism, the

very agent of ‘‘authentic’’ culture’s destruction. Robert McElvaine, a his-

torian, observes, ‘‘The past, like the ownership of a piece of land, o√ered

a refuge for people distressed with the present and fearful of the future’’

(221). People bought into this strain of nostalgia, ideologically fixing and

fixating on a stability that never was.
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documenting the folk

The folk emerged in many articulations of populism and regionalism

expressed primarily through the medium of documentary. As several

critics have argued, the folk were an animating subject within the docu-

mentary movement of the thirties and the New Deal grasped the poten-

tial power of this icon and this medium. Alfred Kazin observed in his lit-

erary history On Native Grounds (1942) that the unprecedented crisis of

the Depression precipitated a ‘‘literature of nationhood, beginning with

the documentation of America . . . and reaching a thunderous climax in

an e√ort to seek out the American tradition’’ (485). Kazin argues that

documentary, in providing ‘‘a living record of contemporary American

experience,’’ constituted a means of ‘‘collective self-consciousness’’ and

‘‘national self-scrutiny’’ (485, 486). In his groundbreaking cultural his-

tory Documentary Expression and Thirties America, first published in

1973, William Stott built upon Kazin’s work to launch his claim that ‘‘the

primary expression of thirties America was not fiction but fiction’s oppo-

site . . . documentary . . . the communication, not of imagined things but

of real things only’’ (xi). Stott made a powerful case for the centrality of

documentary and its visual language of facts in the Depression’s social

reforms and conceptions of collectivity, and his account has become a

touchstone in the study of the thirties. In this book, I reassess Stott’s

documentary synthesis, departing from his analysis in several ways: as he

makes the case for documentary’s preeminence in the thirties and its

concern for marginalized groups, he overlooks other genres—the hybrid

forms that, I will show, take up this cause with equal fervor (cf. Denning

119). As important, Stott discounts the degree to which documentary

contains various fictional modes within it.

Nevertheless, I am indebted to Stott’s critical formulation of docu-

mentary as a genre. Beginning with the coinage of the term documentary

in 1926 by the British filmmaker John Grierson, to describe the ‘‘creative

treatment of actuality,’’ Stott undertook the task of establishing docu-

mentary as a genre unto its own, ‘‘as distinct as tragedy, epic or satire’’

(ix).∞∑ He convincingly linked together a vast range of cultural projects

that manifested, in his words, a documentary motive and imagination,

including Edward R. Murrow’s radio broadcasts; popularized social

worker case histories and other social science writing; serialized soap

operas; the wpa’s travel guides; picture magazines including Life and
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Look; Martha Graham’s ballets American Document and Appalachian

Spring; and documentary books such as Dorothea Lange’s and Paul

Taylor’s An American Exodus and Margaret Bourke-White’s and Erskine

Caldwell’s bestseller You Have Seen Their Faces. For Stott, these texts

illustrated documentary’s conventions: its appeal to emotion as a means

of persuasion; its tone of immediacy; its ‘‘cult of experience,’’ to quote

Philip Rahv, from his article of that title (8); its embrace of the visual

record as its primary forms of evidence; its function as a form of populist

propaganda for various social and political causes; its romantic and

sentimental focus on the common people, the proletariat, and the folk,

or in Stott’s words, ‘‘the worker, the poor, the jobless, the ethnic minori-

ties, the farmer, the sharecropper, the Negro, the immigrant, the Indian,

the oppressed and the outlaw’’ (53), people presumed to be ‘‘more real’’

(56) than the celebrities and elites who occupied so much of the media’s

attention. As Stott’s list suggests, the featured subjects of thirties docu-

mentary shared a hazy class-based association: each group was presumed

to be ‘‘the salt of the earth,’’ authentic by virtue of their representative-

ness as members of the urban industrial working class, the rural poor,

and the racially and economically disenfranchised (53).

Kazin and Stott were surely right about the fixation within documen-

tary on these groups as the lifeblood of American identity—its national-

ist protagonists—and the genre’s concomitant preoccupation with au-

thenticity. In a sense, the link between documentary photography and

the folk is so established that it is often taken for granted. Specifically

attending to the camera in their discussions, both Kazin and Stott identi-

fied documentary’s central role in the creation of the folk, illuminating a

crucible of new technologies, disciplines, and institutions in the 1930s

that made this representation possible (Kazin, On Native, 512).

Indeed, if photography provided one means of recording the folk and

the primitive for the incipient disciplines of folklore and anthropology at

the turn of the century, by the thirties, the camera had become the

primary tool through which the folk were visualized. Technological in-

novations almost guaranteed the ubiquity of the still and moving image

in the Depression era. The convenience of smaller, hand-held cameras

fitted with built-in viewfinders and less cumbersome flash units, the

invention of faster film, and improvements in photomechanical repro-

duction, as well as the availability of more a√ordable automobiles, en-

abled a new way of accounting for America by rendering its places and
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people more easily accessible and visible (Solomon-Godeau, Photogra-

phy, 62). A more agile style of photography became possible, giving rise

to the large-scale expansion of street photography and photojournalism

and the inception of the first big picture magazines (Tagg, Burden, 181;

Scott, Street Photography, 57). Terry Smith describes how, as photogra-

phy ‘‘became the dominant visual media in the United States, not just

within the imagery of reform but within visual culture as a whole. . . . it

became more and more harnessed to the job of circulating images of

products and ambience, to promoting the spectacle of consumption’’

(Making the Modern, 286). The cinema promoted such images as well. In

the late 1920s, motion pictures gained sound and color, a flourishing

production industry, and modern theaters for screening, advances that

augmented their quality of indexical realism and their popularity as a

form of leisure entertainment and civic edification (Muscio, Hollywood’s

New Deal, 11–12, 68, 71). Through the Hollywood studio and star system

of the 1930s, the film industry consolidated into a ‘‘national cinema’’ that

articulated a new Americanism across classes and regions (2, 65, 74–77).

The iconography of the folk materialized somewhere in the improbably

shared terrain of social reform, leisure entertainment, and the market-

place—the space between realism and fantasy.

As the broad contours of Stott’s study suggest, the communication of

‘‘real things only’’ was never entirely independent from the realm of

fiction and its representations of the imagined. In contemporary film

studies, the degree to which documentary and fictional forms inhabit

one another has almost become a truism (Renov, Theorizing Documen-

tary, 3; Rhodes and Springer, Docufictions, 3–6; Rabinowitz, They Must

Be Represented, 24). Michael Renov argues: ‘‘Fictional and nonfictional

forms are enmeshed in one another—particularly regarding semiotics,

narrativity and questions of performance’’ (2). Given the considerable

scholarship devoted to the discursive modalities of documentary, the

study of documentary’s enmeshment with particular kinds of fictional

genres and tropes may be more to the point. Bourke-White’s and Cald-

well’s documentary book You Have Seen Their Faces, for example, ex-

ploits a range of fictional modes including sentimentality, melodrama,

and stereotype to depict its subjects—poor southern sharecroppers—as

nonthreatening, even comic casto√s from an unjust and outdated eco-

nomic system. The a√ective registers of these fictional modes—be they

sympathy, estrangement, humor, outrage, or guilt—establish the param-
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eters through which the reader encounters the work’s central characters.

And those characters represent an iteration of the folk.

In Stott’s version of the thirties, social realism and documentary rule

the day as they petition for liberal social reform on behalf of ‘‘[society’s]

most deprived and powerless subjects,’’ the folk among them (56). But, as

I have suggested, this account largely ignores the complex fictional ele-

ments within documentary, much less the presence of hybrid genres

perhaps more di≈cult to categorize, modes that also cohered around the

figure of the folk to lodge a form of social protest. It would be easy to set

up documentary as the earnest purveyor of the folk and satire as its

wayward foil. Yet that explanation doesn’t make room for the many

documentaries and ethnographies of the period that undermined the

authentic aura of the folk they set out to represent. Nor does it allow for

the ways that the satires often delivered their final punch through the

reportorial straight face of documentary. Such an opposition ignores the

methods of social persuasion shared by these genres, their live wire of

irony and their delight in overturning the presumed spatiotemporal

distance that structures the gaze of the ethnographer, the middle-class

observer, and the folk.

Something more incongruous is afoot. As Bertolt Brecht explains,

‘‘Indignation at inhuman conditions can be stimulated in many ways, by

direct description of a pathetic or matter-of-fact kind, by narrating sto-

ries and parables, by jokes, by over- and understatement’’ (‘‘The Popular

and the Realistic,’’ 110). Brecht’s insight encompasses both documentary

and satire. What Michel Foucault observes of the ‘‘historical disciplines’’

applies to the presumed divide between documentary and satire in the

thirties: ‘‘We must not imagine that these two [forms] have crossed

without recognizing each other. In fact, the same problems are being

posed in either case, but they have provoked opposite e√ects on the

surface’’ (Archaeology, 6). Indeed, both genres are dependent upon real-

ism for their articulation and authority, documentary presumed to be a

transparent transcription of nonfictional reality and truth, and satire, a

deeply exaggerated, fictional representation of reality that nevertheless

conveys a highly mediated commentary about the status of the truth. In

this way, though manifestly di√erent in tone and style, they are each

fundamentally propelled by the enunciation of a set of truth-claims,

however provisional and incomplete.

The genres of satire and documentary are porous and expansive, un-
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finished, impure. They inhabit one another. As Wai Chee Dimock sug-

gests, ‘‘The membership—of any genre—is an open rather than closed

set, because there is always another instance, another empirical bit of

evidence, to be added. . . . [Literature] will never solidify into a congealed

shape. Its force of incipience pulls and strains against all taxonomic

regimes. The spilling over of phenomena from labels stands here as an

ever-present likelihood, a challenge to any systemizing claim’’ (‘‘Intro-

duction,’’ 1378). Dimock then asks what would happen if literary studies

were ‘‘organized by genres, in this unfinished sense, with spillovers front

and center?’’ In its ‘‘unfinished sense,’’ genre becomes hybrid and refuses

the containment of the very taxonomic regimes from which it seems to

issue. This generic propensity actively undermines the production of the

folk as ossified type. It is no wonder, then, that the issue of genre, a

taxonomy of representation, comes to the fore in an interrogation of the

folk, a taxonomy of personhood. In her own performance as simulta-

neous folk informant and folklorist, an ethnographer such as Hurston

enacts a tangible ‘‘spilling over . . . from labels.’’ The hybrid texts in this

study necessarily trouble the notion of genre as fixed. With the concept

of hybridity—texts that enact their satire, in part, by adopting the tone

and subject of documentary reportage and texts that document by way

of satire’s insurrectionary methods—I intend to place the ‘‘spillovers’’

between these two modes of representation front and center.∞∏ The ‘‘im-

possible purity’’ of the folk is rendered visible through the impurity—the

hybridity—of genre (Brody, Impossible Purities, 11).

toward a radical complicity

In deposing social realism’s hold on the thirties by highlighting a pre-

viously obscured hybrid aesthetic, my study joins other recent scholar-

ship. In his important work The Cultural Front, for example, Michael

Denning argues for the predominance of a kind of ‘‘social modernism’’

whose aesthetic innovations conformed to the logic of the oxymoron

(122). Following the ruminations of Kenneth Burke on the political work

of the grotesque, Denning equates social modernism with the revolu-

tionary symbolism of the ‘‘proletarian grotesque.’’ The proletarian gro-

tesque is a trope that deploys the grotesque, such as ‘‘the gargoyles that

open Citizen Kane, the accident-victim photographs in Weegee’s Naked
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City . . . the gigantic head of Mussolini in Peter Blume’s Eternal City,’’ in

order ‘‘to wrench us out of our repose and the distance of the ‘aesthetic’ ’’

(122–23). It is a way of seeing that potentially realigns our class alle-

giances. Denning’s proletarian grotesque o√ers a broader insight into the

Popular Front’s strategies of representation: it shows how the arts of the

Popular Front pushed genre into excess as a vehicle for protest, how they

burlesqued, dismantled, and refigured typical narrative formulas and

codes to shake their readers and viewers loose from a practice of passive

reception. This strategy of disillusion through illusion moves away from

populist oversimplification, toward a critical reading practice and a pos-

sible reconception of progressive politics. Given their penchant for bur-

lesque as a form of satire, Schuyler and West might be understood to

anticipate the Popular Front’s aesthetic strategies in the early 1930s, and

Sturges might be understood to ironically reflect upon them in the early

1940s. In their modernist burlesques, each artist pushed genre into ex-

cess, combining high with low.

In modifying burlesque with modernist, I name a distinct formation of

burlesque that satirically and politically unmasks popular narratives of

self-making as conveyed through the latest modernized technologies of

mass production and media. I choose the word burlesque for its gro-

tesque, imitative, and overtly theatrical meanings: as a noun, it is a form

of literary or dramatic caricature or a ‘‘grotesque imitation of what is, or

is intended to be, dignified or pathetic, in action, speech, or manner’’

(Oxford English Dictionary). Although in its current usage, burlesque is

linked almost exclusively with ‘‘girly shows’’—an association that began

with the burlesque ‘‘leg’’ shows of the nineteenth century and was solidi-

fied at the famous Minsky brothers’ nightclub in the 1930s—as the usage

patterns in the Oxford English Dictionary suggest, in the nineteenth cen-

tury and the early twentieth this genre of performance was far more

diverse and complex (Lewis, Traveling Show, 195; Glenn, ‘‘Taking Bur-

lesque Seriously,’’ 93). Susan Glenn explains that burlesque connoted a

‘‘mocking, irreverent humor’’ wrought out of ‘‘parodic imitation of liter-

ary and theatrical texts and styles . . . as well as contemporary social,

cultural and political fashions and foibles’’ (93).

While its earliest usage extends in Europe back to the seventeenth

century, burlesque has more recent ties to specific forms of American

popular theater, such as vaudeville and minstrel shows and other ambiv-

alent acts of impersonation and self-making. Such acts naturalized (and
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denaturalized) authentic identity through visual performance. Within

this era of theatrical spectacle, burlesque emerges as a parodic citation of

the performative. Each text of modernist burlesque in this study know-

ingly features a protagonist whose deployment of performativity in front

of an audience consolidates rather than undoes the power of racial dis-

course and other discourses of authenticity.∞π The performative as it

works within each plot fulfills this conservative function. Yet, in a sec-

ondary register, the actual readers of the text are made critically to see

this operation in action. We are made to comprehend just how the open

dramatization of performativity shores up discourses of authenticity by

way of a triangulated dynamic of looking whereby we watch the textual

audience as they watch the performance on display. In this way, modern-

ist burlesque demonstrates the ideological workings of performativity in

cultural narratives of authenticity.

Indeed, George Schuyler seized upon the burlesque and its performa-

tive dimensions to describe his own satire, Black No More: ‘‘I have tried

to deal with [racism] as a civilized man; to portray the spectacle as a

combination madhouse, burlesque show and Coney Island’’ (qtd. in

Mills, ‘‘Absurdity,’’ 2). Around this time, in 1931, the folklorist Constance

Rourke, in her groundbreaking book American Humor: A Study of the

National Character, forecast Bakhtinian notions of the carnivalesque

as she reflected upon the ‘‘lawless’’ energies of burlesque that had over-

taken American theater one hundred years earlier: ‘‘To sustain burlesque

something more than grotesquerie is needed. Satire enters into its atten-

tions; once a territory is invaded by burlesque, all its objects are likely to

look pu√ed and stretched, pinched and narrowed. But pure satire stands

aloof, while burlesque wholly possesses its subject and wears the look of

friendship’’ (110, 101).∞∫ Rourke underscores the edge and the danger of

burlesque, that by inhabiting the subject of its mockery, it risks giving the

initial appearance of sanction, of perpetuating the inanities it means to

upend. Along these lines, Fred Moten reminds us that ‘‘modes of radical

performativity or subversive impersonation are always already embed-

ded in the structure they would escape’’ (In the Break, 2). In its strategic

imitation, burlesque both invokes and forecloses the a√ective structures

and desires that cohere in the subject of its derision; such are the friendly,

even erotic, energies of burlesque as it lays its subject bare.

The burlesque disturbs. The authors’ distance from their ‘‘material is

always a bit uncertain,’’ and the same goes for the readers, who are
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temporarily transported into the grotesque spectacle through the surface

plot’s drive toward revenge or sympathy (Marcus, Mystery Train, 102). In

the examples of Schuyler’s and West’s novels, each plot attempts to ma-

nipulate the reader through a√ect in its twisted denouement: Schuyler’s

Black No More enjoins its readers to wish revenge on the white suprema-

cists in the scenes leading up to their lynching, and West’s A Cool Million

elicits a momentary tinge of sorrow for its protagonist Lem as he is assas-

sinated and then mourned as a martyr for the fascist party at the rally

that concludes the novel. At the peak of violence in each text, readers

must recoil from the duped majority—from the crowds, audiences, and

dominant communities represented in each text—the people who (per-

haps unwittingly) ‘‘buy into’’ the ideological system under review. Only

the readers’ unfolding recognition of their own manipulation within this

scene prevents their interpellation within a white-supremacist, fascist

script. Notably, modernist burlesque accomplishes this alienation e√ect

when it most closely imitates documentary, adopting a reportorial tone

and perspective that recounts such atrocities in graphic detail, a mode in

stark contrast with the grotesque absurdities that surround it (Brecht,

‘‘Alienation E√ects,’’ 91). These novels avoid populism’s temptation, its

collective unification of ‘‘the people’’ against an ‘‘external enemy,’’ an

oversimplified ‘‘us’’ versus ‘‘them’’ (Žižek, ‘‘Against the Populist Tempta-

tion,’’ 557).∞Ω By advocating a critical insider/outsider position for its

readers, these texts espouse socialist ideals while taking an antipopulist

stance. Moreover, they disallow any easy recourse to a liberal politics of

empathy.≤≠ For these reasons, burlesque is often a risk the Left feels it

cannot a√ord. Schuyler and West took that risk and, as a consequence,

their work has been largely ignored or unrecognized in accounts of the

leftist aesthetics of the thirties.

Neither Schuyler nor West situates himself or his readers outside of

mass culture, where they both worked in other capacities, as a journalist

and a screenwriter respectively. Theirs is a complicity critique in which

the reader is implicated (Pfister, ‘‘Complicity Critiques,’’ 610, 620–23;

Stott 26–30; Marcus 114). In Schuyler’s and West’s positioning of their

readers, they reenact a familiar modernist plotline but with a crucial

di√erence: in the standard account of modernism, as Douglas Mao and

Rebecca Walkowitz observe, it was ‘‘a movement by and for a certain

kind of high (cultured mandarins) as against a certain kind of low (the

masses, variously regarded as duped by the ‘culture industry,’ admi-
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rably free of elitist self-absorption, or simply awaiting the education that

would make the community of cognoscenti a universal one)’’ (‘‘New

Modernist Studies,’’ 738). Schuyler’s and West’s burlesques replay the

story of modernism from a progressive political perspective. In their

critique of commodity culture, the masses are duped by the ‘‘culture

industry’’ along with the patriotic slogans of the nation-state and the

racist, misogynist spectacles of advanced capitalism. Yet, the community

of cognoscenti is not composed of apolitical, cultured mandarins who

stay above it all through the transcendence of high art. Rather, in the

destructive clearing of modernist burlesque, this community is made up

of those who are able to perceive the ideological implications of uncriti-

cal consumption by way of their own proximity to that practice.

Undeniably, this is a chastening model. West and Schuyler produce a

reader who in the words of Matthew Roberts ‘‘is ‘critical’ by way of his

[or her] very complicity in the ideological mechanisms of mass culture’’

(‘‘Bonfire,’’ 65). What we are left with in these works, then, is a self-

conscious reading practice, a perspective from which to reenvision pro-

gressive imaginaries and enact new alliances. It is not for nothing that

Schuyler’s and West’s leftist activism in the early thirties—Schuyler’s

founding of black consumer cooperatives and West’s e√orts at unioniz-

ing Hollywood—coincided with the writing of these novels.≤∞ Arguably,

these e√orts were mutually reinforcing. Proceeding with the knowledge

of their own complicity within the intractable conduits of commodity

culture they criticized, a position that might lead to resignation, Schuyler

and West instead strove to transform the structural frameworks of pro-

duction and consumption they confronted on a daily basis.

In a sense, modernist burlesque plays with an insider/outsider para-

digm central to the discipline of anthropology’s embrace of participant

observation fieldwork at this time. If modernist burlesque proceeds from

‘‘the look of friendship,’’ from intimate proximity to critical distance, the

ethnographies based upon participant observation most often move in

an opposite direction. They trace the journey of an outsider-become-

insider who alternates between both positions to achieve the experiential

authority of the ethnological informant coupled with the critical objec-

tivity of the ethnographer-observer. Hurston’s Mules and Men is a tour

de force of signifying ethnography: Hurston plays herself as an anthro-

pologist outsider and a folk insider, entwining these stock roles into a

Möbius strip of authenticity and performativity. A mediator between her
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subject and her audience, she signifies on the colonial and imperialist

entanglements of anthropology and her readers’ concomitant expecta-

tions of a preindustrial folk, real in their simplicity, out of time and

removed from the circuits of modernity. By the book’s end, her readers

become most aware of Hurston’s performance in staging the folk and

their own press for authenticity. As Daphne Lamothe argues, Hurston

and other ‘‘native ethnographers’’ like her deploy ‘‘a black modernist

gaze’’; they insist upon ‘‘a way of seeing that dislocates ways of [anthro-

pological] knowing’’ (2, 3). Citing the conventions of modernist anthro-

pology, particularly its emphasis on participant observation fieldwork,

wherein the researcher forms personal relationships with community

informants and participates in the life of the group, Hurston shows her

readers how these conventions produce the image of the folk—and she

makes them aware of their own complicity in the process.

extravagant incongruities in the archive

Though the racial and regional identities of the folk shift from text to

text, the logic of the folk, their commodification, and appropriation is

the thread that binds these disparate works together in this study. Al-

though each of these texts addresses the construction and deployment of

the folk in the thirties, they have nevertheless rarely been brought into

conversation with each other, because of the bounds of periodization,

genre, and politics. In assembling this unconventional archive around

the figure of the folk, I hope to dismantle some of the false distinctions

that support the conceptualization of discrete cultural lineages emanat-

ing from the New Deal, modernism, and the Harlem Renaissance. By

necessity, I am attempting to draw together more tightly several already

overlapping conversations about the trajectory of black modernist pro-

duction, the work of the cultural front, and the documentary thrust of

the thirties. My thematic emphasis inevitably includes artists who fall

both within and outside of the parameters of the Left. Though writers

such as Nathanael West and George Schuyler were avowed if idiosyn-

cratic radicals, artists such as Zora Neale Hurston and the filmmaker

Preston Sturges are considerably more di≈cult to classify in terms of

their personal politics. This constitutes but one productive incongruity

within this book’s own archive.
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Such incongruous considerations and pairings are built upon revision-

ist scholarship that challenges the orthodoxies of academic inquiry into

the 1930s and 1940s, primarily the assumption of a one-to-one correspon-

dence between communist political a≈liation and social realism. This

book owes much to scholarship that breaks with this portrayal—work by

Rita Barnard, Sara Blair, Michael Denning, Brent Hayes Edwards, Barbara

Foley, Rena Fraden, Robin D. G. Kelley, William Maxwell, Bill V. Mullen,

Cary Nelson, Paula Rabinowitz, James Smethurst, Michelle Stephens,

Jonathan Veitch, Alan Wald and Mary Helen Washington—which instead

interrogates the vexed political identities and interracial and international

formations of the literary Left and its multifaceted mainstream and exper-

imental cultural production.≤≤ Each scholar insists upon the imbrications

of class and race, a point often neglected in considerations of Depression-

era culture. Following these recent methodological innovations, my

work assumes that the literary and cultural practices of American class

conflict in the 1930s cannot be separated from their racial or their gen-

dered dimensions.

I am also indebted to revisionist scholarship on the thirties which de-

parts from more biographically oriented criticism to elaborate upon de-

bates among an ideologically diverse, even politically antagonistic group

of writers and intellectuals—in the case of Susan Hegeman’s Patterns for

America (1999), debates regarding culture and ‘‘regional diversity and

class-based artistic movements,’’ and in the case of Michael Szalay’s New

Deal Modernism (2000), debates regarding ‘‘the literary politics of the

welfare state’’ (Hegeman 13; Szalay 16). Following their labors, I pursue

the rhetoric of the folk as it is dismantled in the resistant reading prac-

tices of an unlikely set of hybrid texts and incongruous voices.

To illuminate the hybrid variations of satire and documentary as they

merge to query the folk, the book’s chapters are ordered in three sections

intended to build on each other. I begin with modernist burlesque, then

turn to signifying ethnography, and conclude with a return to modernist

burlesque, a structure that might seem to reinforce the division between

satire and documentary that I mean to blur. What I hope to show,

instead, are variations of this hybrid genre in texts that individually

speak to one another in close conversation and that collectively tell a

quasi-chronological story of the folk and its critiques in the 1930s. The

first part of the book, ‘‘The Folklore of Racial Capitalism,’’ examines

George Schuyler’s Black No More and Nathanael West’s A Cool Million,
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two modernist burlesque novels that strikingly forecast the vexed role of

the folk in the nation’s racialized political economy. Following Jonathan

Veitch’s work on West, I use the title ‘‘The Folklore of Racial Capitalism,’’

combining ‘‘the folklore of capitalism’’ (Thurman Arnold’s phrase for

the symbolism and mythology of capitalism) with the term ‘‘racial capi-

talism’’ to describe the cultural narratives that gird a Jim Crow economy

(Veitch 88; Arnold, Folklore of Capitalism, 1). Schuyler and West suggest

that the maintenance and profitability of the color line depend upon the

violent production of raced and gendered bodies as spectacle and invis-

ible threat for a paying audience. The book’s opening chapter turns to

Black No More, a burlesque of the novel of racial passing that shows how

racial authenticity is both capitalized upon and produced within con-

sumer capitalism. In a bid for social mobility, the novel’s black protago-

nist, Max Disher, is turned white through a mechanical procedure called

Black-No-More invented by a black scientist, and soon the rest of the

country’s black population follows suit. Once Max occupies the privi-

leged position of white masculinity, he markets his skills as a public

speaker to corporations and white-supremacist organizations, who hire

him to advance racist propaganda among white workers. Tracing the

manufacture, promotion, and regulation of race in the novel, I argue

that Black No More illuminates new market possibilities for the trade of

racial property in commodity form during the Fordist era. In this way,

the novel augurs the period’s enthusiastic commodification of the folk.

Schuyler’s concerns dovetail with West’s in his novella A Cool Million,

the subject of chapter 2, which also makes visible the violent economics

of white patriarchy and the myth of class mobility. In that novel, its

plucky American boy hero, Lemuel Pitkin, is literally torn to pieces in his

e√orts to earn ‘‘an honest cool million.’’ In a darkly comic way, both

books give serious consideration to the menace of domestic fascism in

the form of racial segregation and other modern racial systems several

years in advance of the collective antifascist e√orts of the cultural front in

the mid- to late thirties. In a letter that Nathanael West wrote in 1939 to

Saxe Commins, an editor at Random House, West made the case for his

own prescience: ‘‘Did you ever read a book called A Cool Million that I

wrote and that was published by Covici Friede? A lot of people think it is

a pretty good one and that the reason it flopped is because it was pub-

lished much too soon in the race toward Fascism. It came out when no

one in this country except a few Jeremiahs like myself, took seriously the
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possibility of a Fascist America’’ (West, Nathanael West, 791). Schuyler’s

and West’s books articulated this argument in the beginning of the de-

cade and aimed it not just at the South, but at the nation as a whole. With

stunning acuity, these novels not only skewered the racist populisms that

prevented interracial working-class solidarity; they also prophesied the

folk’s patriotic function for the nation-state in crisis, as we see in the

chapters that follow.

To be sure, the folk become decidedly folksy in the Federal Writers’

Project’s Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State, the subject of chap-

ter 3. This chapter opens up the middle section of the book, ‘‘Perform-

ing the Folk,’’ initiating an exploration of signifying ethnography, this

study’s other hybrid formation of documentary and satire. Both chapters

3 and 4 examine the role of the folk in o≈cial and individual-authored

texts as they perform competing narratives of regional and national

identity. These accounts focus on the particular case of Florida and turn

on the question of northern and southern reconciliation in the era of Jim

Crow and the problem of the rural folk within ‘‘uneven modernity’’

(Hegeman 4). Precisely because the South was often viewed as a feudal

exception to northern industrialism, it was also seen as a pristine, rural

enclave of anachronistic folk cultures vanquished elsewhere by modern

commerce. This perspective informs much of the Florida guide and its

marketing of nostalgic temporalities. I turn to the guide then to track

the ways it draws upon this iconography to formalize the folk’s function

in the New Deal’s story of progress. The guide is this study’s least hy-

brid but most polyvocal text in that it consists of sections authored

by many di√erent contributors. The chapter argues that the guide pro-

motes the state’s tourist appeal and the nation’s economy through the

lure of ethnography and the promise of a heretofore hidden folk tableau

vivant composed of ‘‘crackers,’’ Seminoles, and Negroes visible to the

prospective automobile traveler. This pageant of authenticity conforms

to the guide’s strategy of populist synecdoche: the Yankee common-man

visitor stands in for the modern white American collective, while Flor-

ida’s native folk are relegated to the past and to the geographic margins

of society.

If the Florida guide is the proverbial straight man of my archive, an

example of what this study’s other texts work against, it also performs

something equally tricky: due to its polyvocality, the hegemonic depic-

tion of the folk is contested within its own pages. The guidebook editors
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hired their sta√ of writers partly on the basis of where they came from

and who they were, in hopes of e≈ciently employing ethnographers who

were simultaneously informants. In this way, they would create a ‘‘na-

tive’’ travelogue of each region. Like almost every entry in the American

Guide Series, the Florida guide is composed of chapters drafted by dif-

ferent writers; some of them—most notably, the sections penned by Zora

Neale Hurston—contradict and complicate the construction of the folk

advanced by other sections. Hurston upends the folk, drawing upon

strategies perfected in her work of signifying ethnography about Florida

and its black inhabitants, Mules and Men, published four years earlier, a

text that elicits and refuses the reader’s desires for the authentic folktale

and teller. In an exploration of Mules and Men, chapter 4 contends that

Hurston constructed herself simultaneously as a distanced anthropolo-

gist and an authentic representative of the folk as she collected the folk-

lore of her home town of Eatonville, the camps in neighboring districts

where African American laborers harvested turpentine, and finally, the

voodoo subculture of New Orleans. As Hurston reenvisioned the geo-

graphical and gendered contours of her fieldwork, she created a modern

narrative of her subjects. While much of the documentary and ethnogra-

phy of the thirties asked where and how the folk fit into the nation,

Hurston’s text self-reflexively cornered its readers and the discipline of

anthropology itself to ask somewhat rhetorically, ‘‘Just who wants to

know?’’ In this way, her ethnography signifies on representations of the

folk in the o≈cial populism of the New Deal.

In the third and last part of the book, ‘‘Populist Masquerade,’’ I return

to modernist burlesque in Preston Sturges’s masterpiece Sullivan’s Trav-

els as it cycles through the mainstream conceptions of the folk by which

the thirties are still remembered. Sturges reiterates Hurston’s query and

asks once more just who it is who wanted to see the folk. Chapter 5 picks

up the question of spectatorship to analyze the ways the film contrasts

and consolidates competing configurations of genre, popular desire, and

audience. By attending to the protagonist Sullivan’s masculine transfor-

mation and its relationship to genre and the racial and class politics of

the Popular Front, my argument pursues an aspect of the film that has

been largely ignored. In its genre crossings and its masquerade, the film

parodies the most prominent populist tropes and folk iconographies of

the Popular Front and the New Deal. As the film stages a dialectic be-

tween realist and antirealist genres, as it visibly enacts masquerade that
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fails, and as it depicts di√erent movie audiences diegetically within its

picture, the film preempts the actual audience’s turn either to a posture

of aesthetic distance, or, conversely, an attitude of liberal empathy. In-

stead, it encourages its audience to adopt a stance of critical distance that

may or may not bring about a realignment of class allegiances.

These chapters home in on a powerful form of social commentary

located in the performative dimensions and resistant reading practices of

the hybrid genre of documentary and satire: they show how these hybrid

forms undercut the thirties folk revival’s claims of authenticity; how they

reveal the manufacture of the folk in a narrative of commercial capital-

ism’s progress; and how they expose the inner workings of populist and

fascist ideology. By harnessing the force of the performative in the hybrid

genres of modernist burlesque and signifying ethnography, these writers,

photographers, and filmmakers set out to raze America’s ‘‘folklore of

racial capitalism.’’

All the while, they proceed from a question succinctly posed in James

Agee’s and Walker Evans’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men: ‘‘How was it

we were caught?’’ (81). Agee repeatedly asks this question, first in the

voice of one of his female subjects and then as a rhetorical mantra,

transforming it into an existentialist plaint. As we see in the work of

Schuyler and West, Hurston and Sturges, there are other ways of asking

the question and other answers, too. All these artists begin with the

assumption that they and their readers are caught—they are implicated—

just as surely as the characters that populate their works and the folk who

took center stage in the populist rhetorics of the Depression era. Enjoin-

ing their readers to ask, ‘‘How was it we were caught?,’’ they call for a self-

reflexive reading practice that perceives the seductions of the real and the

authentic in narratives of self, community, and nation and the possibility

that radical truths may be found in the most outrageous of fictions. It is

this reading practice and its potential for a progressive critical politics

that I pursue in the chapters that follow.





PART I 
The Folklore 

of Racial Capitalism

A writer who cannot completely embrace the cause of the 
oppressed racial minorities, Negro and Jew and others, will 
never be able to fight for or enter the new socialist order for 

which every civilized human being must contend.
—Edward Dahlberg, “Fascism and Writers,” 

American Writers’ Congress (1935) 
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Chapter 1.
‘‘A Combination Madhouse,

Burlesque Show and Coney Island’’:

The Color Question in George Schuyler’s

Black No More

To be a poor man is hard, but to be a poor race in a land of dollars

is the very bottom of hardships.— w. e. b. du bois ,

The Souls of Black Folk (1903)

In 1934, both the Daily Worker and the Negro Liberator denounced

George Schuyler as one of ‘‘the most vicious pen prostitutes plying his

trade in the Negro press’’ (qtd. in Schuyler, Black and Conservative, 220).

Schuyler earned this distinction by publishing in 1931 several articles

deriding the Communist Party USA’s legal support for the Scottsboro

Boys, nine African American teenagers falsely accused of raping two

white women on a freight run in Tennessee, and Angelo Herndon, the

nineteen-year-old African American coal miner and leader of the local

Young Communist League, who was indicted in 1932 under the charge of

‘‘insurrection’’ for organizing a hunger march of unemployed black and

white protesters in Atlanta, Georgia. Schuyler believed that the Commu-

nist Party had ‘‘stolen’’ the Scottsboro case from the naacp and cared

little about its black defendants.∞ To him, their International Labor De-

fense committee capitalized on both trials as publicity-generating causes

célèbres (187). At least this is what he gleefully recounts in his red-

baiting, late-in-life memoir Black and Conservative (1966).

In spite of the far-right cast of his autobiography, the actual record of

Schuyler’s publications, activism, and a≈liations tells a di√erent tale, one

more complex but no less outrageous. What Schuyler neglects to fully

explain in his version of this confrontation with the communist press is
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his own reputation at the time as a radical, albeit a cynical and irreverent

one. Throughout Black and Conservative, he downplays the fact that

until the late 1930s he was very much a part of the African American Left:

he became a member of the Socialist Party in 1921 (113); soon after, he

joined the black socialist group, the Friends of Negro Freedom; he de-

clared himself a ‘‘violent red’’ in a favorable review of an Upton Sinclair

novel in 1925 (‘‘New Books,’’ 331), and he would describe himself as a

socialist well into the 1930s; all the while, he wrote for radical publica-

tions (Ferguson, Sage of Sugar Hill, 5).≤ Although Schuyler was not a

Marxist, he was a prominent progressive black intellectual, sometimes

activist, for whom antiracist and class struggles were inseparable en-

deavors.≥ Surely, then, in 1934, the communist press scorned Schuyler so

publicly due to their expectation of shared political sympathy, their

expectation that at the very least, he would curb his famously caustic

opinions in regard to the Scottsboro and Herndon cases.

Journalist, essayist, satirist, novelist, science fiction writer, street speaker,

socialist, union member, advocate of ‘‘race mixing,’’ atheist, raw foodist,

a≈liate of the John Birch Society—Schuyler was nothing if not unortho-

dox. The details of his life only add to his intrigue as a public figure.

Schuyler came of age in the 1910s, having left behind his home town of

Syracuse, New York, to enlist in the army. As a soldier traveling from base

to base he was able to see a good deal of the United States, and he wrote his

first satirical sketches for a military publication, The Service. Yet he bri-

dled at the segregated constraints of military life and his shoddy treatment

by civilians even when in uniform. Though he never spoke publicly of it,

he eventually deserted and served nine months in prison before his

discharge in 1918 (Ferguson 12–13). After working a variety of unskilled

jobs in New York City, he returned to Syracuse to work as a hod carrier.

There, he joined the International Hod Carriers Building and Common

Laborers Union, Local 40, in 1922 (Black and Conservative, 117). He made

his first foray into radical politics and public speaking when he joined the

local division of the Socialist Party in Syracuse and became its educational

director (113). Public speaking would become a lifelong and sometimes

lucrative vocation for Schuyler. Among his many engagements, he spoke

on behalf of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters at their inaugural

meeting in August 1925, and in the 1930s and 1940s he toured the college

and forum circuit addressing topics as varied as ‘‘Psychoanalyzing the
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Negro,’’ ‘‘Feminism and the Race Problem,’’ and ‘‘Consumer’s Coopera-

tion’’ (113–15, 158, 164).

Notwithstanding Schuyler’s newfound political alliances in Syracuse,

the place proved to be too sleepy for him. He moved back to New York

City, working once more as a manual laborer, wintering in a ‘‘hobohe-

mian’’ community in the Bowery before landing a job at A. Philip Ran-

dolph’s and Chandler Owner’s journal, The Messenger, in 1923. He

worked there first as an o≈ce manager, then as a writer and a managing

editor until the journal folded in 1928. As an editor, he published litera-

ture and essays by Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, and other

luminaries of the Harlem Renaissance (Ferguson 17). In the 1920s and

1930s, he wrote for black publications such as The Crisis, Opportunity,

Phylon, and Negro Digest, as well as journals with large white readerships

such as The Nation, Modern Quarterly, H. L. Mencken’s American Mer-

cury, and Mike Gold’s New Masses (Peplow, ‘‘George Schuyler,’’ 21–22;

Ferguson 2). He also began writing for the Pittsburgh Courier, one of the

most popular black newspapers in the nation, a position that he would

hold for forty-four years until 1966; one that would provide a written

record of his political transformation as he gravitated toward the anti-

communist paranoia of the Far Right in the 1950s and 1960s.

Around the time Schuyler became the ‘‘preeminent personality in Ne-

gro journalism’’ in the late 1920s, he married Josephine Cogdell, a jour-

nalist and former model who hailed from a wealthy, white Texan family

(Theophilus Lewis, qtd. in Ferguson 99). Wed in 1928, four months after

they met in the o≈ces of The Messenger, the couple took up residence in

Sugar Hill, Harlem’s most exclusive neighborhood. In 1931, they had a

baby girl, Philippa Schuyler, who would soon be known as a child prod-

igy, playing the piano at age three and a half and composing by the age of

five. Philippa’s exceptional intelligence and achievements served as proof

of the couple’s theory of ‘‘race mixing’’ as a means of attaining ‘‘hybrid

vigor,’’ in their view, the biological trump card that would dismantle the

canard of white supremacy at the core of the nation’s racist structure

(Talalay, Composition, 13–14; Ferguson 76, 151). The Schuylers tempered

their biological theories with a nod to nurture as well, believing that their

e√orts to raise Philippa following the recommendations of the behavior-

ist John Watson and a strict dietary regime of raw food had fostered her

extraordinary abilities as much as her biological inheritance.
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As Schuyler established himself both personally and professionally,

he filed investigative reports on controversial topics in the nation and

abroad. The Pittsburgh Courier sent him on a tour of the South in 1926 to

document the living conditions of the region’s black residents; the New

York Evening Post commissioned him to go to Liberia in 1931 to report on

the selling of young male laborers to Spanish plantations o√ the coast of

Nigeria; and the naacp sponsored a trip with Roy Wilkins to investigate

the exploitation of black workers on the Mississippi Flood Control Proj-

ect in 1932 (Ferguson 19–20; Black and Conservative, 198). For Schuyler,

these excursions further illuminated the striking correspondence be-

tween domestic racism and fascism and imperialism in the international

realm, providing the basis for his novel Slaves Today: A Story of Liberia

(1931) and his later serialized epic fictions, ‘‘Black Empire’’ and ‘‘Black

Internationale,’’ published in the Pittsburgh Courier in the late 1930s.

Schuyler’s international perspective would also sharpen the politi-

cal bite of his best-known novel, Black No More: Being an Account of

the Strange and Wonderful Workings of Science in the Land of the Free,

A.D. 1933–1940 (1931), a satirical work of science fiction published at the

height of his long, remarkable career. That novel advanced Schuyler’s

critique of race as absurd but essential to the workings of market capital-

ism. Its plotline brought together the themes of many of his most vitrio-

lic editorials, including his rants against the glut of skin lighteners and

bleaches on the market for black consumers (Ferguson 111); his screed

against the mob mentality that pervaded American social life and poli-

tics; his debunking of the propensity of white and black leftists in the

Harlem Renaissance and the Great Depression to romanticize the folk

(93); his wary assessment of the technological progress of ‘‘machine

civilization’’ (Schuyler, ‘‘Views,’’ 6); his contention that America’s claims

of spreading democracy would mask the importation of Jim Crow race

relations to other regions of the world (Ferguson 136); and his overarch-

ing view that the United States was embroiled in nothing less than an

‘‘economic race war’’ (121).

Black No More begins with a black scientist’s invention of a machine

able to turn black people white and follows the twists and turns of

a citizenry rapidly adopting ‘‘pork-colored skin’’ (19). For contempo-

rary readers, this outline might seem to augur colorblindness and other

‘‘race-blind’’ policies advocated by present-day black neoconservatives

such as Shelby Steele, Thomas Sowell, and Ward Connerly.∂ The novel
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might even be read to exemplify the prediction by the progressive so-

ciologist Orlando Patterson that in the new millennium, race will be

supplanted by class by means of ‘‘biotechnology,’’ as he stated in an

editorial entitled ‘‘Race Over’’ in the January 2000 edition of the New

Republic.∑ Yet, Schuyler’s text provides a conclusion that is radically

di√erent from Patterson’s priority of class as well as the black neoconser-

vatives’ promotion of colorblindness.∏ In Black No More, race cannot

simply disappear; rather, it is made and remade in the context of cultural

and social shifts. It is inextricably bound to capitalism, a relationship

constitutive of the nation’s ‘‘modern racial regime.’’π

Most likely speaking to fellow leftists who prioritized class as the pri-

mary source of structural inequality over and above race, Schuyler antic-

ipates and ultimately rejects ‘‘either/or’’ formulations like Patterson’s

opposition of race and class.∫ Instead, he unveils the violence of race in

America as it is manifested in market-driven formulations of identity:

his story speaks to fantasies and anxieties about increasing urban indus-

trialization, racial assimilation, and the reproduction of raced bodies

in the black modernist moment. This chapter investigates the ways in

which race is manufactured and regulated through several sites of repro-

duction in the novel, including theatrical staging, assembly-line mass

production, and biological procreation. In each of these instances,

Schuyler’s protagonist capitalizes on race as a highly commercial, free-

floating sign: while passing for white, he sells blackness and whiteness for

personal gain. In his racial passing, he quite literally performs to collect,

a plot of impersonation that proves to be central to modernist literary

experimentation, whether in the realm of fiction or ethnography. Speak-

ing more broadly, as Schuyler burlesques conventional narratives of race

by enacting them, his book’s mocking impersonations are heavily in-

debted to the minstrel tradition as well as the novel of racial passing. In

making the theatrical workings of such performances overt, by under-

scoring their mass commercial appeal, and by showing how they are

animated by the era’s new Fordist possibilities for mass production and

consumption, Schuyler works in a mode best characterized as modernist

burlesque. He alludes to this particular satirical method in a letter to his

fellow satirist H. L. Mencken: ‘‘I have tried . . . to portray the spectacle [of

the color question] as a combination madhouse, burlesque show and

Coney Island’’ (qtd. in Mills, ‘‘Absurdity,’’ 2). As we shall see, this ex-

planation illuminates the intersection between his satirical work and
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Nathanael West’s and their mutual debt to vaudeville’s topsy-turvy staple

of cross-class, cross-race, and cross-gender impersonation as a means of

exposing the absurdity of their subject, racial capitalism, a debt the

filmmaker Preston Sturges shares as well.

Given the critical role of masquerade and self-making in the plot of

Black No More, it is not surprising that gender is a central node in

Schuyler’s critique. Harnessing performance and mechanically repro-

ductive technologies to the making of race, the scientific invention of

Black-No-More supplants and usurps the racialized function of mater-

nal labor for entrepreneurial aims (Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 77). In this

gendered transaction, it is the male characters in the book who deploy

theatrical and technological modes of making race in order to comman-

deer the central role of female biological reproduction in the production

of racialized bodies and narratives of national belonging and exclusion.

Yet counter to this plotline of male appropriation and the misogynist cast

of many satires, the skepticism of the black women characters in the

novel provides a vital model of critical reception for the reader.

Tracing a series of financial transactions in the novel that center on the

manufacture of race, I argue that Black No More illuminates new market

possibilities for the trade of racial property in commodity form during

the Fordist era. In this way, Schuyler’s narrative o√ers a complex and pre-

scient understanding of race, gender, and capitalism in the interwar

period, one that allows us to reconfigure prevailing concepts of the cul-

tural production of the Harlem Renaissance and the Great Depression,

and that portends our contemporary negotiations with mass-mediated

identity and consumer culture on a global scale.

Curiously, for all of its modern-day relevance, Schuyler’s writing has

often been neglected in the conventional historiography of the Harlem

Renaissance and the Depression. In most accounts and collections of

black literary production in 1920s and 1930s, Schuyler’s work receives

short shrift, except for his typically provocative exchange in 1926 in The

Nation with Langston Hughes about the meaning of black art.Ω This may

have to do with Schuyler’s later renunciation of progressive politics and

turn to the right after the Second World War, epitomized by his eventual

membership in the ultraconservative John Birch Society. Though there

are notable exceptions∞≠—most recently, Je√rey B. Ferguson’s critical bi-

ography The Sage of Sugar Hill (2005)—present-day critics who examine

Schuyler’s work in the 1930s have often read it through the scrim of his
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Cold War conversion, a revisionist move Schuyler colludes with in his

autobiography, narrating himself in the 1920s and 1930s as a spy busy

keeping himself ‘‘abreast of the Communist conspiracy’’ (Black and Con-

servative, 147).∞∞

Neither Schuyler’s later political self-characterization nor his choice of

genre—modernist burlesque—should prevent us from seeing the radical

and iconoclastic politics of much of his own interwar writing. Indeed, a

reading of Schuyler’s Black No More that attends to its outrageous yet

trenchant materialist critique opens up a fertile avenue of inquiry into

the literary production of the Harlem Renaissance, a social movement

described as ‘‘a cultural nationalism of the parlor’’ and famously criti-

cized by Langston Hughes, for its failure to raise the wages of ‘‘ordi-

nary Negroes,’’ and by Richard Wright, for its corrupt ‘‘liaison between

inferiority-complexed Negro ‘geniuses’ and burnt-out white Bohemians

with money’’ (Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue, xxviii; Hughes, The

Big Sea, 228; Wright, ‘‘Blueprint,’’ 1403). In these assessments, the Harlem

Renaissance emerges as a tepid, bourgeois, and largely unsuccessful exer-

cise in accommodation across the color line. Yet where does black mod-

ernist satire fit into these accounts? Few would disagree that satire o√ers

a powerful vector of protest, one that is raucous, caustic, and no less

angry than the literary mode most commonly denoted by ‘‘protest’’—

urban realism (Dickson-Carr, African American Satire, 2). Perhaps Afri-

can American satire and its hybrid forms have been overlooked because

they forgo the realist expectations and heavy burden of veracity that have

weighed down black writers since the evidentiary aims of nineteenth-

century slave narratives. By unseating our conventional conceptions of

politically engaged fiction—if we momentarily depose urban realism—

we might transform our notions of the Harlem Renaissance and the

literary Left of the 1930s. We might recognize how other forms of fiction

such as modernist burlesque occasioned paradigm shifts in a progressive

key, performing the more abstract but no less important work of making

readers see anew with regard to the social and material aspects of their

world. This criterion extends the category of literature concerned with

capitalism and race relations beyond the parameters of the social protest

genre and its explicitly proletariat focus to include works that traverse

new labor processes and class forces through a deeply satirical or ironic

lens, texts such as Schuyler’s novel, Rudolph Fisher’s The Walls of Jericho

(1928), Nella Larsen’s Quicksand (1928), Wallace Thurman’s Infants of the
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Spring (1932), Langston Hughes’s own The Ways of White Folks (1934),

and others (Schockett, ‘‘Modernism,’’ 34; Dickson-Carr 10, 69).

If we take into account the modernist burlesque of the Harlem Renais-

sance and its often absurdist and violent truth-claims, an alternative

genealogy of that period emerges, one that centers writing explicitly

engaged with racial capitalism and the vagaries of race as commodity in

the marketplace. This genealogy might also illuminate the ways that the

antiracist, materialist narratives of New Negro writers were often inter-

national in scope and how, by the early thirties, their work had estab-

lished a precedent for the antiracist, antifascist allegories of Orson Welles

and other e√orts of the cultural front later in the decade (Denning,

Cultural Front, 394–402). This chapter locates bold continuities between

the modernist burlesque of the Harlem Renaissance and the proletarian

thirties, showing conventional periodization and canonization to be

profoundly inadequate. As others have argued, new configurations of the

literary Left emerge when we prioritize genre over periodization. Darryl

Dickson-Carr observes in his African American Satire, ‘‘Although the

Great Depression e√ectively ended the high times of the Harlem Renais-

sance, African American satire continued to flourish after the move-

ment’s zenith. In fact, some of the best work of the Harlem Renaissance

was published well after the movement’s heyday. If we recall that Black

No More was published in 1931, while Infants of the Spring saw print in

1934, it becomes clear that the Harlem Renaissance was not immediately

cut short by the economic horrors engendered by the stock market crash

of October 24, 1929’’ (82). Though many of the black modernist satirists

recalibrated their focus with the crash of 1929 and its devastating fallout

for black people already living in poverty, these writers sustained an

interrogation into the vexed place of African Americans within the na-

tion’s folklore of racial capitalism, its bootstrap myths of prosperity and

citizenship thrown up against the stark realities of Jim Crow.

Schuyler debunked the folklore of racial capitalism though his perfor-

mative critique of the racial and class inequalities of a Fordist political

economy. In so doing, he participated in a larger discussion within the

period about the changing circumstances and meanings of black cultural

production and consumption vis-à-vis the manufacture and exchange of

racial commodities. Black No More draws upon the popularity of the

minstrel tradition, the black vernacular and primitivism along with the

novel of racial passing to examine what it means to perform and sell
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notions of racial authenticity and purity in commodity form. Along the

way, Schuyler’s novel skewers the racial populisms that prevented inter-

racial working-class solidarity in his day. Moreover, it predicts the na-

tionalist capitalization of the folk in the New Deal cultural projects and

other avenues and articulations of the folk revival. Schuyler’s critique

anticipates the mass production of the folk as well as the ways that

construction would be questioned by fellow writers such as Langston

Hughes, Nathanael West, Zora Neale Hurston, and others. By contex-

tualizing Black No More in this manner, I hope to recapture a vigorous

intellectual and political inquiry into racial capitalism that gathered

shape in the 1920s and gained force with the urgency of the Depression

and vibrant e√orts of the cultural front in the 1930s, animating African

American literary production well into the decades following the Second

World War.

the vogue in things negro

The cultural historians Lizabeth Cohen and Robert Weems describe how

in the years between 1900 and 1940, African Americans’ position as

consumers was enhanced by increasing ‘‘wealth and gains in education,’’

as well as migration and urbanization (Cohen, Making a New Deal, 148;

Weems, Desegregating, 2, 7–14). While there were many reasons for this

demographic shift, the advent of Fordism was certainly one of them.

Henry Ford’s technologies of mass production created a growing de-

mand for industrial workers in urban centers, a body of laborers com-

posed not only of white ethnics but also of African Americans.∞≤ As-

sembly lines produced greater quantities of inexpensive goods, and, in

turn, line workers were conceived of as potential consumers: ‘‘Workers

[needed] wages adequate to buy the products they produced. . . . Mass

production required mass consumption’’ (Holt, Problem of Race, 63).

Government economic policy was geared explicitly toward achieving the

ideal of a ‘‘consuming public’’ by adjusting production to consumption

through state intervention (64). In ideological terms, the role of con-

sumption was integrally linked to citizenship: the consumer became the

privileged citizen within the polity.

As more than one and a half million African Americans left the South

for work in urban centers in the North and the West, the country’s ma-
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jor markets saw the emergence of a visible and expanding group of

black consumers—‘‘an urbanized proletariat’’ (Holt 65)—for which to

target their products (Weems 7). How did these consumers fit into the

new consumer society? Did they join a raceless ‘‘consuming public’’ or,

rather, did they collide with an unnamed white ‘‘consuming public’’?

More specifically, to what degree were the privileges and prerogatives

of citizenship amalgamated in the marketplace actually extended to

black consumers? If Fordism seemed to promise a veritable ‘‘democracy

of consumers’’ (Cross, All-Consuming Century, 2), o√ering standardized

goods and lifestyles to working men and women of diverse backgrounds,

Jim Crow segregated that same space of consumption, leading to the

eventual creation of niche and crossover markets, such as the era’s beauty

products and race records, that capitalized on ‘‘racial di√erence’’ (Cohen

154–57; Weems 14–16).∞≥ Such niche markets were emblematic of the

growing commodification of culture, enabled by new media technolo-

gies in radio, recording, film, and photography that allowed for rapid

mass production and national and international distribution. It is no

wonder, then, that the politics of race were increasingly played out

within the realm of consumption and representation.

A host of writers in the Harlem Renaissance cited racial shifts in the

labor market and consumer culture as either a cause for celebration or a

cause for concern. The sociologist Charles S. Johnson and the philoso-

pher Alain Locke saw urbanization, diasporic diversity, and increased

class di√erentiation as a potential source of power for black people, the

catalyst for a ‘‘great race-welding’’ (Johnson, ‘‘New Frontage,’’ 278–98;

Locke, ‘‘New Negro,’’ 7). In Locke’s formulation, an emergent group of

black middle-class intellectuals could consort with their white equiva-

lents, forging new understandings across racial lines. In contrast, writers

such as Jean Toomer and Zora Neale Hurston grew anxious that the

black working class’s encounter with mass consumerism would destroy a

distinctly rural vernacular culture.∞∂ As Hurston explained in a letter to

the anthropologist Franz Boas during one of her collecting expeditions

in the South in 1927: ‘‘You see, the negro is not living his lore to the extent

of the Indian. He is not on a reservation, being kept pure. His negroness

is being rubbed o√ by close contact with white culture’’ (qtd. in Kaplan,

Zora Neale Hurston, 97). Local instances of black cultural production,

she worried, would be assimilated within an ever farther-reaching com-

mercial culture that was racialized as white.
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Such di√ering perspectives frame the much anthologized debate be-

tween George Schuyler and Langston Hughes published in consecutive

weeks in The Nation in 1926. They deliberated over the possibility of ‘‘a

true Negro art’’ (Hughes, ‘‘Negro Artist,’’ 1311). Strikingly, the terms of

their disagreement center on the black artist’s relationship to ‘‘American

standardization’’ as manifested in national consumer culture. In his essay

‘‘The Negro Art Hokum,’’ Schuyler argued against the essentialist tenets

of primitivism, the vernacular and white supremacy, claiming that while

di√erences in caste and region might contribute to the creation of unique

artistic forms, ‘‘the literature, painting and sculpture of Aframericans . . .

is identical to the literature, painting and sculpture of white Americans’’

(1221). Schuyler’s line of reasoning comes undone, however, when he

contends that black and white people are subject to ‘‘the same economic

and social forces’’ (1221–22; emphasis added). As he describes the particu-

lars of a day in the life of an average white man and black man, each of

whom wakes up to ‘‘the jangling of his Connecticut alarm [that] gets him

out of his Grand Rapids bed,’’ he soon uses the qualifier ‘‘same or similar’’

(as in ‘‘he gets the same or similar schooling’’). Ironically, Schuyler must

qualify his account to reflect accurately the segregated structures of pub-

lic life—signs of inequitable ‘‘economic and social forces’’ and political

disenfranchisement perpetuated by Jim Crow that his thesis would seem

to deny.

In Hughes’s rebuttal, ‘‘The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain,’’ he

invoked a concept of racial authenticity that equated class ascension

with racial assimilation (Smith, ‘‘Authenticity,’’ 67).∞∑ Romanticizing the

black working class, Hughes asserted that ‘‘the low-down folks’’ escaped

the stultifying e√ects of the market: as such, ‘‘they furnish a wealth of

colorful, distinctive material for any artist because they still hold their

own individuality in the face of American standardizations’’ (1312). Of

course, at least some of the ‘‘low-down folks’’ would have constituted a

segment of the post–First World War industrial labor force, working in

factories located at the very center of this mass culture of standardization.

Contrasting them to the black proletariat, Hughes castigated the ‘‘smug’’

black middle and upper classes for assimilating to a white standard of

bourgeois respectability, a process they accomplished by reading white

newspapers and magazines, by sending their children to ‘‘mixed schools,’’

by attending white theatrical productions and movies, and by owning a

house and two cars (1311). By investing in these mass-produced com-
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modities and visions of lifestyle, Hughes suggested, the black consumer

forfeited a position of racial distinctiveness that purportedly operated

outside of the market, at least according to the dictates of primitivism and

the folk. The black consumer joined a national body of consumers im-

plicitly understood to be white. In other words, black middle-class con-

sumers gave up one kind of raced commodity for another: foregoing ‘‘the

racial individuality’’ of black cultural production, they purchased mass-

produced commodities (coded as white) to join an allegedly raceless

democracy of consumers (1312). In both Schuyler’s and Hughes’s essays,

the question of ‘‘true’’ black art rests largely upon patterns of consump-

tion and their attendant meanings in terms of race and social class.

Given the ‘‘vogue in things Negro,’’ this anxiety about racial authen-

ticity, class position, and consumption resonated acutely not just for

Hughes but also for many of the black modernists who were being asked

by white publishers and patrons to produce primitivist and vernacular

forms of expression, in self-presentation and literary style and theme

(Hughes 1313). The currency of primitivism and the vernacular occa-

sioned a self-consciousness on the part of these writers about what con-

stituted blackness and, moreover, what it meant to perform blackness

for personal gain. Many in the Harlem Renaissance inner circle—from

Thurman and Larsen to Hughes—grasped the central paradox of this

imperative: that although primitivism and the vernacular were defined

as something outside of the marketplace, they were nevertheless situated

thoroughly within it. During the 1920s and 1930s, race was capitalized

upon in a dialectical manner. In this economy, if blackness was com-

modified as unique and folksy, even exotic and primitive, then whiteness

was consolidated as the unnamed national normative standard. This

process was mutually constitutive but not equivalent: in particular, it

shored up white privilege, rather than undermining it. Moreover, it

revealed how race was (and still is) produced as a cultural commodity, a

transaction dependent, in part, upon the construction of race through

visual and discursive narratives.∞∏

Elaborating upon modernism’s conflation of blackness with primitiv-

ism and the vernacular, Paul Gilroy notes how ‘‘black feeling could be

traded as a cultural commodity in a new market’’ (‘‘Modern Tones,’’ 104).

By way of example, we might consider the valances of the period’s black

popular music, wherein jazz stood for the primitive and blues stood for

the vernacular. In contradictory ways, both forms were promoted as
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preindustrial figurations of essentialized blackness. They were cultural

commodities marketed as ‘‘authentic’’ in an era of mass-produced goods,

commodities made all the more complex by the apparent collusion of

some black artists in their production and circulation.

Certainly the injunction for black artists to produce and sell authentic

blackness was not new. This market demand had a fraught history in

minstrelsy and its contemporary manifestation in the popular black-

face routines featured in 1920s Broadway musicals and cinema, such as

Josephine Baker’s blackface performance in the revue The Chocolate

Dandies (1924) and Al Jolson’s blackface performance in the film The Jazz

Singer (1927).∞π One of the most popular forms of theatrical culture

enjoyed by multiracial, working-class audiences in the rapidly indus-

trializing Transatlantic of the 1800s, minstrelsy might be understood as

the production and commodification of public ‘‘blackness’’ in the form

of a ‘‘lore cycle’’ that comprised ‘‘fetishized gestures,’’ what W. T. Lhamon

refers to as ‘‘a group’s informal cultural capital’’ (Raising Cain, 69).

Michael Rogin explains how blackface ‘‘Americanized’’ its immigrant

performers through a logic of disavowal—I perform what I am not—

allowing them to lay claim to whiteness: ‘‘Racial masquerade . . . moved

settlers and ethnics into the melting pot by keeping racial groups out’’

(Blackface, 12). Initially a form of entertainment controlled by whites in

the 1830s and 1840s and of a piece with the mutability implied in Jack-

sonian democracy’s ‘‘self-made man,’’ minstrelsy’s entrepreneurial and

theatrical dimensions were transformed by the appearance of all-black

minstrel troupes in the mid-1850s and their sky-rocketing popularity in

the post–Civil War period (Rogin 50).

Throughout its history, the minstrel ‘‘lore cycle’’ itself opened up a

great variety of satirical possibilities in the unsettling performances of

brilliant black actors who sent up its stereotypical images of blackness.∞∫

Daphne Brooks describes how ‘‘blackface minstrelsy bequeathed African

American cultural workers the critical tools to transport themselves liter-

ally across the country, to new economic heights, and imagistically out of

the desert of blackface abjection’’ (Bodies, 214). In the postbellum period,

even as minstrel shows gained a sizable black working-class audience,

anxieties about the circulation of those images on the part of the black

intelligentsia and the black middle class led to twinned charges of self-

loathing and selling-out directed at black entertainers who performed in

blackface. Given the legacy of blackface minstrelsy, Brooks suggests that
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at the end of the nineteenth century, ‘‘it was black theatre that perhaps

waged the most ambivalent uphill battle to rewrite white supremacist

constructions of blackness’’ (213). This ambivalence would wend itself

into discussions of self-determination and representation on the part of

the New Negro, notwithstanding Alain Locke’s declarations of ‘‘shedding

the old chrysalis of the Negro problem’’ (4).

The controversy over minstrelsy flamed already heated conversations

about popular representations of blackness among African American in-

tellectuals, artists, and patrons during the Harlem Renaissance. W. E. B.

Du Bois panned Claude McKay’s novel Home to Harlem (1928) for ‘‘cater-

[ing]’’ to prurient ‘‘white folk for a portrayal in Negroes of that utter licen-

tiousness which conventional civilization holds white folks back from

enjoying’’ (Wintz, Harlem Renaissance, 4:187). Using a similar rationale,

Countee Cullen praised Du Bose Heyward’s Porgy (1925) ‘‘as the best novel

on the Negro by a white author that [he] has read,’’ in part because ‘‘in his

humorous passages . . . he does not o√end us with the bu√oonery and

burlesque of which we are rightfully sick and tired’’ (Wintz 4:138). In each

of these reviews, critics measured the cultural output of their peers by the

yardstick of minstrelsy, firing the charge of blackface at artists who had

allegedly succumbed to the profits and perils of playing the primitive and

the folk. This initial foray into the politics of ‘‘selling out’’ involved black

cultural producers and, as we have seen in Hughes’s argument against

Schuyler, black consumers as well who ‘‘bought in.’’

Minstrelsy, primitivism, and the vernacular were related subjects

in a larger conversation about the shifting circumstances and mean-

ings of black cultural production and consumption for collective self-

determination. In the interwar period, African Americans evaluated

their own increasing visibility as consumers in political terms, conceiv-

ing of the market, paradoxically, as both a space for potential economic

group determination and symbolic entry into a democracy of consump-

tion.∞Ω If the marketplace held forth emancipatory possibilities, much of

the time black consumers were forced to depend upon white-owned

businesses when there was no black alternative. In many cases, no black

alternative existed because black entrepreneurs had little capital at their

disposal (Cohen 152; Weems 24). Within these constraints, mass con-

sumer culture o√ered new opportunities for getting a ‘‘fair shake.’’ For

example, given the choice between frequenting corrupt, white-owned,

family-operated stores or white-owned chain stores that sold brand-
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name goods, African Americans most often chose the latter. In fact, black

people patronized the sites and products of American standardization

more readily than any number of white ethnics who still shopped at local

stores and bought bulk goods as a means of holding on to the ‘‘old

country’’ (Cohen 152). Setting Hughes’s charge of bourgeois aspirations

aside, these consumer choices were motivated in a pragmatic sense by

the promise of regulated prices and consistent good quality.

In cases where standardized products designed for a unified mass

consumer (read: white and middle-class) failed to meet the particular

needs of black consumers, savvy entrepreneurs, both white and black,

seized upon these untapped opportunities, generating an array of goods

and services such as black beauty supplies, funeral homes, and life insur-

ance companies to capitalize upon this new market.≤≠ Some goods specif-

ically manufactured for black consumers—most notably, the period’s

race records—began to attract a small crossover market of white con-

sumers as well (Cohen 152). While Black Swan Records was the first

widely distributed black-owned record company in U.S. history, most of

the other labels such as Columbia, Okeh, Paramount, and Victor were

white-owned (Weems 15–16). Thus, while a few black stars benefited

in monetary terms from this burgeoning market (those who were not

bound by exploitive contracts), it did not translate into a financial wind-

fall for black producers. Nevertheless, as recordings of African American

blues and jazz began to bridge ‘‘styles across regions’’ and to receive air

play on the radio, black popular music began to shape the national

sound of youth culture.≤∞ In this way, for recent black migrants, con-

sumption provided a means of asserting a ‘‘new black urban identity’’

that was national in scope.≤≤

If the marketplace o√ered a degree of self-fashioning to black people

by way of cultural expression, it also served as a space of overt contesta-

tion. Black consumers ‘‘seize[d] upon the citizen consumer role’’ as a

vital form of political engagement, especially during the 1930s (Cohen,

Consumer’s Republic, 13; Weems 27–30). Given the devastating conse-

quences of the Depression for African American employment, it makes

sense that black people would deploy ‘‘the power of the purse’’ to make

advances in racially segregated sectors of the labor market (Cohen, Con-

sumer’s Republic, 41). (One must first have a job to e√ectively conduct

a labor dispute.) With ‘‘Don’t Buy Where You Can’t Work’’ campaigns

as well as other consumer boycotts, African American consumer activ-
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ists demanded jobs and better treatment from white store owners (44).

Throughout the decade, grassroots organizations worked in concert

with black leaders, politicizing black consumers so as to attain a more

equitable position within the Fordist economy. Of course, this critique of

the marketplace was predicated upon one’s activist participation within

it. Testament to the rapacious workings of capital, the consumer, no

matter how vigilant, was always on the verge of being consumed, a point

to which I will return later in my discussion.

In response to this dynamic, left-leaning theorists and activists such as

W. E. B. Du Bois and George Schuyler used the idea of the citizen con-

sumer to critique capitalism and formulate more radical and egalitarian

economic models based upon socialist cooperatives and labor collectives

(Cohen, Consumer’s Republic, 49–53). In Du Bois’s thinking, a ‘‘new

social order’’ would begin with the economic power and cooperation of

the consumer: as he explained in 1931, it was inaccurate ‘‘to think the

economic cycle begins with production, rather it begins with consump-

tion’’ (49; as qtd. in Cohen 47). In keeping with Du Bois’s ideas about

black economic self-su≈ciency, Schuyler founded the Young Negroes’

Cooperative League (yncl) in 1930, which would organize groups in

urban black neighborhoods to ‘‘study the principles and practices of

consumers’ cooperation, form buying clubs and eventually open stores’’

(Schuyler, Black and Conservative, 171; Cohen 50). (In 1931, a youthful

Ella Baker served as the Young Negroes’ Cooperative League’s national

director.) Schuyler debated Vere Jones, one of the Harlem leaders of the

African American consumer boycotts in the mid-1930s, advocating in-

stead for ‘‘the mutual aid of consumer’s cooperation’’: ‘‘Everywhere to-

day progressive workers are turning wearily from the trite old racial,

national and religious slogans and controversies toward this scientific

mutual aid; this enlightened anarchism pointing to a rational society free

alike from parliamentary chicanery and the goose-stepping brutalities of

dictatorship. Not by embarking upon futile and disastrous economic

civil wars but by intelligent mutual aid in cooperation with white work-

ers can Negroes improve their economic status’’ (Black and Conservative,

217). As Cohen makes clear, in the African American consumer move-

ment ‘‘blacks used consumer power primarily as a means to secure their

rights as producers’’ (Consumer’s Republic, 52). Perhaps most striking

about Du Bois’s and Schuyler’s conception of the citizen consumer is
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their complex understanding of the reciprocal relation between pro-

ducers and consumers in terms of race, capital, and power. Schuyler’s

Black No More literalizes this conception by providing us with a scenario

wherein consumption turns black people white, thereby bestowing them

the rights of citizenship accorded whiteness.≤≥

consuming the color line

Schuyler’s Black No More is a narrative of passing, part of a genre which

subverts basic epistemological assumptions about race and identity.

Passing unmasks the juridical, economic, and social structure of race. In

particular, it reveals the function of whiteness as a kind of property.

The critical race theorist Cheryl Harris contends that ‘‘the concept of

whiteness—established by centuries of custom and codified by law—may

be understood as a property interest’’ (‘‘Whiteness as Property,’’ 1728).≤∂

She illustrates the extent to which race cannot be uncoupled from the

workings of capitalism. Valerie Smith expands upon this analysis, o√er-

ing the important caveat that while racial passing is traditionally coded

as a desire to be white, the impetus for passing is often the increased

social and economic opportunities that accompany whiteness (‘‘Read-

ing,’’ 43). If passing centers on the transfer of racial property—usually the

seizure of whiteness and its privileges—Fordist technologies of mass

production and their ancillary modernist others, primitivism and the

vernacular, give rise to a particular imaginary around the manufacture

and exchange of race as commodity. Put di√erently, Fordism instigates

new market possibilities for the trade of racial property in commodity

form. Thus, in much New Negro fiction that focuses on passing, race is

often produced and inscribed through purchasable objects, techniques,

and procedures—a kind of ‘‘identity prosthesis’’ that alters the consum-

er’s body (Nakamura, ‘‘Race in/for Cyberspace,’’ 712–20). To amplify this

corporeal dimension, the pass is always predicated upon some kind of

trespass, a fact that underscores the inherent mobility involved in the

transaction, specifically, the passer’s reliance upon bodily performance

in the production of visual narratives of identity. Hence, Amy Robinson

suggests that ‘‘the apparatus of the pass’’ should be viewed as a ‘‘spec-

tatorial transaction’’ rather than one that is ontological (‘‘It Takes One,’’
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721, 726). Not only does passing manufacture whiteness through non-

biological means, it also reveals the ideological foundations of ‘‘biologi-

cal’’ race.≤∑

These aspects of passing come together in Black No More, a novel that

deploys a literal ‘‘mechanics of passing.’’ The novel begins with Dr. Junius

Crookman’s invention of a machine called Black-No-More, which turns

black people phenotypically white. He has just returned from Germany,

where he has successfully conducted his experiment on a black man

from Senegal, now ‘‘a pale white youth’’ (12). Crookman has developed

this new scientific process in response to the edict that black people

‘‘either get out, get white or get along,’’ an imperative that implicitly links

the United States’ fascism in the form of Jim Crow to Europe’s fascist and

Nazi movements (11). The transatlantic export of Black-No-More signals

the international exchange of eugenics technology and its sinister uses,

portending both the speed and traumatic consequences of such racial-

ized processes and products on a global scale. (Schuyler would write of

the eugenics movement in his ‘‘Views and Reviews’’ column in 1927: ‘‘At

the present time the eugenicists are very busy with a lot of gabble about

preventing ‘the unfit’ from reproducing their kind. . . . At the present

stage in human culture, it would be exceedingly dangerous to allow any

group of people to say who shall be allowed to have o√spring. I am sure I

do not know who is the most unfit, Henry Ford or one of his workers.

Should John Sapp, the Ashman who carts away our trash, be castrated

while the idiotic Prince of Wales continues to be thrown o√ horses?’’)

Crookman aligns himself with two other black businessmen to make

Black-No-More strategically a√ordable to African American consumers:

the first sanitariums open in black-populated neighborhoods and the

procedure costs a reasonable fifty dollars. As the nation’s black popu-

lation disappears, the novel traces the ensuing hysteria over identity

brought about by the standard-issue whiteness of the country’s complex-

ion and the possibility that every white citizen may have once been black.

Against this backdrop, we follow Max Disher, our self-interested black

protagonist, the first American consumer of Crookman’s product, as he

poses as an anthropologist and infiltrates the reigning white supremacist

organization of the South, the Knights of Nordica, for personal gain.

Most likely, Schuyler’s plot was inspired by Kink-No-More hair straight-

ener, Black-No-More skin cream, and the astonishingly successful cos-

metics line started by the African American entrepreneur Madame C. J.
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Walker (Mme. Sisseretta Blandish in the novel). Marketed to black con-

sumers, these products promised straighter hair and lighter skin in ac-

cordance with hegemonic standards of white beauty (Ferguson, Sage

of Sugar Hill, 212–13; Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 76). Ferguson conjectures

that Schuyler built his novel around a joke that circulated in The Mes-

senger o≈ce: ‘‘This joke, which combined implicit commentary on a

range of race-related subjects—including minstrelsy, the cult of progress

surrounding science and the high value placed on light skin by many

blacks—invited playful speculation about what would happen if a scien-

tist invented a formula that would allow blacks to turn white’’ (212–13).

As the sociologist Guy B. Johnson calculated in an essay from 1925,

‘‘Newspaper Advertisements and Negro Culture,’’ analyzing the adver-

tisements in a range of representative black newspapers, beauty prepara-

tions dominated all other goods and services advertised. Many of these

ads were for hair straighteners and skin lighteners such as the one an-

nouncing ‘‘new discovery whitens skin almost overnight . . .

Get a jar now—today. Use it for only five nights. Then if you are not

delighted and amazed at the transformation your money will be in-

stantly refunded’’ (707). A di√erent ad begins with the promise, ‘‘takes

kink out in 3 to 6 days . . . Guaranteed to straighten your hair.’’ A

decade later in 1938, another sociologist would report similar findings:

hair and skin lotions were easily the most common and profitable adver-

tising contracts in the larger, nationally circulating black newspapers

(John Syrjamaki as qtd. in Burma, ‘‘Analysis,’’ 179). The prevalence of

such ads would lead Johnson to ask, ‘‘Have hair straighteners become

permanent features of the Negro’s culture? How can we reconcile the fact

that their most extensive use is found in the class of Negroes who are

most race conscious? Is this a contradiction, or is it merely the same

thing viewed from di√erent angles: namely, the Negro’s readiness to do

anything which will contribute to his chances for success?’’ (709). Similar

questions direct Schuyler’s satire.

Black No More exploits the implications of commodities such as light-

eners and straighteners: Black-No-More is a black-owned product that

promises whiteness to its black consumers. Yet Dr. Crookman’s invention

does Madame C. J. Walker’s cosmetic line one better, transforming not

just hair and skin but bodily ‘‘features’’ (13). The scientist’s discovery ren-

ders Blandish’s/Walker’s business obsolete. (After undergoing the pro-

cess, Max rejoices: ‘‘Gone was the nappy hair that he had straightened so
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meticulously ever since the kink-no-more lotions first wrenched Af-

ramericans from the tyranny and the torture of the comb. There would

be no more expenditures for skin whiteners’’ (18–19).) More fundamen-

tally, Dr. Crookman ‘‘subversively fathers whiteness,’’ usurping and elud-

ing the central role of maternal labor in the reproduction of race (Martin,

The White African American Body, 149). Taking its cue from market cul-

ture, then, Dr. Crookman’s invention reproduces the singular black body

that is able to pass for white on a massive scale. The neon advertisement

for Harlem’s first Black-No-More sanitarium illustrates this process:

A large electric sign hung from the roof and the hum of electric motors

could be heard low and powerful. . . . First would appear the outline of the

arrow; then, black-no-more would flash on and o√. Following that the

black face would appear at the bottom and beginning at the lower end

with its lettering would appear progressively until its tip was reached,

when the white face at the top would blazon forth. After that the sign

would flash o√ and on and the process would repeat. (25)

As the lights move from black face to white face, their pattern demon-

strates the ways that this product promises nothing less than the mass

(re)production of its consumers as white, a kind of ‘‘uplift’’ achieved

through technology.≤∏ It also signals the performative nature of this en-

deavor: the sign resembles an advertisement for a burlesque club featuring

blackface and whiteface acts. The ambiguous nature of the procedure—

part-industrial, part-theatrical—is bolstered by the presence of a ‘‘crowd

of close to four thousand Negroes’’ who wait outside the building for their

chance to become white. The ominous hum of electricity underscores the

violence of Black-No-More, the genocide of blackness throughout the

nation, an association driven home by Max’s comparison of ‘‘that hor-

rible machine’’ to ‘‘the electric chair’’ (18; Ferguson 228). In no uncertain

terms, Schuyler suggests that whiteness represents a kind of coercive racial

suicide or ‘‘social death’’ for black people.≤π

In this way, the novel pushes the plot of racial passing to its brutal

extreme, asking what would happen to U.S. race relations if whiteness

could be mechanized, packaged, and sold by black men. In its very

premise, Black No More merges the black consumer with a standardized

white culture of consumption and inquires after the consequences of

such an outcome—would ‘‘blackness’’ be lost altogether, would the infu-

sion of black people into the white power structure change the face of
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politics in the country? Would race disappear as a site of conflict, sup-

planted by new struggles based upon class inequities?≤∫

Through his cynical trickster protagonist, Max, Schuyler provides us

with a black character who seizes the means of production for dubious

ends.≤Ω Once Max is equipped with a ‘‘pork-colored skin,’’ he masters

race relations in the market by deploying two central modes of engage-

ment: observation and contact. He grasps this dialectic in the opening

scene of the book, after he has been rebu√ed by a white woman from

Atlanta whom he meets in a Harlem club and asks for a dance: ‘‘[She

was] up here trying to get a thrill in the Black Belt but a thrill from

observation instead of contact. Gee, but white folks were funny. They

didn’t want black folks’ game and yet they were always frequenting Ne-

gro resorts’’ (8; emphasis added). If the color line defines race relations

by promoting observation and prohibiting contact, Max’s ability to pass

will subvert this system entirely.

Max’s interaction with the white woman whom we later know as

Helen makes him feel excessively embodied, to such a degree that he feels

alienated from his body. He first experiences himself as machine-like,

then shattered, and finally dismembered. At home that night, he ‘‘me-

chanically’’ undresses: ‘‘His mind was a kaleidoscope: Atlanta, sea-green

eyes, slender figure, titian hair, frigid manner. ‘I never dance with nig-

gers’ ’’ (9). Her refusal splinters his perceptions, including his sense of

self. In his musings, he sees a prism of iconic whiteness, an array of

racially encoded signs refracting him in their fragments. Later that night,

he dreams ‘‘of dancing with her, motoring with her, sitting beside her

on a golden throne while millions of manacled white slaves prostrated

themselves before him. Then there was a nightmare of grim, gray men

with shotguns, baying hounds, a heap of gasoline-soaked faggots and a

screeching, fanatical mob.’’ What begins as a carnivalesque upheaval of

white supremacy ends as a nightmare of lynching, the manacled white

slaves rapidly transformed into a ‘‘gray’’ lynch mob. Max’s dream depicts

Helen as a white femme fatale, as a figure of castration anxiety brutally

literalized in the all-too-real threat of lynching (Doane, Femmes Fatales,

2). In his dream, Max’s hyperembodied demise reinforces the prohibi-

tion against miscegenation, the ‘‘most intimate violation of the culture of

segregation’’ (Hale, Making Whiteness, 196). From the start, the narrative

signals an apprehension about the role of white and black women’s

reproductive sexualities and its instrumentation in racial genealogies of
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national belonging and exclusion.≥≠ Though not without trepidation,

Max hopes to exploit the possibility of love across the color line ironically

in order to claim the exclusive privileges and protections of whiteness.

When Max awakens the next morning after his fantasy-turned-

nightmare and hears of Dr. Crookman’s recent discovery, he resolves to

act upon it at once: ‘‘Two objects were uppermost in his mind: To get

white and to Atlanta’’ (13–14). Max’s desire for Helen translates into an

immediate desire to be white, though, what in fact defines whiteness in

this novel and also in West’s A Cool Million, is economic and social

privilege, rather than an essential racial identity. Max’s plan sheds light

on the capitalist underpinnings of racialized gender prescriptions, re-

vealing the degree to which white women are invested with property-in-

whiteness and are therefore cast as desirable commodities. As Saidiya

Hartman argues, ‘‘Masculine mastery entailed the possession of women

as the sign of that mastery, and extrapolating from the racialized prem-

ises of this logic, the possession of white women was made the ultimate

figure of manliness’’ (190). In Max’s estimation, ‘‘as a white man he could

go anywhere, be anything he wanted to be, do most anything he wanted

to do, be a free man at last . . . and probably be able to meet the girl from

Atlanta’’ (10). Whiteness will allow him to exercise fully the masculinist

prerogatives of the abstract white citizen-subject. Echoing the injunction

to ‘‘get out, get white or get along,’’ with the purchase of Black-No-More,

Max ‘‘gets’’ whiteness; that is, he understands and possesses whiteness,

accruing the material dividends of this newly attained cultural capital. A

white wife will potentially provide Max with white progeny, thereby

compounding his investment. In this sense, his equation of whiteness

with limitless social and economic mobility complicates any simple the-

ory of desire across the color line, the eroticization of di√erence gleaned

from violating social taboo.

Ironically, before a newly whitened Max pursues the titian-haired girl,

he tackles Atlanta’s leading white supremacist organization, the Knights

of Nordica, the institutional approximation of the lynch mob in his

dream. He gains contact with them by posing as an anthropologist. Here,

Schuyler signifies on the imperialist origins of the discipline of anthro-

pology as well as one of the central paradoxes of modernism’s collection-

ist project, the need to perform in order to collect the ‘‘real’’ thing

(Hegeman, Patterns, 29). In this case, Max cynically performs as a white

man in order to collect money and the girl. Max’s pose reveals the absurd
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assumptions of racial authenticity and purity that so often drove the

practice of ethnography—Schuyler would later describe race as ‘‘an an-

thropological fiction’’—a critique that would resonate in later work by

West, Hurston, Sturges, and others (‘‘The Caucasian Problem,’’ 49).≥∞

Max parlays his keen skills of observation into a flawless performance

of whiteness, ventriloquizing arguments about the purity of whiteness

and the sanctity of the country’s Anglo-Saxon citizenry. He thus em-

bodies Schuyler’s familiar contention in a contemporaneous essay that

‘‘while the average Nordic knows nothing of how Negroes actually live

and what they think, the Negroes know the Nordic intimately’’ (‘‘Our

White Folks,’’ 74).

In this scene, that passing is a spectatorial transaction rather than an

ontological one rings true in a double sense: appropriating the cultural

authority of the social sciences, Max sells himself as a professional spec-

tator of the nation’s di√erent races, echoing prominent racist scholars

such as Madison Grant, a lawyer and eugenicist best known for his book

of pro-Nordic theory, The Passing of the Great Race (1916), and Ulrich

Phillips, the famous historian of the South whose American Negro Slav-

ery (1918) was sympathetic to slaveholders. While Max eloquently enu-

merates his observations (really his observations of white people’s ‘‘ob-

servations’’), he is simultaneously observed by the Imperial Wizard of

the Knights of Nordica, Rev. Givens: ‘‘Rev. Givens saw . . . and concluded

that this pale, dapper young fellow, with his ready tongue, his sincerity,

his scientific training and knowledge of the situation ought to prove a

valuable asset to the Knights of Nordica’’ (48; emphasis added). Even

though Max’s speech seems to issue a caution to his rapt listener, signal-

ing his own ruse and the instability of race as a meaningful visible or

invisible signifier—he says that ‘‘already thousands of blacks have passed

over into the white race’’—the Imperial Wizard proves to be the perfect

dupe, believing what he thinks he sees (47).≥≤ To drive home the bank-

rupt scopic foundations of the Wizard’s racial beliefs, Max ironically

asserts at the end of his perfectly executed sales pitch, ‘‘I tried to interest

some agencies in New York but they are all blind to this menace’’ (48;

emphasis added).

This is but one of many hyperbolic scenes that underscore Max’s

passing as a form of whiteface, at least for the reader, because of the

burlesque aspects of his act. Throughout the novel, his performance

reflects the grotesque spectacle of whiteness that is naturalized in the
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Klonklave proceedings, revealing white supremacy to be a severely con-

torted logic. When Max plays the white anthropologist, he mirrors his

audience’s ideas of whiteness back to them. In keeping with this strategy,

every scene in which Max lectures to the Klonklave is told from a point of

view that overturns the conventional perspective of theater, wherein the

audience watches the performer. Instead, alongside our protagonist, we

watch the audience. For example, from his position on the dais, Max

notes that the audience ‘‘was composed of the lower stratum of white

working people. . . . The young girls in their cheap finery with cir-

cus makeup on their faces; the young men, aged before their time by

child labor and a violent environment; the middle-aged folk with their

shiny, shabby garb and beaten countenances; all ready and eager to be

organized for any purpose except improvement of their intellects and

standard of living’’ (53). Though Max himself would appear to be the

spectacle, orating to a rapt crowd, his white audience and their racial

formation take center stage in the narrative descriptions much as they

will in West’s novel and Sturges’s Sullivan’s Travels as well.

Max’s performance allows him entry into the Knights of Nordica; he

parallels the work of Walter White, civil rights activist and naacp leader,

who used his ability to pass as white to investigate and report on race

riots and lynchings in the 1920s. Unlike White, Max aims at personal

gain, not social justice: ‘‘He had the average Negro’s justifiable fear of the

poor whites and only planned to use them as a stepladder to the real

money’’ (49). If Dr. Crookman profits from his black consumers’ desire

to be white, a desire occasioned by their acute experiences of racial

oppression and violence, Max builds upon his initial successes preaching

fear, scheming to profit from white people’s anxieties about the security

of their racial privilege in the wake of Black-No-More. Max arrives at his

lucrative career when he simultaneously comes to understand that race is

not essential (‘‘he found [white people] little di√erent from the Negroes,

except that they were uniformly less courteous and less interesting’’) but

that white people will pay a great deal to sustain the belief that there are

essential di√erences between white and black people (43).≥≥ Max under-

stands that race is a floating sign available for his exploitation once he is

in a position of power, an insight which gives him greater flexibility to

sell race. In fact, Max’s manipulations help us to see more clearly the

manner in which race functions as a commodity itself.

While Max realizes that he now has greater geographic and financial
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mobility as a white man, he also understands that one really profits from

whiteness by producing and selling it, not simply owning it. Ironically,

he figures out the perfect way to capitalize upon whiteness when he

recalls a ‘‘Negro street speaker [who argued] . . . that so long as the

ignorant white masses could be kept thinking of the menace of the Negro

to Caucasian race purity and political control, they would give little

thought to labor organization. It suddenly dawned upon Matthew Fisher

that this Black-No-More treatment was more of a menace to white busi-

ness than to white labor’’ (44). Improvising on the near iconic scene of

contact with a persuasive advocate of communism that proliferates in

accounts of writers who were attracted to the Communist Party in the

thirties, Schuyler all but shows his hand, unmasking the political import

of his satire (Wald, Exiles, 17).≥∂ With no more black people to occupy the

role of scapegoat and distract white workers from considering their own

position as laborers vis-à-vis wealthy white industrialists, they might

actually organize around class interests, instead of false notions of racial

purity. Accordingly, the white working class’s first response to the news

of Black-No-More is ‘‘a secret feeling akin to relief ’’ because the labor

movement will no longer be divided along racial lines (81). (This is not a

particularly noble conclusion: now that all workers are white, strikes will

not be broken by the threat of cheaper black labor.)

Lest we view this plot development as a confirmation of Orlando Pat-

terson’s thesis that without marked racial di√erence, a new class con-

sciousness would emerge, Schuyler’s technological fantasy suggests that

race is too flexible to be eradicated with the elimination of heterogeneous

phenotype (Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 77). Put di√erently, racial di√erence is

too enmeshed in the markets, both financial and labor, to be easily e√aced,

whatever the promise of technology. We see this first in popular culture’s

swift capitalization upon the loss of black people throughout the nation:

‘‘A current popular dance piece ‘The Black Man Blues,’ was filling the

room. The songwriters had been making a fortune recently writing senti-

mental songs about the passing of the Negro. The plaintive voice of the

blues singer rushed out of the loudspeaker: ‘‘I wonder where my big black

man has gone; / Oh, I wonder where my big black man has gone. / Has he

done got faded an’ left me all alone?’’ (107). Commenting upon the min-

strel tradition, ‘‘The Black Man’s Blues’’ is a literal description of what

happens when white immigrant performers black up: the real ‘‘black

man’’ is lost, evacuated, replaced by his ‘‘faded’’ interlocutor and a stereo-
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typical, mass-produced image of vernacular blackness. As such, ‘‘The

Black Man’s Blues’’ parodically ri√s on the theme of entertainer Al Jolson’s

famous ‘‘Mammy’’ in which the blacked-up speaker, ‘‘all alone’’ and ‘‘far

from home,’’ sings longingly of returning to his lost ‘‘Alabammy mammy.’’

This allusion is made more overt when ‘‘America’s premier black-faced

troubadour,’’ Mr. Jack Albert, performs a live broadcast of his ever popu-

lar ‘‘Vanishing Mammy,’’ providing the entertainment before the former

Klansman Rev. Givens delivers a presidential address to the nation: ‘‘I

can’t help thinkin’, Mammy, that you went white. / Of course I can’t blame

you, Mammy! Mammy! Dear / Because you had so many troubles, Mammy,

to bear’’ (115). In these moments of modernist burlesque, Schuyler deftly

sutures together blackface, white supremacy, and American national cul-

ture, referring to the Ku Klux Klan’s prominence in electoral politics in the

presidential races of 1924 and 1928 (Ferguson 236). More specifically,

Schuyler signifies on Al Jolson’s performance in blackface as Jack Robin,

the protagonist in The Jazz Singer, the first feature-length talking picture

and the first movie musical. In this scene, we see how a Jewish immigrant

performer, Jack Albert/Al Jolson, can claim ‘‘both whiteness and prox-

imity to the appeal of the exotic and dark’’ and how ‘‘this two-ness,

however mythical, could animate highly marketable cultural produc-

tions’’ (Roediger, Working toward Whiteness, 125). As Jack Albert broad-

casts his voice over the air, we lose the visual embodiment of blackface

spectacularized in cinema for the spectral, disembodied but still racialized

crooning of his minstrel tune. This elision suggests that an aural blackness

is still commodifiable, with or without visible ‘‘black’’ bodies. In ‘‘Vanish-

ing Mammy’’ and the plantation myth it supports—‘‘the old homestead

hasn’t been the same’’—the loss of an agrarian, antebellum South and its

supply of happily subservient ‘‘black mammys’’ is superseded by the dis-

appearance of all black people.

Schuyler’s plot literalizes a foundational aspect of blackface: as Rogin

suggests, ‘‘The blackface recovery of a lost essence was promoted by an

elite and taken from the folk’’ and it was predicated on a racialized,

temporal vision of the nation, ‘‘a black past and a white future,’’ a vision

as we shall see that will recur in the Federal Writers’ Project’s Florida

guidebook (49). As Fanon states, ‘‘For the black man there is only one

destiny. And it is white’’ (10). Ironically, for both Jack Albert and the

nation’s formerly black citizenry, their future is white. What Black-No-
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More would seem to throw into crisis is the disavowal—‘‘I perform what

I am not’’—at the heart of the immigrant performer’s donning of black-

face in a bid for white Americanization (Ferguson 238). For no one is

black anymore. Yet, in these instances of ‘‘the blackface melting-pot

tradition,’’ the blackness each song mourns is a nostalgic projection and

production of whiteness (Rogin, Blackface, 16). From this angle, African

Americans were only incidental to minstrelsy anyway. Daphne Brooks

observes, ‘‘The genre of melodrama itself . . . ultimately allows for the

exposure of the ‘truth’ of the racialized body—that is, that it is spec-

tacularly inauthentic’’ (Bodies, 30). If the minstrel form was performed

by white people to commemorate a blackness and a time that never

existed in the first place—Albert claims that his song ‘‘carries you back to

the good old days that are dead and gone forever’’—the loss of the

nation’s black people to whiteness provides one more occasion for lucra-

tive nostalgia, another opportunity to exploit the profit margins of loss,

whether real or imagined (Schuyler 115).

In yet another instance of blackness functioning as fetishized com-

modity in the wake of Black-No-More, Max suggests to Santop Licorice,

Schuyler’s caricature of Marcus Garvey, the leader of the Universal Negro

Improvement Association and champion of the Back-to-Africa move-

ment, that he might make more money staying black and exhibiting

himself in a dime museum as a rarity, a unique figure of black embodi-

ment (90). Each popular manifestation of blackness demonstrates the

contradictory circumstances of industrialization that mobilize the popu-

lar appeal of the ‘‘preindustrial’’ primitive and the folk, during the Pro-

gressive Era through the New Deal. Rogin notes how ‘‘modernization

produced both the mass-media means for creating new national identi-

ties and nostalgia for lost folk worlds’’ (Blackface, 47). The radio trans-

mission of minstrel songs and the curatorial trappings of the freak show

foreground the specific technological advances that enable the recovery,

even invention, of folk culture in the form of mass commodities (‘‘blues’’

records and dime museums) for consumers in the interwar period. Put

di√erently, commercial modernity’s vanquishing of the folk guarantees a

marketable nostalgia for their lost folkways captured just in the nick of

time by cutting edge technologies and modes of display.

While these examples play upon consumers’ perverse desire and nos-

talgia for blackness once it is ‘‘gone,’’ Max devises another way to exploit
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the disappearance of blackness through an interrelated structure of feel-

ing: fear. In Max’s capitalist scheme, he reinvents race as an invisible but

nonetheless marketable entity. The white workers abandon their initial

feelings of relief once Max, now ‘‘the Grand Exalted Giraw,’’ orchestrates

the notion of the subversive ‘‘white Negro’’ in their midst who ‘‘[takes]

their jobs and [undermines] their American standard of living’’ (81).

Max uses the impossibility of observing racial di√erence to spark anxi-

eties about interracial contact: he invokes the invisible specter of ‘‘Ne-

gro blood,’’ suggesting to his white, working-class following that ‘‘one

couldn’t tell who was who!’’ (81). With the invention of the ‘‘white Ne-

gro,’’ the Knights of Nordica switch the emphasis from visible to invisible

markers of di√erence, a discursive move that only crystallizes the crisis of

the visible occasioned by standard conceptions of race.

By selling white workers his racist mythology, Max reproduces the

laborers’ investment in whiteness, over and above considerations of

class. He reentrenches class as racially dependent, despite the implica-

tions that class is a marker of financial strata. Max explains to Atlanta’s

leading business men that in contrast to the defunct kkk, his organiza-

tion works for ‘‘the perpetuation of Southern prosperity by the stabiliza-

tion of industrial relations’’ (80). Above all, this stabilization depends

upon the working class’s ‘‘possessive investment in whiteness’’ and their

concomitant fear of ‘‘black’’ permeation of the white laboring body.≥∑

Paradoxically, their very fear of incorporation with a communist, black,

Catholic other guarantees their consumption by a pervasive capitalist

machine, much in the way that the protagonist of West’s A Cool Million

will meet his catastrophic end.

birth and blood

In Schuyler’s narrative, such ends are reserved not only for ignorant

members of the white working class but also for a≈liates of the white

elite who proudly proclaim their racially pure status as members of the

‘‘First Families of Virginia’’ (122). In an elaborate political subplot, Max

strategically combines his organization, the Knights of Nordica, with

the exclusive ‘‘Anglo-Saxon Association of America,’’ led by Mr. Arthur

Snobbcraft, in order to win a national presidential election on the Dem-

ocratic ticket. Sounding a distinctly eugenicist note, Snobbcraft has hired
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a statistician, Dr. Samuel Buggerie, to conduct a ‘‘nationwide investiga-

tion [that] would disclose the various non-Nordic strains in the popula-

tion. Laws, said he, should then be passed forbidding these strains from

mixing or marrying with the pure strains’’ (122).≥∏ On the eve of the

election, Buggerie’s research reveals, in fact, that America has always

been ‘‘mulatto minded’’: most of its social leaders ‘‘are descendants of

colonial stock that came here in bondage’’ who ‘‘intermarried’’ and ‘‘in-

termixed’’ with black people. Therefore, the vaunted First Families of

Virginia include descendents of African ancestry (141–42). According to

the laws of hypodescent sponsored by Snobbcraft, he and his cohort,

including Buggerie and Henry Givens from the Knights of Nordica, are

technically black. Thus, the scientific method through which they hoped

to maintain their ‘‘white racial integrity and Anglo-Saxon supremacy’’

leads to incontrovertible evidence that they and most other Americans

hail from miscegenated origins (120). Their genealogies are revealed to

be impure according to their own racist dictates.

In the eye-for-an-eye economy of Schuyler’s increasingly Juvenalian

satire, Snobbcraft and Buggerie proudly hail from families who have dis-

avowed their black relatives, hence, they themselves will be subjected to

the most violent and public form of racial disavowal or ‘‘exorcism’’:

lynching (Ferguson 243; Harris, Exorcising Blackness, xiii). After their

research has been stolen by the Republican Party and released to the

newspapers nationwide, the two attempt to flee the country but end up

in the rural enclave of Happy Hill, Mississippi, instead. Hoping to elude

recognition, they blacken their faces only to stumble into a revival meet-

ing for the most fundamentalist Christian sect in the South, the True

Faith Christ Lovers’ Church, a community known for ‘‘its inordinately

high illiteracy rate and its lynching record’’ (164). In fact, the Rev.

McPhule and his devout flock have been waiting for a sign from God, a

prayer seemingly answered with the appearance of Snobbcraft and Bug-

gerie in blackface. With devastating accuracy, Schuyler points to the ways

white Christianity has long served as the handmaiden of white suprema-

cist exploitation and violence.≥π As the lynching progresses, the narration

becomes ever more somber and graphic: ‘‘The two men, vociferously

protesting, were stripped naked, held down by husky and willing farm

hands and their ears and genitals cut o√ with jack knifes amid the

fiendish cries of men and women. . . . [T]hey attempted to run down the

dusty road, blood streaming down from their bodies. They had only
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gone a few feet when, at a signal from the militant evangelist, a half-

dozen revolvers cracked and the two Virginians pitched forward into the

dust amid the uproarious laughter of the congregation’’ (175). While the

scene’s setup is grotesque, its violent climax is delivered in the observa-

tional voice of documentary.

Schuyler ratchets up the ghastly consequences of America’s racial or-

der, sustained through a cruel logic of disavowal. In a general sense, these

men have maintained their elite position and stayed out of the fray of

quotidian race relations on the factory floor by promoting a psychologi-

cal wage of whiteness, a wage that enlists working-class whites to conduct

white supremacy’s most overt and public acts of violence (Du Bois, Black

Reconstruction, 700). More specifically, Snobbcraft has passed ‘‘numer-

ous racial integrity laws,’’ laws that never acknowledge but fully depend

upon the extralegal violence of lynching for their force. In a grotesque

carnivalesque upheaval of class and race, Snobbcraft and Buggerie be-

come fatally incorporated into the murderous rite of lynching that their

e√orts have covertly promoted.

One violent, ritualistic, and performative technology of whiteness,

minstrelsy, is subsumed by another—lynching, its most lethal counter-

part (Brooks, Bodies, 28–29). The logic of disavowal that supports min-

strelsy and lynching and sustains notions of racial purity is exposed and

condemned through the hybridity of Schuyler’s modernist burlesque,

when his satire becomes documentary by way of the grotesque. The

connection between these technologies is made apparent in the gro-

tesque spectacle of two white supremacists lynched in blackface. Schuyler

uses irony as a bludgeon. Buggerie and Snobbcraft occupy the role of the

subversive ‘‘white negroes’’ Max speaks of in his Klonklave meetings:

they adopt blackface, a performative blackness, hoping to be taken as

‘‘authentically’’ black. They do so to avoid being recognized as white

people who have black ancestry or, put di√erently, black people guilty of

performative whiteness. Reminiscent of the mechanized, genocidal pro-

cess of Black-No-More, this scene stages the brutal dimensions, visible

and invisible, of racialization in America, the ways that formulations

of racial purity are enabled by a concealed structure of passing and

performance—Virginia’s First Families are all ‘‘mixed’’ but present them-

selves as racially ‘‘pure.’’

A disfiguring logic of absent-presence pervades the scene, not only in

terms of the men’s lynched bodies but also in terms of the audience.
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Schuyler points to the coerced spectatorship and complicity of the ‘‘two

or three whitened Negroes, who, remembering what their race had suf-

fered in the past, would fain have gone to the assistance of the two men

but fear for their own lives restrained them’’ (176). This disclosure ad-

dresses the readers’ position vis-à-vis the lynching, how readers are made

to feel their own uneasy incorporation into the scene. On the level of irony

and dramatic justice, the novel enlists its readers’ desires in its inexorable

march toward Snobbcraft’s and Buggerie’s fate. In desiring this end, we

recognize our potential complicity with the Happy Hill community and

their abhorrent beliefs in religious fundamentalism, ‘‘one-hundred-

percent Americanism,’’ and white supremacy. When we distance our-

selves from McPhule’s flock and feel for the victims, we experience a

sorrow incommensurate with the victims’ detestable personas and the

larger system of white supremacy they have promulgated: in this instance,

the victims and victimizers become one and the same (Ferguson 242). In

this impossible position, as laughter fades, we confront the absolute hor-

ror of whiteness and the rituals and technologies of violence out of which

it is constituted.

The lynching scene is one of the most extreme enactments of racial

disavowal in the novel. But the novel’s final ironic twist on the twinned

racialist fear of incorporation and reproduction is reserved for Max, who

marries Helen Givens, the daughter of the Imperial Grand Wizard, the

femme fatale who initially rebu√ed him in the Harlem club. By the end,

even Dr. Crookman’s invention, an asexual form of racial reproduction,

cannot elude the trauma of biological miscegenation at its narrative

center (Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 77).≥∫ If Max acquires his wife as one

more way of shoring up his property in whiteness, her reproductive

ability potentially maximizes this property for him in the form of white

progeny. Alternatively, their o√spring may reveal the fact that one parent

is not white. In the novel’s conclusion, Max and Helen have a mulatto

baby. (Max has prevented a previous pregnancy by hiring thugs to burn

down the Givenses’ ancestral home, thereby giving Helen such a shock

that she miscarries.) Schuyler can sustain Max’s technological mastery

only through an elaborate deus ex machina—the revelation that the

South’s first families are of mixed racial origin, the nation’s consequent

embrace of ‘‘dusky’’ skin color, and, in a strange recuperation of biologi-

cal reproduction and maternal feeling, Helen’s sudden open-minded

approach to race (178). Conveniently, with the birth of her child, she
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declares that ‘‘all talk of race and color was damned foolishness’’ (154).

Echoing the logic of prior narratives of passing, there are no ‘‘white’’

people in this text, at least according to laws of hypodescent (Weinbaum,

Wayward Reproductions, 47).

However, we would be mistaken to read this transformation as indica-

tive of a larger shift in attitude toward race on the part of the public. In

response to Crookman’s latest discovery, as the acting surgeon general,

that the black subjects he turned white are a few shades paler than the

average Nordic, ‘‘the upper-class began to look askance at their very pale

complexions. If it were true that extreme whiteness was evidence of the

possession of Negro blood, of having once been a member of the pariah

class, then surely it were well not to be so white!’’ (177). Thus begins a

new chapter in racial hysteria, marked by the advent of sun-tanning and

darkening products, as everyone clamors to become a bit more brown.

The narrator comments that ‘‘[a] white face became startlingly rare. . . .

America was definitely, enthusiastically mulatto-minded’’ (179). Schuy-

ler sets this final section o√ in the text with the all-capped words ‘‘and

so on and so on,’’ so as to underscore the absurdly cyclical pattern at

work here: ‘‘dusky’’ may now be a more inclusive skin color, but the

capitalist foundation that undergirds America’s color-struck society has

not changed (176). If passing and miscegenation undermine the viability

of discrete races, Schuyler conjoins these forms of interracial contact to

subvert white supremacy’s claims to racial purity and an essential superi-

ority located in whiteness. Yet, even as the novel wrenches whiteness

from its supposedly stable meanings, it insists that the structures of racial

oppression consolidated in white supremacy remain. In Schuyler’s es-

timation, America is defined by its shallow mass-consumer culture—

miscegenation is only skin deep, a fad that indicates a shift in the market,

not a fundamental change in epistemology or ontology.

she’s funny that way

If we recall Max’s dream-turned-nightmare about Helen after his first

encounter with her at the Harlem club, we see how the narrative is

predicated on an apprehension of white and black women’s reproductive

sexuality and its instrumental role in racial genealogies of national be-

longing and exclusion. This uneasiness arises, in part, from juridical
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precedents established during slavery, which stipulated that the racial

status and legal condition of a child of a freeborn white man and an

enslaved black woman should follow the mother, instead of the father.≥Ω

Given the patriarchal contours of property law, this ruling may seem

counterintuitive but therein lies the answer: perpetuating the brutal eco-

nomics of black subjection and white male prerogative, the law pro-

hibited the interracial child from claiming a monetary or racial inheri-

tance designated by white paternity. In short, the law reproduced the

child as property, not progeny.∂≠ As Hartman observes, ‘‘The issue of

[slave women’s] motherhood concerned the law only in regard to the

disposition and conveyance of property and the determination and re-

production of subordinate status’’; enslaved black mothers received no

entitlements or protections within the law (98; emphasis added). The

inverse might be said of white women’s motherhood. As long as white

women behaved in accordance with ‘‘racist regulatory norms,’’ foregoing

liaisons with black men for white men to stabilize and reproduce white

progeny, they qualified for protection under the law. Through the dif-

ferential allocation and withholding of entitlements, protections, and

racial inheritance, the law attempted to make black and white women’s

bodies relatively fixed racial signifiers, dependable conveyances of ra-

cialized progeny and property.

Yet the degree to which antimiscegenation statutes were reinvigorated

after emancipation due to increased fears of interracial intimacy and

commingling speaks to the palpable anxiety that women’s bodies func-

tion otherwise, as sites of contamination and impurity (Hartman, Scenes,

185, 189; Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 81; Weinbaum 18). In the 1890s and the

separate-but-equal era that followed, as Alys Weinbaum suggests, ‘‘the

legal apparatus attended to the complicated task of investing white blood

with value—rendering whiteness a rare inalienable commodity—and

then arresting its circulation in the body politic’’ (20). Schuyler pointedly

undermines notions of white purity and genealogy by dedicating his

book ‘‘to all Caucasians in the great republic who can trace their ancestry

back ten generations and confidently assert that there are no Black leaves,

twigs, limbs or branches on their family trees.’’ Max pursues love across

the color line, becoming another proverbial ‘‘black branch’’ on the tree,

ironically, in order to obtain the exclusive privileges of whiteness.

By seizing the means of industrial, cultural, and even biological repro-

duction for his own gain, Max achieves a kind of masculine racial and
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economic self-determination. As he purchases whiteness and performs

bourgeois manhood, Max inserts himself into the narrative of social

mobility that constitutes the American Dream. Given that he appropri-

ates race by means of technology, we might ask, to echo Smith’s query, to

what degree the consequences of this maneuver are ‘‘distributed di√eren-

tially on the basis of gender’’?∂∞ Significantly, Schuyler’s text ends with a

spectral return of the protagonist’s blackness, in biological form, facili-

tated by his sexual contact with a white woman. This patriarchal fantasy,

which centers on the technological and performative mastery of race as a

means of self-determination, attempts to bypass the complex gender

dynamics and racialized property relations at the center of reproduction

in the United States (Hartman, Scenes, 100; Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 77).

In Schuyler’s story, as technology transforms race into commodity form,

it both usurps and e√aces the regulated role of black and white maternal

labor in (re)producing race as property.

Part of the particular violence of Schuyler’s satire is the present-absence

of its black women characters. Max explicitly courts white women in his

schemes—for two reasons, at least: he gears his machinations toward

acquiring the economic privileges that accompany property in whiteness

and, significantly, the black women characters in the story, who may or

may not be in on the con, are not so easily seduced. By way of several

examples, when we first encounter Max, he has been unceremoniously

dumped by Minnie, his unsatisfied ‘‘high ‘yallah’ flapper’’ girlfriend,

who, in his estimation, has ‘‘grown uppity’’ and ‘‘stuck on her color’’ (3).

(In fact, it is Max who seems especially color-struck.) The successful

Madame Blandish is one of the few black characters in the book who

wisely express reservations about Black-No-More: ‘‘She had lived long

enough to have no illusions about the magic of white skin’’ (40). In

response to Max’s switch to whiteness, she wryly remarks, ‘‘I always said

niggers didn’t really have any race pride’’ (28). In accord with Madame

Blandish’s views, by the end of the novel, Bunny, Max’s partner-in-graft,

has fallen for Madeleine Scranton, ‘‘a sweet Georgia Brown,’’ possibly the

‘‘last black gal in the country,’’ a woman who has refused to become white

because she is a ‘‘race patriot. She’s funny that way’’ (156). Though black

women characters play a minor role in the story, their consistent skepti-

cism provides a pivotal template for the reader.

Their dubious perspective informs the reader’s relationship with Max

and fuels the novel’s broader critique. Schuyler renders Max in cartoon
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strokes. We may shake our heads at his audacious actions with a certain

appreciation but also dismay. Schuyler adds to our doubts by employing

an omniscient narrator whose interior perspective is limited to Max’s

thoughts; the narrator telescopes in and out, reporting his protagonist’s

standpoint and then observing him from afar. Consequently, we experi-

ence a doubleness of position: we know what Max thinks and we know a

bit more. Schuyler relies on this alternation to emphasize the less appeal-

ing aspects of Max’s personality. This frustrates our inclination to sym-

pathize, creating a markedly more ambivalent readerly encounter and

provoking a degree of self-consciousness about our own reading practice

—for example, how are we to feel about Max’s happy ending? Schuyler’s

conclusion raises questions about the reader’s own press for standard

literary conventions of identification and closure, a challenge echoed in

works by West, Hurston, Sturges, and others.

To be sure, Black No More makes for uneasy consumption. Far from

romanticizing the folk or the masses, Schuyler depicts white workers as

pathetic dupes and potential lynchers. The black working class fares

somewhat better but is still castigated for the quickness with which it

puts aside notions of race pride to purchase Black-No-More. In this

damning portrait of the folk, Schuyler rejects appeals to populism in any

shape or form and, in the same breath, he predicts the ways that particu-

lar racial and ethnic identities would be produced as marketable entities

in the service of a nation in crisis. As we shall see in A Cool Million,

Schuyler’s skepticism regarding the folk and the masses in the form of a

consuming audience was shared by West. For Schuyler’s critique to be

e√ective, readers must separate themselves from the hegemonic major-

ity who ‘‘buy into’’ the ideological system under review. What’s more,

Schuyler’s protagonist o√ers no beacon of hope either. Readers must

distance themselves from Max, who, through his cunning, exploits the

system and profits from its cruel absurdity.

Instead, readers must identify with the marginal characters who see

the con and the larger system that facilitates it. In other words, the reader

must adopt the perspective of the black women characters whose pres-

ence hovers on the verge of erasure. By rendering the viewpoint of

his black women characters crucial to the reader’s understanding of

the novel, Schuyler departs from the misogyny prevalent in the male-

dominated genre of satire, where women configure the denigrated

grounds out of which the text’s vitriol emerges (Dickson-Carr, African
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American Satire, 5; Brooks, ‘‘Burnt Sugar,’’ 114). Though Schuyler’s por-

trayal of Helen as the dumb blond femme fatale might seem to conform

to this trend, it teases apart this very dynamic, examining the di√erential

valuation of women’s bodies in the racial formation of the body politic.

He comments specifically on the distinct ways in which black and white

maternal labor has been instrumentalized historically in the reproduc-

tion of white patriarchy and racial capitalism. The novel’s few black

women characters who refuse the incorporated whiteness of Black-No-

More, yet another technology of racial capitalism, provide instead a

critical perspective with which to comprehend the novel.

As members of the group from which the passer, Max, passes, the

women represent ‘‘a community of knowledgeability’’ and ‘‘a certain way

of seeing’’ (Robinson, ‘‘It Takes One,’’ 720, 719). They thus constitute the

book’s ‘‘in-group clairvoyants,’’ with whom the reader potentially identi-

fies. In this way, we might extend Amy Robinson’s concept of a triangular

theater of passing—wherein there is a passer, a dupe, and an in-group

clairvoyant—to include the actual reader of the story. The reader is cast as

a literate member of the in-group who is able to comprehend ‘‘the appara-

tus of passing—literally the machinery that enables the performance’’

(721). By having access to competing interpretive perspectives, the reader

is equipped to read Max’s appearance and actions not as mimetic self-

presentation but as performance. If Max performs particular identities

for personal gain, Schuyler overtly stages these performances in his fiction

for the purpose of examining the human cost of market-driven formula-

tions of identity.∂≤

Positioned as members of the in-group who discern Max’s graft, we

attain our outsider status in relation to the imbecilic majority in the

novel. The reader’s insider position within these triangulated, ideological

theatrics anticipates the performative strategies used by Hughes, West,

Sturges, and many artists of the cultural front to act upon their readers

and viewers. Denning observes in his discussion of Orson Welles’s ‘‘aes-

thetics of anti-fascism’’ in the late 1930s and 1940s that ‘‘theatrical meta-

phors were as ubiquitous in the cultural front as mapping metaphors are

in postmodern discourse’’ (Cultural Front, 375, 366). Denning explains

how Welles ‘‘understood fascism as itself a form of showmanship, [and

thus] his exploration of that showmanship became a reflection on fas-

cism’’ (380). We have only to recall the particular vantage through which

we watch Max orating to the easily conned white masses, the narrative
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focus on their gullible and self-defeating acceptance of Max’s contradic-

tory white supremacist rhetoric, to understand Schuyler’s astute grasp of

the uses and abuses of spectacular mass culture for racist and fascist

ends. In these scenes and others, Schuyler invites his readers to join him

not in the laughter shared by ‘‘the great majority’’ but rather in the

laughter of an alienated ‘‘civilized minority,’’ a position he enumerated in

an essay of the same name that he wrote in 1924 with Theophilus Lewis,

the drama critic at The Messenger (Black No More, 19; Ferguson 66).∂≥

Schuyler and Lewis described ‘‘civilized people,’’ their compatriots in

cynicism, as those who ‘‘abhor cant, humbug and hypocrisy. As a rule

they are never hot to save humanity from any of the thousand and one

imbecilities with which the genus homo has surrounded itself. To them,

life is an interesting spectacle in which they are at times willing and

unwilling actors’’ (Schuyler and Lewis, ‘‘Shafts,’’ 288). Though Schuyler

would strike this irreverent pose in most of his satirical columns of the

1920s and 1930s, it fails to fully account for the Juvenalian force of his

novel. Ultimately, Black No More’s culminating spectacle of lynching

directs us to resist our own conscription as actors in this national drama.

By way of conclusion, we might recall Max’s cynical strategy for sub-

duing the exploited working class: ‘‘These people have been raised on the

Negro problem, they’re used to it, they’re trained to react to it. Why

should I rack my brain to hunt up something else when I can use a dodge

that’s always delivered the goods?’’ (106). Ironically, this provocation

might be brought to bear on the critics who fail to grasp fully the connec-

tion between race and class articulated in Black No More.∂∂ As I have

argued in this chapter, instead of class taking precedence over race or

race taking precedence over class, in Schuyler’s work, we see a dialectical

logic akin to Stuart Hall’s contention that ‘‘race is . . . the modality in

which class is ‘lived’ ’’ (‘‘Race,’’ 341). The novel persistently reminds us, to

paraphrase Hall, that race conjoined with gender is the modality through

which class is lived, an insight we surely miss by adhering to a rigid dyad

of race and class. Even when workers all share the same complexion,

thereby eliminating a construction of racial di√erence according to phe-

notype, Max is able to divide his working-class employees along racial

lines by reproducing blackness as an invisible threat. Significantly, Max is

accorded this power through his ability to successfully perform white

capitalist masculinity. Schuyler may adopt a fantasy of racial standard-

ization as his central plot device, but in the end, his novel underscores
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our inability to exclude race in its gendered dimensions from a capitalist

matrix. Instead of supplanting race as a category, Black No More shows

that technology augments its commercial viability, its fungible quality in

the marketplace. In other words, if new technologies enable new forms

of black agency within the market, they are inexorably tied to processes

of commodification and hegemony and they are inevitably bounded

by gender.

Indeed, in the modernist burlesque of Schuyler and other writers of

the Harlem Renaissance as well, we see an engaged exploration of the

interplay of race, gender, and the marketplace. This literature emerges

within a particular juncture of racial capitalism, when Jim Crow segrega-

tion encourages the growth of niche and crossover markets that capital-

ize upon gendered racial ‘‘di√erence,’’ just as Fordist technologies of

mass production usher in the promise of a ‘‘democracy of consumers.’’

Limning the depths of these seemingly incongruous conditions, Schuyler

takes up the violent manufacture of race in its more hyperbolic forms—

passing and blackface—to subvert basic epistemological assumptions

about race. He also demonstrates the ease with which race is trans-

formed into a commodity, a transaction dependent, in part, on its visual,

performative, and discursive construction. In so doing, Schuyler partici-

pates in a central conversation about the African American encounter

with the shifting racial and gender coordinates of consumer culture in

the interwar period.

Counterintuitive though it may seem in view of his later politics,

Schuyler’s Black No More illuminates an alternative literary genealogy of

the New Negro movement, one that centers satirical fiction that ex-

plicitly examines class, gender, and the vagaries of race as commodity. In

this alternative account, radical class critique is no longer the province of

social realism alone; nor is the Harlem Renaissance solely ‘‘a cultural

nationalism of the parlor’’ disengaged from ‘‘what the hyphenation of

class costs’’ (Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue, xxviii; Gates, ‘‘Harlem,’’

12). Schuyler’s modernist burlesque homes in on the ways that notions of

racial authenticity and purity are produced, packaged, and sold for cor-

porate and national interests. In this way, Schuyler and his ilk portend

the populist uses of the folk in the cultural e√orts of the New Deal and

the broader folk revival. They caution against the ways the folk are used

to promote the folklore of racial capitalism. Their critique thus frames

and forecasts the antifascist, antiracist sentiments of the cultural front,
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thereby bridging the literary production of the Harlem Renaissance with

that of the cultural front in the thirties and beyond. Reiterating the claim

he had previously launched so powerfully in Black No More, Schuyler

wrote in 1936: ‘‘Of course, Fascism would be nothing new to American

Negroes. As far as they are concerned, it already dominates the over-

whelming majority of colored folk. They are everywhere socially ostra-

cized, economically penalized, publically discriminated against and seg-

regated’’ (‘‘Views and Reviews,’’ 17 October 1936). With the publication

of A Cool Million in 1934, Nathanael West had already joined Schuyler in

making this critique.



Chapter 2.
‘‘Inanimate Hideosities’’:

The Burlesque of Racial Capitalism

in Nathanael West’s A Cool Million

[Epic theater] is less concerned with filling the public with feelings, even

seditious ones, than with alienating it in an enduring manner, through

thinking, from the conditions in which it lives. It may be noted, by the way,

that there is no better start for thinking than laughter.

— walter benjamin , ‘‘The Author as Producer,’’ address at

the Institute for the Study of Fascism, Paris, 27 April 1934

An intelligent man finds it easy to laugh at himself, but his laughter is not

sincere if it is thorough. If I could be Hamlet, or even a clown with a breaking

heart ’neath his jester’s motley, the role would be tolerable. But I always find

it necessary to burlesque the mystery of feeling at its source; I must laugh

at myself, and if the laugh is ‘‘bitter,’’ I must laugh at the laugh. The ritual of

feeling demands burlesque and, whether the burlesque is successful or not, a

laugh.— nathanael west , The Dream Life of Balso Snell (1931)

Published three years after Black No More, Nathanael West’s A Cool

Million, or, The Dismantling of Lemuel Pitkin (1934) has often been dis-

paraged as his least successful novel. But it, like Black No More, should be

recognized as a key text of the literary Left for its scathing burlesque of

the myth of class mobility and its populist appeal, the underpinning of a

pernicious thirties’ folklore of racial capitalism. When West first sub-

mitted the manuscript to Cap Pearce at Harcourt, Brace for considera-

tion, Pearce rejected it, stating that it failed to ‘‘echo’’ the ‘‘brilliant cry’’

of his prior novel Miss Lonelyhearts (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art,

241). According to Jay Martin, West’s biographer, West would claim that

he wrote A Cool Million as ‘‘a kind of parlor game for his friends’’ to mask
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his bitterness over the book’s preliminary rejection (242). The book was

soon picked up, not only by the New York publisher Covici-Friede but

also, curiously, by Hollywood’s Columbia Pictures as well. The novel’s

mixed reception after it was published may have had something to do

with its banal and often o√ensive literary sources—the Horatio Alger

stories and Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf, among others (231). Perhaps

critics could not accept the book’s on-the-nose satire: the novel must be

read as a brutal denunciation of the American Dream for it to make any

sense at all. In his appraisal ‘‘A Particular Kind of Joking,’’ published in

1964, Norman Podhoretz conjectured, ‘‘This obvious satire . . . must have

come right o√ the top of West’s head. . . . [H]e may have even been trying

to satisfy the prevailing left-wing Zeitgeist. . . . [But] what he had to say

about fascism he said much better in The Day of the Locust, his very

unpolitical last novel’’ (153). Certainly, the novel’s politics o√ended mid-

century New York intellectuals such as Podhoretz, who pronounced

West an individual genius by separating his fiction from his leftist poli-

tics and insisting that his art transcended his times (Veitch, American

Superrealism, xv).∞ This chapter argues that A Cool Million is West’s most

overtly political e√ort and no less compelling for it. Read in conjunction

with West’s actual biography, the book soundly contradicts the claim

that West’s ‘‘achievements . . . were in no way dependent on radical ideas

of any kind’’ (Pells, Radical Visions, 194). On the contrary, A Cool Million

illuminates the radical ideas that drove West’s day-to-day activism and

his other deeply satirical novels, The Dream Life of Balso Snell (1931), Miss

Lonelyhearts (1933), and The Day of the Locust (1939).

In the last decade’s wealth of revisionist literary histories of the thir-

ties, scholars have attended to the radical commitments evidenced both

in Nathanael West’s life and his fiction, including A Cool Million. In par-

ticular, West’s oeuvre has been brilliantly reassessed by critics such as

Rita Barnard, Susan Hegeman, Caren Irr, Matthew Roberts, Rachel

Rubinstein, and Jonathan Veitch, each of whom rightly emphasizes

West’s engagement with consumerism, the avant-garde, and nationalism

against the backdrop of his personal political orientation.≤ Like George

Schuyler and many of the satirists of the thirties, Nathanael West was a

self-identified leftist: he socialized and worked with a progressive crowd

of fiction writers and screenwriters including the likes of Lester Cole, Lil-

lian Hellman, Josephine Herbst, Mary McCarthy, Horace McCoy, and

William Carlos Williams; he attended the Writers’ Congress in 1935, sign-
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ing its manifesto; he spoke on the topic ‘‘Makers of Mass Neuroses’’ at the

Western Writers’ Congress in 1936; he participated in numerous meetings

and strikes and served on a number of executive boards for progressive

causes, such as the Motion Picture Guild, ‘‘organized for ‘the production

of liberal and progressive films’ ’’ and the Screen Writers’ Guild in Hol-

lywood, activism for which his own screenwriting career would su√er in

the form of blacklisting; he helped to organize back-lot workers in the

cio (Congress of Industrial Organizations) in the late thirties; and he

worked to organize migrant workers in California and the farmers in

Buck’s County, Pennsylvania (the location of his farm, Erwinna, and the

bohemian enclave of leftist writers such as Herbst, Mike Gold, Daniel

Fuchs) (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 344–53).

Though West’s political sympathies and activism are no longer ig-

nored, there is disagreement about how exactly to situate his radicalism

in relation to his writing. Some critics locate West within the Popu-

lar Front, basing their judgment more upon his studio activism than

his writing. Other critics look to the iconoclasm of West’s novels and

his own doubts regarding the political merit of his work and conclude

that West was a satellite figure, never entirely attached to one political

group or ideology. Michael Denning, for example, positions West as a

‘‘studio radical,’’ ‘‘part of the Hollywood Popular Front,’’ whereas Jona-

than Veitch suggests that West was neither part of the Partisan Review

crowd, nor was he wholly aligned with ‘‘the communist left’’ or the

aesthetic protocols of the Popular Front’s populist ideology (Denning,

Cultural Front, 191, 256; Veitch xi–xvi). Veitch bases this interpretation,

in part, on two important pieces of correspondence, the first, a letter

West wrote to the modernist literary critic Edmund Wilson in 1939: ‘‘The

radical press, although I consider myself on their side, doesn’t like my

‘particular kind of joking,’ and think [it] even fascist sometimes, and

the literature boys [the Partisan Review] whom I detest, detest me in

turn. . . . [T]he daily press think me shocking . . . because there is nothing

to root for in my books, and what is even worse, no rooters’’ (qtd. in

Veitch xi; qtd. in Martin 334). The second letter, also penned in 1939, was

addressed to the Popular Front writer and journalist Malcolm Cowley:

‘‘I’m a comic writer and it seems impossible for me to handle any of the

‘big things’ without seeming to laugh or at least smile. . . . What I mean is

that out here we have a strong progressive movement and I devote a great

deal of time to it. Yet although this new novel is about Hollywood, I
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found it impossible to include any of those activities in it. . . . Take the

‘mother’ in Steinbeck’s swell novel—I want to believe in her and yet

inside myself, I honestly can’t’’ (qtd. in Martin, Nathanael West: The Art,

335–36). On the face of it, two interrelated issues arise in these passages:

the inability of West’s contemporaneous critics, progressive or conserva-

tive, to adequately situate his work within the larger literary landscape

of their decade and the apparent gap felt by West himself between his

strivings for social justice in his daily life and his cynical assessment of

social relations in his fiction.

From another perspective, we can understand the social critique evi-

dent in West’s literary work as consistent with his political proclivities, if

only more skeptical. He and other satirists such as Schuyler were no less

occupied than social realists with making truth-claims about the dismal

state of the Union from a progressive vantage. But unlike many of their

contemporaries, they avoided the mawkish pitfalls of documentary fic-

tion made so popular by Steinbeck and others, opting instead for a

destabilizing brew of invective, hyperbole, and incongruity. We might

link the particular pathos in West’s work to his own sense of internal

incongruity: he could not reproduce in earnest the sentimental repre-

sentations of the folk promoted by the folklore revival and the many

populisms of his day, though—and with hindsight, perhaps because—he

fought passionately for the people not as an abstraction but rather in the

real-time formation of disenfranchised studio employees, farmers, mi-

gratory workers, and others. Like Schuyler, he refused an obvious politics

of empathy so prevalent in the documentary works of the Depression—a

strategy of a√ect that easily served reactionary as well as progressive

causes—instead providing the readers of his novels with ‘‘nothing to root

for’’ and ‘‘no rooters.’’

West’s compulsion to ‘‘laugh at the laugh’’ might be said to reflect his

stance toward his own paid work and his sense of complicity: though he

allegedly objected to the commodified content of Jewish stage humor

exemplified by ‘‘Potash and Perlmutter, Fanny Brice and others,’’ as a

screenwriter of musicals and comedies in Hollywood, he depended upon

the ethnic humor and ‘‘commercial spirit’’ of the largely Jewish enter-

tainment industry (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 80; Rogin, Black-

face, 60–64).≥ Certainly, this vein of humor, its vaudeville shenanigans,

its crass ethnic jokes, and, most important, its burlesque roots provided

rich material for each of his satirical novels. West was self-conscious
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about these professional and personal ‘‘entanglements’’: he felt internal

friction between his artistic aspirations, his desire for financial success

and his parents’ wish that he would take over the family business in real

estate and construction. West’s family had emigrated to America from

Lithuania in the wake of the Russian pogroms of the 1880s, joining two

million Jews who left the Russian Empire between 1880 and 1914. Given

the overwhelming German influence in the province of Lithuania, his

family regarded themselves as Germans. They followed the path of other

German Jews who had recently arrived in the United States, rejecting the

shtetl community for Americanization, a process of bourgeois assimila-

tion facilitated by their specific expertise in the building trades, a profes-

sional skill that coincided with the boom in building construction in the

first decades of the twentieth century (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art,

13–27). If West was deeply ambivalent about his Lithuanian immigrant

family’s desire for a conventionally successful, ‘‘assimilated’’ life, he was

also ambivalent about his own Jewishness, defining himself while in col-

lege at Brown University in the twenties as a ‘‘Jewish outsider,’’ a ‘‘Jew and

not-Jew at the same time,’’ a liminal position that replays the oscillating

distance and proximity of Jewish immigrants to American whiteness at

the time (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 80). Yet West was far from

ambivalent about anti-Semitism, the reason behind his family’s im-

migration, immersing himself in its long history (79).∂ He struggled

to square his upper-middle-class background with his radical politics

and his fiction writing with the conventions of the literary Left of the

1930s. West may have yearned for a way of being that was socially, eth-

nically, and politically ‘‘uncontaminated’’ but, to his credit, he regarded

those very longings as impossible and perhaps even suspect. This under-

standing allowed him to use these entanglements to great e√ect in his

own fiction.

In A Cool Million, West limns the many entanglements of ‘‘a pioneer

people,’’ drawing upon the frontier and boot-strap myths and their atten-

dant constellations of the folk to consider the rise of fascism in America.

Ri≈ng on the Horatio Alger novels of the nineteenth century and their

increased popularity in the 1910s and 1920s, West’s surreal tale unveils the

myth of class mobility and the violent economics of propertied white

patriarchy at the heart of the American Dream and Depression-era vi-

sions of ‘‘a usable past’’ (Brooks, ‘‘On Creating,’’ 219). A Cool Million fol-

lows the descent—not ascent—of our American boy hero, Lemuel Pitkin,
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within the world of the marketplace in ‘‘the year of our Lord nineteen

thirty-four’’ (117). Lem fails to enact the promise of his ‘‘inalienable

birthright’’—that access to social mobility and self-invention which con-

stitutes his white masculine inheritance (110). Instead, Lem is increas-

ingly acted upon by enterprising capitalists in the most brutal and bodily

of ways; he is made to be a stereotype of the Alger folk figure, but one who

is continually denied his birthright to the point of death. With this plot,

West demonstrates the vexed place of the folk in the Alger stories and the

stories’ disingenuous populist overtures to ‘‘any poor boy who works

hard.’’ He also predicts the ways that Alger plot lines would shape some of

the populist rhetoric that cohered around the folk in the discourse of

national recovery.

Like Schuyler, West in A Cool Million adopts a form of modernist

burlesque as his modus operandi.∑ Jay Martin recounts how West spoke

of burlesque comedy as a classical art form, tracing its literary roots to

Greek comedy (Nathanael West: The Art, 238). West was a fan of bur-

lesque and vaudeville, part of a generation of writers Edmund Wilson

named ‘‘The All-Star Literary Vaudeville’’ (Roza, ‘‘American Literary

Modernism,’’ 127). Accompanied by his friend, the novelist Robert M.

Coates, West often attended burlesque revues, Harlem nightclubs, and

the shows of Jimmy Durante (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 237). He

knew all of the standard routines and he even knew some of the per-

formers, introducing friends to the comics backstage after their perfor-

mances (238). West was also an enormous admirer of the Marx Brothers

scripts, written by the humorist and New Yorker writer Sid Perelman, his

closest friend and his brother-in-law, the person to whom A Cool Million

is dedicated (238). His deep knowledge of burlesque enabled the ironic

distance evident in his work, making it possible for him ‘‘to laugh at the

laugh’’ (The Dream Life, 27). At the same time, burlesque allowed him to

occupy his subject, ‘‘to burlesque the ritual of feeling at its source,’’ to

mock the narrative production of a√ect and sentiment from the inside.

West’s burlesque travesties were both distanced and close to their subject,

blending high with low, to enact and critique the hypocrisies of commer-

cial life in the time of Depression (Glenn, ‘‘Taking Burlesque,’’ 93).

Like Schuyler’s Black No More, West’s modernist burlesque created an

unruly parody of the popular literary texts and stereotypes that per-

petuate America’s racial capitalism, imitating and distorting his sources

to reveal the grotesque social relations they naturalize and support. In
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West’s hands, modernist burlesque is nothing less than a form of theo-

rizing. His modernist burlesque confronts the politics of Hollywood

theatrics and the theatrics of governmental politics in the age of mass

communication, the ideological apparatuses that manufactured the very

desire for the folk and other fictions of national belonging. By exposing

the inner machinery of such narratives, his novel attempts to disrupt

their power upon the reader. This aspect of his work led his friend, the

novelist Josephine Herbst, to keenly observe, ‘‘The people in West’s fic-

tion are not so much looking for something they have lost as for some-

thing they never had and never will have’’ (15; emphasis added). There is

a certain pathos in the recognition of this impossible, double loss, the

fabrication of a loss of something never there in the first place. While in

West’s world, no one can escape this economy of desire, what is available

to his readers is a di√erent angle of reception within that economy. As

West himself would frame it, we can burlesque ‘‘the ritual of feeling,’’ the

authenticity and purity that we are supposed to long for, the sentimen-

tality and pity (evacuated of politics) that we are supposed to feel.∏

When judging West’s place within the turbulent decade of the thir-

ties it becomes abundantly clear that his kind of modernist burlesque

was distinct from the most recognizable proletarian representations of

the day. In contrast to the often sentimental, social realist novels that

centered on the plight of the proletariat within a network of capitalist

exploitation, West’s fiction examined the vagaries of commodity cul-

ture and the working-class consumer’s role within it. In this way, West’s

work actually expands our conception of the ‘‘fiction of the left’’ (xiii).π

As the literary critic Daniel Aaron argues, ‘‘There was another kind of

writing . . . ‘implication literature’ tinged with ‘just as deep radical dye.’

West belonged to that select company of socially committed writers in

the Depression Decade who drew revolutionary conclusions in highly

idiosyncratic and undoctrinaire ways’’ (‘‘Late Thoughts,’’ 162).

In his idiosyncratic way, West shifted the lens to look at the role of the

masses, not only as exploited workers, but also in their capacity as duped

yet avid consumers. From this angle, West provided a fictional narrative

of industrial rationalization and its persuasive techniques that would

intersect with Antonio Gramsci’s nearly simultaneous account of Ford-

ism. Gramsci describes how the American calibration of production

with consumption depended upon a ‘‘skilful combination of force (de-

struction of working-class trade unionism on a territorial basis) and
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persuasion (high wages, various social benefits, extremely subtle ideolog-

ical and political propaganda) . . . [and] determined the need to elabo-

rate a new type of man suited to the new type of work and productive

process’’ (Selections, 285–86; emphasis added). West elaborates on the

incorporation of this ‘‘new type of man’’ into the nation by focusing on

the flag-waving clichés that facilitated this process. In his investigations

of the desires, dream life, and myths consolidated in the commodities,

leisure activities, and national narratives produced and consumed by

working people, West evinced a subtle grasp of the hegemonic contours

of mass culture in the time of the assembly line.

In his sardonic focus on mass consumer culture and the worker’s

‘‘implicated’’ place within it, West was not alone: a range of writers

such as Schuyler, Chester Himes, Langston Hughes, Nella Larsen, Sin-

clair Lewis, Tillie Olsen, and John Dos Passos used satire to explore the

consequences of Fordism’s bodily, psychic, and economic incorporation.

West’s A Cool Million resonates in particular with Schuyler’s Black No

More on this score, and yet these novels are rarely paired.∫ Each novel

responds to the nation’s transition from a producer-capitalist economy

to a consumption-oriented ‘‘culture of abundance,’’ wherein the mass

marketplace is increasingly conceived of as ‘‘a democracy of consumers’’

(Barnard, Great Depression, 149; Cross, All-Consuming Century, 2). As

West and Schuyler keenly perceive, the promise of citizenship predicated

upon equitable and anonymous buying power is belied by the racialized

class structure within the United States and the ways in which spaces of

consumption both institute and regulate forms of Jim Crow segregation

and anti-Semitism.

Given the Depression’s disproportionate impact on people of color

and impoverished rural whites who were ‘‘not quite white,’’ a penetrating

leftist critique of capitalism necessitated a critique of white supremacy

(Wray, Not Quite White). The burlesques of Schuyler and West o√er this

account by demonstrating the ways that white supremacist ideology

sanctioned an idea of class mobility as a means of shoring up an a≈lia-

tion of white workers based upon race, rather than class. Cheryl Harris

explains the ways whiteness a√ords white workers ‘‘access to a host of

public, private, and psychological benefits. . . . It is through the concept

of whiteness that class-consciousness among white workers is subordi-

nated and attention is diverted from class oppression’’ (1760). One of the

privileges that accompanies naturalized whiteness is the expectation of
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class mobility. It is this expectation that West troubles, demonstrating

something akin to Gramsci’s assessment of the bourgeoisie. Gramsci

distinguishes the bourgeois class from previous ruling classes by singling

out the claim of class mobility: ‘‘The bourgeois class poses itself as an

organism . . . capable of absorbing the entire society, assimilating it to its

own cultural and economic level. [However] the bourgeois class is ‘satu-

rated’: it not only does not expand—it starts to disintegrate; not only

does it not assimilate new elements, it loses part of itself ’’ (260). In even

aspiring to the bourgeoisie, A Cool Million’s protagonist embodies this

‘‘saturation’’ as he literally ‘‘loses’’ parts of himself.

Both A Cool Million and Black No More advance a savvy understanding

of domestic racism not only as an articulation of capitalism but also as a

form of protofascism, by underscoring the links between lynching and

antilabor terror, white supremacist ideology, nativist beliefs, and anti-

Semitism, connections consolidated in the activities of the Ku Klux Klan

and other related organizations in the 1930s, such as the Black Legion,

America First, and the Silver Legion, also known as the Silver Shirts

(Kelley, Hammer, 120; Veitch 11). In their aesthetics of antifascism, like so

many artists of the cultural front later in the decade, West and Schuyler

employ theatrical metaphors to investigate the spectacular ‘‘attractions’’

of fascism and implicate their audience, directing us to resist our own

conscription as actors in this nationalist drama (Denning 375). Like

Schuyler, West suggests that the Jim Crow economy depends upon the

violent production of raced bodies as spectacle (or invisible threat) for

an audience who pays in more ways than one. To illuminate these pro-

ductions, they burlesque popular novels of moral instruction and uplift

—the novel of racial passing and the Horatio Alger stories—pushing

these narratives of self-making to their hyperbolic extremes so as to

make legible ideology at work (Wald, Crossing, 3). Black No More and A

Cool Million deserve to be read in tandem, then, for their scathing ex-

coriation of a thirties’ ‘‘folklore of racial capitalism’’: they are modernist

burlesques of racial and class passing that demonstrate how market-

driven formulations of the folk shore up capitalism and make fascism

possible.Ω In this shared vision of the American scene, fascism and capi-

talism join together in their mutual logics of racialization and profit

motive (Veitch 104).

By centering the oft-overlooked satires of George Schuyler and Na-

thanael West, new figurations of radical 1930s cultural production and
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critique come to light (Denning 122). This chapter’s reading prioritizes a

question not often asked of A Cool Million, even in the revisionist scholar-

ship: namely, if West engages with commodity culture through a radically

citational writing practice, as Rita Barnard suggests (Great Depression, 8),

how does this strategy perform a critique of racialized and gendered

social relations? In other words, as West burlesques the ‘‘folklore of

capitalism,’’ how does he make visible not just the operation of class but

also the economics of white patriarchy (Veitch 88; Moran and Rogin,

‘‘Mr. Capra,’’ 220)? In particular, how does he treat raced, gendered, and

classed corporeality and incorporation within Fordist capitalism?

In West’s modernist burlesque of a thirties’ ‘‘folklore of racial capital-

ism,’’ its literary antecedents and its potentially fascist leanings, he takes a

certain risk. As Constance Rourke observes, ‘‘to sustain burlesque some-

thing more than grotesquerie is needed. Satire enters into its atten-

tions. . . . But pure satire stands aloof, while burlesque wholly possesses

its subject and wears the look of friendship’’ (American Humor, 101).

West’s novel ‘‘wholly possesses its subject,’’ to borrow from Rourke (101).

It occupies and enacts the literary modes, stereotypes, and power dy-

namics it sets out to undo: it risks reifying, rather than undermining, the

subject of its burlesque. As we shall see, A Cool Million’s conclusion poses

a conundrum about the possibility of successfully burlesqueing fascism

for progressive, antifascist political ends. In short, do the incorporative

powers of fascism render this political gesture finally inert? West’s ‘‘par-

lor game’’ of a novel may wear the look of friendship but a subterranean

rage seethes through its burlesque, precisely in the moments when the

laughter drops out and the book, still wholly in possession of its subject,

adopts the aloofness of satire and documentary.

The following reading explores these questions. It investigates West’s

invocation of the plot lines of the Alger stories and the dime store west-

erns and their marketing of bootstrap and frontier myths and then turns

to West’s critique of the culture of collecting and the place of the folk

within that project. As West recycles and reverses the plot lines of the

dime store novel, he also pilfers other ancillary modes of popular enter-

tainment, such as the Bu√alo Bill extravaganzas of the 1880s and 1890s

and the dime museum freak shows popular in the first decades of the

twentieth century. In exploiting their anarchic, carnivalesque edge, he

reveals the fraught historical subtext of these older forms of ‘‘authentic’’

exhibition while at the same time castigating the nostalgia in his own day
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for these already nostalgic productions. Homing in on the ‘‘indexical-

excavatory enthusiasm’’ of the 1930s and its incipient folklore revival,

West demonstrates with cruel precision the di√erent ways in which par-

ticular racial bodies become fetishized, incorporated, and commodified

within a modernist culture of collecting as figures of the folk (Miller,

‘‘Inventing,’’ 374). West deploys these spaces of collection and exhibition

to expose whiteness as a kind of vaunted commodity within the mass

production of racial and ethnic stereotypes, a property marketed to con-

sumers who invest in it at everyone’s peril. If the protagonist, Lem, trans-

mogrifies into a series of stereotypes of white masculinity as the Alger

folk figure gone awry, the novel’s barely present heroine, Betty Prail, is

made to be the static stereotype of the collectible and representative—

read white—‘‘real American girl.’’ In West’s own folklore of racial capital-

ism, he creates a grotesque fictional burlesque of the documentary col-

lections so popular in the thirties.

the story of every great american

Even the most cursory outline of the novel makes evident West’s reliance

upon the stereotypes, clichés, and hackneyed plots of the Alger stories,

working-girl fiction, and other dime novel formulas produced within

the ‘‘fiction factories’’ of the nineteenth century (Denning, Mechanic

Accents, 18–24). A Cool Million begins with the threat of foreclosure on

the longtime home of his grandmother and guardian. Lem, ever the

dutiful grandson, seeks financial advice from the town’s most prominent

citizen, the former president and future fascist leader of the United

States, Mr. Shagpoke Whipple, a thinly disguised caricature of President

Calvin Coolidge, who encourages him to leave his schooling and ‘‘go out

into the world and win [his] way’’ (73). Lem repeatedly encounters Whip-

ple, who later forms the fascist National Revolutionary Party, and also

Betty, his childhood sweetheart, who is brutalized, exploited, and raped

throughout the book. When Lem arrives in New York City with thirty

dollars loaned to him by Whipple, his money is stolen, he is falsely accused

of stealing, and he is subjected to police brutality, incarceration, and the

extraction of all of his teeth by the prison dentist. This sequence of events

marks the pattern of Lem’s existence in the city. With each transaction,

Lem loses another body part—his teeth, an eye, a thumb, a leg, his scalp,
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and so on. He is literally torn to bits in his e√orts to earn ‘‘an honest cool

million.’’

The more Lem emulates the fictional model of Horatio Alger and fails,

the more his broken body is capitalized upon and the more theatrical he

becomes. In other words, Lem’s increasing disfigurement enables his

stage career as a spectacular freak. At the same time, his public, com-

modified, and ever malleable embodiment marks him as something less

than a proper citizen.∞≠ In the years following the publication of A Cool

Million, the Farm Security Administration photographic unit captured

and carefully edited pictures of white men visible in the ranks of the

unemployed and the relief lines, publicly embodied and fallen from the

net of proper citizenship.∞∞ Such men were given a name—‘‘the little guy’’

or ‘‘the forgotten man’’—and they occupied a central role in the rhetori-

cal appeals of politicians, social reformers, activists, and artists on the left

and the right. West centers this figure as his duped protagonist, inquiring

after the meanings of the white male worker—the nation’s most pro-

tected class of laborers—who is unable to claim his ‘‘inalienable birth-

right’’ both in the public sphere and the sphere of labor (110). A story

of failed social mobility such as A Cool Million reveals the degree to

which class boundaries are impenetrable. In West’s account, in spite of

Lem’s white, masculine privilege, he cannot overturn the strictures of the

American class system.

While Lem is made to be a unique folk exemplar of failed birthright,

Betty is made into a desirable collectible, a representative of ‘‘genuine

native stock’’ (126). She has no birthright to claim herself in the world of

business and her capacity for self-making is never in question—rather, as

a white woman, she exists in the novel only to be claimed as a guarantor

of whiteness, an accessory to white patriarchy. Put di√erently, she is the

passive avatar, the placeholder, through which enfranchised and disen-

franchised men alike hope to claim the privilege of white masculine

birthright. As Lem attempts to make his million in New York City, Betty

is captured by white slavers and taken to a themed whorehouse nearby, a

whorehouse that has become a ‘‘one hundred per centum American

place,’’ in keeping with the nation’s patriotic turn, after its original incar-

nation as ‘‘The House of All Nations.’’ After Betty escapes and meets up

with Lem, they head out west by train with Whipple to dig for gold in

California to support the growth of his fascist National Revolutionary

Party. In California, Lem loses his leg in a bear trap as he tries to prevent
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a western gold miner from raping Betty. He soon loses his scalp in an

Indian uprising against white imperialism. His career path increasingly

places him in the public eye. After Lem is rehabilitated with false teeth,

glass eye, wig, and prosthetic leg, he joins the ‘‘Chamber of American

Horrors’’ as a side-show exhibit. He then becomes a stooge with Riley

and Robbins’s ‘‘15 Minutes of Furious Fun with Belly La√s Galore’’ (171).

Finally, he ends up assassinated at a convention for Whipple’s fascist

party, thereby becoming a martyr—an (un)exquisite corpse—for the

cause (Veitch 99). Given her supporting role throughout, fittingly, Betty

has become Mr. Whipple’s secretary.

Lem is made to represent the tragic ending of an all-American boy

repeatedly thwarted by ‘‘sophisticated aliens’’ (179). He also becomes a

symbol for the triumph of fascism. He is the figure around which the

country rallies under the National Revolutionary Party. With this alarm-

ing turn of the events, West shows how the American Dream is consoli-

dated through stereotypical figures of success—the conventional Horatio

Alger tales—and also figures of failure, such as Lem. West thus burlesques

the logic of these stereotypes and their deployment within the folklore

revival of the 1930s: he reveals the intimate proximity between Alger folk

hero and fascist folk martyr, exposing the bankruptcy of racial capitalism

and its fascist possibilities. If Lem had succeeded in his bid for social and

class mobility, he would be a classic Alger folk hero. In his failure, he

becomes a fascist folk martyr instead, for his failure is apparently neither

his fault nor the capitalist system’s, rather it is the fault of ‘‘sophisticated

aliens,’’ an external enemy of ‘‘the people’’ (Žižek, ‘‘Against the Populist

Temptation,’’ 559). In this way, West illuminates a seeming paradox of the

Depression—the continued popularity of the American Dream rejuve-

nated through populist depictions of persevering hard-working folk

when those same images might have served as a powerful counterexam-

ple of the ways capitalism fails those most vulnerable, the ‘‘one third of

the nation . . . ill-fed, ill-housed, ill-clothed,’’ who were unemployed or

barely managing to eke out a living, no matter how hard they tried.

Implicit in this logic is West’s suggestion that the iconography and rheto-

ric of the folk in the period’s documentary and ethnography were some-

times shaped by the Alger myth.

Who better to plumb the popular plot lines of American national

culture than West, who worked in the ‘‘fiction factories’’ of his own day—

the film studios that took over the production of sensationalist stories
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for the leisure of the working class? Critics have demonstrated that in

West’s composition of A Cool Million, he drew upon his experiences

viewing and devising extravagant nationalist collections and displays of

America’s usable past.∞≤ Surely another source for West’s novel was the

fad during the 1920s and 1930s for collecting dime novels, and the Hora-

tio Alger stories’ predominance within that realm of circulation and

exchange. West was not only troubled by the popular narratives that

promoted the American Way of life but the ideological impetus for these

stories’ collectibility as objects.

West used the sensationalist popular fiction of the nineteenth century

and the early twentieth to explore the sustaining myths of the nation and

their spectacular racial productions in the form of stereotypes. In par-

ticular, West burlesques the myth of upward class mobility by cribbing

over one-fifth of his novel from actual Alger texts, in addition to imitat-

ing the melodramatic plot lines of working-girl fiction and dime novels

of the western frontier (Barnard 142). A Cool Million improvises on such

popular fiction, rendering visible slippages and aporias, points of pro-

ductive ‘‘contamination.’’∞≥ Je√rey Decker describes how conventional

stories of enterprise were constituted through ‘‘the separation of gen-

dered spheres, racial segregation and nativism’’ (Made in America, xiv).

In West’s inversion of the racially coded ‘‘moral luck and market pluck’’

stories, these enabling exclusions come to light (Decker 2). Moreover, as

his white protagonist Lem Pitkin repeatedly fails to enact his birthright,

we witness what might be described as a performative narrative of un-

successful class passing. Using the codes and cues of popular fiction,

West burlesques the mass production of middle-class formulas for uplift

(Decker xiv). Significantly, he not only upends the ‘‘values’’ embedded

within popular narratives of success, but he also launches an attack on

the nostalgic culture of collecting that imbues the Horatio Alger stories

with their retroactively ascribed ‘‘purity.’’ Their value as collectibles in

the mass-consumer marketplace of his own time issued from their pris-

tine status as the folklore of capitalism; the books were promoted as

relics of a ‘‘purer’’ moment of American capitalism, ‘‘signs of a lost

innocence, unspoiled fragments of an age before mass culture’’ (Den-

ning, Mechanic Accents, 9).

If West’s textual appropriation appears straightforward, it is not, given

the misappropriation of the Alger stories as the representative dime

novel series by early literary historiographers and bibliophiles in the first
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decades of the twentieth century in addition to the Alger stories’ own

earlier history of appropriations. Though the Alger narratives and the

westerns have been canonized in the twentieth century as primary mod-

els of the dime novel, Michael Denning, John Cawelti, Je√rey Decker,

and others have shown how this literary historiography obscures the

dime novel’s working-class commitments and its engagement with ‘‘the

class conflict of the Gilded Age’’ and also how this conventional account

supplants a wider range of fiction sold under the rubric of sensational

fiction—‘‘aristocratic costume romances, detective tales, working-girl

stories, tales of the American Revolution, mysteries of the city, outlaw

stories’’ (Denning 15–16; Decker 1–2, 10). Denning observes in Mechanic

Accents how ‘‘Alger’s greatest success comes after his death in 1899; not

only did he find his largest readership between 1900 and 1915, but begin-

ning in the 1920s his formulaic stories were interpreted as the archetypal

narrative of capitalism. . . . Together, the revaluation of the dime novel

western and the promotion of Alger as the typical dime novelist allowed

an ideological appropriation of the dime novel as the wholesome reading

experience of American boys, telling tales of western expansion and

inculcating the values of self-made success’’ (203). In the early 1920s, the

first substantial collection of dime novels was bequeathed to the New

York Public Library and then acquired by the Huntington Library. This

acquisition prompted a spate of commentaries about the genre, includ-

ing the first book-length consideration, Dime Novels, or, Following an

Old Trail in Popular Literature, penned by Edmund Pearson, a librarian,

and published in 1929 (13–14). According to Denning, much of the com-

mentary about the dime novel beginning in the twenties is marked by a

‘‘combination of nostalgia and nationalism’’ as well as a ‘‘disdain for . . .

contemporary popular culture, measuring present degeneration against

past glory’’ (14). To this day, the primary periodical about the genre is

Dime Novel Round-Up, notably published from 1931 onward, an enthusi-

asts’ magazine devoted to ‘‘the collecting, preservation and study of old-

time dime and nickel novels, popular story papers, series books and pulp

magazines.’’ As this surge in collecting activity suggests, in the years

preceding West’s writing of A Cool Million, the dime novels enjoyed re-

newed interest and the atypical Alger tales came to epitomize the genre.

The story of Alger’s (belated) preeminence among nineteenth-century

dime novels in the Progressive era represents a number of ironies that
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West surely must have found irresistible. The ‘‘revaluation’’ of the dime

novel genre occurred just as a broader range of entrepreneurs—white

immigrant and African American men and women—attempted to write

themselves into the social mobility script, some very successfully. We need

only think of Al Jolson’s rise to Broadway and cinematic stardom and

Madame C. J. Walker’s entrepreneurial sweep of the black cosmetics in-

dustry in the 1910s, careers not coincidently based upon performances

and techniques of self-making—Jolson’s famous blackface routine and

Walker’s specialization in beauty products—for examples of success sto-

ries that broadened the scope of the Alger narrative.∞∂ At the same time,

‘‘opportunities for prospective entrepreneurs’’ declined with the consol-

idation of large-scale corporations and the move from producer-oriented

to consumer-oriented capitalism (Decker xiv, 2). As Alan Trachtenberg

and others remind us, the notion of the self-made man as it was sutured to

‘‘free-labor’’ ideology of the mid-nineteenth century was already anach-

ronistic even in the 1870s, given the rise of wage labor (Incorporation, 78).

Moreover, the literary historiographers’ and bibliophiles’ misappro-

priation of the Alger stories was predicated upon Alger’s own appropria-

tions. Denning describes how the ‘‘genteel, moralistic’’ stories of Horatio

Alger ‘‘attempted to use the dime novel format with varying degrees of

success to recapture and reorganize working-class culture’’ (Mechanic

Accents, 60–61). In o√ering a middle-class alternative to working-class

dime novels of the period—one that emphasized individual character in

the form of ‘‘moral luck’’ available to those whose American birthright

was white, masculine, and middle-class—Alger ‘‘ventriloquized’’ the

dime novels that preceded his intervention (Decker 2; Denning 83).

Much like the plots of the Alger narratives whose protagonists ascend the

social ladder through moral strength and a fortunate encounter with a

gentleman of means, Alger attempts to elevate the dime novel itself,

lifting it from its purportedly cheap and sensationalist origins.

In view of such ‘‘ventriloquism,’’ how do we read West’s imitation of

the form? In a sense, West performs a double burlesque, imitating the

Alger narratives and their own middle-class imitation of prior working-

class dime-novels. Alger’s stories ventriloquize dime novels—one might

say, they even ‘‘pass’’ for them in the literary historiography—and, in

another register, A Cool Million ventriloquizes the Alger formula. Except

that it doesn’t, not quite: in accordance with the logic of burlesque and
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satire, West’s novel both passes and fails to pass for the source of its

derision. Herein lies the novel’s performative critique, its self-reflexive

citation and dismantling of the nation’s myths of economic and occu-

pational advancement. In Alger’s formal ‘‘success’’ and West’s formal fail-

ure, ventriloquism reveals what is at stake in the narrative of social

mobility—performance. These narratives depend upon performance

as a key to class ascension. In West’s usage, the rags-to-riches parable

of Horatio Alger is a narrative that relies upon an implicit class per-

formance, a class pass, on the part of its protagonist. Much like Black

No More, his burlesque makes visible the internal performance embed-

ded within the social mobility script, the class pass on the part of the

working-class hero upward into the producer-capitalist class.

West’s burlesque of the class pass both inverts and ironizes the dynamics

of cross-class masquerade so prevalent in 1930s’ documentary reportage,

wherein the middle- or upper-class ethnographer tried to pass as one of

the poor to grasp the real experience of poverty, a strategy evident to

varying degrees in texts such as James Agee’s and Walker Evan’s Let Us

Now Praise Famous Men, Erskine Caldwell’s and Margaret Bourke-White’s

You Have Seen Their Faces (1937), and Preston Sturges’s film parody Sul-

livan’s Travels. In another sense, A Cool Million burlesques the burgeoning

genre of 1930s screwball comedy (a genre West himself worked in as a

screenwriter), limning their stories of successful cross-class masquerade,

social mobility, and self-making achieved through convincing acts of

performance, a connection between theater and the marketplace that has

a long history. Michael Rogin argues that in the time of Jacksonian de-

mocracy, ‘‘self-making operated in the marketplace, blackface in the the-

ater. . . . [F]or hundreds of years, the theater and the marketplace were

conjoined sites of role-playing exchange’’ (Blackface, 50). Certainly, we

can extend and expand this account to include the Alger stories as another

‘‘conjoined site’’ of ‘‘role-playing exchange,’’ where consumers bought

fictional performances of ‘‘marketplace self-making.’’ Though West does

not include blackface explicitly in his novel, in his protagonist’s spectacu-

lar dismantling, he seizes upon its animating energies—its unmaking on

the way to self-making—to reveal the racialized and gendered perfor-

mance of class inherent in the formula of the self-made man.

West’s ventriloquism of the Alger stories also emphasizes the means of

production by which the Alger series and other dime novels were made:

the stereotype. In its original usage, the stereotype was a new steam-
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powered press that used a duplicate impression of an original typograph-

ical element for printing. The stereotype revolutionized printing technol-

ogy in the 1830s and 1840s, making large-scale publishing possible, in

terms of e≈ciency, output, cost, and distribution.∞∑ In 1922, the journalist

Walter Lippman coined the social meaning of the term, describing a

stereotype as a ‘‘picture in our heads’’ (Public Opinion, 73). It was the

mechanical stereotype that fittingly ushered in the dime novel industry,

an industry that produced and promoted literary stereotypes, that is,

standardized, formulaic, and static representations of people as types, in

the commodity form of the book. If the stereotype enabled a new form of

commercial culture, metaphorically speaking, the stereotype was its re-

sult, too. Traversing the literal and the metaphorical, the invention and

the commodity, the term stereotype encompasses both the technology

that manufactures fictions and the clichéd fictions it reproduces, an

excellent example of the enveloping circuit of the marketplace.

A Cool Million comprises a virtual landscape of mass-produced stereo-

types and narratives enveloped in this circuit. The proliferation of ste-

reotypes throughout the novel underscores the ways in which they are

rampantly produced as commodities and consumed within the arena of

mass culture. ‘‘Our white hero and heroine’’ are no less stereotypical,

no less wooden and hollow than the novel’s supporting characters, a

quality that thwarts one type of reader identification with interiority, for

another—the stock character. Instead, they are all endlessly reproducible

and familiar, products of the narrative machinery of the ‘‘fiction facto-

ries’’ (Veitch 101; Denning 17–18). If Lem and Betty eluded West’s com-

modity logic, the novel might appear to reify whiteness through neu-

trality. Yet, the novel is up to something more complicated. Denning

describes how in the dime novels ‘‘no narrative formulas were developed

that could tell a racial story’’ other than ‘‘conventional, static and nega-

tive stereotypes’’ (210).∞∏ In West’s deft adaptation, an embedded racial

story about the production of gendered whiteness emerges by way of the

genre’s formulaic stereotypes.

As West critiques such narratives of success and their concealed racial

story, he shows how the white working class’s investment in the rugged

individualism of free enterprise assures its incorporation and consump-

tion by a pervasive capitalist machine. Significantly, its incorporation

into this economy renders its members duped commodities. Lem is

propelled into the marketplace through his naive consumption of clichés
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of American success, slogans voiced by Mr. Whipple, such as ‘‘America is

the land of opportunity. . . . She takes care of the honest and industrious

and never fails them as long as they are both’’ (74). West demonstrates

the raced, corporeal dimensions of capitalism’s capacity for incorpora-

tion through his male and female protagonists’ besieged embodiment,

their status as ‘‘authentic,’’ white collectibles, both unique and represen-

tative in the commerce of the collection and other modes of exhibition

and display. West thus anticipates the ways that the collection of the folk

will surface as trope, theme, and plot device in works as varied as Cald-

well’s and Bourke-White’s You Have Seen Their Faces (1937), Hurston’s

Mules and Men, the Federal Writers’ Project’s guidebooks, Agee’s and

Evans’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, Sherwood Anderson’s Home

Town (1940), Richard Wright’s 12 Million Black Voices (1941), and Preston

Sturges’s Sullivan’s Travels.

Through the economy of the collection in A Cool Million, profit-

seeking opportunists continually reinvent and capitalize upon Lem’s and

Betty’s increasingly desecrated bodies as representative of the American

folk. In this way, West’s ventriloquism of the Alger stories seizes upon the

series’ prized status among book collectors in his own time. In West’s per-

verse metaphorical substitution, the body of his Alger wannabe stands in

for the corpus of Alger narratives: both are collectible, no matter how

broken, no matter how corrupted. With this substitution, West takes aim

at the celebration of the Alger stories’ ‘‘Americanness’’ by the ‘‘cultural

arbiters of the middle classes’’ and their value as relics of the prelapsarian

days of producer-oriented capitalism (Denning 204). West actively situ-

ates such acts of nostalgic canonization and collection within the ‘‘de-

graded’’ realm of the mass marketplace that Alger’s enthusiasts were so

desperate to renounce.

West himself adopts a strategy of collecting, ‘‘borrowing’’ significant

portions of the Alger stories along with other popular sources, but he

puts this material in the service of a radically di√erent narrative. West’s

rendering of Lem as a one-man corporeal horror show reveals a pro-

found (im)passe in a mass-produced ideology of class mobility.∞π Conse-

quently, the more Lem acts the dupe and clings to the myth of his

entitled birthright—‘‘like [Ford and Rockefeller], you were born poor

and on a farm. . . . Like them, by honesty and industry, you cannot fail to

succeed’’—the more he becomes a deformed spectacle, a product of a

bankrupt, nationalist commodity culture (74).
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an hundred per centum american place

West populates the cardboard landscape of A Cool Million with a variety

of commercial spaces that tra≈c in the authentic and the rare—the

antique store, the themed whorehouse, and the freak show among them.

Such venues of exhibition expose the manufacture of whiteness as a

particular kind of commodity within the mass production of racial and

ethnic stereotypes. Among the objects on display are people whose dif-

ferences are produced and capitalized upon in order to sell the nation to

itself. Though both Lem and Betty are transformed into types, displayed

for the consumption of others, they are each made to represent dif-

ferently, according to their gender: while Lem’s figuration rests on his

ever-more distant relationship to his birthright, Betty’s figuration rests

in her value as a collectible for men who hope to access and achieve the

privileges of white masculine birthright. Not coincidently, she is cap-

tured and sold into ‘‘white slavery’’ through a vice trust of Chinese and

Jewish men, immigrants who are denied access to the promise of social

mobility advanced by the Alger stories. As West burlesques the ‘‘white

slavery’’ panic of the 1910s, he seizes its raced, classed, and gendered

implications and also its implicit story of collection—the victims were

coerced and collected against their will by immigrant men who wanted

to join the national collective. By attending to the logic of collection, to

its producers and consumers as well as the collectibles it promotes—most

pointedly, Betty’s fetishized and commodified status as ‘‘a real American

girl’’—West’s displays reveal the truths that popular modes of display

attempt to conceal (Wollen, Visual Display, 9–10).

A sign of the ‘‘commodification of American Culture,’’ such live ex-

hibitions in A Cool Million demonstrate the ease with which people are

transformed into types, their bodies made thing-like, the private and the

public rendered permeable, all in the expansive realm of commercial cul-

ture (Barnard 149). Ri≈ng on a phrase from Miss Lonelyhearts, Jose-

phine Herbst once observed that in West’s vision, ‘‘man’s collaboration

with things, the paraphernalia of his su√ering, is realized in . . . meta-

phor’’ (‘‘Nathanael West,’’ 14). In other words, West’s use of metaphor,

the literary figure that produces sameness between two unlike things,

suggests an all-too-intimate relationship between people and things.

West’s metaphors enact the merging of ‘‘man’’ and thing, perversely

animating objects and reifying human characters until they become
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grotesque. This anxiety about permeability, about the encroachment of

commodification onto the body, was fueled by the calibration of mass

production with consumption and the period’s embrace of Taylorist

schemes for scientific management and assembly-line production (Buck-

Morss, ‘‘Envisioning Capital,’’ 113). But West makes sure to tie this present

rationalization in the realm of American business to its violent past,

referencing the slave trade, when African Americans were made the ob-

jects of commodity exchange, and Native American genocide, when In-

dians were massacred for land that would feed the United States’ expan-

sionist project. The perversely metaphorical exhibits and collections that

crowd the pages of A Cool Million refer back to this brutal history, suggest-

ing that its meanings radiate into the present.

West shows how the period’s zeal for collecting serves not only entre-

preneurs, artists, intellectuals, and wealthy elites but also politicians and

the nation-state in crisis (Miller, ‘‘Inventing,’’ 374). By explicitly exploring

the racial stereotypes produced within the period’s ‘‘folklore of capital-

ism,’’ West both anticipates and transforms Zora Neale Hurston’s formu-

lation of ‘‘the american museum of unnatural history.’’∞∫ In

her famous essay ‘‘What White Publishers Won’t Print’’ (1950), Hurston

describes a metaphorical museum ‘‘dedicated to the convenient ‘typical,’ ’’

‘‘an intangible built on folk belief ’’: ‘‘It is assumed that all non-Anglo-

Saxons are uncomplicated stereotypes . . . lay figures mounted in the

museum where all may take them in at a glance. In there is the ‘typical’

Oriental, Jew, Yankee, Westerner, Southerner, Latin, and even out-of-

favor Nordics like the German. . . . However, the public willingly accepts

the untypical in Nordics, but feels cheated if the untypical is portrayed

in others.’’ Calling attention to what becomes naturalized within a hypo-

thetical American Museum of Natural History—the complexity of ‘‘An-

glo Saxons’’—Hurston points to the specular commodification of all

other people as folk types whose presumed knowability precedes their

visual representation. Notably, Hurston attributes the production of

these types to the apparatus of the museum, thereby naming the focal

modernist technology of collection within the New Deal’s search for a

usable past. West constructs several variants of the American Museum of

Unnatural History in A Cool Million’s numerous collections and ex-

hibits, which either tra≈c in stereotypes that expose the debased ways of

the Nordics, such as the corrupt and fascist Mr. Whipple, or push a

variety of racial and ethnic stereotypes to their most shocking extreme to
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reveal their o√ensive absurdity, such as the narrator’s comment that ‘‘the

inferior races greatly desire the women of their superiors’’ (93). In this

way his novel showcases the subterranean violence of ‘‘the typical.’’ Yet,

in addition to all of the book’s non-Anglo-Saxon stereotypes, such as the

‘‘crafty oriental’’ Wu Fong, the acquisitive Jewish interior decorator Asa

Goldstein, and the ‘‘me Injun’’ Jack Raven, West gives us a white protago-

nist who aspires to an Anglo-Saxon stereotype of bootstrap success (130,

103, 113).∞Ω This unnatural history unmasks the ‘‘intangible’’ masculine

whiteness bound up in stories of American success.

From the outset, A Cool Million frames its plot around several literal

and metaphorical variations of the culture of collecting, overlaying an

abstract narrative of debt, acquisition, and saving with the crassly mate-

rial market for antiques. The novel begins with the threat of foreclosure

on Lem’s grandmother’s house. Lem goes to the Rat River National Bank

to inquire with Nathan ‘‘Shagpoke’’ Whipple about acquiring a loan.

What is significant about this inquiry is not so much the nature of its call,

but its location: ‘‘[Whipple’s] house served as a place of business as well

as a residence’’ (70). The narrator comments that ‘‘some people might

object to turning a part of their dwelling into a bank. . . . But Shagpoke

was . . . of the saving kind’’ (71). In this instance, the ambit of finance

inverts conventional boundaries between private and public. The house-

cum-bank echoes the impending fate of Grandmother Pitkin’s house. As

the narrator describes her ‘‘humble’’ but charming Vermont home, he

remarks that ‘‘an antique dealer, had one chanced to pass it by, would

have been greatly interested in its architecture,’’ only to note paren-

thetically a page later, ‘‘It might interest the reader to know that I was

right in my surmise. An interior decorator, on passing the house, had

been greatly struck by its appearance. . . . The name of the cause of this

tragedy was Asa Goldstein, his business, ‘Colonial Exteriors and Inte-

riors.’ Mr. Goldstein planned to take the house apart and set it up again

in the window of his Fifth Avenue shop’’ (67–68, 69).

In scenes such as this, West parodies the interwar period’s taste for

authentic recreations of early American interiors and their furnishings,

referencing the living-history museums of Henry Ford’s ersatz Green-

field Village (1933), comprising nearly one hundred historical buildings,

including Noah Webster’s Connecticut home and the Illinois courthouse

where Abraham Lincoln practiced law, as well as John D. Rockefeller Jr.’s

Colonial Williamsburg home (1932), a ‘‘town’’ replete with appropriately
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costumed actors (Hegeman, Patterns, 151). West signifies on the colo-

nial revival and its attendant antiques craze in the 1920s and 1930s,

pointing to the capacious reach of capitalism and the ways that nostalgia

for the real thing, for the preindustrial, is galvanized by contemporary

mass-consumer culture. There is little coincidence in the fact that Henry

Ford’s Greenfield Village was financed from the sales of the Model T and

the Model A.≤≠ In 1927, Walter Lippman described a similar circuit of

value in his commentary on President Calvin Coolidge and the seeming

incongruity of his homespun appeal during the Jazz Age: the public ‘‘feel

that they are stern, ascetic and devoted to plain living because they vote

for a man who is. . . . Thus we have attained a Puritanism de luxe in

which it is possible to praise the classic virtues, while continuing to enjoy

the modern conveniences’’ (Men of Destiny, 17).

What better example of the desires of Puritanism de luxe than the

whorehouse that goes from being a ‘‘House of All Nations’’ to a ‘‘one

hundred per centum American place’’? Through the clichéd moral cal-

culus of prostitution, West critiques the country’s invocation of a folk

past to bolster a sense of patriotic national identity during the Depres-

sion. The brothel where Betty finds herself captive functions like a mu-

seum of Americana, a great collection of artifacts, styles, and animate

mannequins. Initially, it is designed as a ‘‘House of All Nations’’ boasting

‘‘a girl from every country in the known world,’’ with Betty ‘‘[rounding]

out the collection’’ (93). But with the Depression, the narrator observes

that its proprietor, Wu Fong, ‘‘saw that the trend was in the direction of

. . . home talent, and when the Hearst papers began their ‘Buy American’

campaign, he decided to get rid of all of the foreigners in his employ and

turn his establishment into an one hundred per centum American place’’

(126). Wu Fong employs none other than Mr. Asa Goldstein, the interior

decorator who purchased Lem’s grandmother’s house, to redecorate the

brothel (103). Goldstein follows the rules of regionalism to the letter,

designing ‘‘a Pennsylvania Dutch, Old South, Log Cabin Pioneer, Vic-

torian New York, Western Cattle Days, California Monterey, Indian and

Modern Girl series of interiors’’ (West 126). In this way, the whorehouse

refers to the historical tourism of Greenfield Village or Colonial Williams-

burg, but with a signal di√erence (Hegeman, Patterns, 151–52; Rubinstein,

‘‘Nathanael West’s Indian,’’ 114–15). West’s ersatz whorehouse sells Amer-

ica a nostalgia for no period in particular, rather it sells nostalgia itself. He

demonstrates in the crassest terms how retroactive conceptions of the
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preindustrial past emanate from the corporate capitalist present (Miller,

‘‘Inventing,’’ 379). West shows us how the thirties’ culture of collecting and

its folk artifacts, part of a nostalgia for a precapitalist simplicity, are desires

and products of the marketplace. Even if the artifacts represent an indus-

trial regime before Fordism, they are still situated within the trajectory of

capitalism, not external or prior to it.

In Wu Fong’s collaboration with Goldstein and ‘‘the Italians’’ who

capture Betty Prail in their white slavery ring, as Rachel Rubinstein

observes, West foregrounds the prototypically ‘‘American’’ roles that

white ethnics and other immigrants might aspire to play within the

creation of a mythical national story: that of the ‘‘purveyor,’’ the ‘‘appro-

priator,’’ the profiteer (113). The pairing between Fong and Goldstein is

no accident: fueled by nativist fears of ‘‘race suicide’’ and antimonopolist

organizational conspiracies, both Chinese and Jewish men were crimi-

nalized by vice squads and popular media alike as money-worshiping

foreigners who preyed sexually and economically upon unsuspecting,

white working-class women in the dangerous environs of the city (Freed-

man, ‘‘Transgressions,’’ 81–85; Di√ee, ‘‘Sex,’’ 416; Keire, ‘‘Vice Trust,’’ 8).

In the business partnership between Fong and Goldstein, West bur-

lesques the overlapping stereotypes of what Jonathan Freedman calls

‘‘the Jewish Oriental and the Oriental Jew,’’ playing upon their putative

avarice, devious industriousness, and their e√eminized masculinity as

‘‘oriental’’ pimps (Keire 8).≤∞ Fong’s and Goldstein’s access to an even

proximal citizenship is predicated upon their ability to ideologically

manufacture the nation and a vision of a usable past that historically

excludes them. West plays this irony for all it’s worth: much to the horror

of those who subscribe to the nativist line, both men use nativist rhetoric

and concepts to successfully sell their products to those not included in a

vision of a ‘‘one hundred per centum American place.’’ Fong and Gold-

stein successfully take a page from the media mogul Hearst and profit

from the very Anglo folk types who were created to regulate and police

immigrant access to the marketplace and its money-making potential.

Yet, by the end of the novel, given the strictures of racial capitalism, it is

clear that for Asian and Jewish immigrants such as Fong and Goldstein,

buying a place in America is a dangerous game.

Betty supplies the ‘‘authentic’’ folk material for Fong’s and Goldstein’s

business scheme. Significantly, within this story of capital, Betty is the

house’s first ‘‘real American girl’’ (92). She is dressed in nineteenth-
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century New England attire and accompanied in her period piece room

by ‘‘two skillful maids’’ who help her dress and ‘‘an old negro in livery’’

who serves her breakfast (94, 126). West undercuts the sensationalist,

Progressive-era plot line of white female slavery with the historically

accurate image of a white mistress with her black slaves. In this way, West

suggests that the notion of white slavery gains its power from the fact of

African American slavery and its institutionally sanctioned rape and

concubinage of laboring black women. The rhetoric of ‘‘white slavery’’

had its origins in the Jacksonian labor movement of the 1830s and 1840s

when ‘‘chattel slavery provided white workers with a touchstone against

which to weigh their fears and a yardstick to measure their reassurance’’

(Roediger, Wages, 66).≤≤ In the 1910s and 1920s, the story of white slavery

was reanimated around the concept of the imperiled, working-class

white woman who was sexually coerced by the newly arrived immigrant

man, the narrative’s purported sexual and moral perversions made legi-

ble once more through the haunting presence of what Hortense Spiller

has called slavery’s ‘‘terministic violence’’ (‘‘Notes,’’ 176). West forces the

painful ironies of Betty’s role as a ‘‘white slave’’ surrounded by African

American ‘‘maids’’ and ‘‘livery’’ within an immigrant-owned brothel,

drawing into focus several unacknowledged racial stories that subtend

the narrative of America’s usable past—the history of slavery and the

history of xenophobic anti-Asian, anti-Semitic exclusion.

If the relationship between white domination and black servitude

gives white slavery its meaning, it also partially constructs Betty’s ‘‘au-

thenticity’’ as a ‘‘genuine American,’’ that is, a genuine white American

woman (West 93). Susan Hegeman writes, ‘‘What is new and startling

here is West’s suggestions that these regional and national cultural identi-

ties are already false: at worst, whorehouses, sites of exploitation and

degradation; at best, empty categories, the e√ects of which can be cob-

bled together—bought, rather than inherited—with the right combina-

tion of painted pine furniture, spatter and gingham’’ (Patterns, 152). Like

the furniture, spatter, and gingham, Betty can be ‘‘bought’’; she is no

more than another material e√ect of the folk. What is inherited, West

persistently reminds us, is the brutal history of capitalist exploitation,

objectification, and degradation that enabled the regional styles and

identities replicated in the whorehouse’s interiors. This authenticity aug-

ments Betty’s popularity: her johns ‘‘buy American’’ in more ways than

one. By implication, the novel figures the mania for a folk past as a
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form of prostitution where the nation exploits its own past and peoples,

thereby repeating the exploitation at the core of American history.≤≥

The plot line in A Cool Million that leads to the whorehouse and its

exhibition of American regional culture is derived not only from the

public panic over white slavery in the years preceding the First World

War but also from the popular working-girl fiction of the nineteenth

century. Both of these popular fictions were responses to white, working-

class women’s shifting encounters with urban, commercial culture as

laborers and consumers. While stories of white working women first

appeared in the 1840s, the genre of working-girl fiction gained popu-

larity in the years following the Civil War, with the concurrent crisis

of the ideology of domesticity, the demise of the sentimental novel,

and mounting concern about the plight of needlewomen in sweatshops

(Denning 185–86). In composing his female protagonist, West ri√s on

the stereotypical aspects of the conventional working-girl heroine: or-

phaned at age twelve because of a fire, from the moment of her parents’

death, the comely Betty Prail is repeatedly the victim of sexual assault,

abduction, and captivity. Leslie Fiedler bluntly states, West’s ‘‘Good

Good Girl . . . gets her full comeuppance, raped with appalling regularity

from the time she is twelve’’ (327). In the first instance, when the drunken

volunteer firemen arrive to put out the blaze, they decide instead to loot

her family’s farm; a fireman abducts her, whereupon she loses conscious-

ness, remembering nothing of the assault in the morning. Later, in an

echo of Cinderella, she is employed as a maid in the evil lawyer Slemp’s

house, joining his ‘‘two ugly daughters and a shrewish wife.’’ As the

narrator puts it, ‘‘All was not beer and skittles in their household for the

poor orphan’’: the lawyer Slemp (surely a parody of C. Bascom Slemp,

the Republican congressman and lawyer from Virginia who worked as

President Coolidge’s secretary for the duration of his presidency) takes

great pleasure in ‘‘[beating] her twice a week on her bare behind with his

bare hand,’’ for which he pays her a quarter (80). Betty makes her escape

from her rural origins of Ottsville, Vermont, and comes to the big city to

find work, only to be kidnapped by white slavers and sold to Wu Fong’s

‘‘House of Nations.’’ Unlike the insistence in working-girl fiction upon

its female protagonist’s virginity and virtue, the emphasis in West’s novel

is on Betty’s loss of ‘‘something which, like her parents, could never be

replaced’’ (79). The narrator begins that chapter with the self-conscious

admission, ‘‘It is with reluctance that I leave Miss Prail in the lecherous
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embrace of Tom Baxter to begin a new chapter’’ and, later, concludes:

‘‘The result of this unfortunate encounter we already know’’ (79, 81).

With this invocation of the reader’s presumed knowledge, the novel

implodes the familiar temporal tensions of melodrama, the pull between

a sexual violation ‘‘just barely’’ escaped and one ‘‘already’’ happened

(Williams, Playing, 32–36).

Given West’s citational practice—wherein he enacts the threat that the

novel of seduction deploys to propel the narrative forward—Betty’s serial

rapes might be read in comparison with Lem’s dismemberment, not

only as a sign of the book’s potential misogyny, as Fiedler suggests, but

also as West’s critique of this popular trope in sentimental fiction. (Lem,

too, is momentarily captured by Fong and pimped out to a client, but the

sexual encounter ends abruptly when Lem’s fake teeth and glass eye fall

out, much to the horror of his john.) Through Betty’s perilous position

within the novel, West makes the reader aware of the threat of rape as the

central structuring device of popular romance and melodrama and he

underscores its violence by acting it out. There is another side to this

critique in its seeming hyperbole: in working-girl fiction, the heroine

always escapes with her virtue. Yet, in West’s version, as Betty’s stay at the

respected lawyer Slemp’s house makes clear, for the working woman, the

private, domestic space of the upper-class home provides no safe haven

from sexual violence. She is all the more vulnerable there. Her capture

into white slavery in the public space of the city is a continuation of this

private, sadomasochistic abuse. By extension, while the Fifth Avenue

exhibition of Grandmother Pitkin’s house seems to violate the sanctity of

the home, the reader would be mistaken to ascribe any kind of moral

purity to its prior domestic function.

Suturing the short-lived but rampant panic over white slavery to the

central tropes of working-girl fiction, West illuminates the disciplinary

techniques of the putative ‘‘separate spheres’’ for white working-class

women and for men who could not claim the patriarchal privileges of

national whiteness. In one of the book’s most ironic and jarring lines, the

narrator o√handedly observes, ‘‘Many of [Fong’s] clients were from non-

Aryan countries and would appreciate the services of a genuine Ameri-

can. Apropos of this, it is lamentable but a fact, nevertheless, that the

inferior races greatly desire the women of their superiors. This is why the

Negroes rape so many white women in our southern states’’ (93). Later,

the narrator gratuitously reports that ‘‘numbers of orientals, Slavs, Lat-
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ins, Celts and Semites had visited [Betty]’’ (125). Burlesquing the anti-

immigrant, anti-Semitic, racist arguments of prominent figures like

Madison Grant in his The Passing of the Great Race (1916) or Lothrop

Stoddard in his Rising Tide of Color against White World-Supremacy

(1920), West goes to great pains to make the raced and gendered con-

tours of the American Dream explicit. These especially o√ensive remarks

along the lines of ‘‘forbidden fruit’’ name one of the more pernicious

gender dynamics of racial patriarchy.

What is sold to the brothel’s clientele is nothing less than the ‘‘usable

past’’ that excludes them (Veitch 93). Wu Fong has discovered a niche

market in the Jim Crow economy, o√ering men excluded from full citi-

zenship the purchase of sex with white women. White women are ac-

corded value due to their instrumental role in reproducing the nation’s

white citizenry. Thus, Betty’s clientele momentarily partake in the trap-

pings of white patriarchal privilege and its American history. Even within

the cardboard landscape of the novel, Betty’s role is ancillary and excep-

tionally static—from the beginning, she is only ever the girl to be col-

lected. In the book’s crude metaphor, she is a vehicle for masculine entry

into the ‘‘authentic’’ body politic. If we witness Lem’s spectacular fall

throughout the novel, a fluid trajectory in the wrong direction, she re-

mains a flat, stereotypical prop for masculinist, national belonging. In the

scene of the ‘‘one hundred per centum American’’ whorehouse and else-

where, ‘‘authentic’’ America is pointedly equated with racial capitalism

and white patriarchal prerogatives.

the golden west

As West demonstrates the equivalence between ‘‘authentic’’ America and

racial capitalism, he introduces fascism as another coordinate in his

political critique. This is no more in evidence than in his description of

Shagpoke Whipple’s e√orts to organize a fascist political party against an

incongruous cabal of ‘‘Jewish international bankers and the Bolshevik

labor unions’’ (111). In Whipple’s antagonists, West burlesques the crazed

logic of fascist rhetoric in the United States and Germany (Rubinstein

106). Whipple explains to Lem: ‘‘The time for a new party with the old

American principles was, I realized, overripe. I decided to form it; and

so the National Revolutionary Party, popularly known as the ‘Leather
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Shirts,’ was born. The uniform of our ‘Storm Troops’ is a coonskin cap

like the one I am wearing, a deerskin shirt, and a pair of moccasins. Our

weapon is the squirrel rifle’’ (110). His recruiting card reads:

ezra silverblatt
O≈cial Tailor

to the

national revolutionary party
Coonskin hats with extra long tails,

deerskin shirts with or without fringes,

blue jeans, moccasins, squirrel rifles,

everything for the American Fascist at

rock bottom prices. 30% o√ for Cash.

Once more, in the figure of Ezra Silverblatt, we confront a Jewish charac-

ter who designs and manufactures the paraphernalia of the ‘‘American

Way of life’’ and its ‘‘imagined national past’’ (Rubinstein 113). It would

seem that Silverblatt is just white enough to function as the National

Revolutionary Party’s ‘‘o≈cial tailor.’’ Though he outfits the party, its

anti-Semitic ideology militates against his very existence. Veitch demon-

strates that Silverblatt was West’s fictional incarnation of Milton’s Tog-

gery, the Jewish shirt maker’s shop that in reality outfitted the Silver

Legion, the infamous fascist organization of Dudley Pelley in the early

1930s, as documented in an article by the muckraker John Spivak, pub-

lished in New Masses in 1934 (Veitch 104). Just as the New Masses article

reproduced the actual advertisement for Milton’s Toggery to compound

the horrible irony, West includes an advertisement for Silverblatt’s ser-

vices. The Indian chief Jack Raven is another incongruous aid to Whip-

ple in his western exploits, a character who is also based in history. In

keeping with the real-life precedent for Silverblatt, as Rachel Rubinstein

shows, Raven is the fictional representative of the ‘‘redskin’’ branch of

Pelley’s fascist organization intended to eliminate communism on the

reservations (Rubinstein 113). As we soon see in the novel’s penultimate

(lynching) scene, there are limits to this attempt at capitalist assimila-

tion into the nation’s economy by its minoritized subjects: Silverblatt

and Raven may indirectly profit from fascism, but the paraphernalia

that they sell inescapably exacts a cost of su√ering from Jews and Na-

tive Americans like themselves, alongside African Americans, Catholics,

Quakers, and other immigrants.
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With the help of Silverblatt and Chief Jack Raven, Whipple nostalgi-

cally draws upon a ludicrous Daniel Boone iconography in order to pro-

mote his political aims. The frontiersman-like particulars of the costume

allude to the legacy of westward expansionism—the United States’ cen-

tral imperialist project of the nineteenth century—and predict Lem’s and

Betty’s sojourn west, to mine gold in California to finance the party.≤∂

This passage reveals the fascist desires behind a deployment of authen-

ticity. West suggests that fascism and capitalism exist in a mutually bene-

ficial relationship: in simple terms, the more the accouterments of fas-

cism sell, the more money Whipple makes to put back into the party. In

West’s account, it is di≈cult to ascertain which goal takes precedence: is

Whipple selling fascism to make money or making money to further the

fascist party? What is clear is that fascism depends upon a discourse of

authenticity—here frontier Americana—and that nothing sells in the

marketplace quite like the ‘‘authentic.’’ What’s more, notions of the ‘‘au-

thentic’’ neither precede nor contradict the marketplace, rather they

issue from the marketplace.

While the example of the whorehouse illustrates Betty’s commodifi-

cation—her reduction to a representative artifact—the example of the

fascist uniforms illustrates the construction and marketing of purport-

edly American paraphernalia. In both examples, person and thing are

transformed into ‘‘authentic’’ commodities in the service of old Ameri-

can principles: white supremacy and expansionism, in particular. Every

time we encounter an invocation of nationalist rhetoric that attempts to

pass as ‘‘natural’’ and neutral, West points up the historical atrocities it

means to repress. In so doing, he allows us to witness the process of

commodification as a double movement of repression and articulation,

the attempt to sever style from politics and any meaningful histori-

cal context.

Lem himself is increasingly caught up in this movement as a com-

modified bearer of history. His fate is sealed in the West when he at-

tempts to save Betty from the lecherous embrace of ‘‘a man . . . who

might have sat for the photograph of a Western bad man without any

alteration in his countenance or apparel’’ (147). In the ensuing scuΔe

with this cartoon simulacrum of a simulacrum emanating from the

nineteenth-century dime novel, Lem’s leg is caught in a bear trap, and his

friend, Jack Raven, is thought to be killed. Raven’s people are encamped

at the nearby ‘‘California Indian Reservation,’’ and they come to avenge
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his death but confuse Lem with the western bad man. In the mix-up,

Lem loses his scalp, along with his ‘‘store teeth and glass eye’’ (158). His

mutilation leads to his next job under the direction of Mr. Whipple as an

‘‘exhibit . . . as the last man to have been scalped by the Indians and the

sole survivor of the Yuba River massacre’’ (159). A relic of westward

expansion, its ‘‘last’’ white casualty, Lem can be marketed as a nostalgic

spectacle of the passing frontier. He is a broken icon befitting the Wild

West Shows, the widely popular vaudeville-cum-circus styled extrava-

ganzas that toured the nation around the start of the twentieth century.

Several months later, Lem and Whipple join a larger pageant, the aptly

named ‘‘Chamber of American Horrors, Inanimate and Animate Hideo-

sities’’: ‘‘Although it appeared to be a museum, [it] was in reality a bureau

for disseminating propaganda of the most subversive nature’’ (162). It is

run by a failed poet and secret member of the Third International, West’s

doppelganger, Sylvanus Snodgrasse. In a moment that reads as an ironic

articulation of West’s own self-loathing regarding his lack of commercial

success and his ambivalent desire for it, the narrator reports that ‘‘having

lost faith in himself, [Snodgrasse] thought it his duty to undermine the

nation’s faith in itself.’’ He is yet another false prophet (Hegeman, Pat-

terns, 150).

The exhibits in the ‘‘Chamber of American Horrors’’ double and make

overt the content of the other exhibits in A Cool Million, naming the

subtext of West’s burlesque. The ‘‘inanimates’’ consist of kitschy ‘‘manu-

factured articles’’: ‘‘a Venus de Milo with a clock in her abdomen. . . .

collections of objects whose distinction lay in the great skills with which

their materials had been disguised. Paper had been made to look like

wood, wood like rubber, rubber like steel, steel like cheese . . . instru-

ments whose purposes were dual and sometimes triple . . . pencil sharp-

eners that could also be used as earpicks, can openers as hair brushes. . . .

Then, too, there was a large variety of objects whose real uses had been

cleverly camouflaged. The visitor saw flower pots that were really vic-

trolas, revolvers that held candy.’’ (162, 163). In this antithesis of the

World’s Fair and its Century of Progress, art objects are reproduced as

appliances; manufactured goods are made to look like raw materials and

vice versa; use value is exponentially and perversely multiplied and dis-

guised (Barnard, Great Depression, 151).

The illustrious, Harvard-educated Chief Israel Satinpenny declares in

his screed against ‘‘the palefaces’’ when he rouses his tribe to avenge Jack
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Raven’s injury: ‘‘When the paleface controlled the things he manufac-

tured, we red men could only wonder at and praise his ability to hide his

vomit. But now all the secret places of the earth are full. Now even the

Grand Canyon will no longer hold razor blades. . . . [H]e is up to his neck

in the articles of his manufacture . . . he is dying in a surfeit of shoddy’’

(157). Placed within the context of American Horrors, the paraphernalia

and debris of mass-consumer culture is shown to be nothing more than

a ‘‘surfeit of shoddy.’’ Yet, are we really to believe in the authentic and the

pastoral—‘‘this was a fair, sweet land’’—for which West’s Jewish Indian

chief Satinpenny so eloquently advocates (Rubinstein 113)? As Rubinstein

argues, in the novel ‘‘the critique of the commercial in favor of the

‘authentic’ becomes increasingly and troublingly articulated through ra-

cial and ethnic typologies’’ (111). Yet such ‘‘authentic’’ racial typologies

that West shows again and again to be commercial products of  the

marketplace, not antidotes to the market.

It is the human cost of this ‘‘surfeit of shoddy’’—including these racial

and ethnic typologies and their place in the history of capitalist exploita-

tion—that gives Satinpenny’s (and West’s) denunciation its weight. For

the ‘‘inanimate hideosities’’ are accompanied by ‘‘animate hideosities.’’ A

spectacle entitled ‘‘The Pageant of America or a Curse on Columbus’’

consists of ‘‘short sketches in which Quakers were shown being branded,

Indians brutalized and cheated, Negroes sold, children sweated to death’’

(163). These short sketches foreshadow the fascist riot that will take place

in A Cool Million’s own plot, the moment when the novel’s burlesque

wears the look of rage, not friendship. The ease with which such obscene

inanimate objects are manipulated and the ensuing ‘‘confusion of form

and function’’ simultaneously illustrate and conceal the ease with which

particular bodies have been violently turned into ‘‘things’’ (Veitch 102–3).

The incongruous use of a pencil sharpener for an earpick and the in-

congruous appearance of rubber that looks like steel alludes to a more

horrifying history of commodification, the incongruous conversion of

people into chattel and their treatment as objects, branded and brutalized

(Veitch 167n18).

To drive this point home, the sketches are accompanied by an agit-

prop ‘‘playlet’’ depicting a sweet old grandmother swindled out of all of

her Liberty Bonds by the ‘‘Indefatigable Investment Company of Wall

Street,’’ who ends up dying in the gutter surrounded by her three grand-

children already dead of starvation. Two millionaires trip over them
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laughing about the Investment Company’s successful scam. In this scene,

West signals the reformist documentary version of the story he both tells

and burlesques through his novel’s grotesqueries. Arguably, he both re-

cuperates and disavows this style of social realism. He shows how easily

such populist representations of sweet old grandmothers and dying chil-

dren can be used by charlatans such as Snodgrasse, the curator and

producer of the ‘‘Chamber of American Horrors,’’ for profit. This cri-

tique is complicated by the narrator’s comment that Snodgrasse’s argu-

ments ‘‘were not very convincing’’ (164). Similarly, Whipple explains to a

questioning Lem, ‘‘The grandmother didn’t have to buy the bonds unless

she wanted to. Secondly, the whole piece is made ridiculous by the fact

that no one can die in the streets. The authorities won’t stand for it’’

(166). If West can’t tell the story straight, he cautions against those who

would dismiss such accounts as ‘‘unconvincing’’ or ‘‘ridiculous’’ by pro-

viding those responses in the mouths of the exceedingly unreliable nar-

rator and the novel’s resident fascist.

West’s readers most likely distance themselves from Lem the dupe and

his fascist counsel. Nevertheless, within the novel, Whipple’s opinions

hold sway over the townspeople of Beulah, Mississippi (surely not far

from Black No More’s Happy Hill, Mississippi): ‘‘All the inhabitants of

Beulah who were not colored, Jewish or Catholic assembled under a

famous tree from whose every branch a Negro had dangled at one time or

other. They stood together, almost a thousand strong, drinking Coca-

Colas and joking with their friends. . . . [E]very third citizen carried either

a rope or a gun’’ (167–68). In a speech, Whipple warns them that they are

at risk of becoming ‘‘the slaves of Socialists and Bolsheviks’’ at the hands

of Sylvanus Snodgrasse, inciting a lynch mob that rapidly becomes con-

vinced that ‘‘the South had again seceded from the Union’’ (169). Cokes

and ropes in hand, American history repeats itself and West’s chatty

narration goes flat, switching to the characteristically graphic and passive

voice of documentary: ‘‘The heads of Negroes were paraded on poles. A

Jewish drummer was nailed to the door of his hotel room. The house-

keeper of the local Catholic priest was raped’’ (170). Akin to the horrify-

ing climax of Black No More, when the white supremacists are lynched

in blackface, in this scene the humor drops away as if to say, a year be-

fore Sinclair Lewis, ‘‘It has happened here and it can and will happen

here again.’’
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all hail, the american boy!

A Cool Million has often been dismissed as one of West’s lesser works, in

part because of its persistently tasteless quality and its cartoonish depic-

tions, which evoke little pathos or sympathy. By the end of the novel,

Lem is nothing more than a ‘‘dysfunctional automaton’’ (Solomon, Lit-

erature, 143). This depersonalized e√ect is precisely the point; it inhibits a

liberal politics of empathy. Recall how West described his own fiction:

‘‘There is nothing to root for in my books, and what is even worse, no

rooters’’ (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 334). In West’s burlesque, he

denounces liberal capitalism under the guise of recuperating it in all of

its Alger glory (Veitch 101). As he repeatedly shows us, populist appeals

around a figure like Lem work more often than not to promote elite

interests (Moran and Rogin 218). In response to a prevalent romanticiza-

tion of ‘‘the little guy,’’ that folksy variant who would materialize in later

works such as Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath (1939), Frank Capra’s

‘‘little man cycle,’’ Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936), Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington (1939), and Meet John Doe (1941), or the most widely circu-

lated Farm Security Administration images, West’s novel suggests that

these modes of representation are at risk of enacting the very thing they

mean to rectify, the reifying e√ects of mass production (227).

West takes a di√erent tack, demonstrating the process of reification

and revealing the ideological apparatus that mobilizes depictions of

white masculine su√ering in various manifestations of the ‘‘little guy,’’

much in the way that Sturges will in Sullivan’s Travels. If there is no way

to get outside of the appropriating force of the market, then he shows us

how it works and the historical ‘‘hideosities’’ that it means to conceal. An

excellent illustration of this occurs in the scene when Lem joins the

comedy team of Robbins and Riley, ‘‘the opportunity of a lifetime’’ (171).

Not surprisingly, he plays the ‘‘stooge.’’ In the act, ‘‘both actors turned on

Lem and beat him violently over the head and body with their rolled up

newspapers. Their object was to knock o√ his toupee or to knock out his

teeth and eye. When they had accomplished one or all of these goals, they

stopped clubbing him. Then Lem, whose part it was not to move while

he was being hit, bent over and with sober dignity took from the box at

his feet, which contained a large assortment of false hair, teeth and eyes,

whatever he needed to replace the things that had been knocked o√ or
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out’’ (173–74). To add insult to injury, Lem purchases the newspapers

each day for his performance that night, ‘‘[fashioning] the clubs used to

beat him’’ (174). He saves the papers for his own reading pleasure after

the performance: ‘‘They formed his only relaxation, for his meager salary

made more complicated amusements impossible.’’ Lem is thus ritualisti-

cally dismantled in front of a live audience: the very repetition of his

dismembering renders him a spectacle composed of fake body parts and

feeble mind. Moreover, he invests in the literary materials used to beat

him, an echo of his investment in slogans of American success emanating

from the Alger stories that lead to his own exploitation.

The Riley and Robbins Act metatextually condenses the action of the

novel. In the show’s finale, ‘‘[Riley and Robbins] brought out an enor-

mous wooden mallet labeled ‘The Works’ and with it completely demol-

ished our hero. His toupee flew o√, his eye and teeth popped out, and his

wooden leg was knocked into the audience. . . . [T]he spectators were

convulsed with joy’’ (174). In this passage, West interpellates the reader

as audience member, as consumer, and it is a profoundly uncomfortable

role to play. This set-up recalls Amy Robinson’s designation of passing as

a ‘‘triangular theater’’ that includes the passer, the hegemonic dupe, and

the ‘‘literate member of [the passer’s] in-group community,’’ one who

can recognize the passer’s performance (723, 728). In this paradigm, what

happens if the (unsuccessful) class passer happens also to be the ‘‘hege-

monic dupe’’? By staging Lem as dupe, as stooge, throughout his own

tale, West hopes to transform his readers into more ‘‘literate’’ members

of Lem’s in-group community. To the end, Lem ‘‘refuses to be discour-

aged or grow bitter and become a carping critic of things as they are’’

(171). It is up to West’s readers to adopt this critical stance.

When the fascist revolution occurs in A Cool Million, it coheres around

Lem’s somatic breakdown. In the final chapter of the novel, Lem is asked

by Mr. Whipple to speak out at a rally for the National Revolutionary

Party in New York City. Just as Lem utters his first sentences—‘‘ ‘I am a

clown . . . but there are times when even clowns must grow serious. This is

such a time. I . . . .’ ’’—he is shot dead, at the hands, no less, of one of Mr.

Whipple’s associates (177). Lem’s birthday becomes a national holiday

inspiring youth marches across the land to the tune of ‘‘The Lemuel

Pitkin Song’’: ‘‘A million hearts for Pitkin, oh! / To do and die with Pitkin,

oh!’’ (178). Once more, the enterprising fascists are able to produce a

coherent metaphoric and synecdochic spectacle of white masculine suf-
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fering out of Lem’s uniquely damaged body: as Mr. Whipple declares,

‘‘Although dead, yet he speaks. Of what is it that he speaks? Of the right of

every American boy to go into the world and there receive fair play and

a chance to make his fortune by industry and probity without being

laughed at or conspired against by sophisticated aliens’’ (179). Even in

death, Lem’s wrecked and now inert body is conscripted to represent ‘‘the

American Boy.’’ As in every other performance, his su√ering is read not as

a sign of the nation’s potentially false promise of upward class mobility;

rather, his injured body is read as evidence of a national masculine

whiteness on the brink of violation by racial, religious, and foreign oth-

ers. In the party’s postrevolutionary commemoration, the new dictator,

Mr. Whipple, victoriously declaims: ‘‘Through his martyrdom the Na-

tional Revolutionary Party triumphed . . . this country was delivered from

sophistication, Marxism and International Capitalism. Through the Na-

tional Revolution its people were purged of alien diseases and America

became again American.’’ Lem is finally made into a fascist folk figure, the

last stereotype in a seemingly endless string: ‘‘Our young hero’’; the single

white survivor of the Yuba Massacre; freakish stooge in the Riley and

Robbins’s burlesque; martyr to the National Revolutionary Party (Solo-

mon 143; West 74). When Lem becomes the standard bearer for the fascist

party, this concluding irony shows the cannibalistic, self-perpetuating

underpinnings of racial patriarchy and its Gospel of Success (Veitch 94).

Lest West’s counterparable appear nostalgic for the ‘‘olden days’’ when

a character such as Lem could perform a ‘‘class pass’’ successfully, West

insists that this nostalgia for a ‘‘pure’’ account of American self-making is

yet another ideological product of the nationalist marketplace easily

harnessed for fascist yearnings. A Cool Million foregrounds the produc-

tion of the folklore of racial capitalism for profit, showing the ways that

cultural forms such as the Horatio Alger stories sustain a hard-working

labor force through the promise of class ascension that ever recedes

into the distance (Veitch 98). As we witness in Whipple’s relentless sales

pitches regarding Henry Ford, ‘‘the land of opportunity,’’ and ‘‘the old

American principles,’’ the failure of whiteness to deliver economic suc-

cess is often repressed through the repeated insistence that the promise

of class mobility will be realized in the future (West 73, 110). The rags-to-

riches formula works financially for those like Whipple and, to a lesser

degree, those like Wu Fong, Asa Goldstein, and Ezra Silverblatt, who are

willing to sell it and other forms of American exceptionalism; not for
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those who try to follow its prescriptions. In the end, Mr. Whipple is right

about only one thing, his contention that the ‘‘inalienable birthright’’ of

American citizens is ‘‘the right to sell their labor and their children’s

labor without restrictions as to either price or hours’’—the right to be

exploited (110). The more battered Lem becomes, ironically, the better

his body can be used as a sign of American ‘‘progress’’—the last white

survivor of the frontier that is now ‘‘settled,’’ the last American boy to be

victimized by ‘‘sophisticated aliens,’’ who have now all been ‘‘purged’’

from the body politic (179). As Slavoj Žižek observes, ‘‘An ideology really

succeeds when even the facts which at first sight contradict it start to

function as arguments in its favor’’; in this way the malleable and broken

figure of Lem exemplifies the smooth workings of capitalist and fascist

ideology (Sublime Object, 49). Lem is thoroughly incorporated within

exploitative capitalist relations.

With the folk figure of Lem, West lambasts the populist rhetoric rap-

idly taking hold of the nation in the wake of the Depression, a populist

rhetoric that would shape many of the era’s documentary and ethno-

graphic productions of the folk, including the Federal Writers’ Project’s

Florida guidebook, discussed in part 2 of this book. He investigates the

brutal, material consequences of ‘‘buying in’’ ideologically to particular

narratives of purity and success. He demonstrates the ways that fascism

and Jim Crow capitalism facilitate each other through their mutual logic

of racialization. What he anticipates, finally, is the way that Hitler’s rant

of the Volk would shadow the debates around the meaning of ‘‘the

people’’ in the political culture of the 1930s (Moran and Rogin 224, 223).

In this way, A Cool Million sustains an incisive critique of American

exceptionalism, the country’s founding mythology of meritocracy and

upward mobility, by foregrounding its dependence upon codified na-

tionalist slogans and the protofascist production of ‘‘authentic’’ raced

and gendered American bodies and narratives. Literally ‘‘caught in the

act’’ of attempting to pass into the business class—to rise above his class

origins—Lem becomes all too embodied and subsequently dismem-

bered. In order to make a living, Lem continuously performs the impos-

sibility of his class pass for an audience, including the reader. In a meta-

textual sleight of hand, West accomplishes his critique by staging his

novel as a failed ‘‘pass’’ for a Horatio Alger tale. In sum, Lem becomes a

perverse icon, undermining the conventional representation of the ‘‘au-

thentic’’ bootstrap hero and revealing it to be yet another one of the
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mass-produced racial and gender stereotypes that proliferate within the

pages of A Cool Million. In the words of the narrator, ‘‘Alas, to such a

sorry pass had [Lem] come’’ (116).

A Cool Million’s conclusion raises several questions: Does an invoca-

tion of the folk without burlesque lead to fascism? Is it possible to suc-

cessfully burlesque fascism for progressive, antifascist political ends? Or

do the incorporative powers of fascism render this political gesture fi-

nally inert? In a cantankerous essay, Jonathan Raban criticized West’s

novels for being ‘‘as much symptoms as they are diagnoses of the disease’’

of mass commodity culture, a critique that might be extended to West’s

replication of the reifying processes of fascism (Raban, ‘‘A Surfeit of

Commodities,’’ 229–31). Following Constance Rourke’s definition of

burlesque, West’s novel ‘‘wholly possesses its subject,’’ dismantling Amer-

ican formulas of success and their fascist possibilities before the reader’s

very eyes. Yet if, by the end, the dismantled, now dead Alger folk figure

can still be turned into a folk martyr for fascism, what are we left with?

West’s modernist burlesque might finally fail in the face of fascism’s

incorporative powers, its totalitarian ability to turn the best counter-

example into supporting evidence for its own ideology. But this is West’s

point. As he stages the mechanics of this failure, we see just how the folk

are incorporated within fascist narratives and how the audience is set up

as potential dupes like Lem. In their probable alienation from the ‘‘con-

vulsing audience’’ in attendance at the Riley and Robbins smack-down

and the flag-waving youths in Whipple’s parade, West’s audience must

develop a resistant reading practice and become the ‘‘sophisticated al-

iens’’ the fascists so revile (179). The didactic implication of these theatri-

cal scenes, the self-reflexive transformation of the reader into a ‘‘sophisti-

cated alien,’’ thus literalizes Brechtian alienation e√ects, e√ects ‘‘which

prevent the audience from losing itself passively and completely in the

character created by the actor [in this case, West the writer], and which

consequently lead the audience to be a consciously critical observer’’

(Brecht, ‘‘Alienation E√ects,’’ 91). It is finally up to A Cool Million’s audi-

ence to refuse Whipple’s imperative: ‘‘All Hail the American Boy!’’

A screenwriter in the modern ‘‘fiction factories’’ of the thirties, West

was able to tell a di√erent story about and through the lens of the dime

novels, one that engages with the fraught dimensions of ‘‘the culture of

the new masses’’ (Denning, Mechanic Accents, 16). West demonstrated

the limits of racial capitalism and its exclusive American Dream in A
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Cool Million. At the same time, much like his novel’s immigrant entre-

preneurs who work as ‘‘cultural middlemen,’’ he also wrote scripts for

Hollywood that promoted the rags-to-riches formula—a formula that

more often included Jews as its external purveyors, rather than its internal

protagonists (Rogin, Blackface, 64). Even the legendary (and Jewish) Al

Jolson wrote himself into the social mobility script through his self-

conscious staging of the rags-to-riches formula—by exposing the manu-

facture of his self-making into American whiteness through his popular

blackface routine (66). Given West’s own ambivalent position as a worker

inside the emerging culture industries, it is fitting that A Cool Million’s

final twist concerns its afterlife as a screenplay.≤∑ Columbia Studios

bought the film rights to the novel in 1934, its pitch: ‘‘Honesty will buy you

pain and disgrace’’ (Martin, Nathanael West: The Art, 245; Veitch 105).

After the novel moldered in the studio files for six years, West and his

screenwriting partner Boris Ingster wrote a short adaptation of the novel

in 1940, framing it as a screwball comedy. Columbia then assigned the

adaptation to one of their most valued screenwriters, Sidney Buchman,

who had just written the populist blockbuster Mr. Deeds directed by

Frank Capra. This last contorted product proved unfilmable.

Yet, as this book’s concluding chapter shows, the novel’s grotesque

exploration of the limits of class passing and the American creed would

animate the plot of another movie, Preston Sturges’s Sullivan’s Travels, in

1941. More immediately, A Cool Million’s burlesque of the folk would pose

a challenge to the populist folk revival of the mid-thirties evidenced in

New Deal cultural projects such as the Federal Writers’ Project Guidebook

Series and other ethnographic endeavors. And in Zora Neale Hurston’s

work, we see the imprint of A Cool Million’s performative dismantling of

authenticity, its parsing of the patriotic contours of the folk in the mar-

ketplace, though with radically di√erent results.



PART II
Performing the Folk

But even in life the Negro was not wholly primitive; 
his satire was often conscious; and the everyday comedy 
of the Yankee and the backwoodsman almost invariably 

wore the air of contrivance. Occasionally in practical jokes 
their humor seemed only gross and physical; yet at best even 

these contained a deliberate fantasy. As the three figures were 
projected in stories or on the stage the effect of consciousness 

was greatly heightened. With all their rude poetry it was 
about a mind that these myths centered, a conscious, 

indeed an acutely self-conscious mind. 
—Constance Rourke, American Humor: 

A Study of the National Character (1931) 



2. Zora Neale Hurston, half-length portrait, standing, facing front, looking at book,

American Stu√, at New York Times Book Fair, November 1937. Library of Congress,

Prints and Photographs Division, lc-usz62-126945.



Chapter 3.
‘‘The Last American Frontier’’:

Mapping the Folk in the Federal Writers’ Project’s

Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State

I shall want a guidebook that can stifle its passion for statistics and arrow-

heads long enough to leave some room to write about American people.

But I’m afraid I’ll be disappointed, and that guidebooks will continue to

treat people as they always have—as ethnological wax groups frozen behind

the glass exhibit-cases of a natural history museum.

— robert littell , ‘‘Putting America on Paper,’’

Today 5 (30 November 1935)

Though the Federal Writers’ Project (fwp) state guidebooks are now

sold in the antiquarian marketplace, back in their day, they served as a

conduit for selling something much larger: the nation itself. As predicted

by the satires of Nathanael West and George Schuyler, the folk con-

stituted a major populist component of the New Deal’s cultural cam-

paign. The American Guide Series’ detailed chronicling of America, its

e√orts to uncover the ‘‘real’’ United States through an o≈cially sanc-

tioned cultural geography, fit into the New Deal’s larger documentary

project of recollecting and representing the country to its citizens for the

purpose of rebuilding the nation, both ideologically and economically.∞

As Grace Overmyer put it, each guidebook provided ‘‘a sort of road map

for the cultural rediscovery of America from within’’ (qtd. in Stott,

Documentary Expression, 110).

This chapter demonstrates how the American Guide Series e√ectively

set out to manage the space and time of the nation, reorganizing it for

popular consumption. In this e√ort, it provided its readers with a layper-

son’s ethnography of the country’s folk types, at once inviting them
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to identify with the ‘‘common man’’ figure of the tourist who travels

through its pages and also to participate as amateur anthropologists in

the study of each state’s own native others. As one wpa poster promised,

the American Guide Series aimed to ‘‘illustrate a national way of life’’

while at the same time ‘‘portray variants in local patterns of living.’’≤ The

Guide Series negotiated its dual purpose by deploying a narrative strat-

egy of populist synecdoche wherein the contemporary ‘‘common man’’

tourist stood in for the modern nation and the folk stood in for its

agrarian-capitalist past.≥ As the Guide Series seized upon the folk as

figural points of origin in its narrative of New Deal progress, it partook

in a modernist culture of collecting. Paradoxically, the folk types featured

in the series were simultaneously included and excluded within its tem-

poral and spatial mapping of the nation (Carbado, ‘‘Racial Naturaliza-

tion,’’ 698).∂

Perpetuating an already robust nostalgia for ‘‘authentic’’ culture in the

thirties, many of the guides derived specificity from segregation and

other forms of federal and state-mandated exclusions to create a market-

able dichotomy centered on the modern white collective and its ‘‘col-

ored’’ and colorful folk past. The guides’ epistemology of folk types

encompassed each group’s particularities within its inclusive, democratic

pretext, versing the traveler in their various traits and behaviors. In this

way, the tourist gaze within the series was constructed through a taxon-

omy of ‘‘types’’: above all, the folk were designated as the locus of the real,

coordinates on the New Deal’s map of American culture, the urtext upon

which its narrative of American progress and nationhood was built. With

slogans such as ‘‘Be your own gypsy,’’ ‘‘Abandon all rules and directions

and . . . make up your own tours,’’ the American Guide Series capitalized

upon cultural and racial di√erence as a means of promoting ‘‘exotic’’

adventure in the United States, encouraging its potential travelers not

only to observe their ‘‘picturesque’’ neighbors but also to adopt the

purportedly ‘‘wandering spirit’’ of the transient folk-laborers who popu-

lated the regions of the nation (Brown, Inventing New England, 206).

Such a state-sponsored mandate for wanderlust was made possible by

the increasingly a√ordable automobile, the endgame of Henry Ford’s

quest for a mass-produced ‘‘people’s car,’’ realized first in the Model T of

1908 and, by the 1920s, in a range of makes and more reliable, faster

models pitched to middle-class consumers (Jakle and Sculle, Motoring,

19–20; Cross, All-Consuming Century, 49–50). The Depression notwith-
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standing, half of American families owned automobiles; passenger car

registration jumped from eight million vehicles in 1920 to twenty-three

million vehicles by the end of the 1930s (Young and Young, Great Depres-

sion, 36, 559). Automobiles thus became the principal mode of leisure

travel, superseding rail travel and accounting for 90 percent of all travel

(in miles) by 1940 (Zimring, ‘‘ ‘Neon,’ ’’ 96; Young and Young 559). The

American Guide Series’ advocacy for travel was also enabled by ‘‘the

golden age of highway building,’’ from 1921 to 1936, when motorists and

industry successfully lobbied for expanding an interconnected system of

interstate highways with the support of federal and state governments

(Jakle and Sculle 73–75). Gary Cross observes that such improvements

‘‘let thousands of easterners tour picturesque New England towns in the

summers and journey to the Florida seashore in winter’’ (53). The New

Deal’s Public Works Administration’s focus on road construction proj-

ects worked synergistically, then, with the American Guide Series’ e√orts

to encourage Americans to take to the open road.∑ A modern sense of

automotive freedom and access led to new and capacious articulations of

the nation, mapped out in a multiplicity of scenic tours.

The sheer size of the project—over a thousand books and pamphlets—

poses a conundrum for a specific accounting of the actual guides’ con-

tent, tone, and narrative construction. Perhaps for this reason, with the

exception of a few significant interventions such as Christine Bold’s The

wpa Guides: Mapping America (1999), Marguerite Sha√er’s See America

First (2001), and Michael Szalay’s New Deal Modernism: American Litera-

ture and the Invention of the Welfare State (2000), literary critics and

historians have tended to focus on the fact of the project rather than the

content of its actual writing or the ideological implications of its exis-

tence.∏ To make broader arguments about the series as a whole, inevi-

tably, the critic must extend her analysis of a particular guidebook to

encompass a synecdochic relation to the rest of the series. Such general-

izations are tentative at best. Although the central o≈ce of the fwp in

Washington, D.C., attempted to exert editorial control, the project was

too large to fully monitor and, as a result, its quality is inconsistent,

both within and between individual guide books. Moreover, the political

standpoint of the guidebooks shifted from state to state. Some of the

books, such as The wpa Guide to New York City (1939), delivered extra-

ordinarily nuanced accounts of racialized economic and social condi-

tions in America, while others did not (Bold 92). In a broad assessment
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of the project, it is easy to overlook the radical energies that animated

some of the state guides (Denning, Cultural Front, 86). As this chapter

argues, the guides’ polyvocal production and hybrid composition—their

collective authorship by many di√erent writers—led to internal inconsis-

tencies which may be, in some cases, their most compelling attributes.

In order to investigate the American Guide Series beyond its directives

and the structure of its operation, this chapter repeats the synecdochic

logic of the project but reads it against the grain. I turn to a specific

example, Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State (1939). This particu-

lar guide functions as a rich case study for several reasons: by the 1930s,

Florida occupied a pivotal spot in the nation’s incipient tourist economy

(Mormino, ‘‘Sunbelt Dreams,’’ 4). Tourism is fundamental to our under-

standing of the construction of the folk in the Depression because it

represents one of the industries most overtly engaged in marketing the

folk and their nostalgic temporalities to the American public. In 1930,

tourism comprised over 20 percent of Florida’s total economic base, a

percentage that would only increase in the decades to come (Stronge,

Sunshine Economy, 115). In 1935, tourists spent double the value of all

of the products manufactured in the state (Florida State [guide] 87).

More roadside attractions were opened in Florida during the 1930s than

any other decade in the state’s history (142). It is not surprising, then,

that Florida’s early economic recovery during the Depression—from a

contraction that originated not with the nation’s stock market collapse

but the collapse of the state’s real estate boom in 1926—was achieved

largely through the turnaround of the state’s tourism industry (Stronge

140). Mary Woods argues that at this time, in tourist spots around the

nation, there were ‘‘glimpses of an emerging service economy supplant-

ing a traditional industry and agriculture,’’ yet south Florida constituted

‘‘the first and most developed example of the postindustrial economy of

the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries’’ (Woods, Beyond the

Architect’s Eye, 216).π Florida was thus the vanguard of a new kind of

tourism incipient in the thirties. Given the region’s growing reputation

as a modern tourist empire, the Florida guide thus enacts an especially

revealing metacommentary about the state’s tourist draw.

As a more democratized, ‘‘mass rather than class’’ tourism took hold of

the nation in the 1930s and 1940s, one inclusive of middle-class and even

working-class tourists, not for the first time, history was cast as heritage

(Woods 215; Sha√er 218).∫ Florida’s modeling of a thoroughly modern
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service economy was dependent, in part, on a carefully calibrated rein-

vention of its past: just as its growing cities switched architectural styles

from the Mediterranean revival so popular in the 1920s to futuristic

streamline modern in the 1930s, the state’s adjoining rural areas were

advertised as ‘‘the last American frontier,’’ a temporal and spatial periph-

ery which gave new meanings to Old South and New South, quaint and

modern, folk and cosmopolite (Woods 175–77; Florida State, foreword).

As Woods suggests and the Florida guide bears out, the narration of

temporal slippages and spatial displacements was crucial to the state’s

tourist appeal.

The Florida guide sold prospective visitors a particular relation to the

‘‘other,’’ in this case an array of folk types who occupied the nostalgic

temporality of ‘‘the last frontier,’’ free from the homogenizing influence

of mass culture yet somehow visible and accessible to the modern auto-

mobile traveler. The volume navigates Florida’s multiethnic population

of native inhabitants as well as its complex history of four centuries of

colonization and conquest by deploying the thrill of anthropological

discovery on the frontier in order to captivate its readers. Echoing earlier

travel writing about Florida after the Civil War, the Florida guidebook

tells a story of regional diversity and national unity—it composes a nar-

rative of northern and southern reconciliation in the era of Jim Crow,

treating the rural folk both as a problem and a resource within ‘‘uneven

modernity’’ (Hegeman, Patterns, 4). In this way, the folk are central

players in a story meant to reunite the nation by binding together ever

more tightly the economic ties between the North and South through

tourism. The Florida guide’s concentrated emphasis on tourism and

ethnography provides unique insights into the ways the guidebooks in-

corporated racial, cultural, and regional di√erence into a story of New

Deal progress. Hailed as ‘‘the first indigenous guidebooks’’ of America,

the American Guide Series, in the words of Marguerite Sha√er, posi-

tioned ‘‘America as a modern folk nation’’ (Bold 9; Sha√er 203). If the

folk were a construct of the modern nation, they were pointedly located

as its past and precursor. The Florida guide played a vital role in this

modern folk construction.

This chapter’s investigation of the Florida guide also works in tandem

with my reading of Zora Neale Hurston’s Mules and Men (1935), another

ethnographically minded collection devoted to Florida, in my next chap-

ter. Arguably, the Florida guide is the least satirical text in my study—the
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text that constructs the folk in earnest—and therefore my archive’s pro-

verbial straight man. However, as we shall see, the guide often adopts a

double voice about its own promotion of Florida’s tourist sites, establish-

ing its ethnographic authority against the superficial slogans of the travel

industry. Moreover, it includes voices such as Hurston’s that signify on the

construction of the folk elsewhere within its pages. My research might be

said to enact one more ‘‘search for Zora’’ story, though not so grand as

Alice Walker’s and the biographers who have followed in her footsteps.

Under the employ of the Federal Writers’ Project from 1938 to 1939,

Hurston wrote for the Florida guide and for a later-published work en-

titled The Florida Negro: A Federal Writers’ Project Legacy (ed. McDonogh,

1993). Hurston’s prose nearly jumps o√ the page when compared to the

‘‘federalese’’ that comprises much of the guide’s text (Kennedy, ‘‘Work-

ing,’’ 65). Her contributions to Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State

by contrast theorize and expose in bold relief the guidebook’s distinct

strategies of mapping race, labor, and nationhood within a climate of New

Deal liberalism. By limning the depths of this fissure, this chapter demon-

strates the Guide Series’ deployment of documentary aesthetics and eth-

nographic pleasures in its construction of a laboring folk tableau vivant

meant to provide a usable past for a region and nation in crisis.

democratic mimesis and populist synecdoche

If the notion of a Federal Writers’ Project is thrilling, there is something

perverse about its chief creation, the American Guide Series. In spite of

its prodigious output, the Federal Writers’ Project was legally prohibited

from making a profit from the series (Szalay 63). In keeping with this

ethos, the writers were salaried workers, their ‘‘craftsman’s wage’’ derived

from the hours they worked, not the particular pieces of writing they

produced (27–28). In this way, Michael Szalay suggests, ‘‘the Federal

Writers’ Project assimilated working-class politics, wage labor and a per-

formative aesthetic’’ (28). In spite of its nonprofit status, considerations

of the marketplace were never entirely outside of the series’ purview. By

securing the interest of potential travelers, the series not only aimed to

increase the amount of money spent on tourism in the United States but

also to invigorate employment in the service industry. The national

director of the Federal Writers’ Project, Harry Alsberg, explained, ‘‘If the
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guides keep some of the American millions, normally spent abroad, right

here and add to them some of the European millions . . . they will

do much to alleviate financial conditions in this country and reduce

unemployment’’ (qtd. in Weigle, ‘‘Finding,’’ 63). As an ideological and

fiscal remedy to the crisis tendencies of capitalism, so evident in the De-

pression economy, the encyclopedic scope and the documentary method

of the guidebooks fit into a larger program of rationalized state planning

on a massive scale.

The internal structure of the organization was top-down, at least in

concept. Riven with internal bureaucratic and ideological conflicts, the

central o≈ce of the Federal Writers’ Project in Washington attempted to

consolidate its authority over its state o≈ces and unify their product by

establishing parameters that would dictate the form and content of each

guidebook. Alsberg sent out a handbook of instructions, ‘‘The American

Guide Manual,’’ to every state editor at the beginning of the project in

1935.Ω In the end, eighteen revised drafts of this manual circulated among

the state o≈ces, a number that illustrates the di≈culties of large-scale

textual standardization (Bold 30). The national editor who first con-

ceived of the guidebook series, Katherine Kellock, ‘‘insisted that the

guides satisfy all travelers, whether drivers on interstate highways or

hardy trail explorers’’—though, in the end, no doubt in part due to their

600-page heft, the guides were mainly written for drivers (Weigle 63).

While Kellock preferred a volume primarily devoted to actual tourist

routes, the project’s director, Alsberg, and the associate director, George

Cronyn, wanted to develop a detailed encyclopedia of each state for

armchair travelers and historians (Penkower, Federal Writers’ Project, 31;

Weigle 62). In keeping with their vision, the instruction manual asserted

that ‘‘for the average citizen who cannot a√ord to travel extensively, yet is

interested in all the resources of his country, the guide will provide in

simple language a medium to acquaint him with every section of this

vast country’’ (supplement 7771-1). An eventual editorial compromise

resulted in the standard format found in all of the state guides, a three-

part structure composed of essays regarding local history, culture, and

economics; city profiles; and actual automobile routes. This form im-

pelled the guidebooks to cover a good deal of ground and incorporate a

range of discourses emanating from the social sciences.

Intended to capitalize on an increasingly mobile middle class,∞≠ the

guidebooks linked together a discourse of progressive ethnography with
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an economics of tourism to produce a comprehensive and potentially

lucrative vision of America.∞∞ Due to this marriage of multiple aims, each

guide is heterogeneous, simultaneously drawing upon several di√erent

epistemological domains in its approach. The guide’s historical sections

rewrote the nation’s origins and substantiated its present progress, while

geographical data marked the country spatially. Its ethnographic sections

documented America’s ‘‘folk’’ populations and its cultural and physical

descriptions outlined the architectural, artistic, and literary attributes of

each region. Its often whimsical prefatory remarks situated the prospec-

tive tourist—most often white, male, and economically mobile, perhaps

with a family in tow—as a traveling citizen of the nation. Its financial

statistics provided this potential consumer with a ‘‘business report’’ for

his future speculations (Behdad, Belated Travelers, 39). In order to accu-

rately incorporate information from these various fields of knowledge,

‘‘The American Guide Manual’’ instructed each state director to take into

consideration the multiple specializations required of his or her writers.

In its ‘‘Division of Task’’ section, for example, the manual suggests: ‘‘Each

state director would have to keep in touch with the editorial sta√ to

determine who among them has a specialized training in some specific

field so that he can be entrusted with special sections of the work. Thus,

for instance, if one of the workers has had special training in sociology or

anthropology, he may be assigned to check on the material of sociological

interests, and racial groups and their cultural contributions’’ (supple-

ment 8077-3; emphasis added). The assignment of labor according to

specialty quite literally manifests the text’s polyvocal authorship, an au-

thorship rendered all the more complicated by the often contentious

relationships that developed between state and federal editors.

The manual’s examples of professional expertise, anthropology and

sociology, speak to the American Guide Series’ explicitly ethnographic

purpose. The project’s implicit definitions of who counted as ‘‘authentic’’

—the racialized folk in the figure of the Indian, ‘‘the Negro,’’ and other

groups—demonstrate the extent to which the contemporaneous ‘‘scien-

tific’’ practices of anthropology, folklore, and documentary informed the

fwp’s primary aims. While Popular Front intellectuals such as B. A.

Botkin, the national fwp folklore editor, advocated a pluralist approach

to America’s folk cultures, one that included the urban in its field-

work, the guidebooks most often privileged seemingly timeless, rural

lore. Driven by an aestheticized notion of the ordinary, the everyday, the
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‘‘common man,’’ and the folk, the guide writers were encouraged to suss

out the ‘‘real’’ thing in their travels and subsequent writings: one press

release from the central o≈ce claimed ‘‘material has actually been col-

lected locally, on the spot, by Guide workers who are native to the loca-

tion and can catch its real spirit’’ (qtd. in Sha√er 205). As a result, the

writers often represented their subjects—the community’s residents—as

exotic bearers of the real, to be viewed by tourists from other states. Given

the fact that the fwp workers were all hired to work in the regions in

which they lived, these depictions might include the writers themselves,

rendering them, simultaneously, writing observers and subjects of their

own gaze, much in the way that Zora Neale Hurston situated herself in

Mules and Men and her other ethnographic projects of the same decade

(Bold 21; Wald, Constituting, 106). Christine Bold notes that ‘‘Alsberg and

others seem initially to have read the heterogeneity of employees mimet-

ically, expecting them to demonstrate America’s rich democratic diver-

sity by delivering their indigenous beliefs, habits and knowledges in their

localized voices’’ (29). They were hired according to region on the pre-

sumption that as inhabitants, as cultural and geographic ‘‘insiders,’’ they

would lend the project an authenticity and familiarity absent from pre-

vious guidebooks.

On a conceptual level, then, the guides were governed by an ethos of

democratic mimesis—that is, a mode of representation characterized by

a seemingly all-encompassing approach to its subject wherein the level-

ing force of democracy renders every historical moment and nuance of

commensurate value. The guides depended upon a putatively one-to-

one correspondence between the writers, their social and ethnic back-

grounds, and their regions. If the writers and their taxonomies of ‘‘real’’

types were supposed to represent the diversity of each state, then so, too,

was each guidebook’s exhaustive itemization of facts, a documentary

method of excessive factuality that a writer like James Agee would push

into overdrive in his collaboration with Walker Evans, Let Us Now Praise

Famous Men. The series’ documentary aesthetics went hand in hand

with the New Deal’s vision of an orderly and harmonious national col-

lective, its present comprising ordinary citizens and its past comprising

often overlooked marginalized communities and indigenous regional

cultures, a variant of what Michael Rogin describes as ‘‘a black past and a

white present’’ (Filene, Romancing, 134; Rogin, Blackface, 49).

Like the guides’ writers, the guides’ readers were also, on occasion, its
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subjects. Depending upon the reader’s interests and home state, the

guides might simultaneously feature him as a tourist in one guide and a

native ‘‘type’’ in another. Hypothetically, then, the guide’s exhaustive

coverage placed the reader in multiple roles in relation to its content—

armchair traveler, prospective tourist, native subject, editor. Although

the fwp central o≈ce aimed to introduce a new travel-writing style in

America, one ‘‘restrained and dignified’’—more documentary-inspired

than the typical chamber of commerce ‘‘ballyhoo’’—the guides’ capa-

cious collection of ‘‘useless’’ facts often makes for monotonous reading

(Penkower 75).∞≤ Readers must judiciously scan the text according to

their own interests. In this way, the process of reading a guidebook

literally informed and figuratively mirrored the process of traveling. A

traveler might consult sections from a state guidebook to make decisions

about where to visit and how to get there. Alternatively, when an arm-

chair traveler browsed a guide, the process of reading became a perfor-

mative act of navigation and narration, a continuous process of avoiding

monotony by choosing more engaging passages.

While it is nearly impossible to account for actual patterns of reading,

it is not so di≈cult to trace the ways that the guide editors situated

an ideal reader within each text. By examining the reader’s inscription

within the guides, we see how the act of reading not only constitutes

a kind of narrative traveling but also enacts a process of citizenship

whereby the reader enters the imagined collective through his or her own

selective narration of the collection of facts. And here, the guides’ pur-

ported quality of inclusiveness becomes quite discriminating, for their

envisaged reader is constructed as a privileged traveling and seeing sub-

ject. The guides’ anticipated audience has everything to do with its vi-

sions of nation, its fantasies of a unified, democratic, and implicitly

white collective and the incursion of a contradictory United States, re-

plete with its inequitably divided communities and constituents.

The scope of the guidebooks’ national vision was perpetually in ques-

tion, dependent upon an individual state guide’s practices of inclusion

and exclusion, practices largely dependent upon the editors’ political

inclinations and the anticipated readership. Unequal power relations

along racial, class, gender, and regional lines were often masked in tex-

tual elisions and a language of ‘‘equivalent’’ facts. As Monty Penkower

describes in his historical account The Federal Writers’ Project (1977), the

Guide Series was troubled by internal and public conflicts with regard to
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its readers about the reportage of various politically charged events in

United States history: ‘‘When it became apparent that the Civil War was

still being fought in some states, the Washington o≈ce decided that ‘War

between the States’ could be substituted for that term in Dixie guide-

books’’ (Penkower 76).∞≥ The phrase ‘‘War between the States’’ frames the

Civil War in more conciliatory terms, as a regional dispute over states’

rights and the southern ‘‘way of life’’ rather than a mortal conflict over

the preservation of chattel slavery or the overtly white supremacist im-

peratives that would sustain the color line into the thirties and beyond,

implications that might have o√ended the books’ southern, white read-

ership. The ‘‘Dixie’’ guides participated in a larger project of sectional

reconciliation between the North and the South by redirecting their

focus away from white and black racial strife and all but eclipsing the

region’s equally fraught conflict over white people’s federally sanctioned

land grab from indigenous peoples who lived in the territory first. Ironi-

cally, reconciliation meant using di√erent terminology for di√erent re-

gional audiences, the more euphemistic phrase eliding questions of rac-

ism and social justice, all toward invigorating a robust federal collective

grounded in what the historians Grace Elizabeth Hale and Ed Blum

describe as a white ethnic nationalism (Hale, Making Whiteness, 66, 67–

74; Blum, Reforging, 7–17). Regional debates aside, the guides were ed-

ited to be as ino√ensive as possible to the readership deemed most

valuable.

Given the impossibility of actually achieving democratic mimesis in

the guide series’ sweep—an inventory so vast that every last fact, place,

and person would be represented—the guidebooks adopted instead a

populist synecdochic strategy.∞∂ Outlining the project’s mission, ‘‘The

American Guide Manual’’ stated: ‘‘It is absolutely essential to make the

[series] the complete, standard, authoritative work on the United States

as a whole and of every part of it ’’ (17; emphasis added). According to

B. A. Botkin, the project was to support an inclusive nationalism that

would relate ‘‘the part to the whole’’ (qtd. in Hirsch, ‘‘Cultural Plural-

ism,’’ 51). This strategy emanated from the very conception of the New

Deal itself: Franklin Roosevelt claimed in 1933, for example, that his

legislation had ‘‘not just been a collection of haphazard schemes, but

rather the orderly component parts of a connected and logical whole’’

(‘‘Fireside Chat,’’ 61; emphasis added). In keeping with Roosevelt’s state

rationalization, every locale depicted in the guides is measured by an
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implicit national standard. When a state falls short of this criterion, the

New Deal is poised to intervene and ameliorate its infrastructural fail-

ures, thereby reincorporating it into the nation.∞∑ Given the series’ realist

aims, its populist synecdochic strategy was not meant to appear to be a

strategy at all, and certainly not ideological. Rather, the guides were

represented as a natural unearthing of a national story both past and

present, a documentary that shape-shifts, conforming to the interests

of its individual citizen-readers and the contours of the country as a

whole.∞∏

Within the Guide Series’ populist synecdochic strategy, the tourist-

reader most often stood in for the nation’s modern ‘‘common man.’’ In

an adjacent set of populist synecdochic representations compatible with

the series’ reclamation of American folkways, certain folk types stood in

for each region’s past inhabitants and certain facts stood in for each

region’s past history. In the specific case of Florida: A Guide to the South-

ernmost State, the guide set out to attract visitors to the state by repre-

senting the region’s folk types as simultaneously anomalous and typi-

cal, exotic and familiar. The guide drew upon four populist types—the

outsider Yankee ‘‘common man’’ and the native folk comprising the

‘‘cracker,’’ the Indian, and the Negro—a constellation that dovetailed

with the archetypal folk trio of the Yankee, the backwoodsman, and the

blackface minstrel advanced eight years earlier in Constance Rourke’s

American Humor: A Study of National Character. As George Schuyler and

Nathanael West so skillfully prophesied, the patriotic representations of

the folk promoted by the New Deal cultural programs in many ways had

their antecedents in minstrelsy’s frenetic types, the anti-aristocratic pop-

ular theater of P. T. Barnum and the Jacksonian era out of which min-

strelsy emerged (Toll, Blacking Up, 6–21).∞π

In the Florida guide’s populist types, the Yankee was positioned as the

tourist ‘‘common man’’ who interacted with the state’s native folk trio, a

designation consistent with the Yankee’s initial appearance in the re-

gional humor of the 1820s. Robert Toll describes how ‘‘the Yankee pos-

sessed the good traits of Europeans stripped of their decadence, preten-

sion and corruption. He represented the American Everyman, arisen

and triumphant. . . . [H]e provided a symbol ordinary Americans could

identify with and believe in’’ (14). As we shall see, in their tourist transac-

tions, the Yankee is bound to his folksy southern antecedent, the cracker.

Within the guide, their droll encounters enact a drama of sectional
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reconciliation based upon a presumed common whiteness—the crack-

er’s liminal ‘‘not quite white’’ status sutured to the stable whiteness of the

Yankee—that ultimately works in the service of a modern white national

collective (Wray, Not Quite White, 17).

The Florida guide o√ered conflicting definitions of the state’s observ-

able folk types, definitions that fluctuated due to specific histories of ra-

cial exclusion. In particular, it would vacillate about the status of ‘‘Latin-

Americans’’ (in its expansive usage, people originally ‘‘from Cuba, Spain

and Italy’’) as a fourth, native folk type. Like the guide’s other nonwhite

native folk types—African Americans and Native Americans—‘‘Latin-

Americans’’ are featured as a source of trouble for the state. Foreshad-

owed in the guide’s glowing commentary about missionary e√orts to

control and ‘‘civilize’’ Indians, the book recounts in rapid succession a

litany of problems posed by the state’s nonwhite inhabitants: ‘‘The Semi-

nole Indians were the first great problem of American settlers who moved

to Florida’’; ‘‘On November 5, 1865, the convention ratified the Thirteenth

Amendment and gave the governor power to appoint a commission to

make recommendations, chiefly on the problem of assimilating the Negro

into the new government’’; finally, ‘‘Cuban immigrants brought their

political troubles along with their cigar business to Florida’’ (56, 58, 60;

emphasis added). The state’s Seminoles, African Americans, and Cuban

immigrants all pose distinct ‘‘problems’’ in the United States’ coloniza-

tion of the Florida territory: as such, they necessitate a policy of manage-

ment to enable their quasi-incorporation into the nation. In contrast

with these pejorative representations, the ‘‘Folklore’’ chapter designates

these same groups, with the addition of Florida’s ‘‘cracker,’’ as the state’s

authentic producers of ‘‘real’’ folk culture, an excellent source for ethno-

graphic study, formative of its populist synecdoches of the folk.

Though the Florida guide mentions Latin Americans in its ‘‘Folklore’’

chapter, beyond a curtailed discussion of the state’s folk heritage it largely

excludes them elsewhere in its depictions of the state’s past (128, 133). This

exclusion suggests that within the guide, Florida’s Latin Americans un-

dergo, in the words of Devon Carbado, ‘‘a kind of national identity

displacement or racial extraterritorialization’’; still perceived as foreign-

ers, they had not yet been conscripted into the role of domestic other in

the state’s regional identity, an ‘‘inclusionary form of exclusion’’ extended

to poor whites, African Americans, and Native Americans (698). This

elision is deeply ironic for it actively forgets the presence of people of
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Spanish descent who colonized the territory well before its Anglo settlers.

Committing what could be described as racialized historical amnesia, the

Florida guide’s most prevalent populist synecdoches thus cohere around

two categories: that of the native folk (poor whites, African Americans,

and Indians) and that of the Yankee ‘‘common man.’’

In the Florida guide, the anticipated Yankee reader-tourist is incorpo-

rated into the state’s tourist economy as a visitor-turned-resident, no

longer just a consumer but a producer, too. Even the state’s folk popula-

tions become small-time producers in this economy—the state’s Semi-

noles and ‘‘crackers’’ conscripted to perform the primitive in order to

partake in a cottage industry of roadside attractions. African American

labor, past and present, inadvertently becomes another tourist site in this

travel circuit. Whether or not the state’s folk overtly participate in the

tourist industries, the guide suggests that they all hope to make enough

money to become tourists one day. Amateur producers. Aspiring tour-

ists. ‘‘Local color’’ laborers. These roles aside, it is the folk’s ethnographic

intrigue, the way they are made to stand in for an agrarian-capitalist past

on the brink of forgotten, that decisively incorporates them into the New

Deal story of the modern state and nation.

the native folk versus the common man

The Florida guide draws a distinction between the native folk popu-

lations it documents and the common-man Yankee reader-tourist for

whom it is ostensibly written. In part, this separation depends upon

the temporal dimensions of the guide’s strategy of populist synecdoche,

wherein the Yankee common man stands in for the modern white Amer-

ican collective and Florida’s native folk are subject to a temporal and

spatial ‘‘inclusive exclusion,’’ relegated to the past and to the geographic

margins of society—segregated urban spaces, reservations, rural en-

claves, and the backwoods (Carbado 639). Given the legal doctrine of

‘‘separate but equal,’’ African Americans could not be represented in a

facile synecdochic relation to the entire nation, ‘‘a part for a whole.’’

Instead, the guide consistently juxtaposes Florida’s African American

population with the more privileged white population of the state, as-

serting that the federal government and its New Deal programs, in
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particular, the wpa (the fwp’s parent agency), are making significant

improvements in the lives of black people. In a candid assessment of

Florida’s segregated education system, the guide notes: ‘‘The constitution

of 1885 contains the provision: ‘White and colored children shall not be

taught in the same school but impartial provision shall be made for

both.’ The principle of segregation has been carried out, but educational

facilities for Negro and white children are far from equal’’ (103). The

guide’s critique centers on the fact that the state has not carried out the

law in an impartial manner; its educational facilities serve white children

far more adequately than black children.

In every chapter, African Americans are depicted as the recipients of

Jim Crow hostility and exploitation. In a certain sense, even as the guide

critiques the e√ects of segregation, it maintains a separate but equal

stance toward its black subjects in its textual arrangement, discussing the

state’s white population first, then moving to an analysis of the state’s

black population and finally concluding with a summary of the fed-

eral government’s programs designed to improve living conditions for

its African American constituents. Where the state fails in delivering

‘‘equal’’ services, the New Deal attempts to make up for its inadequacies,

building new hospitals, establishing day nurseries, expanding public

programming in sports and recreation for black children and teens. As if

to rectify a ruptured synecdochic relation between state and nation,

then, the federal government allegedly steps in to fix the malfunctioning

segments of regional jurisdiction.

When the Florida guide addresses Jim Crow, it asserts that local living

and working conditions are not equal between blacks and whites. In a

kind of bait and switch, the inequities of Jim Crow are thus seen to stem

from the state, not federal law. Rather than addressing the system of segre-

gation itself—as did some of the Farm Security Administration photogra-

phers who documented the daily impact of segregation upon people of

color—the guide’s solutions usually entail government intervention in the

form of welfare programs to bring the most conspicuously racist state

regions up to the ‘‘national standard.’’∞∫ But, of course, the national stan-

dard is segregation, the very social, economic, and political system that

grounds the guide’s fetishization of cultural di√erence and its marketing

of a commodified relation to the racialized folk. As Carbado suggests,

‘‘Blackness has often been included in the juridical order solely in the
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form of its exclusion (that is, its capacity to be subordinated). This inclu-

sive exclusion historically has positioned black people both inside and out-

side America’s national imagination—as a matter of law, politics and social

life’’ (639). In a variation of this ‘‘inclusive exclusion,’’ given Jim Crow’s

o≈cial status, Florida’s African American citizens are never imagined as the

guide’s ‘‘common men,’’ even when they are portrayed as ‘‘folk.’’∞Ω

The guide’s ambivalent figuration of African Americans exemplifies

the particular ways in which the New Deal’s designated folk populations

were bound by a ‘‘modern racial regime’’ wrought out of ‘‘legal codes of

segregation, exclusion, reservations and anti-miscegenation’’ (Denning,

Cultural Front, 33). In di√erent ways then, black people, Indians, and

poor whites occupied a liminal relationship to the nation in the 1930s,

even as the New Deal sought to rectify, with greater and lesser degrees of

commitment, the poverty and despair disproportionately shouldered by

these groups (Sullivan, Days of Hope, 60). Here, we might recall the New

Deal’s Indian Reorganization Act (ira) of 1934, which launched a policy

granting partial sovereignty to tribes—what some critics describe as a

technique of indirect colonial domination—wherein Native Americans

might establish governments recognized as legitimate by the United

States. Though the ira represented a liberal turn away from the in-

famous Dawes Act of 1887, which authorized the president to survey and

divide tribal lands into allotments for individual Indian families, leading

to an eventual loss of over ninety million acres of treaty land, nonethe-

less, Congress opposed and eliminated the ira’s more radical measures,

‘‘grandfathering in’’ the previous land deeds from the Dawes Act (Carl-

son, ‘‘Federal Policy,’’ 33; Pfister, Individuality, 201). The Florida guide

describes this recent governmental shift in terms rank with benevolent

paternalism: ‘‘The Florida legislature has concerned itself with the Semi-

nole only to the extent of setting aside reservations for his use. He is tried

in civil courts but shown the utmost leniency in his transgressions. There

is a tacit understanding with Federal authorities that Indian tribal law

shall prevail on the reservation’’ (46–47).

As Joel Pfister shows, many critics would describe ‘‘New Deal ‘self-

governing’ as tantamount to No Deal governing’’ (Individuality, 207–8).

Pfister argues that the ira reflected the romantic and homogeneous

conception of the ‘‘Indian’’ held by the Bureau of Indian A√airs commis-

sioner, John Collier, by emphasizing the entity of the tribe as the primary

legal, social, and political formation for organizing native life (203–4).
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The ira’s focus on the tribe overlooked the diversity of actual native

communities, ignoring factionalism within tribes, issues of clan auton-

omy, and the more complex working communities in which many tra-

ditional and assimilated Indians actually lived (199–211). Significantly,

the incorporation of Indian tribes allowed them to exist as financial

entities—‘‘tribal corporations’’—a transformation the Florida guide re-

flects in its jokey portrayal of the entrepreneurial Seminole with his

highway-accessible ‘‘palm-thatched village’’ (Florida State 5).

The New Deal’s e√orts to ameliorate the impoverished living condi-

tions of poor rural whites, its other liminally situated folk, took shape

largely through its economic policies directed at the South. Despite

Roosevelt’s declaration that the South represented ‘‘the nation’s number

one economic problem’’ and the New Deal’s sustained e√orts to improve

the region through the work of the Rural Electrification Administration,

the Farm Security Administration, and the Works Progress Administra-

tion, among other agencies, the South’s widespread feudal system con-

tinued to oppress its least well-o√ residents, hurting African Americans

most acutely (Sullivan 65). Due to the seasonal and migratory nature of

employment for skilled and unskilled laborers in Florida’s industries such

as ‘‘naval-stores production, lumbering, fishing, fruit packing, mining,

cigar making and sponge fishing,’’ as well as the tourist industry, labor

organization in the state was all the more di≈cult (Florida State 87). The

Florida guide ambivalently credits and blames Cuban émigrés (‘‘Latin-

Americans’’) who worked in the state’s cigar industry for creating Flor-

ida’s first labor union. In spite of such e√orts, Florida’s average hourly

wage fell well under the South’s average wage and was much less than the

national average wage: the guide quotes the U.S. Department of Labor’s

figures for July 1936 in which common laborers in Florida made twenty-

three cents an hour, compared to thirty-three cents an hour in the entire

South and forty-three cents for the nation as a whole (94).

Many of Florida’s agricultural workers were subject to the vagaries of

exploitive industrialized farming, rather than the more typical problems

of farm tenancy and debt peonage in the South: in addition to negligible

wages, these itinerant workers were often homeless. A pernicious politics

of disenfranchisement further increased the South’s gulf between rich

and poor: poll taxes and other restrictions blocked most people of color

and a majority of low-income white people (‘‘crackers’’ in the parlance

of the guide) from voting (Sullivan 66). Given these regional dynamics,
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the New Deal’s e√orts to improve the lives of poor white people among

its other marginalized constituents were often frustrated. The Florida

guide’s native trio of folk—black people, Indians, and poor whites—were

subject to varying degrees and forms of disenfranchisement. It is worth

noting that class matters most in the representations of Florida’s white

folk, a sign of the guide’s bootstrap nostalgia for the originary (white)

little guy, both lauded and potentially saved by capitalism. In the guide’s

narrative of liberal progress, the very fact of the folk’s disenfranchise-

ment e√ectively locates them as harbingers of the past and its previous

regimes of oppression, with the implied promise that it is only a matter

of time before the welfare state improves their living conditions. How-

ever, those changes have not yet occurred and, for this reason, the guide

excludes them from its populist synecdoche of the common man.

Instead, the guide’s folk subjects figure prominently in an adjacent

populist synecdochic relation that is temporal: deemed representative of

Florida’s folklife, they stand in for the folk cultures of greater America,

located principally in the past. In its brief ethnographic descriptions, ‘‘the

‘cracker,’ the Negro, the Latin-American, and the Seminole’’ are markedly

local populations, their existence presented as spatially and temporally

static. For the exotic yet quaint appeal of the state, these groups are seen

either as rural relics or as colorful, urban imports worthy of the tourist’s

anthropological observation. The guide condenses its sections on ‘‘Latin

Americans’’ presumably in accord with the nativist view at the time that

Florida’s Cuban population were immigrants who had not yet fully assim-

ilated to the United States.≤≠ The guide denies the coevalness—the shared

contemporary modern time—of the pioneering ‘‘cracker, the Negro . . .

and the Seminole’’: the cracker functions as a backwoods antecedent to

the (white Yankee) common man of the thirties; the African American

functions as ‘‘primitive’’ domestic other; and the Seminole functions as a

‘‘vanishing’’ predecessor of the nation (128).≤∞ Conforming to the nostal-

gic prototype of the heritage industry, each represents a previous part for

a present-day whole. By setting Florida’s folk in a timeless past, the guide

shores up the series’ claims to an American indigenousness, where Native

Americans coexist with other folk types, their long, complex histories on

the North American continent merely fascinating archaeological precur-

sor to the inexorable sweep of nation building. Sha√er observes that the

standard chronological sequence of essays in all of the guidebooks evi-
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denced ‘‘an evolutionary trajectory from colonization and settlement to

the emergence of a native folk culture, culminating in the developments of

modern capitalism’’ (212).

In addition to providing a plinth for America’s claims of folk nation-

hood, a sign of where the country had been and where it might go—

Recovery! Progress!—the folk, as drawn in the Florida guide and else-

where, provided middle-class travelers with a vision of time before the

industrialism of Ford and Taylor. As tourists sought ‘‘time o√’’ in the

cities of south Florida, for example—a break from ‘‘the regulation and

mechanization of everyday life’’—their modern sense of leisure was an-

chored by the nostalgic temporalities of the folk, whom they might see

or encounter on a scenic tour or day trip (Woods 175). The ironies

are abundant. Ever apparent is the degree to which modern, capitalist

technologies and infrastructure such as advertising, media, automobiles,

motels, and highways delivered the folk to touristic consumers by fo-

menting a sense of disjuncture between the tourist’s contemporary mod-

ern time and the folk’s pastoral time. As Woods adds, the same roads and

railways that brought tourists to the state in the winter served migrants

looking for seasonal work and transported the agricultural products of

their labor out of the state (177). Moreover, the factory farms where one

might find the guide’s folk engaged in ‘‘stoop labor’’ were some of the

nation’s leading agribusiness ventures (179–80). Interestingly, the guide

acknowledges the Seminoles and the cracker as active participants in the

state’s tourist economy, but primarily as roadside merchants; their busi-

ness practices are antiquated, reminiscent of cottage industries, in com-

parison to industrial production that predominates commerce in the

country’s urban centers. A literal illustration of tourism’s tension be-

tween stasis and movement, the stationary roadside business depends

upon the fluid capital and constant movement of tourists driving by in

their cars.

Constitutive of an altogether di√erent narrative of migration, the

common man in the form of the Yankee travels through the state in

order to enjoy its pleasant climate and view its folk populations and its

subtropical flora and fauna. As part of the guidebook’s romantic view of

Florida, it suggests that without the visitor’s regulating gaze and, more

important, his improving tourist dollar, Florida’s frontier would revert

back to its lush, tropical languor, inhabited by only ‘‘unrefined’’ clans.
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Paradoxically, these highly marketable ‘‘exotic’’ qualities are endangered

by tourism, the very industry that most centrally profits from their

existence. Expanding upon these incongruities, the guide reinvents Flor-

ida’s appeal by ascribing these same organic primordial tendencies to the

state’s diverse native populations, even as it documents their increased

participation in the modern tourist trade. Culture is correlated with

landscape, in keeping with the conventions of regionalism (Sha√er 212).

In this way, then, the guide locates Florida’s exotic appeal not only in its

flora and fauna but in its native folk as well.

a southernmost example

The 1939 Florida guidebook was not the first piece of Florida travel

writing to feature the state’s native folk as part of the region’s appeal.

Though the American Guide Series was inspired by the popular Baede-

ker series of travel books, its state guides often followed the precedent

of prior individuated, regional guides before them (Findlay and Bing,

‘‘Touring Florida,’’ 290). The Florida guide adopted the iconography,

rhetorical enticements, and conciliatory sectional politics first articu-

lated in Florida’s earliest tourist guides, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s

literary sketches of the state collected in Palmetto Leaves (1873), Thomas

Bangs Thorpe’s essays in Picturesque America (1872), Edward King’s ex-

tensive ‘‘tour of observation’’ recorded originally for Scribner’s Monthly

and collected in The Great South (1875), and Silvia Sunshine’s Petals

Plucked from Sunny Climes (1880). Each of these tourist guides was pub-

lished during Florida’s first significant tourist boom after the Civil War,

when the South had recovered enough to attract tourists and travel

writers from the North in the 1870s (Burnett, Florida’s Past, 52; McIntyre,

‘‘Promoting,’’ 47; Winders, ‘‘Imperfectly Imperial,’’ 400–403). These pro-

motional tracts were written for northerners, advertising the state of

Florida as a strange, feminized semitropical land of swamps and other

grotesque flora and fauna, populated by equally sleepy and primitive

enclaves of black and white folk who lived close to the land: if Florida

was alluring in its untamed, exotic excess, it was also capable of being

brought to order through northern modes of industriousness. Partaking

in a politics of sectional reconciliation, these texts advanced a romantic

reunion between the hard-working, industrial North and the domestic,
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‘‘premodern’’ South. The travel literature of the day thus ousted the Civil

War and Reconstruction period’s political divisions over slavery and

African American emancipation with a narrative of a healthy white re-

public, united and revived by a foray into the ‘‘leisure, relaxation and

romance’’ of the South and its ruins of antebellum aristocracy (Silber,

Romance, 66–67, 69, 76–77).

In the post-Reconstruction period, Florida became the center of south-

ern tourism. As Stowe would enumerate in her idyllic sketches, ‘‘Florida

[had] two sides to it,—one side all tag-rag and thrums, without order or

position; and the other side showing flowers and arabesques and brilliant

coloring’’ (26). Hovering between verdant disarray, on the one hand, and

radiant harmony, on the other, the state o√ered ‘‘a sort of tumble-down,

wild, picnicky kind of life’’ (36). Throughout her account, Stowe empha-

sized how ‘‘the disadvantages of [Florida’s] burning climate [might], to a

degree, be evaded and overcome by the application of the same patient

industry and ingenuity which rendered fruitful the iron soil and freezing

climate of the New England States’’ (246). She transforms the acrimoni-

ous sectional battle of the Civil War into an a√able contest between

untouched, rebellious southern nature and northern civilization. Blum

observes how quickly Stowe ‘‘took up the banners of sectional reconcilia-

tion and abandoned calls for racial justice’’ (103). Counter to her prior

condemnation of the enslavement of African Americans in her famous

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, here Stowe scripts the state’s newly freed black la-

borers as content and compliant; they exemplify the ‘‘general happy-go-

luckiness which Florida inculcates’’ (36). To the immediate question on

every prospective northern buyer’s mind, ‘‘Who shall do the work for

us?’’ Stowe would point to this exploitable class of laborers as the answer

(279). In her rendering, as in much of the travel literature of the period,

the state’s freedpeople were an extension of Florida’s uncultivated flora

and fauna: ‘‘The black laborers whom we leave in the field pursue their

toil, if anything, more actively, more cheerfully, than during the cooler

months. The sun awakes their vigor and all their boundless jollity’’ (280).

For this reason, ‘‘one [might] be pardoned for thinking the negro . . . the

natural laborer of the tropical regions’’ (283). Though the Florida guide

was published some seventy-six years later, in the era of Jim Crow, it too

would promote the state’s untamed appeal, both in plant life and folk

population, in the service of North-South reconciliation and a harmo-

nious national collective.
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Much like its predecessors, the Florida guide attempts to hook its read-

ers by presenting the state as the ‘‘last American frontier,’’ a border

upon which a drama of highlife exclusivity and hardscrabble simplicity is

staged (foreword). This allows the guide to figuratively play out both

sides of the frontier: it deploys and then critiques conventional tourist

discourse, which focuses on the allure of Florida’s resort culture, counter-

balancing that ‘‘superficial’’ account with an appraisal of the state’s ‘‘real’’

folk inhabitants. This oscillation, in part, depends upon the guide’s antic-

ipated ideal reader-tourist, one entitled enough to gain entry, at least

momentarily, into a range of social spaces from the elite to the im-

poverished. Pitched to Floridians as well as the million or so tourists who

visit the state every year, the guide pledges to escort its readers through

‘‘four centuries of varying culture under five flags . . . from quaint old

St. Augustine to metropolitan Miami, or from the exclusiveness of ante-

bellum Tallahassee to the exclusiveness of modern Palm Beach.’’ Distinct

markers of race, class, and gender are embedded within its general invita-

tion to travel through the state: the promise to take the reader through

‘‘the exclusiveness of ante-bellum Tallahassee’’ nostalgically invokes the

state’s history of slavery and white supremacy, echoed in the Jim Crow

laws of the thirties. Just who wants to visit this exclusive terrain? Who can

a√ord to? Presumably, the guide’s ideal traveler has enough money and

leisure time to own an automobile and travel. Presumably, he has access

to racially segregated environments like Palm Beach because he is white.

In spite of objections raised by Sterling Brown, the poet and national

‘‘Negro A√airs’’ editor of the series, about the guides’ failure to include

realistic travel options for African American travelers and his contention

that their coverage of African American life was scant and often o√ensive,

the Florida guide catered its content to its ‘‘ideal’’ conception of the

tourist-citizen who happened to be white, moneyed, and male (Hurston,

Go Gator, 19).

In the guide’s theatrics of the frontier, those who would usually remain

hidden in the wings come to occupy center stage for the guide’s tourists,

constituting a kind of laboring folk tableau vivant. The narrator coyly

explains that ‘‘Florida is at once a continuation of the Deep South and

the beginning of a new realm in which the system of two-party politics

reasserts itself. . . . Politically and socially, Florida has its own North and

South, but its northern area is strictly southern and its southern area

definitely northern’’ (3).≤≤ With these light-hearted mergings and rever-
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sals of the state’s own North and South, areas at once representative of a

‘‘Deep Southern’’ past and a forward moving (implicitly northern) fu-

ture, Florida stands as a microcosm of sectional reunion within the

macrocosm of the nation. The state’s symbolic temporal and spatial

dimensions all but flatten out into a balanced present, presumably pala-

table to residents and visitors of either ‘‘northern’’ or ‘‘southern’’ inclina-

tion. While at times the chapter evinces a nuanced understanding of the

state’s history, the guide’s o≈cial gaze fixes this North-South division,

eliding its vexed racial past and its current implications for the color line.

Consider the following excerpt:

To the visitor, Florida is at once a pageant of extravagance and a land of

pastoral simplicity, a flood-lighted stage of frivolity and a behind-the-

scenes struggle for existence. For the person with a house car it is a

succession of trailer camps and a vagabond social life. For the Palm Beach

patron, it is a wintertime Newport made up of the same society, servants

and pastimes. For migratory agricultural labor it means several months of

winter employment in the open under pleasant skies; and for the Negro

turpentine worker, an unvarying job in the pine woods. (4)

In its depiction of a complex web of social and economic relations, a slip-

page occurs in the passage’s reliance upon artifice and reality. For the

traveler with a trailer, Florida is a circuitry of roads and camps, a social

network built around touring. For the mobile, white bourgeois visitor-

resident, Florida is a state equipped with elite luxuries fit for the va-

cationer who can a√ord them. For the migratory or immobile black

worker, Florida is a state of agrarian hardship and alienated labor. In

spite of this passage’s attention to class and racial di√erence, its euphe-

mistic tone reduces its description to nothing more than an account of

Floridian types, equating whiteness and class privilege with movement

and play and blackness and the migratory working class with an ‘‘un-

varying’’ bucolic innocence. Florida’s African American laborers and its

multiracial working class may struggle, but they do so under relatively

‘‘pleasant’’ circumstances.

This excerpt o√ers a condensed example of a peculiar double move-

ment that occurs throughout the book. The guide has it both ways,

deploying the myth of Florida’s ‘‘glamour and superficiality,’’ even as it

distances itself from this kind of romanticized, commercial perspective.≤≥

Thus, the passage astutely suggests that the laborers who undergird Flor-
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ida’s state economy remain ‘‘behind-the-scenes’’ but central to the inner

workings of the region’s extravagant tourist productions. With this ob-

servation, the guide brings invisible labor into focus, in keeping with the

proletarian culture of the 1930s but it naturalizes this workforce in the

process: ‘‘Attempts to romanticize Florida’s playground features have

resulted in an elaborate painting of the lily. . . . This superimposed glitter

diverts attention from Florida’s more characteristic native life’’ (4). By

juxtaposing popular provincialisms with a grittier reality, it thereby dis-

tinguishes its own comprehensive, realist emphasis from previous tourist

accounts. Designated as authentic examples of Florida’s ‘‘native life’’—

part of the guide’s democratic sweep—the laborers’ poverty makes them

all the more vulnerable to the guide’s gaze: they become a central specta-

cle within the text. Yet, while the passage renders their struggle momen-

tarily visible, it quickly forecloses the possibility of a more thorough

analysis of social and economic exploitation.≤∂

The highway provides the means for viewing the o√stage doings of the

state; it is a purveyor of modern progress as it grants access to Florida’s

folk populations—African Americans, crackers, and Indians. With the

help of wpa-improved roads, the ‘‘land of pastoral simplicity’’ populated

by the state’s folk becomes another kind of pageant for the tourist. There

is no more explicit example of this gaze than the guide’s blithe descrip-

tion of the turpentine still roadside attraction: ‘‘The first-time viewer is

primarily a sightseer. He is a principal customer for the admission places

along the road. He learns very soon how far Florida is supposed to

project from the Old South by the discovery that the turpentine still with

its Negro quarters has been turned into a tourist attraction and ad-

vertised as a survival of bygone plantation days’’ (6). The turpentine

still is one more example of the 1930s’ penchant for ‘‘living’’ history

monuments such as Ford’s Greenfield Village and Rockefeller’s Colonial

Williamsburg—or, for that matter, Nathanael West’s fictional ‘‘one hun-

dred per centum American’’ whorehouse in A Cool Million. Yet the

guide’s description might be considered a survival itself—of the planta-

tion mythology advanced by the travel literature of Florida’s first tourist

boom in the 1870s and its present circulation within narratives of sec-

tional reconciliation and the culture of segregation in the 1930s (Silber

74–84; Hale 43–84). As Hale elucidates, relics of the Lost Cause of the

Confederacy such as the guide’s ‘‘turpentine still with its Negro quar-
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ters,’’ ‘‘widened into a narration of the sectional and racial dynamics of

the nation. . . . Reimagining the recent past, southern whites celebrated a

plantation pastoral of racial harmony and a noble war of principle and

valor, while making Reconstruction the fall that made segregation the

only possible future’’ (48). Viewed by white Yankee tourists, the turpen-

tine still renders slavery and its legacy of segregated labor imminently

consumable, a narrative the guide supports with its flippant tone.

There is an acute irony here, for if this particular still has been turned

into a tourist site, perhaps due to the exhaustion of the immediate area’s

resin supply, we know from the work of Stetson Kennedy, a folklorist—

for the Florida Federal Writers’ Project no less—that in 1939 there were

plenty of other turpentine camps in full operation, camps that o√ered a

modern example of debt peonage, extraordinarily dangerous and exploi-

tive working conditions, and segregated living quarters for black and

white workers (Kennedy, Palmetto, 257–68). At the time, Florida pro-

duced 20 percent of the turpentine consumed in the global market. In a

sense, by situating the turpentine still safely in the past as a relic of the

‘‘bygone plantation days’’—in Hale’s words, part of the state’s ‘‘plantation

pastoral’’—the guide avoids the far more contentious topic of racialized,

forced labor in its modern present (Hale, Making, 48).≤∑

It comes as no surprise, then, that the active African American labor

force that supports Florida’s agricultural economy is reduced to another

roadside attraction, viewed from a distanced white gaze. The omniscient

narrator recounts all of the sights the newcomer will see as he makes a

‘‘clockwise and counter-clockwise circuit of the state,’’ including circus

animals, art museums, scrub cypress, and ‘‘Negro workers harvesting

thousands of carloads of beans and other fresh food supplies.’’ As John

Jakle and Keith Sculle suggest, ‘‘The highway sequences the motorist’s

experience as sightseer. . . . Life is experienced rather like a sequence of

pictures rapidly emerging but also rapidly occluding’’ (3). For the tour-

ing motorist, black laborers are transformed into static place markers—

tourist sites, ‘‘local color,’’ as it were—commodified as folk coordinates in

the guide’s mapping of the region.≤∏ Such roadside attractions recall Guy

Debord’s formulation of the spectacle: the spectacle is not so much a

collection of images; rather, images mediate a social relation among

people (Society, 1). Both the roving gaze of the guide and its tourist rely

upon control over mobility, a mobility that reflects and reinforces their
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relative power. In this way, the mobile travelers represent roaming capi-

tal, while the laborers, in spite of their migratory status, are fixed as

remnants of an older form of agrarian-based capitalism.

In the case of the Seminoles, the highway converts them to the business

of tourism in another way: they are compelled to perform primitivism

for passing motorists. ‘‘Where the United States Army and a hundred

years of persuasion failed, a highway has succeeded. The Seminole In-

dians surrendered to the Tamiami Trail. From the Everglades the rem-

nants of this race emerged, soon after the trail was built, to set up their

palm-thatched villages along the road and to hoist tribal flags as a lure to

passing motorists. Like their white brethren [the crackers], they sell

articles of handicraft and for a nominal fee will pose for photographs’’

(5). No longer able to resist the imperialist policies of the government,

the Seminoles ‘‘surrender’’ to ‘‘persuasive’’ capitalism, finally selling their

cultural di√erence instead of deploying it against the United States’ an-

nihilating conquest policies. As tribal members become entrepreneurs

who perform primitivism for material gain—producers and consumers

‘‘like their white brethren’’—for the first time, the federal government

regards them as quasi-citizens, proximal participants in a ‘‘democracy of

consumers.’’ Once more, the ‘‘frontier’’ in the figure of the Seminole has

been conquered in the name of monetary gain.

The highway and its business of tourism correspondingly convert the

native cracker. To clarify its purportedly nonpejorative use of the term,

the guide asserts: ‘‘The cracker, a pioneer backwoods settler of Georgia

and Florida, has come to be known as a gaunt, shiftless person, but

originally the term meant simply a native, regardless of his circum-

stances’’ (128).≤π When the British took control of Florida in the 1760s,

they recruited white settlers to come colonize the territory; the term

cracker refers to these frontiersmen and their descendents. As Matt Wray

demonstrates, the term cracker eclipsed the mid-eighteenth-century

term lubber, a name for poor whites that implied cultural backwardness,

laziness, and deficient hygiene (31–33). Crackers were portrayed as out-

casts who did not respect the legal, moral, or racial codes of the domi-

nant social order (Wray 34–39). The guide both draws upon and dilutes

these various historical meanings in its elucidation of cracker life: ‘‘The

cracker’s wants are simple. . . . Fish is an important item of diet, and

when the cracker is satiated with it he has been heard to say: ‘I done et so

free o’ fish, my stommick rises and falls with the tide.’ ’’ A literal inter-
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pretation of living close to the land, the metaphor merges the cracker

with his backwoods surroundings, the two entities interchangeable. In a

further illustration of the cracker’s putatively primitive ways, the guide

claims that ‘‘superstition rules the life of the cracker’’ (129). The native

cracker is poor and provincial, an exemplar of Florida’s preindustrial

white ‘‘folk.’’

In keeping with this portrait, the cracker ‘‘knew little of life beyond

his own small clearing,’’ until the highways exposed him to ‘‘many per-

sons in motorcars’’ (4–5). In this contact narrative, the increased tra≈c

‘‘arouses his instinct for profit’’ and soon, the enterprising pioneer sets

up ‘‘gasoline pumps’’ and ‘‘overnight cabins.’’ With that, the guide con-

cludes, ‘‘he was in the tourist business.’’ By way of a warning, the guide

explains the di≈culty of reading the cracker’s countenance in tourist

transactions: ‘‘Generations of contact with hardship and poverty have

made him undemonstrative, and he seldom displays any but the stron-

gest emotions. He has appropriated the defensive guile of the Negro and

turned it to good account in his dealings. Consequently, he drives a hard

bargain with soft words’’ (129). Playing up the stereotype of the wily

native, the guide suggests that the cracker’s duplicity is not innate, rather

it is a ‘‘trait’’ borrowed from African Americans. In this instance, then,

the passage intimates that the cracker’s (and the African American’s)

‘‘defensive guile’’ is a sign not only of class but also of the cracker’s ‘‘not

quite white’’ racial status (Wray 17).≤∫

The guide further throws into question the cracker’s racial status while

at the same time demonstrating its own knowledge about the intricate

dynamics of tourist commerce: for the cracker, ‘‘the Yankee is his special

prey and to best a Yankee by any device is legitimate. ‘In the winter,’ the

cracker boasts, ‘we live on Yankee, and in the summer on fish’ ’’ (129).≤Ω

The cracker’s boast acknowledges the potentially cannibalistic economy

of tourism: in this example, the cracker is the predator and the Yankee

the unsuspecting prey, at least at first glance.≥≠ The guide amends this

assertion by pointing out that this model of capitalist advantage poten-

tially works both ways—‘‘with all of [the cracker’s] bargaining craft, he is

often cheated’’ (129). In making these observations, the guide distances

itself from the crass side of the tourist business, providing a user-friendly

ethnography of tourism and its possible traps: in these roadside ex-

changes, the guide will not be fooled, nor will its readers. In spite of the

imminent possibility of deceit in tourist transactions, the incorporation
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of Florida’s laboring folk into the commerce of the state ultimately ren-

ders their frontier ways manageable.

of crackers and yankees

As we have seen, even the laborers who work in rural industries detached

from Florida’s tourist centers are not altogether separate from the state’s

tourist economy. The laboring folk lend the guide its most ‘‘authentic’’

material, erecting a necessary frontier to be crossed between the glitz

of Florida’s resorts and the state’s ‘‘more characteristic native life’’ (4).

These laborers are part of the folk tableau vivant to which the guide

directs its readers’ scrutiny. Although the actual labor of the folk may

form the invisible edifice that supports the tourist trade, their folkways

and even their embodied labor are incorporated into the industry in a

highly visible manner. In the specific examples of the Seminole and the

cracker, the state’s native inhabitants are ‘‘civilized’’ through their par-

ticipation as producers and consumers in the tourist economy, their

heretofore troubling di√erence rendered exotic and marketable.

A related process of acclimation transforms tourists—cultural out-

siders—into insiders, as they move from consumers to producers in the

state’s economy. It is the billboard, the quintessential sign of tourism and

consumption, that initiates this process. The signboard ‘‘introduces the

Yankee to the cracker and quickly establishes the fact that the two have

much in common though their customs di√er’’ (6; emphasis added). This

example suggests that the Yankee’s and the cracker’s most obvious com-

mon ground is advertising and its economy of exchange. Though ‘‘the

native Floridian [aka the cracker] . . . is likely to be puzzled at the

abysmal ignorance that causes the Yankee to refer to orange groves as

‘orchards,’ sandspurs as ‘sandburs,’ and sandflies as ‘sandfleas,’ ’’ their

natural frame of reference is essentially the same. Florida’s flora and

fauna is comfortingly familiar to the Yankee, even if he knows it by

another name. The minor distinctions in terminology serve as a meta-

phor for understanding these two ‘‘types’’: just as one kind of plant is

referred to by two names, the guide suggests that these two types of men

are fundamentally similar, only di√erent according to their regional

backgrounds. As Constance Rourke observed in her study of the nation’s

folklore: ‘‘It was always possible to see where the Yankee left o√ and the
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backwoodsman began’’ in the folklore that mixed the two characters

(68). While the Yankee-cum-tourist is the ‘‘common man’’ in the text, he

also has something in common with the cracker: they are both white, in

spite of the cracker’s provocatively liminal racial status.≥∞ By locating

a common whiteness in these two figures, the guide metaphorically

reconciles northerners with southerners, paving the way for a collec-

tive national identity grounded in an ‘‘ethnic nationalism of whiteness’’

retroactively constructed as continuous from the past to the present

(Blum 237).

The di√erences and similarities between the northerner and the Flo-

ridian point to a pivotal dramatic tension within the guidebook: Florida

must appear unusual enough in its down-home way to merit a visit from

the outsider Yankee, yet not so radically unique that the state poses a

threat to the New Deal’s vision of collective national identity. Not only

do the signboards introduce the Yankee to the cracker in a familiar

commercial context but, in a metatextual sense, they shed light on the

guide’s method of marketing these ‘‘types’’ to the reader. In the guide’s

lexicon of types, it depicts ‘‘the ‘cracker,’ the Negro . . . the Seminole,’’ and

also the Yankee, much in the manner of Zora Neale Hurston’s American

Museum of Unnatural History (128).≥≤ Its portrayal of the Yankee con-

forms to its putatively democratic stance toward all people: no type

escapes the guide’s jocular tone. However, because the guide imagines

the Yankee as Florida’s ideal tourist, its depictions of the northerner are

intended to make him laugh in self-recognition, while the state’s other

types function primarily as local color for outsiders, even if the guide

self-consciously claims to reject this mode. In the examples of the Semi-

noles, the crackers, and the ubiquitous and anachronistic signboards, the

guide implies that Florida is unified by industry, its native dissidents now

a vital part of its tourist trade. In this fashion, Florida, the final frontier,

is rendered altogether familiar by its central position in a nationwide

consumer economy.

The socioeconomic link between state and nation is fortified by the

outsiders from other states who eventually become residents. Echoing

the pull between exoticism and familiarity in the guide’s depiction of

Florida’s native inhabitants, the guide’s readers are situated within the

text as tourists-who-become-residents, an ambivalent position defined

by a tension between distance and proximity. The knowing narrator of

the introduction describes a chronology of displacement, recounting the
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evolution of a tourist as he buys a home ‘‘and becomes by slow degrees a

citizen and a critic’’ (8). Like the Seminole and the cracker, his citizen-

ship is predicated upon the fusion of his roles as consumer and producer

(Szalay 267). In ‘‘the agonies of transition,’’ moving from tourist to resi-

dent, ‘‘his visits to Florida thereafter shift to visits back home, and these

latter become less frequent; but ‘back home’ has left an indelible imprint,

which he proposes to stamp on Florida.’’ In a certain sense, this ambiva-

lence determines the preferable role for the tourist-turned-resident: ‘‘He

becomes an incurable nonconformist, vigorously defending his adopted

State and indignantly decrying it by turns. . . . He comes here to play and

to relax but at the slightest provocation he resumes his business or

profession if for no other reason than to demonstrate that the sound

economic practices of his home state will pull Florida out of the dol-

drums he perceives it to be in’’ (Florida State 8). As a recent convert to

the state, the northern newcomer is zealous, a perfect candidate for the

masculine job of managing Florida’s feminized, vast empty space.≥≥ In

this description, we hear an echo of Horatio Alger. The tourist-turned-

resident is an example of a successful Alger hero, who magnanimously

uses his Yankee ingenuity to fix the problem of Florida’s distinctly south-

ern inactivity.

Ironically, the fantasy of tropical and primeval excess, simultaneously

threatening and alluring, is Florida’s primary draw; the guidebook must

manipulate the fantasy to make the state appear accessible, but not so

much that the state loses its mystique altogether. Ending on a positive but

cautionary note, the chapter suggests that ‘‘one desire seems to be com-

mon to all—the desire to improve Florida. . . . [I]f [man’s subduing]

e√orts were relaxed for a generation, much of Florida would become

primeval territory again. In combating nature and in trying to reconcile

divergent ideas, the citizen performs a public service’’ (9). The tourist-

citizen sustains Florida as a proper state, instead of letting it revert

back to a territory where citizenship and civility are no longer operative

categories. In this way, the tourist-consumer becomes the resident-

producer. The term ‘‘tourist economy’’ becomes synonymous with all

economy, but in particular with a program of national commerce and

rationalized state planning upheld by the tourist, the guidebook, the

fwp, and the New Deal. The tourist is integral to the settling of the state’s

perpetual frontier.

Figuring European colonizers as precursors to the modern-day tourist,
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the guide playfully insists that there is no position, geographical or so-

cial, outside of a totalizing tourist equation of consumption: ‘‘Through-

out more than four centuries, from Ponce de Leon in his caravels to the

latest Pennsylvanian in his Buick, Florida has been invaded by seekers of

gold or of sunshine; yet it has retained an identity and a character dis-

tinctive to itself ’’ (3). In keeping with this logic, the guide deftly situates

the detritus of older forms of tourism as important historical sites: ‘‘Al-

though signboards ruin beautiful stretches of country, they are, in fact, a

significant part of the Florida scene. . . . A great deal of early history is

presented on roadside signs, and farther south the flora and fauna are

similarly publicized for commercial purposes’’ (6). If the anachronistic

signs visibly alter the very flora and fauna they promote, they have also

decayed into an organic part of that antediluvian scene. They maintain

and preserve Florida’s history by attesting to an earlier moment of the

state’s tourist past. By linking tourist production and consumption to

citizenship, in the example of the once wayward, now entrepreneurial

Seminole and cracker, and by situating tourism’s economic imperatives

within the state’s long history of colonization, in the example of the

Pennsylvanian with his Buick, the guide implies that the creation and

production of tourism in turn created and produced the modern state of

Florida. And though the book’s account of this process partakes in a

good deal of mythmaking, it is di≈cult not to agree with this contention.

unearthing ‘‘archaeology and indians’’

If in the guide’s representation, tourism, indeed, created the modern

state of Florida, that creation depended upon the manufacture of the

state’s primitive and primordial appeal to outsiders: the state becomes

modern through the management and promotion of its primeval past.

For the travel guide attempting to provide a compelling picture of the

state without resorting to the ‘‘ballyhoo’’ of typical tourist fare, the social

sciences’ rational romance of data collection and fieldwork proved in-

valuable. When the narrative turns to the highly diverse population of

Florida natives—to people who occupied the state far before the arrival

of conquesting Europeans—the guide bolsters and enlivens its realist

claims by deploying an anthropological gaze.≥∂ The state’s Native Ameri-

can communities and ‘‘their lore’’ occupy a pivotal place in the guide’s
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excavatory appeal to its readers. As Rourke observed about white peo-

ple’s obsession in the nineteenth century with the figure of the Indian:

‘‘About his figure the American seemed to wrap a desire to return to the

primitive life of the wilderness’’ (98). In a sense, the Depression’s cau-

tionary tale about the ravages of capitalism reinvigorated this narrative’s

appeal. It is no accident that the chapters that organize the guidebook’s

first section, ‘‘Florida’s Background,’’ are arranged in an implicitly retro-

spective order: ‘‘Contemporary Scene,’’ ‘‘Natural Setting and Conserva-

tion,’’ ‘‘Archaeology and Indians,’’ ‘‘History,’’ and so on. In contrast to the

contemporary scene, the state’s Indians exist as remnants of the region’s

natural environment and its deep past. Situated as amateur anthropolo-

gists, the prospective reader-tourist was invited to unearth the precapi-

talist past of the Indians by way of a set of contact stories between natives

and encroaching European colonizers.≥∑ In a metadiscursive way, these

stories from the past frame the present encounter between the modern

tourist and the ‘‘primitive’’ native.

In ‘‘Archaeology and Indians,’’ the guide narrates Florida’s coloniza-

tion as a series of contact stories, either between Florida’s native inhabi-

tants and invading European countries, or between archaeologists and

excavation mounds that contain artifacts predating ‘‘contact with the

whites’’ (37). In fact, the American Guide Series as a whole adopts its

information and approach from a body of literature that includes ar-

chaeology and anthropology as well as the early travelogues written by

colonial explorers.≥∏ Borrowing from these particular discourses, the

Florida guide invites its readers and travelers to view Florida’s indige-

nous population from the perspective of the anthropologists, the archae-

ologists, and the explorers who have visited the state for the last five

hundred years. By emplotting the reader-traveler in this way, the guide

illustrates one of the central enticements of tourism in the twentieth

century: tourist travel gains its appeal from a paradoxical pleasure in the

recognition of the unfamiliar, a practice of prescriptive matching. As

John Frow asserts, ‘‘For the tourist gaze, things are read as signs of

themselves. A place, a gesture, a use of language are understood not as

given bits of the real but as su√used with ideality, giving onto the type

of the beautiful, the extraordinary or the culturally authentic’’ (‘‘Tour-

ism,’’ 125). The type as an epistemological category gains its authority

from claims of representativeness. It becomes the ideal standard through

which the tourist encounter is evaluated as authentic or inauthentic, as
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real or unreal: in this way, the fantasy of type not only precedes reality

but designates what is taken for reality (Frow, ‘‘Tourism,’’ 124).

This fantasy of type is bolstered by the guide’s source material: it

collates previous accounts of the Indians written by archaeologists, eth-

nologists, and naturalists in an earlier era. Consequently, the Florida

guide performs an archaeology of all previous archaeological accounts of

Florida and the state’s native populations.≥π For example, the guide de-

bunks an early theory of the west Florida tribes’ supposed cannibalism,

explaining ‘‘the absence of some bones in many of the skeletons tends to

support the theory that these Indians removed the flesh from the bodies

before interment. . . . [T]his was done by exposure to the weather or

by cooking. This custom may have given rise to the early belief, now

doubted by most authorities, that the Florida Indians were cannibals’’

(36–37; emphasis added). In this instance, the guide has it both ways: it

introduces the thrilling urtext of anthropology, the trope of cannibalism,

and then retreats from this possibility by invoking the consensus of most

authorities. In contrast with the introduction’s depiction of present-

day Seminoles who participate in Florida’s current tourist economy, the

guide nostalgically invokes this story of burial-cum-cannibalism in order

to recall a less ‘‘assimilated’’ time when the relationship of traveler to

‘‘native’’ produced greater cultural di√erence (Curtis and Pajackowska,

‘‘ ‘Getting There,’ ’’ 202).

The Florida guide is torn between acknowledging the Seminoles’ co-

evalness and trying to reinforce their status as a particular type—the

state’s mythic ‘‘primitives.’’ The Seminoles present the guide with a prob-

lem because their community is felt as a tangible presence in the modern

Florida scene of the thirties, even though they are often described in

anachronistic terms. In but one of many examples, the guide teeters

between an exotic vision of colorful, hand-crafted, ‘‘authentic’’ costuming

only to later self-consciously retreat from this claim, insisting that, in

truth, the most notable aspects of this dress (leather leggings and turbans)

are worn primarily for commercial tourist purposes in the present day.

The section concludes with a stereotypical joke at the expense of Na-

tive Americans (‘‘Injun’’ humor in the vein of many Hollywood west-

erns) that tells the truth of the Seminoles’ function within the guide. The

guide reports: ‘‘A truce between the Seminole and the United States

Government was signed in 1934, publicized as bringing to a close the

longest war in history. Another such treaty was signed in 1937. A story
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has it that one of the Indians present on this occasion kept muttering a

word that no one understood until an interpreter translated it: ‘‘He say

‘lotta bull’ ’’ (47). The Indian’s skepticism needs to be restated in English

for the Anglo representatives’ comprehension and, ironically, ‘‘lotta

bull’’ indicates that there is no understanding, even in translation. This

joke emphasizes a fundamental disjuncture between the Seminoles and

the United States: the truce does not translate. By suggesting that the

Seminoles are predictably hostile, the joke attempts to justify its punch

line, the actual truth of the ‘‘truce,’’ the continuation of the government’s

discriminatory policies. The chapter’s final anecdote suggests that the

Seminoles are enigmatic as usual. A common joke about cultural di√er-

ence, it depicts the Indians as recognizably inscrutable—in their use of

the English language, in their attitude toward the truce, and in their

oppositional stance toward the United States’ imperialist policies.

Even as each section emphasizes di√erence, this mode of specificity is

eventually reduced to a homogenizing discourse of American types. As

the guide attempts to transform and inscribe Florida’s folk ‘‘types’’ into

an organically unified narrative of the state and finally of the nation, it

invites its readers to participate in the drama. Tourists act as ‘‘civilizing’’

agents who order and categorize the ‘‘primal’’ folk types they observe. In

spite of the guide’s excessive factuality, the folk can never be adequately

apprehended; their very ambiguity perpetuates the guide’s numerous

taxonomies. In providing such taxonomies of the folk, the Florida guide

enacts Michel de Certeau’s paradox of travel (by way of Claude Lévi-

Strauss): ‘‘What does travel ultimately produce if it is not, by a sort of

reversal, an ‘exploration of the deserted places of my memory,’ the return

to nearby exoticism by way of a detour through distant places, and the

‘discovery’ of relics and legends’’ (de Certeau, Practice, 107). This formu-

lation of the great detour to a nearby exoticism (seemingly of the mind)

is literalized in the Florida guide by its promise of the exotic, in the form

of the region’s folk populations, to relatively nearby northern states.

an inside thing to live by:
mapping the imaginary

In the Florida guide’s preface, the state director, Carita Doggett Corse,

refers to the guide’s polyvocality, describing the fwp’s thoroughly het-
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erogeneous sta√: ‘‘So many individuals and agencies have contributed to

this State guide for Florida that it may properly be described as a co-

operative product. . . . After extensive and adequate files of Floridiana

had been accumulated, our work became that of selecting, compiling,

writing and editing the book. More than 400 experts on special topics

served as consultants.’’ Aside from demonstrating the collective nature

of the project, this passage simultaneously underscores the anonymity

and expert status of its contributors as well as its narrative strategy of

accumulation—its excessive factuality. The editors of the Florida guide-

book construct a seemingly neutral and ‘‘expert’’ gaze that examines and

visualizes the state for the reader and the tourist. The specialists are listed

in a bibliography and a three-page list of consultants, followed by a

lengthy index. Thus, the encyclopedic function and format of the guides

extends to its aggregation of all-star contributors, their own names serv-

ing to reinforce the authoritative scope of the guide. In this way, the

guide was promoted as a serious alternative to typically superficial tour-

ist fare.

If the Florida guide achieves a particular authority from its collective

authorship, that collective composition also leads to its most provocative

fissures, contradictions, and hybridities, the moments when the literary

ruptures its reference book assuredness. In spite of the guide’s pervasive

hegemonic mapping of racial di√erence, it is a polyvocal text, a composite

of many writers’ labors and voices. This structure opens up the possibility

of reversals of tone and perspective. The literary critic Mary Wainwright

vividly recalls coming across one such reversal in the guide, instantly

recognizing its anonymous author to be Zora Neale Hurston: ‘‘Inserted

into the otherwise dry prosaic writing style that typifies this volume is this

paragraph: ‘A Negro field worker who passed unscathed through several

hurricanes has graphically described the velocity of a tropical gale: ‘‘One

day the wind blowed so hard, it blowed a well up out the ground; blowed

so hard, it blowed a crooked road straight.’ ’’ Even when she was respon-

sible for simply accumulating and recording data and statistics, Hurston,

it seems, could not resist spicing up her prose with a bit of ‘lying’ ’’ (62).

The shift from dull federalese to lively narrative accomplishes more than

just rousing the reader. In Hurston’s capable hands, literary modes of

folktelling do nothing less than overturn the fixed folk typologies pro-

moted elsewhere in the guide. Emblematic of her signifying ethnography

in Mules and Men (1935), published four years earlier, Hurston’s contri-
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butions to the guide e√ectively resist its incorporation of African Ameri-

cans into its all-consuming tourist economy.

Hurston’s actual role in the creation of the Florida guide and a second

work, The Florida Negro, was curtailed by the racist labor practices of the

fwp headquarters in town, as the historian Pam Bordelon has amply

demonstrated in her recovery of Hurston’s work for the Florida fwp. A

case in point: the few black writers employed by the Florida unit of the

fwp were relegated to an o≈ce in the black section of Jacksonville, apart

from this central o≈ce. According to Bordelon, ‘‘Hurston was given the

lowliest position, ‘relief worker,’ despite the fact that she was the most

published writer in the unit. She bore the added humiliation of seeing

less qualified white writers given editorial positions at double her relief

salary’’ (Hurston, Go Gator, ix). Even after Alsberg demanded that Hurs-

ton be made the editor of The Florida Negro, a position in which she

would have supervised a sta√ of white and black writers, the state super-

visors flouted his directives. Instead, they paid Hurston an additional

sum of money in ‘‘travel allowance’’ that made her overall salary nearly

commensurate with the state editor’s but without the o≈cial cachet or

presence of a formal editorial position. What is so ironic about this story

is that the Florida guide’s publication was held up for months because of

the federal editor’s concern over its poor writing and its ‘‘lack of editorial

support.’’ We can only imagine how di√erent the end result might have

been had Hurston been given the editorial control Alsberg and others

requested. Stetson Kennedy, the Florida fwp folklore editor who trav-

eled with Hurston on several collecting expeditions, lamented: ‘‘There

we were, doing our very best to see to it that everything that went into the

guide was couched not only in staid Federalese but also in the specific

guidebook jargon set forth in the fwp Style Manual; and there was Zora,

turning in these veritable prose poems of African eloquence and imag-

ery! What to do? Inevitably, the inferior triumphed over the superior,

and not much of Zora, beyond her inimitable folksongs and tales, got

into the guide. We rationalized this tragedy by reminding ourselves that,

after all, the guides were meant to be exemplars of the merits of collective

authorship’’ (Kennedy, ‘‘Working with Zora,’’ 65). Although Hurston

had a hand only in the last several months of the Florida guide’s produc-

tion—she worked for the fwp for one year—her imprint, if scant, is still

unmistakable.
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Herein lie some of text’s most dynamic moments of contradiction,

moments that counter the state’s production and management of racial

and ethnic di√erence (coincidentally, moments that describe the region’s

black turpentiners, once again).≥∫ By way of example, in the final section

of the Florida guide devoted to automobile tours, ‘‘Tour #7,’’ from Jack-

sonville to Pensacola, includes Hurston’s account of four mythical places

popular in the folklore of the black turpentiners in that part of the state.

The tour is introduced with the caveat that ‘‘the people, architecture, and

economic conditions of this region, first in the State to be settled and the

first to have a railroad, remain largely untouched by the seasonal tourist

influence, standing in sharp contrast to the Florida pictured in resort

literature’’ (428). In other words, this region relies on turpentine camps

as one of its main sources of commerce.

In a profoundly divergent description of a turpentine plantation from

the one viewed from the window of a speeding car, Hurston discusses the

turpentiners’ circulation of a series of stories about ‘‘mythical cities and

countries’’ (431). Her account is introduced with the tour marker: ‘‘A

large turpentine still, 32 miles [into the tour], is surrounded by cabins of

Negro workers. Many are painted and neatly kept, their gardens bright

with flowers.’’ Moving away from this fixed geographical site, the text next

describes the turpentiners’ folkways, their ‘‘typical songs and chants,’’ and

then their folklore: ‘‘Negroes have their mythical cities and countries

which are discussed and referred to in everyday conversation as if they

actually existed. Among them are Diddy-Wah-Diddy, Beluthahatchie

[sic], Heaven and West Hell.’’ The first place, ‘‘Diddy-Wah-Diddy’’ is ‘‘a

place of no work and no worry for man or beast. . . . All curbstones are

chairs and the food is already cooked. Baked chickens and sweet potato

pies, with convenient knives and forks, drift along crying ‘‘Eat me! Eat

me!’’ Everything is on a gigantic scale. . . . Everybody would live in Diddy-

Wah-Diddy if it were not so hard to find and so di≈cult to get to, even if

one knew the way.’’ The next mythical place, Beluthahatchee, is ‘‘a coun-

try where all unpleasant doings and sayings are forgotten, a land of

forgiveness and forgetfulness.’’

The final mythical place in Hurston’s account is a dystopia called ‘‘West

Hell.’’ It is ‘‘the toughest and hottest part of that notorious resort’’ and

Big John de Conqueror resides there before he elopes with the Devil’s

daughter. As Hurston documented in Mules and Men, Big John de Con-
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queror was ‘‘the great human culture hero in Negro folklore . . . the wish-

fulfillment hero of the race. The one, who nevertheless, or in spite of

laughter, usually defeats Ole Massa, God and the Devil. Even when Massa

seems to have him in a hopeless dilemma he wins out by a trick’’ (247). In

her equally brilliant treatise ‘‘Characteristics of Negro Expression,’’ she

further explored the monumental power of Big John: ‘‘First o√, he was a

whisper, a will to hope, a wish to find something worthy of laughter and

song. . . . The sign of this man was a laugh, and his singing-symbol was a

drum-beat. . . . It was an inside thing to live by. . . . It helped the slaves

endure. . . . It is no accident that High John de Conqueror has evaded the

ears of white people. They were not supposed to know’’ (69–70). In the

story recounted in the Florida guide, Big John, an avatar of High John,

successfully battles for freedom, tearing o√ the Devil’s arm and almost

beating him to death with it. As Big John leaves hell with his bride, he

‘‘passes out ice water’’ and ‘‘turns down the dampers’’ because he expects

to visit his wife’s family soon and he ‘‘doesn’t like the house kept so hot’’

(432). This story serves as an allegory of rebellion and liberation in which

the hero beats the (white) man in power, running away with his daughter

and transforming the abysmal living conditions of those he leaves be-

hind. As Bordelon claims, these stories provide a kind of catharsis for

black workers subjected to the brutal conditions of the turpentine labor

camps. Hurston’s contribution of Big John’s battle with the Devil sig-

nifies on the guide’s generally complimentary representations of Florida:

‘‘that notorious resort’’ ‘‘West Hell’’ is perhaps not so far from that state’s

playground of whites-only resorts that prosper with the support of a

severely exploited African American workforce.

Within the context of the Florida guide itself, these stories have yet

another function: they point to the unmappable—a subversive space of

imagination, desire, and agency—a space that resists the fixing gaze of

the tourist and the state. For even as Hurston situates these stories within

the geographical landscape of Interstate 90, the stories describe places

whose liberatory promise rests on the fact that they cannot be plotted on

a map. Hurston’s folktales speak an important truth: they illustrate the

limits of a seemingly impartial strategy of excessive factuality that is

bereft of an account of power. They signify on the realist imperatives of

so much of the guide and the American Guide Series, pointing instead to

a realm of African American life that actively defies this form of racial
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management, a mode she used to great e√ect, as we shall see in the next

chapter, in her ethnographic masterpiece, Mules and Men.

The American Guide Series was remarkable in scope. As numerous

commentators have suggested, at first glance it seems counterintuitive

that the government and its New Deal cultural programs would seize

upon ‘‘the depression-era vogue for marginalized Americans’’ as a means

of reimagining the nation (Filene 133). Yet, the folk proved to be a pivotal

point of origin in the New Deal’s vision of the nation. For all of the series’

attention to America’s disenfranchised, as we see in the example of Flor-

ida: A Guide to the Southernmost State, those communities were made to

stand for more and less than their contemporary existence implied: a tab-

leau vivant of laboring folk, a pageant of the past, at best folksy precursors

(as in the case of the crackers), they were never interpellated as coeval

‘‘common men,’’ the series’ most prominent constituency. That desig-

nation was reserved for the white Yankee, who would provide the basis

for the modern white national collective. In spite of the overall ‘‘middle-

brow’’ regionalism of the project, some of the series’ own writers and edi-

tors worked toward radical representations of the nation and its (dis)con-

tents. That tenor of critique would find powerful expression in other

works of the period. With razor-sharp acuity, George Schuyler and Na-

thanael West enacted in their modernist burlesques the ways in which

the folk would serve the period’s more racist populisms. An iconoclas-

tic group of writers and filmmakers—Zora Neale Hurston and Pres-

ton Sturges, among them—would adopt sightlines similar to those of

Schuyler and West in their radically incongruous visions of the nation’s

folk to reveal the skew of the o≈cial populisms of the New Deal. As we

shall see in the next chapter, Zora Neale Hurston, in particular, would

revel in the performativity underlying the folk’s most putatively ‘‘authen-

tic’’ traits. In her extraordinary signifying ethnography Mules and Men,

Hurston would preempt the New Deal’s populist synecdoches of the folk

in the past. By mapping Florida’s black ‘‘folk’’ into the space and time of

the modern nation, not simply as precedent, Hurston would trouble the

ways in which such synecdoches whitewashed a concept of the national

collective.



Chapter 4.
‘‘Ah Gives Myself de Privilege to Go’’:

Navigating the Field and the Folk in

Zora Neale Hurston’s Mules and Men

Folklore is not something far away and long ago, but real and living

among us.— b. a. botkin , Fighting Words (1940)

Mules and Men subverts the very project of a guidebook altogether,

upending its static depictions of place and people. Though Florida: A

Guide to the Southernmost State listed Zora Neale Hurston simply as ‘‘a

widely read contemporary Negro writer’’ in its literature section, the

impact of her writing on Florida and the South would far surpass the

guidebook’s own contributions, especially in comprehending the region’s

nuances of race, gender, and labor and the lives of its African American

residents. In every storied version of her life as an anthropologist, a

folklorist, a dramatist, a performer, and a novelist, Zora Neale Hurston

declared her close connection to the South. By all accounts, her childhood

in the all-black township of Eatonville, Florida, served as a vital source for

her charisma and her creativity. In her memoir Dust Tracks on the Road

(1942), she wrote: ‘‘I was a Southerner, and had the map of Dixie on my

tongue’’ (98). With characteristic lyricism and wit, Hurston reverses the

spatial coordinates of standard autobiographies: rather than inhabiting a

static place on the map, she has her external geography figuratively in-

scribed within her. Hurston cites the South at the same time as her voice

imaginatively articulates its contours. As she represents herself and her

region in dialectical terms, significantly, she reveals identity and place to

be discursive products of language, of embodied speaking.

At once the cartographer and the map, Hurston was always a con-

summate insider and outsider. Among other things, she was a rural
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southerner who migrated up north to the city for an Ivy League educa-

tion and the luminous artistry of the Harlem Renaissance; an anthropol-

ogist who, at the urging of the discipline’s most eminent practitioner,

Franz Boas, returned down south for fieldwork; a folklorist who brought

fictional modes of storytelling to the practice of ethnography; a writer

who relied upon ethnographic details for the local texture of her novels.

Each of these regional, professional, and methodological crossings was

animated by a tension between her insider and outsider status. This is

certainly true of the figure of ‘‘Zora,’’ her fictional self-presentation, who

appears not only in Dust Tracks but, before that, in her first book of

folklore, Mules and Men, a collection of seventy southern African Ameri-

can folktales, together with hoodoo rites, folksongs, and other folkways,

published in 1935. That volume represented the fruits of Hurston’s expe-

ditions to the South during the late twenties, to Florida, her hometown

of Eatonville, and neighboring Polk County, as well as Mobile Bay, Ala-

bama, and New Orleans, Louisiana.

In her introduction to Mules and Men, Hurston elaborated on her

unique qualifications for researching and authoring the project, invok-

ing her authenticity as both a scholarly folklorist and woman born of

the ‘‘folk.’’

I didn’t go back [to my birthplace first] so that the home folks could make

admiration over me because I had been up North to college and come

back with a diploma and a Chevrolet. I knew that they were not going to

pay either one of these items too much mind. I was just Lucy Hurston’s

daughter, and even if I had—to use one of our down-home expressions—

had a Kaiser baby, and that’s something that hasn’t been done in this

Country yet, I’d still be just Zora to the neighbors. (2)

Hurston downplays her college degree but she manages to make note of

it in her introduction all the same. While her neighbors may not pay

attention to her successes up north, her readers most likely will.∞ However,

even as she alludes to her schooling in New York, she positions herself as

‘‘Lucy Hurston’s daughter,’’ an authentic, native informant (Humphries,

Di√erent Dispatches, 130). As an Eatonville mother’s daughter and a

skilled Columbia-trained ethnographer, she is able to o√er up down-

home sayings like ‘‘a Kaiser baby,’’ and then provide an explanatory foot-

note that translates the idiom to a broader audience of readers comprising

community insiders and intrigued outsiders.
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Hurston adopts a deeply performative style of presentation throughout

Mules and Men, a mode that I refer to as signifying ethnography: her

insider and outsider claims loop together like a Möbius strip to stretch

the very limits of participant observation methodology heralded by the

period’s most renowned cultural anthropologists, Franz Boas, Ruth Ben-

edict, Margaret Mead, and Branislaw Malinowski.≤ Fatimah Tobing Rony

observes, ‘‘Instead of participant observation, Hurston’s methods may be

characterized as observing participation’’ (Third Eye, 206). In this regard,

Hurston enacted and critiqued modernist anthropology not from be-

yond its confines, as a postmodernist before her time, but rather from

within (Carr and Cooper, ‘‘Zora Neale Hurston,’’ 303–6; Hegeman, Pat-

terns, 27–31; Walters, ‘‘ ‘He Can Read,’ ’’ 365). The more striking aspects of

her practice reflect larger transformations afoot within the discipline of

anthropology as described by Susan Hegeman in her Patterns for Amer-

ica: ‘‘Between 1900 and 1940 . . . anthropology would be consolidated as a

professional academic discipline, no longer tied to the ethnological mu-

seum, the field practice of ‘salvage’ ethnography, or the ideological func-

tion of documenting American ‘progress.’ . . . [T]here was a significant,

and often troubled, transition to be made from the institutional spaces of

the museum and the university, from ‘amateur’ to ‘professional’ identities

and practices, from artifact collection to participant-observer fieldwork’’

(29–30). Never one to shirk contradiction, Hurston made this troubled

transition her own, shuttling between ‘‘amateur’’ and ‘‘professional,’’ be-

tween a mode of ‘‘salvage’’ ethnography and an ever incomplete account

of ‘‘Negro folk-lore . . . still in the making’’ (Boyd, Wrapped, 167). Indeed,

the practice of shuttling is part of her signifying ethnography; it allows

her to create a radically hybrid text that traverses the space between

informant and ethnographer and fiction and nonfiction.

By returning home to conduct fieldwork, Hurston not only compli-

cated anthropology’s insider/outsider paradigm but also its founding

metaphors of space and time, such as subject/object, traveler/native, and

contemporary/primitive. While many anthropologists of her day em-

phasized dwelling in the field, they elided their travels to and from that

location. In contrast, Hurston made this aspect of ethnographic practice

visible, recounting significant moments of travel and reconfiguring the

spatial and temporal contours of the field as flexible (Duck, ‘‘ ‘Go there,’ ’’

275).≥ Her approach called into question the anonymous rhetoric of

the New Deal’s major ethnographic e√ort, the Federal Writers’ Project
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Guide Series, a project for which she herself later wrote. Counter to the

Florida Guide’s register of static black agricultural laborers visible from a

moving automobile is Hurston’s account, which emerged out of research

conducted within her Chevrolet. On several occasions her informants

not only initiated but navigated her car trips to nearby towns to collect

more folklore (Humphries, 152; Retman, ‘‘ ‘Real’ Collective,’’ 162). As her

subjects occupied a seat in Hurston’s car, the reader is positioned as a

listener along for the ride as well. We all share something with her: the

time and space of modernity. Dependent upon overlapping sites for her

material, she constructed her ethnographic field around a complex set of

social relations, contingent upon active subjects who narrated mutable

and multiple stories. Mules and Men’s folktales, secrets, and spells emerge

from gatherings on the porch, trips to neighboring towns, get-togethers

in jook-joints, and an extended stay in New Orleans studying with the

city’s most celebrated practitioners of hoodoo.

The radical spatial and temporal aspects of Hurston’s practice extend

to the tales themselves, for the tales not only reflect but also produce

space.∂ As Mary Pat Brady observes: ‘‘Viewing space as produced, pro-

ductive and producing means viewing it as interanimating and depen-

dent in part on its productive e√ects . . . rather than inert or transparent’’

(Extinct Land, 7). The collection of tales animates the itinerant dimen-

sions of Hurston’s collecting practice. In her deft narration, the tales

become adaptable agents of their tellers. They ‘‘refuse a too rigid binary

between the material and the discursive’’; as such, the tales make for

particularly unruly ethnographic objects (Brady 6; Carr and Cooper

298). Their performative function in the collection forecasts Hurston’s

ingenious mapping of made-up folkloric places in the actual automobile

tour section of the Federal Writers’ Project Florida guidebook in 1939,

encapsulating the ‘‘imaginative mobility’’ that the critic Philip Joseph

finds more generally in her work after the publication of Their Eyes Were

Watching God in 1937 (‘‘Verdict,’’ 476). By designating fictional tales as

the real artifacts of her ethnography, Hurston asserts the centrality of the

imaginary to any true understanding of place, a perspective that chal-

lenges the encyclopedic factuality of the guidebooks.

In the case of Mules and Men, Hurston ties the mythic inexorably to

modernity, delineating the bounds of rationalization and commodifi-

cation intrinsic to modernism itself. In this way, she illuminates the

production of the folk and the primitive crucial not only to anthro-
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pological practice but also to the cultural capital of high modernism,

the Harlem Renaissance, and the New Deal. A black woman of limited

means, Hurston was acutely vulnerable to the commodity logic of the

literary and intellectual marketplace. She deployed contradictory eth-

nographic strategies as a way of navigating the competing demands

of her patron, the wealthy primitivist Charlotte Osgood Mason, who

‘‘owned’’ everything she collected; her academic mentor, Franz Boas,

upon whom she depended for academic advice and institutional sup-

port; and the fickle publishing industry, which required a major revision

of her work for popular consumption. After being rejected by several

publishers, Lippincott finally agreed to put out the collection on the

condition that Hurston rewrite the manuscript ‘‘so that it would not be

too technical for the average reader’’ (qtd. in Hemenway, Zora Neale

Hurston, 163). To meet this stipulation, she included the frame story for

which the book is now so famous. In this manner, she positioned herself

as ‘‘market mediator,’’ the folklorist who packages the tales for exchange

in a ‘‘paying market’’ (Sanchez-Eppler, ‘‘Telling Anthropology,’’ 476–77).

Given the circumstances of the volume’s production and its insider/

outsider dynamics, it is no wonder, then, that Hurston uses the frame

story in conversation with its collection of tales as a vehicle for producing

a self-reflexive ‘‘complicity critique’’ regarding her own role in ‘‘the com-

modification of the primitive’’ and the folk (Pfister, ‘‘Complicity,’’ 610,

620–23; Carr and Cooper 290, 287–93; Miller, ‘‘Inventing,’’ 375). In so

doing, she joined George Schuyler, Langston Hughes, Nathanael West,

and others in foregrounding a central paradox of the period: that al-

though the primitive and the folk were defined as entities outside of the

commerce of the modern nation, they were nevertheless situated thor-

oughly within it. Each of these writers reveals the primitive and the folk

to be nothing less but sometimes more than nationally vested, market-

driven formations of authentic identity.

By reading Mules and Men in the context of the populist rhetoric of

New Deal documentary and the practice of modernist anthropology, we

see how Hurston’s unique production of the folk is compelled by the

imperatives of commodification yet also challenges the objectification

inherent in that process. In its signifying ethnography, Hurston’s collec-

tion self-consciously ‘‘lies up’’ a particular vision of identity and commu-

nity, one that dismantles the pastoral, preindustrial portrait of the folk so
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popular in the 1930s.∑ The coordinates of this vision become apparent in

Hurston’s contradictory theories of African American cultural produc-

tion, especially in her claims regarding the authentically dramatic nature

of ‘‘negro expression.’’ This ironic conceit—the performative authen-

ticity of blackness—at once inflects Hurston’s formulation of her own

subjectivity, as she establishes the insider and outsider authority of her

narrative voice, and also extends to her conception of the space, time,

and labor of fieldwork and folklore. The text’s key moments of gathering

and transition reveal the radically flexible gendered and geographical

contours of Hurston’s collection. Chapter by chapter, her signifying eth-

nography builds a narrative arc, beginning with apparent disclosure and

intimacy and concluding with secrets and questions, a collection per-

petually incomplete and inexhaustible. In the mobile space of her book,

the temporal flux of her participant observation, and her radically perfor-

mative narration and self-presentation, Hurston maps the unmappable,

‘‘lying up a nation’’ from the many perspectives of a group of people of

which she herself was a part.

the exchange and reexchange of ideas

Hurston drew upon her experiences as both a storyteller and an anthro-

pologist to define cultural production in terms of dynamic participation

and transmission. Her representations of region invoke a similarly pro-

cessual sense of place and identity (Carr and Cooper 301; Retman 164).

Told mostly in the vernacular of Eatonville, Hurston constructs an auto-

biographical frame for the folktales collected in part 1 of Mules and Men.

The interstitial narrative enacts a subtle analysis of the tales that the

collection seems to lack upon a first read. This formulation collapses the

distinction defined by Cheryl Wall between a ‘‘presentational’’ meth-

odology and an ‘‘analytical’’ one: instead of locating the analysis in a

separate passage of dry observation like the other ethnographic works of

her day, Hurston situates her critique in the ‘‘presentation’’ (‘‘Mules and

Men,’’ 671).∏ Specifically, the tales and the between-stories action func-

tion as paired metaphoric reflections; the tales are linked together in

contiguous series to represent a complex vision of community.

The radical narrative structure of Mules and Men reflects Hurston’s
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understanding of folklore as a contemporary, flexible form. Every topic

fits within the scope of these folkways, no one is too grand to be a

character in a folktale; religious hierarchies of good and evil are not

sacred, and neither are America’s white, wealthy elite. In an essay entitled

‘‘Characteristics of Negro Expression,’’ first published in Nancy Cunard’s

Negro: An Anthology (1934), Hurston wrote: ‘‘Negro folklore is not a

thing of the past. It is still in the making. Its great variety shows the

adaptability of the black man: nothing is too old or too new, domestic or

foreign, high or low, for his use. God and the Devil are paired, and are

treated no more reverently than Rockefeller and Ford. Both of these men

are prominent in folklore . . . and they talk and act like good-natured

stevedores or mill-hands’’ (Hurston, ‘‘Characteristics,’’ 56). Hurston

evokes the Federal Writers’ Project’s strategy of democratic mimesis, a

comprehensive approach in which the leveling force of democracy ren-

ders each historical moment and nuance of commensurate value. The

famed capitalist Henry Ford ‘‘works’’ in the tales, just like any adept

millhand. There can be no question that in this formulation, the tales are

produced within the time of modernity, of Fordism (Duck 272–77).

Elsewhere in the essay, Hurston describes a notion of culture as an

ongoing translation of forms back and forth between groups of people.

While still maintaining distinct racial categories of white and black, she

defines art and ideas as heterogeneous and fluid. Under the subheading

‘‘Originality’’ she states:

The Negro is a very original being. While he lives and moves in the midst

of a white civilization, everything that he touches is re-interpreted for his

own use. . . . Everyone is familiar with the Negro’s modifications of the

whites’ musical instruments, so that his interpretation has been adopted

by the white man himself and then re-interpreted. . . . Thus has arisen a

new art in the civilized world, and thus has our so-called civilization

come. The exchange and re-exchange of ideas between people. (‘‘Charac-

teristics,’’ 58)

This philosophy resonates with the argument o√ered by the anthro-

pologist James Cli√ord in his book Routes, that ‘‘human location [is]

constituted by displacement as much as stasis . . . [and] human di√er-

ence [is] articulated in displacement, tangled cultural experiences, struc-

tures and possibilities of an increasingly connected but not homogenous

world’’ (2). Hurston’s prescient idea of exchange and proliferation is
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particularly relevant to the transmission of stories in Mules and Men:

many of the tales revise previously told tales and incorporate di√erent

renditions passed on from other regions.

Yet, as Hazel Carby points out, Hurston’s ideas about African Ameri-

can culture were not always consistent (‘‘Politics,’’ 76–77). In Mules and

Men, Hurston mentions only her own travels ‘‘up North,’’ thus relegating

the fact of the massive African American migration northward to the

subtext of her work on folklore. There can be little doubt that the migra-

tion’s attendant associations of di√usion and assimilation fueled her

sometimes romanticization of the South as an isolated locus of pristine

folklore (76). She shares this impulse with the Federal Writers’ Project

Guide Series and other projects of cultural recovery in the 1930s. All of

these endeavors upheld a nostalgic view of the ‘‘folk’’ and the nation’s

rural regions in response to a range of technological and social changes:

the mechanization and corporate consolidation of farming, urban in-

dustrialization, the massive exodus of people to northern and western

urban centers, as well as a thriving national popular culture. This sen-

timent was augmented by the fact of ‘‘geographic di√erences [within

the United States] in the experiences of modernity’’ and the feeling

that modernization would inevitably usher in national standardization

(Hegeman 23). Giving voice to this anxiety, after Hurston went on her

first collecting trip to Florida in 1927, she complained that ‘‘the bulk of

the population now spends its leisure in the motion picture theaters or

with the phonograph and its blues,’’ echoing a common assumption

among folklorists of the time that ‘‘race records’’ were a commercial

appropriation of traditional music (Hemenway 92).π

In the spirit of salvage anthropology—the practice of rescuing what

is left of a culture before it purportedly disappears—Hurston worried

about the sanctity of a specifically African American folk tradition.∫ Boas

a≈rmed and expanded upon this concern in his Anthropology and Mod-

ern Life (1928), noting in particular Hurston’s findings:

Even more striking is the rapidity of change of culture among the Negroes

of the United States. Since their introduction as slaves their language, their

ancient customs and beliefs, have disappeared apace with their absorption

in the economic life of America. Dr. Parsons, Dr. Herskovits, and Miss

Zora Hurston have shown that, as we proceed from south to north . . . the

survivals of Negro culture become less and less. The Negro districts of
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the South retain some African elements, while the northern Negro city

dweller is to all intents and purposes like his White neighbor. (132–36)

Both Boas and Hurston a≈rm a model of ‘‘stable’’ cultural output

based upon ‘‘isolation’’ (Boas’s terms) and racial and regional di√erence.

In this view, all cultures change, but these transformations occur more

rapidly when groups come in contact with their neighbors, especially

Europeans, and ‘‘accidents of a geographical or social nature’’ befall them

(Boas 212).Ω

In his explanation of cultural stability and modification, Boas mea-

sures the authenticity of ‘‘Negro culture’’ by the quantity of African

elements—the aura of the ‘‘primitive’’—still evident in its various collec-

tive forms. He suggests that ‘‘negro’’ folk culture is derived from primi-

tive origins. His account of modernization in the United States provides

a temporal narrative of progress that is mapped spatially according to

place: African Americans who reside in the rural South uphold African

retentions of the past, whereas African Americans in northern urban

centers conform to the protocols of white standardization in the present.

Boas’s model is founded—like the Florida guide—on the notion of ‘‘a

black past and a white present’’ (Rogin, Blackface, 49). Boas promotes

salvage ethnography as a means of sustaining African retentions before

they are entirely ‘‘absorbed,’’ yet this very paradigm exudes the logic of

commodity it purportedly resists. These ‘‘vanishing’’ objects, peoples,

and places gained currency within commercial modernity (Carr and

Cooper 294). Within this marketplace, such artifacts were retroactively

designated as worthy based upon a sense of their imminent loss (Miller

374–79).

Hurston’s views vacillate between situating vernacular culture within

modernity and before it. On the one hand, Hurston endorses a theory of

folklore that views the cultural exchanges between groups as a highly

creative and contemporary process. On the other hand, she embraces a

perspective that sees these exchanges as detrimental to the preservation

of ‘‘authentic,’’ culturally specific forms. Her preservationist theory over-

looks the ways that cultures have always materialized out of exchanges

and reinterpretations made at various, shifting contact zones with the

other/outsider.∞≠ The tensions between these two positions are perfectly

illustrated in the ambiguous logic of Hurston’s description of drama and

‘‘Negro expression’’: ‘‘Every phase of Negro life is highly dramatized. No
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matter how joyful or sad the case there is su≈cient poise for drama.

Everything is acted out. Unconsciously for the most part of course. There

is an impromptu ceremony always ready for every hour of life. No little

moment passes unadorned’’ (‘‘Characteristics,’’ 49). The central paradox

of this passage condenses an implicit dialectic in Mules and Men, be-

tween hereditary and cultural definitions of identity and artistic produc-

tion. In Hurston’s estimation, what is essential about ‘‘Negro expression’’

is a profound performativity: every moment is acted, constructed, em-

bellished, and ritualized. In a sense, she has it both ways: the only organic

quality of this expression is its essentially inorganic nature. In this the-

ory, performance and its practice encompass the locus of authenticity. It

provides the basis for her modus operandi, her signifying ethnography.

By blurring the lines between ‘‘real’’ life and artifice, the authentic and

the inauthentic, she disrupts foundational categories of identity and

expression so integral to the practice of ethnography and the project of

the documentary collection that she herself pursues.∞∞

Hurston’s informants deploy a similarly cryptic discourse of authen-

ticity when they describe the folktales they tell and she collects. In the

second chapter of Mules and Men, George Thomas, one of the local

Eatonville porch-sitters, exclaims: ‘‘Zora, you come to de right place if

lies is what you want. Ah’m gointer lie up a nation’’ (19).∞≤ Thomas

a≈rms Hurston’s instinct for locating folktales, and, at the same time, he

renames them ‘‘lies,’’ cleverly signifying on the notion of a ‘‘pure,’’ cul-

tural artifact and unadulterated ethnographic evidence. As his metaphor

suggests, he will give her a proverbial country of folklore: his lies are so

big that they supersede and, in fact, create ‘‘place.’’ Leigh Anne Duck

remarks that Mules and Men ‘‘represent(s) a chronotope, or time-space,

present in the larger us’’ (277). In the savvy words of Thomas, not only

do the tales exist within the nation, but they fundamentally create the

nation, a point not lost on the architects who designed the New Deal’s

cultural recovery.

Folktales were the perfect slippery ethnographic subject for Hurs-

ton’s contradictory theories about authentic African American cultural

production and her practice of signifying ethnography. As her book

amply demonstrates, folklore constituted a particularly performative

kind of authentic fiction with bonafide truth-claims and truth-e√ects

that shaped the communities in which it was produced and circulated. At

once boldly imaginary and deeply real, readily recorded but always in-
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complete, easily imported yet context-bound, the tales form the terrain

out of which place and identity emerge. It is this fluid, local, and com-

munal rendering of place and identity that the Florida guidebook largely

misses. With Thomas’s vow, then, he outlines both the premise and

promise of the collection: as Mules and Men details Eatonville’s folktales

—its lies—it subverts hegemonic models of ethnographic writing in or-

der to explore various locations of knowledge and knowledges of locale

within the ‘‘intersubjective’’ time-space of the nation (Duck 275).

i sing ’em back to the people until they tell
me i can sing ’em just like them

Under Franz Boas’s tutelage, Hurston was encouraged to use her insider

status as a means of gaining access to material that white collectors could

not obtain. In the end, Hurston’s choice of narrative strategy would

determine the nature of this insider material as much as her actual

collecting activities. In response to Hurston’s field notes from her collect-

ing trip to Jacksonville in 1927, Boas wrote: ‘‘What you obtained is very

largely a repetition of the kind of material that has been collected so

much. . . . You remember that when we talked about this matter I asked

you particularly to pay attention, not so much to content, but rather to

the form of diction, movements and so on’’ (qtd. in Hemenway 91). He

believed that Hurston would be allowed to observe ‘‘habitual movements

in telling tales, or in ordinary conversation,’’ rather than feigned perfor-

mances staged for white anthropologists. In this way, Hurston’s project

could move beyond a recording of the folktale to a chronicling of folk

style. In keeping with these directives, she explained in a later letter that

the collection consisted of ‘‘folktales with background so that they are

in atmosphere and not just stuck out in cold space. I want the reader to

see why Negroes tell such glorious tales’’ (163). Yet, in her request to

Boas that he write the preface to the book, she somewhat apologetically

attempted to explain her inclusion of ‘‘between-story conversation’’:

‘‘[Mr. Lippincott] wants a very readable book that the average reader can

understand, at the same time one that will have value as a reference book.

I have inserted the between-story conversation and business because

when I o√ered it without every publisher said it was too monotonous’’

(163). In a sense, her justifications seem unnecessary. Mules and Men
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satisfies Boas’s summons for an account of folk style and bests the famed

Polish-born British anthropologist Branislaw Malinowski’s dictate that

the ethnographer must learn the native vernacular while in the field.∞≥ To

appeal to a broad readership and create an engaging adventure of collect-

ing, Hurston uses her advantage as an investigator back home in the

field, narrating her tales in the style and manner of her informants,

instead of writing them in ‘‘carefully accented Barnardese,’’ the formal

diction of her college education (Dust Tracks, 175).

Although some of Hurston’s contemporaries may have sco√ed at the

unorthodoxy of her approach to questions of audience and context, they

were not above these concerns.∞∂ For example, in his celebrated account

of the inhabitants of the Trobriand Islands, Argonauts of the Western

Pacific,∞∑ Malinowski attempts to engage the reader in two ways, by

invoking an ethnographic present and using an active voice. He entreats

the reader to picture with him the scene he is about to describe (‘‘Let us

imagine that we are sailing . . .’’ [33]) and he narrates a present-tense

movement from place to place and sight to sight, guiding the reader to

travel with him (‘‘In order to visit one of the typical, large settlements of

these natives . . . it would be best to go ashore. . . . We enter a clear, lofty

grove. . . . When we approach the natives closer and scan their personal

appearance, we are struck. . . . On the whole, they give at first approach

not so much the impression of wild savages as of smug and self-satisfied

bourgeois’’ [35–36]).∞∏ Malinowski remarks on the natives’ surprising

familiarity; in the words of his fellow Polish-born British writer, Joseph

Conrad, in his novel Lord Jim, any among them might have been ‘‘one of

us’’ (100).

While Hurston collapses the distance between ethnographer-observer

and native informant, eschewing Malinowski’s ‘‘scientific’’ tone and ren-

dering her account in vernacular, both she and Malinowski attempt to

engage the reader as an invisible companion in the escapades of the

ethnographer out in the field. Indeed, as Henry Lee Moon stated in his

review in the New Republic at the time of Mules and Men’s publication:

‘‘The intimacy [Hurston] established with her subjects, she reproduces

on the printed page, enabling the reader to feel himself a part of that

circle’’ (10). Moon suggests that the book invites its readers to join the

boasters and the listeners on the porch. Given the complexity of Hurston’s

reader address, that invitation is provisional at best.

Unlike the single-voiced observations on the part of the anthropolo-
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gist found in the traditional account, in Hurston’s ethnography, while

there exists a unifying narrator, ‘‘Zora,’’ the collection is filled with a

multiplicity of storytellers. As other commentators have suggested, the

volume is polyvocal, a structural aspect it shares with the Federal Writ-

ers’ Project’s guidebooks (Carr and Cooper 301; Gordon, ‘‘Politics,’’ 162;

Sanchez-Eppler 477). In a sense, the narrator’s voice is divided between

ethnographic commentary, personal reflections, and participatory ban-

ter with the town informants. To further complicate matters, the narra-

tor’s personal reflections about her own identity and position reveal

internal bifurcations as well. In a frequently quoted passage from her

introduction, Hurston claims:

When I pitched headforemost into the world I landed in the crib of

negroism. From the earliest rocking of my cradle, I had known about the

capers Brer Rabbit is apt to cut and what the Squinch Owl says from the

house top. But it was fitting me like a tight chemise. I couldn’t see it for

wearing it. It was only when I was o√ in college, away from my native

surroundings, that I could see myself like somebody else and stand o√ and

look at my garment. Then I had to have the spy-glass of Anthropology to

look through at that. (1)

In her justification of her intent to collect ‘‘Negro’’ folklore with the

tools of anthropology, the speaking ‘‘I’’ in her formulation precedes even

her myth of origins, ‘‘the crib of negroism’’ she landed in upon entering

the world. That cradle provides her with an immediate understanding of

southern African American folklore, a narrative of place and people, as

part of its ‘‘negroist’’ designation. (Her choice of the word ‘‘crib’’ also

suggests, in its verb form, the ways that her claims to these authentic

origins inherently involve a kind of copying, stealing, or borrowing, a

kind of signifying practice.) Changing the metaphor from a crib to

clothing, Hurston speaks of her identity as a garment that fits too close to

the skin, something like a second skin. College is implicitly coded as a

place of foreign whiteness. As it takes her away from her birthplace, it

provides her with the possibility of self-inspection (as she puts it, she is

able to see herself ‘‘like somebody else’’). The ‘‘spy-glass’’ of anthropol-

ogy aids her investigation of the garment, her own African American

identity.

Hurston’s explanation of her identity is constructed through a reveal-

ing slippage of metaphors: first figured as location (the crib and also her
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‘‘native surroundings’’), then as stories (Brer Rabbit), and finally, as

clothes (the garment), the ‘‘self ’’ she constructs is mutable. Depending

upon her spatial location and her ontological tools, she can ‘‘put on,’’

reexamine, and renegotiate various identities. In other words, her con-

cept of subjectivity is dependent upon both the construction of place

and a notion of articulation (in this case, storytelling). If places, in

Hurston’s terms, seem to construct the subjects within them—and sub-

jects, in turn, actively define place (by ‘‘landing’’ and ‘‘looking’’)—then,

to borrow from Doreen Massey, the identity of place is a ‘‘double articu-

lation’’ (Space, 8). Place, narrative, and identity are inextricably related:

one term constitutes the other. Before Hurston embarks upon the proj-

ect of collecting Eatonville’s folklore, she instructs the reader about this

linkage that so informs her own dialectical position. Her readers see how

she self-consciously constructs herself as folk insider and anthropologist

outsider, and in the process, they confront their own place within the

narrative as listeners who press for this hybrid form of authenticity.

In the final image of this passage, she delineates her multiple perspec-

tives again when she stands o√ from her ‘‘garment’’ and views it with the

‘‘spy-glass of anthropology.’’ Ri≈ng on W. E. B. Du Bois’s ‘‘double-

consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes

of others,’’ Hurston’s ‘‘spy-glass of anthropology’’ imbues her with an

objective authority that allows her to ‘‘stand o√’’ and view herself and her

community from a distance (Souls, 2). The spyglass metaphor thus re-

veals the potential for a specular violence within the practice of anthro-

pology (Hernandez, ‘‘Multiple Mediations,’’ 353–54). The spyglass is able

to ‘‘render that which is far into sharp and static focus,’’ in turn trans-

forming its subjects into ‘‘objects’’ and others. As Hurston ambiguously

traverses her roles as insider and outsider, she essentially turns the spy-

glass’s gaze onto the discipline of anthropology itself. Evident in the

metaphoric slippages describing her own identity formation, it is alto-

gether unclear where to locate the ‘‘real’’ and unified Hurston.

It is no easier to detect her position in the pages that follow. As she

analyzes the di≈culties of collecting folklore, she occupies several dif-

ferent speaking positions all in the course of a paragraph:

Folklore is not as easy to collect as it sounds. The best source is where there

are the least outside influences and these people, being usually under-

privileged, are the shyest. They are most reluctant at times to reveal that
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which the soul lives by. . . . The Negro o√ers a feather-bed resistance. That

is, we let the probe enter, but it never comes out. . . . The theory behind

our tactics: ‘‘The white man is always trying to know into somebody else’s

business. All right, I’ll set something outside the door of my mind for him

to play with and handle. He can read my writing but he sho’ can’t read my

mind. I’ll put this play toy in his hand, and he will seize it and go away.

Then I’ll say my say and sing my song.’’ (2–3)

In this rich account, Hurston’s pronoun designations shift from ‘‘these

people’’ to ‘‘the Negro’’ to a distinction between ‘‘we’’ and the ‘‘white

man’’ (Carr and Cooper 296–97; Johnson, ‘‘Thresholds,’’ 286–87; Ret-

man 175–76; Walters 349–50). By placing her theory of evasive tactics in

quotation marks, she adopts a speaking voice for all African American

informants.∞π Signifying on the discipline of anthropology and the com-

mercial market for folklore, she points out that the white man is always

trying to ‘‘know into somebody else’s business’’; the associative rhyme

and substitution implies that ‘‘knowing’’ is often as invasive as ‘‘going’’

into somebody else’s business. Hurston is complicit herself as a collector.

The reader who wants to know and figuratively go is implicated as well.

At the same time, this connection also links knowledge production to

travel and mobility, a relationship that is literalized in the figure of her

car as a vehicle for her collecting practice.

As Hurston ri√s on ‘‘knowing’’ and ‘‘going,’’ she deploys several com-

plex spatial metaphors that foreground the implicit issue of social access

in this equation. When she speaks of ‘‘setting something outside the door

of my mind for him to play with and handle,’’ the figure of the door

represents the liminal space between public and private identities, fore-

shadowing the threshold of the porch, the place where stories are told

and retold for an eager audience. In both scenarios, the white anthropol-

ogist, expecting full access, never knows that he has been duped; his

informants strategically give him something ‘‘to know’’ and elude his

inspection (Johnson 286–87). Either case underscores the severe limita-

tions of the spyglass, which in view of this passage seems as ine√ectual as

the ‘‘probe’’ that never comes out. Furthermore, Hurston’s tactical the-

ory implicitly equates ‘‘writing’’ with the ‘‘play toy’’ that reveals so little

(‘‘he can read my writing but he sure can’t read my mind’’). This equa-

tion opens up an interesting quandary for Hurston’s readers: foremost

among them, how do we know when we are being given a ‘‘play toy’’?
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What do we make of her writing when she professes to let us read her

inner thoughts? Last, where do we locate Hurston when, after her long

meditation on the (white) collector’s di≈cult job, she observes, ‘‘I knew

that even I was going to have some hindrance among strangers’’ (3).

This perpetual ambiguity resists a facile reading either of the collec-

tion of tales or Hurston’s own multiple roles as an African American

woman anthropologist returning to her birthplace to do research. More-

over, it undercuts any easy understanding of the reader’s own location

within the text—is the reader her accomplice? The ‘‘white man’’? Some-

body else?

The final paragraph of her introduction echoes the ambiguity of her

position and ours as well. Her narration switches to an apparent blow-

by-blow account of her journey in her Chevrolet to Eatonville. As she

drives, she recalls the tales she heard as a child: in particular, she recounts

a story of origins about God’s creation of souls for people: ‘‘When I was

rounding Lily Lake I was remembering how God had made the world

and the elements and people’’ (3). In the story, God creates souls but

decides to wait before handing them out because ‘‘folks ain’t ready for

souls yet. . . . [I]t’s de strongest thing Ah ever made’’; he waits thousands

of years for men to grow strong enough to bear their souls and ‘‘all de

time de soul-piece, it was setting ’round covered up wid God’s loose

raiment.’’ (This reference to ‘‘raiment’’ mirrors her earlier invocation of

‘‘negroism’’ as a chemise and a garment; in both scenarios, a soul im-

plicitly or explicitly lies underneath the clothing.) When God’s vestments

blow aside, accidentally revealing the soul-piece, it causes meteorological

disturbances, thereby inspiring awe and caution in the ‘‘white man,’’ ‘‘the

Indian and the Negro’’ as they pass by it. In an anti-Semitic turn, the Jew

cannot resist the soul-piece, and so he snatches it and runs away. It burns

and tosses him about, carrying him over a mountain top and all the

while, little chips and pieces fall to the earth. God gathers together the

fragments, mixes them with feelings and parcels them out: ‘‘Way after

while when He ketch dat Jew, He’s goin’ to ’vide things up more ekal’’ (4).

Somewhat ambiguously (perhaps a strange Christian spin on the fact

that Jesus was a Jew), the stereotyped avarice of the Jew is also the source

of his generous sacrifice for humankind within the tale: if he had resisted

the tempting soul-piece like the others, no one would have souls today.

The tale falters between a particular and a universalizing mode of

representation: every ethnic and cultural group has a soul, though the
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Jew apparently has more soul than his fair share, a situation God intends

to amend if he ever catches him. Significantly, each group remains dis-

tinctly named and depicted. Thus, the first tale told in the collection

functions as an allegory of beginnings, the story that begets all other

stories. As such, it implicitly designates the recovery of lost origins as a

central subject in the collection and it overtly raises questions about

hierarchies of racial and cultural di√erence in relation to narrative (Wal-

ters 361–62). Hurston tells this inaugural story and she tells it in vernacu-

lar (Johnson 286; Retman 178; Walters 355). Hurston establishes her

knowledge of Eatonville’s particular dialect before she sets foot in the

town, thus reinforcing her role as an authoritative insider and revealing

her potential capacity to serve as an erudite subject of her own study.

Contrary to Robert Hemenway’s assessment that Hurston ‘‘deliberately

[underplays] her knowledge of Eatonville so that the reader will not feel

alienated,’’ Hurston subtly situates herself as a representative of the ‘‘folk’’

as well as an objective folklorist (167).

After Hurston recounts the tale, she approaches the outer district of

her hometown: ‘‘I rounded Park Lake and came speeding down the

straight stretch into Eatonville, the city of five lakes, three croquet courts,

three hundred brown skins, three hundred good swimmers, plenty gua-

vas, two schools and no jail-house’’ (4). At this point she pauses: ‘‘Before

I enter the township, I wish to make acknowledgments to Mrs. R. Os-

good Mason of New York City.’’ Just as she proves her familiarity with the

community she means to observe by briefly outlining its salient features,

she halts, as if to emphasize the transitional space between the township

and Maitland as well as the textual gap between the actual collection of

tales and the introduction which precedes it. Before she enters her south-

ern ‘‘native surroundings,’’ she pays her respects to her patron, seeming

to rid herself of her last obligation to her benefactor and, at the same

time, signal her own commodified relation to white capital (Baker 303;

Carr and Cooper 290; Johnson 286; Retman 179; Walters 345, 356–63).∞∫

(This ambivalent gesture suggests that while Mason may ‘‘own’’ Hurs-

ton’s research, she entirely depends upon Hurston for its implementa-

tion and delivery.) If Hurston marks her complicity here as a mediator

who will deliver the folk, she signals her readers’ complicity as well.

Mason sponsored her initial research of the folk and the reader has

invested in this project, too. As Hurston ‘‘crosses the line’’ into this

southern space, she brings her readers along with her. Her pause em-
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phatically underscores her privileged access as a collector and, by exten-

sion, ours as readers of her collection. In so doing, it demarcates the

di√erence race and region make when decoding the ‘‘lies’’ she collects.

the town had not changed

As readers, we approach the first chapter with increasing anticipation,

relying on textual clues to map out our transitory position in the narra-

tive. Hurston accomplishes this e√ect by providing detailed and increas-

ingly local geographical coordinates: below Palatka, she begins to feel

eager; as she rounds Lily Lake, she remembers various folk figures; as she

circles Park Lake, she describes Eatonville: ‘‘As I crossed the Maitland-

Eatonville township line I could see a group on the store porch. I was

delighted. The town had not changed. Same love of talk and song’’ (7).∞Ω

She glimpses her final destination—the store porch, the town’s primary

meeting place.≤≠ Its centrality is emphasized by the narrative’s particular

command of our gaze, an e√ect which also serves to reinforce Hurston’s

position as the reader’s geographical and cultural guide. She is in the

driver’s seat, both figuratively and metaphorically. Accordingly, when

she states, ‘‘I hailed [the men on the porch] as I went into neutral,’’ her

meaning is double. Hurston’s access to her material depends, in part,

upon the nature of this homecoming: she must appear nonchalant, all

the while actively and objectively reading the people around her.

This first scene enacts the ethnographic trope of the arrival story, but

with a di√erence (Boxwell, ‘‘Sis Cat,’’ 611; Cli√ord, Predicaments, 23–27).

The arrival anecdote is a narrative device meant to convince readers

that the facts put before them were objectively acquired, not subjectively

created (Cli√ord 29). For example, Malinowski writes in his account:

‘‘The natives . . . immediately surround the visitor in large groups. . . . It

is di≈cult to convey the feelings of intense interest and suspense with

which the Ethnographer enters for the first time the district that is to be

the future scene of his fieldwork’’ (51). The double sighting in this textual

moment is crucial: Malinowski must witness the natives apprehending

him for the first time; their encircling of him serves as a validation of

his authority; he was actually there, living among the natives. The sus-

pense (predictably) lies in the unpredictable contact between observer

and native.
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In contrast to Malinowski’s precarious arrival, Hurston is casually

received. Immediately, she explains the purpose of her visit (something

she does not do on her arrival in Polk County, which I discuss later). The

mayor says to her, ‘‘We heard all about you up North. You back home for

good, I hope,’’ and she replies: ‘‘Nope, Ah come to collect some old

stories and tales and Ah know y’all know a plenty of ’em and that’s why

Ah headed straight for home’’ (7–8). Invoking the archetypal trope of

the return of the small-town hero made good, this scene illustrates Hurs-

ton’s di√erence via geography (she has been up north) while also indicat-

ing her comfortable reentry and assimilation back into the town of

Eatonville. While the mayor symbolically o≈ciates at her arrival and

verifies her presence as a local luminary, her intention to collect stories is

still met by the townspeople with disbelief. George Thomas exclaims,

‘‘Aw shucks Zora, don’t you come here and tell de biggest lie first thing.

Who you reckon want to read all them old-time tales about Brer Rabbit

and Brer Bear?’’ She answers with a standard argument of salvage eth-

nography: ‘‘Plenty of people, George. They are a lot more valuable than

you might think. We want to set them down before it’s too late’’ (8). In

this instance, it is unclear who the ‘‘we’’ is in the preservation e√ort: is it

the community of Eatonville or the community of anthropologists up

north? Furthermore, the teacherly tone of the scene, ostensibly concern-

ing the edification of the ‘‘provincial’’ inhabitants, feels overtly staged for

the reader’s enlightenment.≤∞

Before any stories are told, Hurston establishes the scene, describing a

ritualized space of exchange: after warning Calvin Daniels to let Hurston

get settled, George Thomas suggests that later ‘‘we’ll all go down and tell

lies and eat ginger bread. Dat’s de way to do’’ (8). In a reversal of the usual

fieldwork paradigm, in which the ethnographer must seek out his or her

informants, they come to her, so anxious to begin telling tales that they

must be restrained from starting right in. Equally striking is the way that

this scene frames the activity of collecting as a customary transaction

between collector and informant through consumption and orality. As

the porch-sitters gather together in Armetta Jones’s house to provide

Hurston with their oral narratives, she and Armetta provide them with

gingerbread. While this scene reinforces traditional gender roles—the

men talk and the women cook—it breaks down the typical mode of

barter found in other field accounts. In the second chapter, people gather

together again for a second night of telling ‘‘lies’’: ‘‘It was a hilarious
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night with a pinch of everything social mixed in with the storytelling.

Everybody ate ginger bread; some drank the buttermilk provided and

some provided coon dick for themselves. Nobody guzzled it—just took it

in social sips. But they told stories enough for a volume by itself ’’ (19).

Hurston’s o√ering of gingerbread and buttermilk facilitates the ‘‘pinch of

everything social.’’ She is more than compensated for her o√ering: they

take ‘‘social sips’’ and share the food and, in return, they provide her with

a volume of tales.≤≤ Hurston depicts her fieldwork activities as friendly

exchanges, a familiar dimension of the town’s usual social rituals.

In a further recuperation of the purportedly organic nature of Hurs-

ton’s field activities, she records the storytelling as if she were transcrib-

ing it at that moment, in ‘‘real time’’ as it were, disruptions and all. In the

first chapter, James impatiently interrupts Calvin, the first storyteller,

who is in the midst of a dull rendition of ‘‘John and the Frog.’’ Accord-

ingly, James’s tale, entitled ‘‘Witness of the Johnstown Flood in Heaven,’’

is a folkloric allegory about the pitfalls of not taking the audience into

proper account. John, the protagonist, is drowned in a flood caused by a

flurry of activities in Heaven (in the tale’s cosmology of weather, ‘‘when it

lightenings, de angels is peepin’ in de lookin’ glass; when it thunders,

they’s rollin’ out do rain barrel; and when it rains, somebody done

dropped a barrel or two and bust it’’ [11]). When John goes to heaven, he

repeatedly tries to tell the angels the story of his death but, because they

caused the flood, they are familiar with the narrative already. They grow

weary of him. In turn, John becomes increasingly aggravated by their

rude retreat; finally, he starts to tell his tale to an old, bearded man who

curtly replies ‘‘Shucks! You ain’t seen no water!’’ The punch line of the

joke is that John unwittingly chooses Noah as his listener.

This story establishes ‘‘the evaluative criteria used by insiders for judg-

ing ‘big, old lies’ ’’ (Walters 352). John looks foolish, telling people tales

they already know, because he fails to take into account the knowledge,

experience, and authority of others. He makes his mistake because he

misunderstands the exchange between author and audience as a relation

of power, position, and access. Some stories are more important than

others: the joke of the Johnstown tale turns on Noah’s flood as the urtext,

the biblical allegory that upstages all others. Every flood story refers back

to this narrative in one way or another. Thus, John’s myopic yarn serves

as a cautionary tale for all storytellers, including Hurston’s informants

and Hurston herself.≤≥ By telling an allegory about monotonous story-
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telling, James signifies on Calvin, suggesting that ‘‘John and the Frog’’ is

too mundane for Hurston’s discerning ear. (Much like the angels in the

story, Hurston is familiar with many of Eatonville’s tales; thus, her exper-

tise must be taken into account before embarking on just any tale.)

James’s folktale is one of a series of narratives within the collection that

partake in a critique of ethnography itself. In this instance, the tale

outlines a central problematic for any ethnography of folktales: a suc-

cessful collection must respectfully represent and contextualize a par-

ticular lineage of stories, not only interesting to outsiders but satisfying

to an audience of insiders as well.≤∂ A successful collection assumes a

diversity of readers.

my toe went on the line with the rest

As the tale of ‘‘John and the Frog’’ suggests, Mules and Men is aimed at

both ‘‘modern’’ outsiders as well as ‘‘folk’’ insiders, a conception of mul-

tiple audiences which refuses the di√erent temporal frames—the mod-

ern and the primitive—that structure many other ethnographic accounts

of the period, including the Florida guide.≤∑ Hurston shares the same

time with her informants in that most modern of conveyances, her

Chevrolet, and by implication, so do her readers. By suggesting that her

broadly conceived audience experiences the stories contemporaneously,

she negates the supposed gap between the two groups. Even as she does

this, she continues to emphasize the ‘‘exotic’’ aspects of her findings for

those not in ‘‘the know.’’ Chapter 1 ends with an account of a ‘‘toe-party,’’

a scene that not only foregrounds Hurston’s own subjectivity as a central

narrative concern but also demonstrates the way that she represents her

relationship with her informants as coeval (Duck 275; Retman 185).

When Hurston explains the toe-party, she plays to her audience in a

number of ways: Calvin tells her that he has decided to go to a toe-party

and she exclaims in a virtual stage whisper, ‘‘A toe-party! What on earth

is that?’’ (9). Her declared ignorance reinforces the toe-party’s potential

value for folklorists; if she is unfamiliar with this social ritual, it must be a

unique custom indeed.≤∏ Calvin urges her to come with him and see,

leaving her (and the reader) in a state of narrative suspense. As she goes

to the party to answer her question, we are drawn into a palpable ethno-

graphic present.≤π Each discovery for Hurston is a discovery for the
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reader. Once she is behind the curtain about to sell her toes, she asks one

of the other women, ‘‘Say, what is this toe-party business?’’ to which the

woman replies, ‘‘Good gracious, Zora! Ain’t you never been to a toe-

party before?’’ (14). Hurston explains: ‘‘They don’t have ’em up North

where Ah been and Ah just got back today.’’ Her friend describes the

meaning of the ritual. The party is a fund-raising event for the Wood

Bridge lodge: women line up behind a curtain and take o√ their shoes to

display their toes. Men buy ‘‘the toes’’ they want for a dime and with this

purchase, they are obliged to treat the woman to everything she wants

(15). While Hurston may not be familiar with the ritual because she has

been a temporary outsider, she finds out by participating as an insider,

by putting her ‘‘toe on the line with the rest’’ (her toe is sold five times

during the party). In a discursive move similar to the Federal Writers’

Project’s Guide Series, Hurston sustains the exotic otherness of the social

event to draw the reader in, by simultaneously depicting herself as an

outsider and an insider in her fieldwork.

Yet Hurston’s mobility literally and figuratively extends from her car in

a manner entirely unlike the Guide Series’ use of the car for touristic

surveillance. Whereas in the Guide Series, the car provides a privileged

space from which to view a stationary folk tableau vivant, Hurston uses

her car as another place of interaction with her informants. In so doing,

she reworks the traditional conception of the field by detailing her travels

to and from Wood Bridge. The Eatonville faction drives to the party in a

fleet of five cars, including Hurston’s Chevrolet. She loads her car up

with ‘‘neighbors.’’ In her description, ‘‘We were the tail end of the line

and as we turned o√ the highway we could hear the boys in the first car

doing what Ellis Jones called bookooing before they even hit the ground.

Charlie Jones was woofing louder than anybody else’’ (13). The text

includes footnotes that define ‘‘bookooing’’ and ‘‘woofing’’ as ‘‘loud talk-

ing, bullying, woofing. . . . From French beaucoup’’ (13n4). Though

seemingly insignificant, this scene expands the theory of participant

observation in new directions: as Hurston drives with her informants to

collect new material, she also gathers it on the way; the field for collecting

becomes respatialized to include transitory moments of travel as well as

fixed spaces of dwelling.≤∫ In scenes like these, we ‘‘see the temporality of

the ‘folk’ mapped onto that of the highway—the simultaneous, cross-

space time in which Hurston ‘speeds’ from New York to Eatonville’’ and,

in a more obvious sense, we see Hurston and her informants driving
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cars, achieving the mobile promise of modernity in its most iconic form,

the automobile (Duck 275).

Hurston distinguishes Wood Bridge, their destination, as ‘‘a Negro

community . . . lacking in Eatonville’s feeling of unity. In fact, a white

woman lives there’’ (13). As she and her neighbors cross into the next

town in her Chevrolet, preparing to mingle with ‘‘folks from Altamonte,

Longwood and Winter Park,’’ she draws a distinction between Eatonville

and the neighboring town: Eatonville’s regional unity is reinforced by

racial solidarity and the ‘‘enterprising souls’’ who built the town. While

seeming to fit naturally within the plot of the chapter, her passing com-

ment provides ethnographic data that di√erentiates between various

African American communities, breaking with a monolithic conception

of rural southern African American communities. A few paragraphs

later, Hurston writes, ‘‘They had the carcass of a party lying around up

until the minute Eatonville burst in on it. Then it woke up’’ (14). Her

group arrives to liven things up. Hurston sets out to provide a typical

example of a toe-party but manages to avoid the language of stasis found

in the standard discourse of thirties’ anthropological and travel writing.

In so doing, she implicitly critiques the lifeless ‘‘natural history museum’’

approach to observing informants as nothing more than specimens.

Additionally, this scene suggests the ways in which contact between

groups—in this case Eatonville’s, Wood Bridge’s, and Altamonte’s inhab-

itants—enables a vital process of interactive cultural production. The

Eatonville group gets the party going, enabling Hurston to participate in

‘‘this toe-party business’’ and collect primary material. Later in the scene,

this process is compounded yet again: ‘‘Eatonville began to move back

home right then. Nearly everybody was packed in one of the five cars

when the delegation from Altamonte arrived. . . . Everybody piled out

again’’ (16). Johnny Barton of the Altamonte crowd brings a guitar with

him, so Hurston is able to collect songs as well. The cultural exchange

and reinterpretation continues and symbolically the regions mingle:

Barton passes his guitar around so that eventually Eatonville’s George

Thomas, together with Altamonte’s Georgia Burke, gets to sing a song

about Polk County, ‘‘where the water tastes like wine.’’ When the party is

really over, the communities consolidate once again into their little cote-

ries. Hurston describes: ‘‘I staggered sleepily forth to the little Chevrolet

for Eatonville. The car was overflowing with passengers but I was so dull

from lack of sleep that I didn’t know who they were. All I knew is they
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belonged in Eatonville’’ (17). During the singing, individuals stand syn-

ecdochically for their community, a part for a whole; in the end, there are

only distinct townships. Eatonville is unified once again, defined not by

its individuals, but by a tautological notion of belonging: the passengers

in the car are rendered familiar solely by their concurrent desire to

return there. If the narrative enacts ‘‘Zora’s’’ identity as a series of inter-

pellations dependent upon her social context—from Franz Boas’s stu-

dent, to the ‘‘crib of negroism,’’ to Lucy Hurston’s daughter to bootleg-

ger’s girlfriend—here, the process extends to her informants and possibly

to the reader who figuratively accompanies the rest of the group on the

way back to Eatonville.

Hurston’s first chapter refuses a monolithic, primitive portrait of the

folk. Instead, we experience the field and its folkways in action. Pointing

to the structural and atmospheric disparities between communities that

might otherwise be lumped together, Hurston demonstrates how the

momentary convergence of regional di√erences transforms culture, how

new songs and stories are created. As she drives, talks, and sings with

her informants, she shares contemporary time with them. By proxy, so

do we.

you don’t know polk county like i do

Hurston’s own identity—in particular, the social dimensions of her labor

as a black woman ethnographer—comes under scrutiny when she leaves

the familiarity of her hometown of Eatonville for the enticing songs of

the sawmill workers in Polk County. In a move reminiscent of the textual

break between the introduction and part 1 that marks her crossing into

Eatonville, Hurston heads south to Loughman, Polk County, in the con-

clusion of chapter 3 and arrives at its Everglades Cypress Lumber Com-

pany in the beginning of chapter 4. The Chevy synecdochically stands in

for Hurston and her journey: ‘‘A hasty good-bye to Eatonville’s oaks and

oleanders and the wheels of the Chevvie split Orlando wide open—

headed south-west for corn (likker) and song’’ (57). As she narrates her

travels, her car becomes her wary companion. The Chevy’s alleged cir-

cumspection portends a vexed arrival scene far di√erent from Hurston’s

comfortable return to Eatonville: ‘‘We had meant to keep on to Bartow

or Lakeland and we debated the subject between us until we reached the
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opening, then I won. We went in. The little Chevrolet was all against it.

The thirty odd miles that we had come, it argued, was nothing but an

appetizer. Lakeland was still thirty miles away and no telling what the

road held. But it sauntered on down the bark-covered road and into the

quarters just as if it had wanted to come’’ (59). She transforms her own

internal split into a dispute between herself and her car. By personifying

the Chevy, imbuing it with a sense of foreboding and then an air of

nonchalance, Hurston maintains her jaunty, comic narration. She man-

ages to express her own anxiety, through the synecdoche of her car, and

simultaneously distance herself from the potentially disempowering ef-

fects of that disclosure. This textual maneuver foreshadows the final

harrowing jook scene of part 1 and underscores the potential danger she

confronts as a single woman, traveling by herself into an unfamiliar and

reputedly violent community. Without a companion, she has only her

ability to perform, to feign a saunter and swagger.

For the first time in the narrative, Hurston su√ers from a profound

sense of displacement, the dominant sentiment in the ‘‘exotic’’ field ac-

counts of researchers like Malinowski and others.≤Ω That first night, she

receives a less than warm welcome as the men from the quarters come ‘‘to

look over the new addition’’ (60). So begins her awkward initiation into

the community as an outsider: ‘‘Very little was said directly to me and

when I tried to be friendly there was a noticeable disposition to fend me

o√. This worried me because I saw at once that this group of several

hundred Negroes from all over the South was a rich field for folk-lore, but

here was I figuratively starving to death in the midst of plenty.’’ Unlike

Eatonville’s familiar mode of mutual consumption—amicable exchanges

of gingerbread, buttermilk, and tales—Polk County’s inhabitants leave

Hurston’s hunger for tales unsatiated. She is unaccustomed to the mores

of Polk County, and, as a result, she has not figured out an appropriate

mode of interacting with her potential informants. Finally, after being the

recipient of ‘‘feather-bed tactics’’ for a time (‘‘The men would crowd in

and buy soft drinks and woof at me, the stranger, but I knew I wasn’t get-

ting on’’), she drives down to Lakeland with one of the locals, Cli√ert Ul-

mer. He trusts her enough to tell her that the shiny Chevrolet is her biggest

obstacle: ‘‘The car made me look too preposterous. . . . [S]ince most of

them were fugitives from justice or had done plenty time, a detective was

just the last thing they felt they needed’’ (61). The car ride facilitates

Cli√ert’s trust and, ironically, the car is also the crux of the problem.
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In fact, the problem of the car for the migrant camp workers illumi-

nates an aspect of folklife often neglected in the scholarship surrounding

Mules and Men—the place of the ‘‘folk’’ within modernity.≥≠ The first

image of the Everglades Cypress Lumber Company is one of the most

industrial in the book: ‘‘The asphalt curved deeply and when it straight-

ened out we saw a huge smoke-stack blowing smut against the sky’’ (59).

In apparent contrast, the work and living conditions inside ‘‘the quarters’’

are in many ways reminiscent of slavery—a fact emphasized by the con-

centration of stories that focus on ‘‘slavery time talk’’ contained within

this section of the book (Mules and Men, 80; Meisenhelder, ‘‘Conflict,’’

271). Yet, these internal capitalist conditions are not indicative of migrant

workers’ delayed entrance into modernity or, as Hazel Carby suggests,

Hurston’s ‘‘romantic and . . . colonial imagination’’ (Carby 80). Rather,

in accordance with the notion of ‘‘intranational colonialism,’’ formu-

lated by Eva Cherniavsky, these conditions demonstrate the ‘‘di√erential

incorporation’’ of a rural, migrant African American labor force within

modernity (xix). As the smokestack indicates, this is a modern work-

place in that it is ‘‘marked at once by the time-space relations of the

metropolitan culture (increased spatial mobility, spurred by centralized

systems of agricultural production and resource extraction, and by the

creation/expansion of administrative centers) and the ‘feudal’ relations

of production along the periphery (indentured/conscripted rather than

‘free’ wage labor)’’ (xvii). In Mules and Men, the ‘‘time-space relations of

the metropolitan culture’’ are evidenced in the log train that carries the

company’s product nationwide, the rationalized time and production of

the work day, and the creation of the satellite company town, while ‘‘the

feudal relations . . . along the periphery’’ are evidenced in the exploitive

and segregated labor conditions under which black migrants labor in the

Jim Crow South. Hurston’s car quite literally traverses these ‘‘hetero-

geneous regimes’’ (xvii). The car is not only a symbol of modernity’s

mass consumer culture; it is the transport of a detective, a sign of the law

that polices and sustains these unequal labor relations.

Given the Chevrolet’s symbolic freight, Hurston ends up employing it

as a crucial prop: ‘‘I took occasion that night to impress the job with the

fact that I was also a fugitive from justice, ‘bootlegging.’ They were hot

behind me in Jacksonville and they wanted me in Miami. I was hiding

out. That sounded reasonable. Bootleggers always have cars. I was taken

in’’ (61). If the car is the vehicle of the law, of detectives come to investi-
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gate the lumber camps incognito, she reverses this association, turning it

into a badge of her break with the law. The ruse is still insu≈cient. Later

that night she discovers from a potential woofer, Mr. Pitts, that ‘‘ ‘uh

heap uf dese hard heads wants to woof at you but dey skeered. . . . [D]ey

say youse rich and dey ain’t got de nerve to open dey mouf ’’ (63).

Hurston mentally curses the $12.74 dress from Macy’s that she wears

among all of the $1.98 mail-order dresses and embellishes her bootleg lie:

‘‘Oh, Ah ain’t got doodley squat. . . . Mah man bought me dis dress de las’

time he went to Jacksonville. We wuz sellin’ plenty stu√ den and makin’

good money. Wisht Ah had dat money now’’ (64). Her awkward dress in

this scene recalls her statements in the introduction about the too-tight-

chemise of her ‘‘negroist’’ identity (1). Initially, she required the distanc-

ing techniques of anthropology to view her own identity, to ‘‘stand o√

and look at [her] garment’’; this time, paradoxically, she must shed her

identity as an ethnographer with a stipend and Macy dresses in order to

deploy the spyglass of anthropology and view another community. To

examine Eatonville’s folklore and her own insider status, she becomes an

outsider up north; to examine Polk County’s folklore and gain an out-

sider perspective, she becomes a community insider.

Hurston is finally initiated into the community through her collabora-

tive e√orts with other established members of the group: it is through this

process of cultural transmission and invention that she gains entry into

the inner circle. After her ‘‘laughing acceptance of Pitts’ woofing had put

everyone at ease,’’ she asks James Preseley to play ‘‘John Henry’’ on his

guitar. He agrees to, on the condition that she sing to his accompaniment:

I started to sing the verses I knew. They put me on the table and everybody

urged me to spread my jenk [have a good time], so I did the best I could.

Joe Willard knew two verses and sang them. Eugene Oliver knew one; Big

Sweet knew one. . . . By the time the song was over . . . I knew that I was in

the inner circle. I had first to convince the ‘‘job’’ that I was not an enemy in

the person of the law; and, second, I had to prove that I was their kind.

‘‘John Henry’’ got me over my second hurdle. After that, my car was

everybody’s car. James Preseley, Slim and I teamed up and we had to do

‘‘John Henry’’ wherever we appeared. . . . We went to Mulberry, Pierce,

and Lakeland. (65)

As David Nicholls demonstrates, by singing ‘‘John Henry,’’ the famous

work song that pits the powerful black spike driver against the steam drill
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that will eventually replace him, Hurston establishes her fluency with

‘‘the cultural language of the workers on the job’’ (471). Significantly, the

song itself sounds anachronistic here; the men don’t sing it as they work

but rather to celebrate at a pay-day party. What we see in the between-

story moments, then, is a form of resistance achieved not by besting the

machine but by performing the nonalienated labor of storytelling, of

singing the song about ‘‘the worker’s alienation under capitalism and . . .

the ever-present threat of replacement by machines’’ (Nicholls, ‘‘Migrant

Labor,’’ 471). Notably, ‘‘John Henry’’ is one of the last songs Hurston

learned from Charlie back in Eatonville. In a teleological narrative move-

ment, she has learned just enough from her fieldwork in her hometown

to negotiate the di≈culties of Polk County. This development emerges

from the basic material she has collected as well as her shifting perspec-

tive of anthropology based on her experience in the field. Thus, Hurston

redefines the labor of ethnographer to consist not only of collecting and

observing folklore but also of circulating and inventing folklore with her

informants. She tours together with James Preseley and Slim in her

travels to collect more folklore. Once again, her car becomes everybody’s

car in the production of a multilocale ethnography and field.

At the same time that her initiation would seem to support a theory

of flexible culture based on transmission, translation, and reinvention

(everyone transforms the song by adding a verse not known by the

others), Hurston implicitly suggests that her informants discover in her

singing an essential folk quality that they share—she is ‘‘their kind.’’ This

assumption is complicated by the fact that in Polk County, for Hurston to

collect ‘‘lies,’’ she has to exchange them. As she lies to her informants

about her social position, pretending she is a bootlegger’s woman, she

adopts the social values of Polk County. When she assumes the persona of

a fugitive, in a meta-ethnographic way, her lie makes her an outlaw within

the received ethics of anthropology and it also signifies on the ways in

which performance is always already a part of the fieldworker’s voca-

tion. Recalling her formulation of the essential performativity of African

American expression and once more illuminating the central role of per-

formative authenticity in her ethnographic self-presentation, her forged

identity reinforces the dialectic inherent in that belief: through a multiple

set of lies, she establishes that she is their ‘‘kind.’’ Her artifice establishes

her realness.≥∞ When she later discloses her actual intentions, ‘‘at first they

couldn’t conceive of anybody wanting to put down ‘lies,’ ’’ but once they
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get over their astonishment, they all participate in her lying contest and it

is ‘‘a huge success in every way’’ (65). As she tells it, the potentially

damaging import of her initial lies is outweighed by her ability to per-

form. Hurston’s readers benefit from her ability to lie—as our protago-

nist, ‘‘Zora’’ is safe; as our ethnographer, she has gained access to new

material; and as our informant, the story of her lies and how she came to

tell them is perhaps the most riveting tale of all.

Hurston’s faltering entry into the camp quarters illuminates a complex

set of class relations that rest, in part, on labor and region. Ultimately,

what haunts the text in this section is the uneasy truth of the workers’

initial misrecognition of Hurston—for, in a sense, she is a detective,

performing the work of the middle-class observer, the documentarian,

the anthropologist who will collect evidence, construct a narrative, and

eventually produce her transcriptions as cultural commodities (Sanchez-

Eppler 477). This vocational truth is subtly expressed in Hurston’s shift

from first to third person once she gains entry into the camp community

(Nicholls 471). While she initially renders her own labor as an ethnogra-

pher apparent, in this section, her narration is soon subsumed by the

workers’ tales when she joins the swamp crew on the job. When the men

wait that early morning for the white swamp-boss to show up, they tell

tales that express their anger over the myriad abuses of white bosses. As it

turns out, their logging duties have been suspended that day, but the

foreman, instead of granting them a day o√, instructs them to check with

the mill for work.

The men saunter to the mill, e√ectively creating a work slow-down,

and they amplify this act of resistance by narrating two stories about the

origins of work that each end with the inequitable share of labor falling

on black women and men.≥≤ In the first story, after God finishes making

the world, he sets down a hefty bundle in the middle of the road which

remains there for thousands of years until Ole Missus tells Ole Massa to

pick it up. Ole Massa demands that his black slave pick it up, and he, in

turn, asks his wife to pick it up. Thinking it is a gift, she grabs the box,

only to discover that it is ‘‘full of hard work’’ (74). The tale concludes:

‘‘Dat’s de reason the sister in black works harder than anyone else in de

world.’’ The second tale revises the first, beginning again with bundles set

down by God. This time a white and black man must race to see who can

pick up the biggest bundle first. The black man outruns the white man

only to find that the bundle he grabbed contains ‘‘a pick and shovel and
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hoe and a plow and a chop-axe’’ (75). The white man’s bundle contains

‘‘a writin’-pen and ink.’’ Ever since then, while the black man performs

manual labor with his tools, ‘‘de white man been sittin’ up figgerin’,

ought’s a ought, figger’s a figger; all for de white man, none for de

nigger.’’

In these moments, Hurston’s presence all but vanishes so that she can

seemingly perform the labor of ‘‘putting down lies’’ (65; Nicholls 471).

Michael Elliot writes, ‘‘Hurston’s narrative disappearance during these

scenes suggests a gold standard of ethnography—a moment when the

scientist renders herself invisible and simply records the words around

her’’ (Culture Concept, 174). Arguably, though, her absence is made pres-

ent in this ethnographic transcription. As the men’s tales confront the

unjust conditions of the logging camp, they subtly signify on the conven-

tional racial and gender dynamics of Hurston’s own profession, anthro-

pology, depicted in the white man who writes for a living. If Hurston is

potentially scripted as ‘‘the sister in black who works hardest’’ in the first

story (at the behest of her patrons, Mrs. Meyer, Mrs. Mason, and her

readers), she has appropriated the white man’s pen and ink and the

undeniable power of ‘‘figgerin’ ’’ in the second story to give voice to the

laborers’ folkloric protest (Nicholls 471–75). Her labor as a middle-class

observer is not so invisible after all.

As Hurston figuratively defies white masculine authority here, her

actions match the behavior of many of the women who reside in the

camp. While everyone in the quarters is a fugitive from justice, the

women garner special mention in Hurston’s narrative. She herself breaks

the law when she enters the quarters (recall the signs prohibiting entry

without permission from the company). Moreover, the first person she

describes at any length is ‘‘Babe’’ Hill, who shot and killed her husband.

‘‘Babe’’ ran from the law but the authorities apprehended her and sent

her to jail; after a few months time, she was allowed to go home. Hurston

dryly concludes: ‘‘Negro women are punished in these parts for killing

men, but only if they exceed the quota. I don’t remember what the quota

is. . . . One woman had killed five when I left the turpentine still where

she lived. The sheri√ was thinking of calling on her and scolding her

severely’’ (60). In Polk County, women flout the law as much as the men

do and, often, they take just as active a role in mapping the social space of

the quarters.

There is no better example of this than when Big Sweet, one of the
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most powerful women of Polk County, refuses to hand over her weapon

to the quarter’s boss after he breaks up a fight between her and her rivals,

Lucy and Ella Wall. After he demands the knife, she replies: ‘‘Naw suh!

Nobody gits mah knife. . . . Ah’ll kill her, law or no law. Don’t you touch

me white folks!’’ (152). The boss kicks Lucy and Ella Wall out of the jook

and feebly answers Big Sweet: ‘‘Now you behave yo’self. . . . Ah don’t

wanna hafta jail yuh!’’ After the altercation, her current man, Joe Wil-

lard, congratulates her: ‘‘You wuz a whole woman and half uh man. You

made dat cracker stand o√ a you.’’ By fiercely refusing to comply with

white, male authority, Big Sweet reconfigures the spatial dynamics of the

jook, both in terms of race and gender. Through a negotiation of space

much more dramatic than the gender debate in chapter 2, she empowers

herself to speak and to act.≥≥

The final scene of part 1 violently encapsulates the women’s contest

over power in the jook. Aiming to kill Hurston, Lucy enters the jook

declaring, ‘‘Ah means to turn dis place out right now. Ah got do law in

my mouf ’’ (179). Big Sweet comes to Hurston’s rescue and in the ensuing

brawl, Jim Preseley urges her to run. The potential reification that haunts

Hurston’s own position as both ‘‘a subject and an object of her disci-

pline’’ ruptures her study, further blurring the lines between the material

and the discursive (Elliot 171; Brady, Extinct Land, 6). As the field be-

comes deadly, as the collection’s potentially objectified subjects threaten

to extinguish their collector—in a sense, to reverse the relation and

render her a lifeless object—Hurston makes her solo escape to an alto-

gether new collecting ground, New Orleans, to gather material among

its underground hoodoo community. Even though the conflict with

Lucy is literally about a man’s a√ections, the fallout suggests something

more: her informant’s refusal to have her labor objectified and turned

into a commodity, even, or perhaps especially, when it is storytelling, a

form of nonmaterial production. Graciela Hernandez observes the de-

mise of Hurston’s authority in this scene: ‘‘The power to define the terms

upon which an ethnographer works, records, and leaves the field lies not

with the interlocutor, but with the informants’’ (360). Certainly here,

more than ever, her ‘‘informants are active narrators’’ rather than ‘‘pas-

sive repositories of information’’ (Elliot 174). Yet this reading neglects the

literal and discursive valence of Hurston’s mobility and the fact that the

narration does not end; rather, it shifts to her collection of hoodoo in

part 2.
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In simple terms, while the aggressor Lucy’s mobility is severely limited,

Hurston’s class position and vocation, symbolized in her car, enables

her to drive away, abandoning her transgressive participant observation

in exchange for the more traditional posture of the distanced ethnogra-

pher. Hurston recounts, ‘‘Jim and Slim helped me throw my bags into

the car and I saw the sun rising as I approached Crescent City’’ (179).

The narrator ‘‘Zora’’ wins the fight with Lucy in another sense as well:

through her retroactive narration, Hurston takes the law in her mouth,

and the jook joint scrape becomes another adventure (albeit bloody) in

the day of the life of an ethnographer. In the beginning of part 2, Hurston

recollects her experience with a pastoral reserve: ‘‘Winter passed and

caterpillars began to cross the road again. I had spent a year in gathering

and culling over folk-tales. I loved it’’ (183). Once she leaves the field of

Polk County, that moment becomes more a lyrical memory than a vivid

brush with death. As in her initial, nostalgic portrayal of Eatonville, she

deploys an allochronic discourse when she describes her year of collect-

ing. Thus, she conveniently leaves Lucy in the past, constructing an

ethnographic present in a city far, far away.

nothing worth putting on paper

Hurston leaves that suddenly allochronic Polk County for the coeval city

of New Orleans: her sites may change, but the transient nature of her

collecting practice and its objects remains with her. Part 2 of Mules and

Men, a section possibly tacked on at the request of her publisher, docu-

ments Hurston’s foray into ‘‘the hoodoo capital of America . . . [where] it

is burning with a flame . . . with all the intensity of a suppressed religion’’

(183).≥∂ She introduces her subject through another story of origins hark-

ening back to the acquisition by Moses and the Ethiopian Queen of

Sheba of hoodoo or ‘‘gold-making words’’: ‘‘Belief in magic is older than

writing. So nobody knows how it started. The way we tell it, hoodoo

started way back there before everything’’ (183). Positioning herself un-

equivocally as an insider and a believer, Hurston suggests that hoodoo

somewhat mysteriously preceded and initiated representation, describ-

ing the way it will function in her own text throughout: she portrays her

own acquisition of hoodoo but not many of its actual rites, curses, or

spells in their entirety. Put di√erently, the hoodoo she collects remains
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fundamentally a secret. In this way, she respects the dictates of the reli-

gion itself, maintaining, for the most part, the ‘‘profound silence of the

initiated’’ (185).

Not coincidentally, in the section that documents a set of African

diasporic cultural practices most likely to be commodified as ‘‘primitive,’’

Hurston insists upon their fundamentally elusive and inaccessible na-

ture. Turner, one of the city’s foremost ‘‘two-headed doctors,’’ recounts

how white people attended what they thought were hoodoo dances in

Congo Square led by the famous priestess Marie Leveau: ‘‘But Marie

Leveau never hold no hoodoo dance. That was a pleasure dance. . . .

Hoodoo is private. . . . The white people come look on, and think they

see all, when they only see a dance’’ (193). If hoodoo is by definition

always private, it resists the reach of public, commodity culture. Rather,

it functions as a vast underground economy of spiritual and material

exchange.≥∑ Like the feather-bed resistance of the introduction, ‘‘mouths

don’t empty themselves unless the ears are sympathetic and knowing’’

(185). Anticipating that her readers’ ears may not be either, Hurston

provides us with a model for interpreting hoodoo straight away, in the

figures of Mrs. Rachel Silas from Sanford, Florida, and her neighbor,

Mrs. Viney White, both of whom express initial dismay at Hurston’s

inquiry into ‘‘dat ole fogeyism’’ (186). Mrs. Silas exclaims, ‘‘Ah don’t

believe nobody kin do me no harm lessen they git somthin’ in mah

mouth,’’ only to dissemble moments later, after Hurston challenges her:

‘‘Well, well, well! Maybe things kin be done tuh harm yuh, cause Ah done

heard good folks—folks dat ought to know—say dat it sho is a fact.

Anyhow Ah figger it pays tuh be keerful.’’ Mrs. White agrees, helping

Mrs. Silas tell the story of woman overcome by ‘‘uh gopher in her belly.’’

After this, they direct Hurston to her first teacher, Eulalia, who special-

izes in ‘‘man-and-woman cases.’’ Hurston can only gain access to these

stories and Eulalia by insisting on the veracity of hoodoo (Humphries,

Di√erent Dispatches, 149). Her informants test her belief before disclos-

ing their own knowledge. At the same time, they allow that even if they

don’t believe in it entirely, they respect its power enough ‘‘tuh be keerful,’’

a provision that potentially includes Hurston’s doubting readers and her

own careful text.

The New Orleans segment of the collection frustrates any reader’s wish

for a specific, detailed account of hoodoo, instead documenting Hurs-

ton’s slow path to knowledge as she successively petitions the city’s con-
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jurers to gain entry into the next phase of mystical practice (Carr and

Cooper 302). In other words, the narrative is animated by her desire to

know but few of her actual findings. About this evasiveness, she reminds

us that ‘‘it is the meaning, not the material that counts’’; ‘‘the details do

not matter’’ (198). Summing up her first major initiation ceremony, she

writes: ‘‘For sixty-nine hours I lay there. I had five psychic experiences

and awoke at last with no feeling of hunger, only one of exaltation’’ (199).

Leigh Ann Duck describes this moment as ‘‘an incommensurable inter-

section of temporalities—the modern social scientist in a hoodoo trance’’

(275). Hurston increasingly embodies the peculiar transient space and

time of her investigation, literally registering the experience in her body,

but that turn to materiality is interior and private. It is certainly no guar-

antee of legibility for the reader (Humphries 150; Boxwell, ‘‘Sis Cat,’’ 612).

To extend this claim, there is something incommensurable about Hurs-

ton’s object of study itself: if hoodoo has preceded writing, it is also finally

its limit—as the initiated she cannot or will not represent it, thereby

confounding the apparent goals of her own collection (Duck 275; Carr

and Cooper 302). This is especially clear in her tutelage with the charis-

matic Father Watson, under whose mentorship she obtains the vaunted

Black Cat Bone, which allows her to ‘‘be able to walk invisible. . . . [when]

things must be done in deep secret’’ (220). The initiation rite is the ‘‘most

terrible of experiences. . . . Indescribable noises, sights, feelings. Death

was at hand! Seemed unavoidable! I don’t know. Many times I have

thought and felt, and I always have to say the same thing. I don’t know, I

don’t know’’ (221–22). Once again, we find Hurston in a near-death

experience that pushes the limits of her own comprehension and threat-

ens to destabilize her authority. At the same, this scene enacts a kind of

textual invisibility or opacity that the rite promises. There will be no

‘‘knowing into somebody else’s business’’ here (3).

How do we assess an ethnographic collection of secrets that remain

secrets? A narrative quest where we are led to the shape of the secret but

not the secret itself ? We are left with a collection that is perpetually

incomplete, dependent upon ethnographic objects that refuse to reveal

themselves. If, in part 1, we have seen how the tales revise and upend each

other, in part 2, we bear partial witness to the generative power of secrets.

In both cases, the verbal artifact undercuts the presumed stasis of its

position within the collection. Throughout Mules and Men, Hurston

uses collecting as both a narrative strategy and focus, as do many of the
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classic documentaries and ethnographies of her day, yet in this work she

rarely falls into the fixed typologies of the folk and the primitive that

seemed to spring so readily from this approach.

the sis cat reprise

The oft-cited epilogue of Mules and Men—the Sis Cat tale—o√ers a

compelling addendum to Hurston’s revision of the folklorist’s role.≥∏ The

epilogue designates the ethnographic method as an act of consumption

shaped by lessons drawn from experience. In the first part of the story,

Sis Cat catches herself a rat, and, just as she is about to eat him, he chides

her for her bad manners. Worried about seeming rude, she starts to wash

her hands and face and the rat makes his escape. The second half of the

story is a repetition of the first with a significant di√erence:

So de cat caught herself a rat again and set down to eat. So de Rat said,

‘‘Where’s yo’ manners at, Sis Cat? You going to eat ’thout washing yo’ face

and hands?’’

‘‘Oh, Ah got plenty manners,’’ de cat told ’im. ‘‘But Ah eats mah dinner

and washes mah face and uses mah manners afterwards.’’ So she et right

on ’im and washed her face and hands. And cat’s washin’ after eatin’ ever

since. (245–46)

Sis Cat learns from her previous disappointment. The first time around,

in exchange for her niceties, she gets nothing in return, so she revises her

method: she eats first and cleans up later. If the tale functions as an

allegory for Hurston’s own fieldwork, it suggests that the niceties of

ethnographic etiquette are better used for tidying up, after the collecting

is done. As she discovered in her first course of fieldwork, ‘‘Barnardese’’

will leave you ‘‘figuratively starving in the midst of plenty’’ (60). Hurston

enhances the metatextual significance of the tale by explicitly represent-

ing herself as Sis Cat: ‘‘I’m sitting here like Sis Cat, washing my face and

usin’ my manners’’ (246). Sis Cat’s unorthodox style of eating reflects

Hurston’s unconventional method of ethnography: out in the field, she

uses a practical strategy that may appear coarse to ‘‘proper’’ folklorists

but it guarantees results; she refines her presentation later.

In Hurston’s best storytelling voice, she once again introduces the

question of authenticity in relation to her self-presentation, suggesting
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that the reader has been deceived, swallowed like the rat: given the book’s

mode of signifying ethnography, where does one locate the ‘‘real’’ Zora

Hurston throughout the narrative, the one who performs her version of

an essential ‘‘folk’’ identity to gain access to material or the one who

mediates this folk material via academic discourse and rural vernacu-

lar for a range of readers? Which tales have been given to the reader

‘‘straight’’ and which have been tidied up? The key quality that she shares

with her informants—her ability to tell a tale—also happens to be an

indispensable asset for her professional aims as an ethnographer. Finally,

it seems that the quintessential Zora Neale Hurston showcases her own

‘‘poise for drama,’’ adopting a range of insider and outsider identities, in

order to stage the production of racialized ‘‘authenticity.’’ In so doing,

Hurston destabilizes her readers’ assumptions about their own access to

the book’s subjects, about the fundamental knowability of Hurston’s

informants and Hurston herself. The folk’s tales—their negotiations of

identity and community—finally suggest a method for understanding

the stories we tell about the folk. From this angle, the ruse of authenticity

is endlessly generative of more tales, more performances, and more

questions. It is no wonder, then, that she concludes the collection on a

note of confident, self-congratulatory pleasure: she is the cat who swal-

lowed the rat and her readers are still left speculating.

Having blurred the borders of anthropological representation, Hurs-

ton forces her audience to reformulate standard conceptions of the folk-

lorist and her informants alongside conventions of the space and time of

fieldwork. At times, she charts and traverses the mobile contours of her

field with her informants in her car, an inclusive gesture that overtly

situates her folk subjects within modernity, coeval with herself and her

other readers. The tales and secrets that emerge out of these encounters

are shown to be central mediums through which social space is produced

and contested: the volume’s storytellers and hoodoo doctors deploy the

tales, spells, and rites not only to narrate stories of origins but also to

shape the present and the future, disputing gender roles, critiquing Jim

Crow labor relations, querying inter- and intraracial divisions of class,

and rectifying matters of the heart. In spite of Hurston’s claims regarding

the tales’ imminently salvageable status as rare and fixed repositories of

culture, Mules and Men demonstrates that folklore and hoodoo are com-

plex living practices, inexhaustible and always in flux.

As Hurston adheres to an ethic of performance and mobility, her
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approach frustrates the phenomenon of ‘‘The American Museum of

Unnatural History,’’ she would dispute some twenty-five years later in

her essay ‘‘What White Publishers Won’t Print’’ (1950). This perverse

museum ‘‘is dedicated to the convenient ‘typical.’ In there is the ‘typical’

Oriental, Jew, Yankee, Western, Southerner, Latin, and even out-of-favor

Nordics like the German’’ (169). ‘‘Amazed by the Anglo-Saxon’s lack of

curiosity about the internal lives and emotions of the Negroes,’’ Hurston

castigates the easy commodification and consumption of racial and eth-

nic stereotypes, stereotypes long perpetuated by the authority of natural

history museums, ethnological practice, and tourist manuals like the

future Florida guidebook. Trading on her professional credentials yet

refusing the most stultifying and reductive racist practices of her disci-

plinary training, Hurston’s participant observation grappled with the

‘‘internal lives and emotions’’ of her subjects yet self-consciously eluded

the appropriative ‘‘probing’’ of her white readership, publishers, patrons,

and mentors.

Neither a straightforward social document nor a conventional collec-

tion of folklore but, rather, a work of signifying ethnography, Mules and

Men provided an ingeniously textured answer to the query of where and

how the folk—Hurston’s folk—fit into the modern nation. She charted a

map of Dixie and its rural and urban black inhabitants that took into

account complexities of race, gender, labor, and region. The ambiguity

of her folklore collection and her later novels would elicit criticisms such

as Alain Locke’s rhetorical lament in his 1937 review of Their Eyes Were

Watching God: ‘‘When will the Negro novelist of maturity, who knows

how to tell a story convincingly—which is Miss Hurston’s cradle gift,

come to grips with motive fiction and social document fiction?’’ (Locke 18;

emphasis added). In a sense, though, by centering her collection on tales

that emerged from the domestic, leisure, and work spaces of her infor-

mants’ lives—by documenting their fluid social fiction—Hurston had

already met the complaints of her future critics head-on.



PART III
Populist Masquerade

While the people of the county found a new evening of 
pleasure in their New World, I strolled along wrapped in my 

envelope of Anglo-Saxon shyness and superiority. We had 
grabbed off everything, I thought, we owned it all—money, 

land, factories, shiny cars, nice houses—yet these people, 
confined to their shacks and their slums, really possessed 

America; they alone, of the pioneers who cleared the land, 
had learned how to enjoy themselves in this big, lonesome 

continent; they were the only full-blown Americans.
—Alan Lomax, 

The Land Where the Blues Began (1993) 
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Chapter 5.
‘‘Am I Laughing?’’:

Burlesque Incongruities of Genre, Gender,

and Audience in Preston Sturges’s

Sullivan’s Travels

People say that it is terrible to hear a man cry. I think it worse to hear a man

laugh.— nathanael west , The Dream Life of Balso Snell (1931)

Play the age as comedy if you want to get away with murder.

— james agee , ‘‘Review of The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek,’’

The Nation, 5 February 1944

In the many anecdotes about directors who would one day be great is the

story of Willie Wyler and John Huston. In the early thirties, they wanted

to make a film called The Forgotten Boys about the multitude of children

and teens riding the rails (Herman, Talent for Trouble, 109).∞ Though the

movie was never made, the filmmakers performed research for their

script by traveling as hobos through the train yards of Los Angeles and

the skid rows of Fresno and Bakersfield (Huston, Open Book, 60; Jacobs,

Christmas, 248). Allegedly, they spent several nights in a flophouse and

they were accompanied by a friend, a charismatic and talented screen-

writer by the name of Preston Sturges, who had recently joined the

Universal lot where Wyler worked.

While all three men would later have illustrious careers in film, Wyler

making The Little Foxes (1941) and Ben Hur (1959) and Huston making

The Maltese Falcon (1941) and The African Queen (1951), in the end, it was

Sturges who would parlay their research into his extraordinary Sullivan’s

Travels (1941), though not in the way it was originally intended. He based

the plot of Sullivan’s Travels not on the findings of Wyler’s and Huston’s

expedition but rather on the process through which the men obtained it,
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their populist impersonation of hobo life. Like Zora Neale Hurston

before him, Sturges adopted the frame story of Wyler’s and Huston’s

e√orts to collect and document ethnographic detail as his film’s point of

departure: its protagonist, a famous director of movie musicals, John L.

Sullivan (Joel McCrea), su√ers a pang of conscience and wants to make a

serious film about the ‘‘poor and needy’’ for ‘‘the poor and needy,’’ so he

dons tramp garb and goes out on the road to learn about being poor

(Henderson, Five Screenplays, 552–53). Somehow, Sullivan always ends

up back in Hollywood. Capitalizing on the promise of authenticity and

romance that initially led Wyler and Huston on their slumming mission,

Sturges’s film investigates, among other things, the belief that experience

is the truest basis for knowledge; the notion that poverty guarantees a

moral purity ironically available to those who can successfully pretend to

be poor; and the identification with a fugitive masculinity beyond the

reach of feminized consumer culture summed up in the phrase ‘‘hobo-

hemia,’’ a term made popular by Nels Anderson, of the Chicago School

of Sociology, in the 1920s (DePastino, Citizen Hobo, 61). These assump-

tions fit within the larger populist imaginary that fueled the 1930s mania

for classifying ‘‘authentic’’ groups and regions through the technology of

the collection.

If much of the ethnography and documentary asked where and how

the folk fit into the nation, from the o≈cial New Deal collecting en-

deavors to the work of Dorothea Lange and Richard Wright, Sturges like

Hurston turned the camera lens onto the spectator and asked just who it

was who wanted to see the folk in the form of the tramp and why. In

order to arrive at an answer, Sturges used his movie camera in the same

way that Hurston deployed her spyglass of anthropology, viewing the

spectator from both outside and inside. In a further echo of Hurston’s

tactics, Sturges adopted masquerade: as his protagonist Sullivan imper-

sonates a tramp, he inadvertently transforms himself from a director

into an audience member. Sturges hung his inquiry into spectatorship

on the question of genre: did the average moviegoer want to watch

romantic comedy, cartoons, Keystone chasers, melodrama, or social re-

alism? To frame it in the dichotomous terms through which the director

Sullivan, our protagonist, understands this dilemma, did audiences want

to see the slapstick antics of ‘‘the Tramp,’’ played by Charlie Chaplin, or

down-and-out dramatizations of the tramp in newsreels and films like
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Wild Boys of the Road (1933) and Girls of the Road (1940)?≤ As we see by

the film’s conclusion, there are no simple answers.

Sturges drew upon a motley array of cinematic genres in Sullivan’s

Travels to stage this inquiry, reveling in the anarchic possibilities of a

spectacular modernist hybridity. By the time he began to work on the

film for Paramount, he was well known for his play with madcap plots

and disparate storytelling modes and tones (Henderson 518). His pre-

vious films were all idiosyncratic screwball comedies, an already eclectic

genre born of the Depression ‘‘based upon the ‘boy meets girl’ formula—

gone ‘topsy turvy’ ’’: Sturges’s Christmas in July (1940) spoofs American

consumer culture; The Great McGinty (1940) condemns political corrup-

tion; and The Lady Eve (1941) satirizes social class (Gehring, Handbook,

105). On the heels of these successful comedies, Sturges could a√ord to

take a partial detour into the somber realm of thirties’ social realism. Yet

he also understood the risk he took in combining ‘‘deep-dish’’ drama

with farce, an unwieldy hybrid if ever there was one. During the editing

of Sullivan’s Travels, he reportedly told his fellow director Ernst Lubitsch,

‘‘It’s a combination of smart comedy, slapstick and serious drama with a

message. If it doesn’t jell correctly, it’s likely to be a big flop’’ (Spoto,

Madcap, 173). In spite of his fears, the film did not flop, at least in terms

of its critical reception: while early trade paper reviews ran from nega-

tive to positive, the response to the film’s o≈cial debut at the New

York Paramount Theater was ‘‘overwhelmingly favorable’’ (Jacobs 260).

Sturges’s gambit more or less paid o√ with the popular press and the

moviegoing public. The reviews were generally good and the film set a

sales record during its first week at the Paramount, and it stayed a Motion

Picture Herald box o≈ce champion for a month (262). As James Agee

would write a few years later in a 1944 film review of Sturges’s The

Miracle of Morgan’s Creek for Time magazine: ‘‘Sturges . . . has always

understood the liberating power of blending comedy with realism, wild

farce with cool intellect’’ (Agee on Film, 328).

In the decades since its release, Sullivan’s Travels has become some-

thing of a critic’s darling, regularly appearing on various ‘‘top 100’’ lists of

American cinema.≥ Yet popularity has not made the film a text of much

scholarly analysis. This may be due, in Sturges’s own admittance, to the

film’s uneven tone, its jumble of genres, or its apparently ham-and-eggs

message about the universality of laughter. Only in the last three decades
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have historians and political scientists such as Lawrence Levine, Kathleen

Moran and Michael Rogin, and Warren Susman argued for the film’s

significance within the context of the Depression.∂ They have demon-

strated its trenchant commentary on the aesthetic and political concerns

of the Popular Front, ‘‘the [alliance] of antifascist, pro–New Deal, pro-

labor . . . mental and manual workers, liberals, Socialists, and Commu-

nists’’ that emerged in the mid-1930s (Moran and Rogin, ‘‘What’s the

Matter,’’ 106). The film announces its satirical engagement with the Pop-

ular Front at the outset, when Sullivan claims that he wants to make a

serious film as an ‘‘answer to communists,’’ to show that ‘‘ ‘we’re not

ducking our head in the sand.’’ Out of all of the texts in my study, given

its filmic medium and its Hollywood origins, setting, and subject mat-

ter, Sullivan’s Travels constitutes the most direct negotiation—and meta-

negotiation—of the pivotal role of the culture industry in the ‘‘cultural

front,’’ Michael Denning’s term for the broad a≈liation of cultural work-

ers on the left who aligned themselves in their art and activism against

fascism (xiii–xx).

Taking up the metasubject of Sullivan’s Travels—a comedy director’s

frustrated desire to make meaningful films for his audience—scholars

have rightly suggested that the plot has implications not only for the

actual audience’s self-conscious experience as viewers but also for an

understanding of ‘‘audience’’ as a concept within the thirties.∑ Though

Sullivan thinks he already knows his audience, Sturges inquires after

their desire through his protagonist’s encounters with ‘‘the people,’’ not

only on the road but diegetically in the movie theater. This question

implies several others: which audiences constitute ‘‘the people’’? Do ‘‘the

people’’ want to see realist films about the folk in the form of the hobo?

In positing a viewing relationship between ‘‘the people’’ and the folk,

Sturges aligns himself with ethnographic projects such as the Federal

Writers’ Project’s American Guide Series and even more specific en-

deavors like Hurston’s Mules and Men. As federal folklorists and writers

marshaled together images, songs, and stories of the folk in the Guide

Series and other archives to ennoble ‘‘the people’’ and their sense of the

past, Sturges’s film would use vaudeville, burlesque, and silent-era slap-

stick comedy, humor associated with working-class audiences, for simi-

lar ends. In parsing the very subject formation of ‘‘the people’’ and the

folk as well as their purported desires, Sturges joins the satire of George
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Schuyler and Nathanael West. Sturges thus enters a key debate of the

period: Denning writes, ‘‘The question of ‘representing the people’—to

depict and speak for the people—lies at the center of the artistic and

intellectual works of the cultural front’’ (125).∏ Given the film’s engage-

ment with this debate, Moran and Rogin persuasively argue for Sullivan’s

Travel ’s eminence as ‘‘the last 1930s social protest film,’’ instead of Frank

Capra’s trilogy, Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936), Mr. Smith Goes to Wash-

ington (1939), and Meet John Doe (1941), films that ‘‘shared none of [the

Popular Front’s] political positions save the populism and founding-

father patriotism that would later sustain [Ronald] Reagan’’ (‘‘What’s

the Matter,’’ 111–12). By situating Sullivan’s Travels as a reigning clas-

sic of the Popular Front, Moran and Rogin introduce a convincing if

counterintuitive criterion through which to evaluate this exceedingly

slippery film.

Building upon this criterion, I explore how Sullivan’s Travels works

within the vein of modernist burlesque to reflect upon the central popu-

list concerns and dominant folk iconographies of the cultural front and

the New Deal. As I have suggested in previous chapters, modernist bur-

lesque was an aesthetic strategy often used by the literary Left to unmask

the authentic aura surrounding the nation’s most sacrosanct narratives

and protagonists, such as the bootstrap myth, the folk, and the self-made

man. When we understand the ways these ‘‘authentic’’ identities enact

particular gendered, raced, and classed scripts, we grasp their performa-

tive and ideological dimensions. For all that Sullivan’s Travels’ burlesque

overtly depends upon masquerade and performativity, critics have not

su≈ciently considered the film’s logic of impersonation, nor have they

attended to the particular gendered, raced, and classed contours of the

genres, identities, and audiences the film ‘‘puts on.’’ This chapter inter-

venes by examining the ways the film’s burlesque contrasts competing

configurations of genre and gender, ‘‘popular desire,’’ and spectatorship

through masquerade (Moran and Rogin 107). Masquerade is the vehicle

for the film’s burlesque. As the film cites rival populist arguments for

‘‘serious’’ and ‘‘escapist’’ films, as it transmogrifies from one genre to

another, as it quotes dominant folk iconographies in its visual field, and

as it invokes di√erent moviegoing audiences, it pushes these narrative

and cinematic elements into spectacular excess. The film’s masquerade

thus capitalizes on the hyperbolic energies of cross-dressing, one of bur-
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lesque’s and vaudeville’s most popular routines, paying tribute to the

entertainments Sturges sees as precursors to Hollywood’s best cinematic

farces, including his own (Rogin, Blackface, 29).

Every turn of the plot ushers in a change of genre, requiring first the

sartorial and then the social transformation of the film’s main charac-

ters. Put di√erently, within the film’s burlesque, as genre goes, so goes

gender, in concert with shifting formations of sexuality, race, and class.

As the film’s genres proliferate and hybridize, these formations are jum-

bled, yet their corresponding gender performances seem to exert a gravi-

tational pull toward heterosexual coupling.π The film swings from ro-

mantic comedy to gritty realism and back again, and Sullivan quite

literally follows suit, along with his sidekick, ‘‘the Girl’’ (Veronica Lake),

an unsuccessful Hollywood extra who accompanies him on his jour-

ney dressed as a teenage boy in similar hobo attire. As Sullivan travels

through di√erent Hollywood genres masquerading in various guises, he

undergoes a masculine transformation that also entails his education in

the ways of ‘‘proper’’ heterosexuality. His quest is supported by the Girl’s

overtly performative femininity. The Girl embodies the romantic com-

edy plot in contradistinction with the (homo)social realist, ‘‘go to jail’’

plot in which Sullivan finally attains ‘‘authentic’’ manhood—ironically,

a masculinity that renders him a suitable heterosexual companion for

the Girl and the film’s flimsy screwball ending. Indeed, the film radi-

cally conflates performances of genre and gender, to the degree that one

cannot talk about one aspect of the film’s identity without signaling

the other.

The film’s incessant masquerade both invokes and undermines the

‘‘authenticity’’ claims of its various genres and genders. It advances its

burlesque through an oscillation between masquerade and its failure:

more often than not, the film’s impersonations self-consciously fail,

a practice that results in ‘‘spectacular incongruities’’ instead (Brooks,

Bodies, 25).∫ The film fails to pass entirely as a romantic comedy or as a

work of social realism (a documentary, a social problem film, or a prison

exposé); the Girl fails to pass as a boy, in spite of her hobo drag; and

Sullivan may pass as a tramp within the film, but not with the actual

audience, until he su√ers amnesia and the plot takes a turn for the worse.

If neither the director, Sullivan, nor the actor, the Girl, can fully pass as

someone else, what ‘‘real’’ identities do they default to? How much of

their performance transforms their ‘‘true’’ identity? When Sullivan’s and
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the Girl’s disguises fail to work, their ‘‘true selves’’ are putatively revealed.

Yet, as we see time and again, in keeping with Hurston’s performative

authenticity, that ‘‘true’’ self is just as performed.

The film draws upon the incongruities of failed impersonation to

launch its commentary on popular desire and spectatorship as well. In a

general sense, the film ‘‘puts on’’ di√erent genres to explore their claims

of authenticity and prospective audiences. More specifically, in order for

Sullivan to develop a better understanding of his audience—both their

desires and their reality—he must impersonate them, finally becoming

a spectator himself. Filmed in the era in which Gallup polls were in-

vented and when talk of middlebrow and lowbrow tastes dominated

discussions of mass consumer culture among intellectuals and investors

alike, Sturges was more than familiar with the film industry’s fulmina-

tions about its product in terms of distinct and overlapping audiences. In

Sturges’s representations of people attending the movies, he posits many

di√erent audiences for di√erent types of films: the people who flock to

melodramas are not necessarily the same people who clamor for car-

toons. This di√erence extends to Sullivan’s Travels itself. In order to

distinguish between the audiences Sturges depicts within the film and

the film’s actual audiences, I alternate between third-person descriptions

of the diegetic audience and the first-person plural, ‘‘we,’’ to indicate the

implied viewing audience. If the moviegoers shown in the film somehow

impersonate or stand in for us, the actual audience, there are limits to

this performance.

Given the film’s failed impersonations and its critique of authenticity,

how do we determine the film’s genre by the end—is it really a screwball

comedy, a social protest film, or something else? As the film stages and

critiques each genre, it self-consciously rejects the popular iconography

of white su√ering prevalent in the most lauded populist films of the late

thirties and early forties, such as John Ford’s The Grapes of Wrath (1940)

and Capra’s populist trilogy, a move that should establish its impor-

tance in contemporary discussions of cultural front cinema. Through

the transport of masquerade, Sullivan’s Travels instead invokes a more

radical iconography of interracial populism, especially in its envisioning

of the collective parameters of spectatorship. Of course, given the film’s

relentless burlesque and its potential cynicism, it is di≈cult to know if we

are supposed to take this seriously. Sturges’s own politics were hardly

progressive. His biographer, Diane Jacobs, asserts that he ‘‘joined noth-
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ing and sided with no one,’’ not only declining membership in the Screen

Writers Guild and the Screen Directors Guild, to which most of his

friends belonged, but also the more conservative union, Screen Play-

wrights (183, 245).

Nevertheless, Sturges’s film takes up the ‘‘impious rebellion’’ of the

Hollywood cultural front, shaped by screenwriters such as West, Dalton

Trumbo, John Lawson, and Horace McCoy (Burke, Philosophy, 62; Den-

ning, Cultural Front, 255–56).Ω In its modernist burlesque, Sullivan’s

Travels harnesses the force of hybridity made spectacular. At times, the

film’s hybrid mergings resemble what Denning calls the ‘‘proletarian

grotesque,’’ a central trope of the cultural front. The proletarian gro-

tesque deploys the logic of the oxymoron and its ‘‘contradictory fusions’’

in an attempt ‘‘to wrench us out of the repose and distance of the

‘aesthetic’ ’’ (118, 122–23). Denning draws upon the literary critic Ken-

neth Burke’s theorization of the grotesque as the expressive form most

appropriate to times of crisis and transformation, a powerful figuration

of the period’s contradictions wherein ‘‘the perception of discordancies

is perceived without smile or laughter’’ (qtd. in Cultural Front, 122). The

proletarian grotesque obviates the refuge of aesthetic distance for its

audience by directing the anti-aesthetic energies of Dada and surrealism

toward plebeian subjects most often associated with social realism.

The structural hybridity of Sullivan’s Travels conforms to the logic of

the oxymoron, yet the tenor of its contradictions fall along a spectrum,

from the proletarian grotesque’s ‘‘contradictory fusions’’ to modernist

burlesque’s ‘‘extravagant incongruities,’’ to borrow another term from

Burke. Often, the film’s modernist burlesque creates a relation of ‘‘ex-

travagant incongruities,’’ one that elicits a self-conscious stance of critical

distance and political commitment, instead of ‘‘aesthetic distance’’ or its

seeming opposite, a liberal politics of sentimental empathy (Burke, Phi-

losophy, 352).∞≠ With regard to Sullivan’s Travels’ use of opposing genres,

its staging of failed masquerade, and its discordant depictions of audi-

ences who may or may not approximate the film’s actual audience, the

film does not ‘‘jell,’’ as Sturges wanted it to. Rather, it ‘‘flops,’’ but in the

most provocative of ways, creating an extravagantly incongruous view-

ing experience for the audience, one at times diametrically opposed to

the audiences depicted on screen, one at times ‘‘wholly grim’’ (Burke

352). Following West’s assertion that it is ‘‘terrible to hear a man cry’’ but
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‘‘worse to hear a man laugh,’’ Sturges opens up the possibility that laugh-

ter may not signify humor but its opposite.

Sullivan’s Travels galvanizes a riotous dialectic between humor and the

grotesque, the conservative and the revolutionary. On one level, in the

vein of the proletarian grotesque, the film invokes contradictory fusions

in its merging of Sullivan with his fellow convicts in the celebrated

‘‘laughter scene,’’ in its marrying of its ex-con hero to a romantic comedy

heroine, and in its blending of the middlebrow audience with the masses

in its conclusion. On another level, in the vein of modernist burlesque,

the film is a dizzying spiral of incongruous hybrids: it throws melodrama

against farce, documentary against slapstick, romance against the prison

exposé; it contrasts the audience’s responses on screen with those of its

actual audience; and, perhaps least surprisingly, it flanks comedy with

tragedy (Denning 123). By the film’s conclusion, Sturges has ironically

resuscitated screwball comedy through its deployment of the cultural

front’s aesthetic strategies, its iconography of working-class masculinity

and its vision of interracial populism.

if ever a plot needed a twist

The structure of Sullivan’s Travels imitates that of Jonathan Swift’s fa-

mous Gulliver’s Travels (1726): like that classic work of satire, the film

traces four journeys; in each, Sturges invokes a di√erent set of genres that

further Sullivan’s pending transformation (Moran and Rogin 118). What

becomes clear in a summary of the film’s convoluted and episodic plot is

the degree to which Sturges both adopts and then jettisons the most

popular genres of the era and the way he limns the vaudeville tradition

for his ethos of burlesque masquerade throughout.∞∞ A strategy of im-

personation, both in terms of narrative- and self-presentation, facilitates

the film’s performative antics but also, paradoxically, guarantees the life

experience—the ‘‘reality’’—for which Sullivan so desperately searches

(Butler, ‘‘Performative Acts,’’ 278). By virtue of Sullivan’s own self-

conscious impersonation or by the film’s contortions of plot, his experi-

ences on the road are ‘‘real only to the extent that [they] are performed’’

(278). As we shall see, Sullivan’s journeys are initiated by his personal

quest to attain the ‘‘authentic’’ masculinity of the fugitive hobo, an en-
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deavor that only illustrates by the film’s end that all masculinities are

profoundly performative.

The first journey is comprised of slapstick set pieces and the begin-

nings of the screwball plot. Of course, it reverses the usual class trajectory

of the form. Instead of the common man being propelled into wealth

through intentional disguise or a case of mistaken identity—as in Ernst

Lubitsch’s Trouble in Paradise (1932); Mitchell Leisen’s Easy Living (1937),

for which Sturges wrote the screenplay; and some of Sturges’s other

films, such as The Lady Eve (1941) and The Palm Beach Story (1942)—

Sullivan camouflages himself to purposefully enter a lower social class.

Sullivan is tailed by a large studio-sponsored land yacht that he tries to

elude by hitching a ride with a zany youngster. A lengthy car chase

ensues. After agreeing to meet up with his handlers in Las Vegas in two

weeks’ time, he shacks up with a widow and her prudish spinster sister in

exchange for manual labor. He escapes their flirtatious attentions in the

back of a truck only to discover that it is bound for Hollywood. It drops

him o√ at a diner, where he first encounters the Girl. By way of a false

arrest, Sullivan and the Girl end up at his Hollywood manse.∞≤

In the second journey, he sets out again, this time with the Girl in tow.

Her presence consolidates the romantic comedy plot and introduces a

bit of melodrama as well. Just as important, her outrageously perfor-

mative self-presentation props up his unstable masculinity, making it

appear more secure. They ride the rails to Las Vegas, where they meet up

with the waiting land yacht. Sullivan contracts the flu and, once more,

they return to Hollywood. The third journey consists of a silent mon-

tage, the closest the film ever actually comes to deploying the visual codes

of documentary. This segment merges comedy, melodrama, romance,

and realism as we watch Sullivan and the Girl wait in bread lines, sleep in

a flophouse, attend a Salvation Army mission service, and contemplate

eating food from a garbage can (Harvey, Romantic Comedy, 592). Em-

boldened by his adventures, Sullivan dresses up one more time in his

bedraggled costume and distributes five-dollar bills to the poor to thank

them for his education. But the film’s school of hard knocks has saved the

sucker punch for last. A tramp knocks Sullivan unconscious, taking his

money. The tramp runs away, only to be struck and killed by an oncom-

ing train. He is deemed to be Sullivan, tragically killed in his high mo-

ment of philanthropy. The real Sullivan awakens the next day with a mild

case of amnesia and gets into a fight with the Yard Bull, a railroad police
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o≈cer, at the rail yard. Unrecognizable to the law and himself, Sullivan is

sentenced to six years of hard labor somewhere in the South.

So begins his fourth and final journey, as the film becomes a quasi-

realist exposé of grim prison life in the vein of I Am a Fugitive from a

Chain Gang (1932). Sullivan labors on the chain gang and joins the other

prisoners for their weekly privilege of attending a screening of cartoons

at a nearby black Baptist church. In the film’s most famous scene, Sul-

livan finds himself overcome by riotous laughter alongside his convulsed

fellow convicts. This life-changing experience paves the way for Sullivan

to join the Girl, a character who in many ways represents the desires of

an audience he courts by the film’s end. Eventually, Sullivan schemes his

way to freedom by claiming to be the murderer of the famous director

John L. Sullivan, a confession that lands his picture on the front page of

national newspapers, where the studio executives discover him. While all

of these journeys eventually lead back to Hollywood, the last finally

accomplishes the edification necessary for Sullivan’s masculine, hetero-

sexual transformation.

no matter where i start out for, i always end
up right back here in hollywood

The first scenes of Sullivan’s Travels frame the film’s investigation of genre

and audience in relation to notions of authenticity. As the film intro-

duces its main players, it asks its primary questions: Which genres and

which subjects appeal to which audiences—does the middlebrow movie-

going public really prefer musicals, and do the communists in the music

halls really prefer social problem films? Do people who have su√ered

economic deprivation want to see su√ering on the screen, or do they

desire escapist fantasy instead? Which genres and which audiences are

the most ‘‘authentic’’ within the populist rhetoric of the period? And

who can make these films—do you have to have experienced trouble to

accurately depict it? Each of these questions turns on prevailing ideas of

audience desire, authentic experience, and realist depiction. In particu-

lar, these questions dovetail with many of the arguments and assump-

tions of the New Deal’s cultural projects in their attempts to represent

the folk through a practice of documentary.

Predictably, the film begins with the Paramount logo. The camera
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5. The film

Sullivan’s Travels

masquerades as a

book. Sullivan’s

Travels, dir.

Preston Sturges

(Paramount, 1941).

slowly pans back, revealing the logo to be, in actuality, a seal that fastens a

white wrapped package. A manicured woman’s hand opens the parcel to

reveal the cover of a picture book bearing the film’s title alongside an

illustration of a hobo couple (in the likeness of Joel McCrea and Veronica

Lake), the man walking with a bindle stick in tow, his arm resting on the

shoulders of his female companion as they look past us into the distance.

They are surrounded by tiny, ankle-high figures of people dressed in

similarly tattered clothes, an obvious allusion to Swift’s Lilliputians in

Gulliver’s Travels. The credits roll with each turn of the book’s pages,

ending with a dedication: ‘‘To the memory of those who made us laugh:

the motley mountebanks, the clowns, the bu√oons, in all times and in all

nations, whose e√orts have lightened our burden a little, this picture is

a√ectionately dedicated.’’ The film’s visual reference to the book form in

its title sequence self-consciously heightens the audience’s awareness of

the fact that this is a mediated representation—we are watching a film

masquerading as a book. The sequence also locates the film’s origins

within two significant comic traditions, Swiftian satire and the more

recent conventions of burlesque, vaudeville, and slapstick, from which

Sturges adopts his method of masquerade. Given Sturges’s reputation as

Hollywood’s next comic genius in line with Ernst Lubitsch, this opening

rings more than a little self-congratulatory. At the very least, it justifies

the value of escapist comedy over other popular filmic genres, an opin-

ion that will become more explicit by the movie’s conclusion.

After the credits, the film commences with the image of a train as it

ominously barrels into the frame from left to right in a reference to the

Lumière brothers’ Arrival of a Train at the Station (1895), an ‘‘actuality’’
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film, one of the first films screened in public and one of the first primi-

tive documentaries.∞≥ The film then cuts to a prolonged chase scene

involving two men—one wearing a ripped sweater (Labor), the other, a

suit (Capital)—on the top of a moving freight car in pitch black night. As

the train passes over a bridge, the well-dressed man shoots the other man

and they stagger about, finally plunging into the water below, gripped in

a death lock. ‘‘The End’’ floats up to the water’s surface with a tragic swell

of the film score. Until this moment, we’ve been unaware that we are

watching a film-within-the-film. Cut to a screening room in Hollywood,

where three men argue about the film they have just viewed. Sullivan has

shown this film to his producers, Mr. Hadrian (Porter Hall) and Mr.

Lebrand (Robert Warwick), in hopes of persuading them to support a

like-minded project of his own to be called O Brother, Where Art Thou?

authored by one Sinclair Beckstein, a name that is obviously an amal-

gamation of the famed social realists Upton Sinclair, Sinclair Lewis, and

John Steinbeck.

sullivan : You see? You see the symbolism of it? Capital and labor destroy

each other. It teaches a lesson, a moral lesson. It has social significance. I

want this picture to be a commentary on modern conditions, stark real-

ism, the problems that confront the average man. . . .

lebrand : But with a little sex in it. . . .

sullivan : A little, but I don’t want to stress it. . . . I want this picture to be a

document. I want to hold a mirror up to life. I want this to be a picture of

dignity, a true canvass of the su√ering of humanity.

Sullivan expresses his desire to make a serious film by invoking clichés

about documentary. By suggesting that realism is the most expedient

form for depicting the fight between ‘‘capital and labor,’’ he empha-

sizes the progressive and reformist aims most often associated the genre.

When he points to the film’s symbolic characterizations, the drama of

capitalism demonstrated through a physical confrontation between a

rich man and a poor man, he ensures that we grasp a tension within the

genre between its often didactic narrative types and its more complex

‘‘real’’ subjects. Throughout the scene, Sullivan insists that ‘‘socially sig-

nificant’’ art must realistically depict the average man’s plight within

capitalism through visual mimesis.

By 1941, the iconography of the social problem film is so familiar

that Sturges can burlesque it by citing its central attributes and claims
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through his protagonist, Sullivan. The humor of the scene depends upon

the audience’s ability to discern the di√erence between genres, between

ludicrous action sequences and sentimental documentary depictions.

Sullivan rants about the weightiness of this kind of fictional documen-

tary: he wants his picture to ‘‘realize the potentialities of film as the

sociological and artistic medium that it is.’’ From the short clip we have

witnessed alongside his producers, Sullivan’s exemplar hardly resembles

the realist portrait he describes. With the first shot of the train, we think

we are watching the real movie, (not a film-within-a-film) and it is . . . a

high-wire thriller. It is a set up. In its very failure to meet the conventions

of documentary though, the film-within-the-film unmasks that genre’s

foundational paradox, its bid to represent reality as if  it was unmediated.

This scene shows documentary to be a narrative construction with famil-

iar tropes and images, much like comedy or melodrama. What we have

just seen does not conform to documentary convention. In a more subtle

sense, the artifice of the film-within-the-film establishes the surrounding

scenes between Sullivan and his producers as relatively ‘‘real.’’ What we

are seeing, then, is an insider’s view of behind-the-scenes Hollywood,

similar to the back lot musical plot, nothing less than a satirical ‘‘docu-

ment’’ of the motion picture industry itself.

The debate between the producers and Sullivan about the value of

social realism turns on the question of the audience’s desires (and, for

the studio, their money). After the screening, the producers urge him to

make ‘‘nice musicals’’ because the moviegoing public ‘‘might like to

forget’’ the troubled state of the world. Disgusted by the film Sullivan has

screened, Hadrian implores, ‘‘Who wants to see that kind of stu√? It gives

me the creeps.’’ Sullivan insists the film was held over a fifth week in the

music halls, to which Hadrian replies, ‘‘Who goes to the music halls?

Communists!’’ After the producers mention that the film flopped in

Pittsburgh (not coincidentally, the capital of steel production), Sullivan

quips, ‘‘If they knew what they liked, they wouldn’t live in Pittsburgh. If

you pander to the public, we’d still be in the horse age. . . . We’d still be

making Keystone chasers, bathing beauties, custard pie.’’ Lebrand, the

other producer, mutters, ‘‘And a fortune.’’ In this absurd battle between

capital (the executive producers) and labor (the film director), a faint

echo of the fight on the train, the irony is laid on thick.

A drama of capital and labor haunts Sullivan’s Travels throughout.∞∂ In

a meta sense, it’s di≈cult not to view Sullivan as a stand-in for Sturges,
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given the fact that Sturges made the film on the heels of his runaway hit

in the previous year, The Lady Eve, a romantic comedy no less (Jacobs,

Christmas, 165; Harvey 583). More to the point, when Sturges was shoot-

ing Sullivan’s Travels, he increasingly wrangled with the new head of

production at Paramount, Buddy DeSylva, a producer with little feel for

satire and even less tolerance for film as an artistic medium (Jacobs 245–

61). These biographical factors in combination with the film’s insistence

that there is no outside beyond Hollywood—masquerade is all there is—

may be read as a sign of Sturges’s criticism of the insularity of the studio

system, even though he thrived within it. Before its conclusion, Sturges’s

film will deliver us key elements of all of the filmic genres Sullivan

dismisses by name in this exchange: slapstick set pieces such as a pro-

tracted car chase, a pratfall into a swimming pool, a pie in the black

cook’s face (custard-pie shtick meets whiteface), among others. Perhaps

the most interesting aspect of this volley is its delineation of several

distinct moviegoing audiences, the ‘‘nice musical’’ crowd versus the com-

mies at the music hall. These distinct conceptions of ‘‘the people’’ illumi-

nate the tension between contrary populist rhetorics that comprised the

New Deal era (Denning 263).

Of course, we must ask how the actual audience is interpellated into the

scene, for as the film theorist Christopher Ames aptly suggests, the film-

within-the-film ‘‘makes us the audience and then ironically pulls back to

reveal an insider’s argument about what audiences want’’ (91). It is di≈-

cult to know how to locate ourselves in this debate among film industry

insiders—given the typical narrative contract between protagonist and

viewer, the viewer’s sympathies may lie with Sullivan, even if he seems

naive.∞∑ However, this is complicated by Sullivan’s flouting of his public,

and by implication, his audience. As for the desires of the audience,

described in this scene, it is either the mainstream, middlebrow public

who doesn’t know what it wants or an apparently minority communist

faction interested only in socially conscious films.∞∏ In the spirit of Hurs-

ton’s performative ethnographies and Schuyler’s and West’s incendiary

burlesques, each of which implicates their readers, the film has put its

audience on notice, making us aware, once again, of our own habits of

consumption, particularly our press for certain generic conventions.

The film makes us self-conscious about our spectatorship in tandem

with Sullivan’s increasing self-scrutiny regarding his own social position

vis-à-vis the ‘‘trouble’’ he means to capture in his next film. For, if his
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cinematic exemplar of labor and capital hardly meets the narrative crite-

rion for social realism, his producers point out that he himself is lacking

authentic knowledge about the human su√ering of the ‘‘average man.’’

As they fabricate hardscrabble stories of their youth, they badger him

with questions—‘‘What do you know about trouble? . . . You want to

make a picture about garbage cans. What do you know about garbage

cans? When did you eat your last meal out of one? You want to grind

10,000 feet of hard luck and all I’m asking you is, what do you know

about hard luck?’’∞π Sullivan grudgingly concedes that he has grown up

with a ‘‘silver spoon’’ and ‘‘doesn’t have any idea what [trouble] is.’’ On

the spot, he devises a plan to make up for this deficit: he will take a leave

of absence and go undercover as a tramp to investigate trouble: ‘‘It may

take one week, one month or one year. I don’t know where I’m going but

I’m not coming back until I know what trouble is.’’ Sullivan thus plays

out a particular ‘‘model of class relations’’—cross-class impersonation—

to rectify his ‘‘crisis of cultural authority’’ (Schocket, ‘‘Undercover,’’ 121;

Lears, No Place, 1). Eric Schocket writes, ‘‘Working-class impersona-

tion . . . [o√ered a means by which] a middle-class ‘lack’ [was] fulfilled

through lower-class ‘experience,’ bourgeois ennui cured by way of pro-

letarian pain’’ (121). In the case of Sullivan’s Travels, it is not just the

protagonist’s ‘‘cultural authority’’ at stake here but his masculine author-

ity. He is uninitiated in the hard-boiled ways of the world compared

to his producers, with their fictitious stories of Alger-like escapades in

moral luck and pluck. In his producers’ parlance, Sullivan is by turns a

‘‘gentleman,’’ a ‘‘genius,’’ and a ‘‘bonehead.’’ Whichever the designation,

he doesn’t ‘‘know about trouble.’’ By insisting that he must ‘‘find out for

himself,’’ Sullivan upholds a timeworn romantic notion about the cre-

ative process, that artists only produce powerful, ‘‘authentic’’ work when

it is based upon their lived experiences.

This belief is immediately sent up by the introduction of the first

woman in the film, who interrupts the telos of social realism in the plot,

bringing it back to romantic comedy or, more accurately, comedy about

the failure of romance. It is no accident that at this juncture, right as

Sullivan’s masculinity has been called into question, just as he carefully

selects his hobo outfit from clothes taken from the studio’s wardrobe

department, he is disrupted by a phone call from his estranged wife,

referred to as ‘‘Mrs. Sullivan’’ (Jan Buckingham) or, alternately, ‘‘the

Panther Woman,’’ who inquires after the regular monthly check that
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funds her lavish lifestyle.∞∫ From what we witness of Sullivan’s rancorous

matrimonial situation, he is hardly experienced in the ways of love, yet in

spite of this lack of personal knowledge, he is a successful director of ro-

mantic comedies. (In his personal life, he knows the rancor without the

resolution of happy union guaranteed within the genre.) Thus, the prem-

ise of his journey, the insistence upon a direct correlation between ontol-

ogy and epistemology summed up in the edict that ‘‘you write what you

know’’—that one must experience trouble (or romance) to be able to rep-

resent it authentically—is already rendered ridiculous. At the same time,

this scene absurdly enacts the producer’s mandate that stark realism be

made seductive by including ‘‘a little sex in it.’’ In broader terms, the

Panther Woman’s interruption signals the incursion of screwball comedy

and heterosexual (dis)union into the unfolding plot of social realism and

it solidifies Sullivan’s identification with the fugitive masculinity of the

tramp, unencumbered by the world of feminized consumption.

This scene makes explicit the masculine and heterosexual contours of

Sullivan’s quest. Paula Rabinowitz observes, ‘‘During the 1930s, class

struggle in the United States was metaphorically engendered through a

discourse that re-presented class conflict through the language of sexual

di√erence. The prevailing verbal and visual imagery reveled in an ex-

cessively masculine and virile proletariat poised to struggle against the

e√eminate and decadent bourgeoisie. Thus the potentially revolutionary

struggles of the working class were recontained within the framework of

the eternal battle between the sexes found in domestic fiction’’ (Labor, 8).

Sullivan’s Travels overtly stages this gendered and classed imagery against

the backdrop of the battle of the sexes: the very scene of Sullivan’s
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working-class transformation is momentarily stymied by the demands

of his spoiled and estranged bourgeois wife.

Sullivan’s interaction with the hyperbolic Panther Woman, while mo-

mentarily deflecting the focus from him, calls attention to the gendered

performances already under way in the film. The entire opening ex-

change between Sullivan and the producers is shot in one take (Jacobs

256–57). The e√ect of this camera work is to create a manic, hot-house

energy between the men as they wrangle, pacing back and forth in the

studio o≈ce. In the next scene, Sullivan is again surrounded, but this

time by his two butlers in close proximity as they help him dress up as a

hobo in his swank bedroom. Soon they are joined by three handlers from

the studio. Sullivan is constantly encircled by male caretakers making a

fuss over him, a fact that lends him a certain vulnerability. Sullivan

remarks, ‘‘You’d think I was a child.’’ While he isn’t exactly depicted as an

e√ete mollycoddle, when his producers describe him as a precocious

genius and a ‘‘gentleman,’’ they underscore his heretofore sheltered exis-

tence. Through the support of social and economic institutions such as

his well-to-do family, boarding school, college, and the studio, Sullivan

has always prospered: he has never had to be self-reliant. As Brian Hen-

derson observes, ‘‘No matter how unlikely Joel McCrea may be as a

director of comedy, the stolidity and smugness he brings to the role

e√ectively project that freedom from anxiety and fear of failure that

Sturges sees in Sullivan’’ (522). According to a masculinist narrative of

bootstrap success, he su√ers from a naive sense of the world and his

privileged place within it.

For Sullivan, then, the journey he undertakes ultimately promises to

be life-altering regarding the intertwined categories of vocation and

masculinity; he ‘‘[goes] forth . . . in search of a deferred masculinity,

which is dressed in the guise of experiential authority and Arcadian

authenticity’’ (Schocket, ‘‘Undercover,’’ 122). He adopts the iconic, itiner-

ant white masculinity of the hobo, the manly, wandering worker bereft

of permanent employment and uninterested in accumulation and ac-

quisition, a figure whose very presence agitates for social change (De-

Pastino, Citizen Hobo, 68–69).∞Ω Sullivan’s Travels merges the hobo and

the tramp as one, appropriating the wayward qualities that these ‘‘popu-

list outsider’’ types seem to share (211). According to Ben Reitman, the

preeminent historian and hobo, who was connected to the Chicago

School of Sociology in the 1920s and 1930s: ‘‘There are three types of the
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genus vagrant, the hobo, the tramp and the bum. The hobo works and

wanders, the tramp dreams and wanders and the bum drinks and wan-

ders’’ (qtd. in McCallum, ‘‘The Tramp,’’ para. 5). The hobo, who occupies

‘‘the top of a homeless hierarchy,’’ is seemingly emasculated by capital-

ism, at once a sign of its ostensible failure and its true inner workings, its

need for a ‘‘cheap and flexible labor force’’ (DePastino 65, 58). However,

in his self-su≈ciency, in the brotherhood of the road, and in the counter-

culture and folkways of ‘‘the jungle’’ romanticized in dime novels, blues

songs, and films, the hobo gains a compensatory atavistic masculinity

seemingly outside of the bourgeois, feminized strictures of commercial

capitalism (81). With his class ‘‘pass’’ downward, Sullivan aims to acquire

the masculinity of hobohemia. At the same time, he enacts one of the

central anxieties of the Depression for those in power, that they might

descend the ladder of social class (Moran and Rogin 121).≤≠ Given the

comedic tone of the film thus far, alongside the familiar ‘‘slumming’’

pretense for Sullivan’s hobo drag, we have fair reason to expect that his

privilege will be restored in the end.

where’s the girl fit into the picture?

Notably, in commentary about the film, Lake’s performance comes in for

criticism and the Girl is often dismissed as a superfluous character.

The film historian James Harvey suggests that ‘‘in the logic of the mate-

rial [the Girl] seems dispensable. . . . [H]er extraneousness may have

something to do with the fact that she is rather half-heartedly executed,

less interestingly written and played than most of Sturges’s other hero-

ines’’ (584–85). In a similar vein, Moran and Rogin describe how ‘‘the

romance that drives this film is Sully’s with the people, not with the

(unnamed) Girl’’ (119).≤∞ Yet there is a sense in which the Girl stands in

for the people, a point to which my argument will return. She is certainly

pivotal to the film’s construction of Sullivan’s masculinity and hetero-

sexuality. Indeed, the Girl is only superfluous in an appraisal that ignores

the masquerade, masculine quest, and marriage plot that organizes Sul-

livan’s Travels.

The plot of Sullivan’s Travels is fueled by a logic of masquerade em-

braced at an ironic distance, self-consciously performed as a burlesque of

social realism, like Schuyler’s burlesque of racial passing and West’s bur-
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lesque of the myth of upward class mobility. Sturges’s protagonists, male

and female, are never far from masquerade. As many critics have re-

marked, if the concept of masquerade frees us from essentializing dis-

courses of sexuality, it does not provide an altogether liberating mode of

free play for its subjects. Rather, it is the mechanism by which power and

its real material e√ects are produced (Doane, Femmes, 38). With this

caveat in mind, when Sullivan puts on the clothes of a tramp, in this

cross-class impersonation, he ‘‘puts on’’ a visibly marginalized, white,

working-class masculinity. Within this guise, he is more vulnerable to the

overtures of the middle-class women he encounters. In a more abstract

sense, the very fact of his tramp drag threatens to render him less ‘‘au-

thentically’’ masculine—he is a pretender. However, he is protected by the

Girl. As the screwball comedienne, her outrageous performances of femi-

ninity compensate for his performative masculinity. She appears to be the

far more theatrical of the two. Her performance comments upon the

authenticity that Sullivan so doggedly pursues. The failure of her mas-

querade either consolidates a prior authentic identity—she can’t pass as a

boy because she is really girl—or masquerade is all there is, constituting a

kind of radically performative authenticity. In the latter interpretation,

there is no ‘‘real’’ prior, beyond or external to masquerade—she cannot

pass as a boy only because she passes so well as a girl. In either case, the

Girl most actively shores up normative gender and sexual identity in the

film. The armature of the film rests on the Girl’s capacity to endlessly play

di√erent supporting roles that prop up Sullivan’s hetero-masculinity-

in-flux.

Two scenes in Sullivan’s initial journey illustrate his newly vulnerable

social status as a working-class man vis-à-vis women. The first scene

occurs when he seeks work from two middle-aged sisters in exchange for

room and board. It begins with an aerial shot of Sullivan, shirtless and

sweaty, chopping wood, surrounded by clucking hens. Gazing upon him

from her second-story bedroom window, the widow Miz Ze≈e (Esther

Howard) coyly interrupts—‘‘Yoo-hoo! Don’t get too tired!’’—to which he

vigorously swings his axe and replies testily, ‘‘Yes, Ma’am.’’ The establish-

ing shot eroticizes his laboring body, as we momentarily share the wid-

ow’s perspective. The humor lies in Sullivan’s compromised position,

emphasized by the cinematography: in order to pass as a tramp, he is

beholden to the peeping widow. She pointedly asks her spinster sister

Ursula (Almira Sessions), ‘‘Did you notice his torso?’’≤≤ As revealed in his
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profound discomfort, up until this point he has been shielded from the

processes of commodification and public embodiment to which minori-

tized subjects are vulnerable.≤≥ (As a film director, he has been the disem-

bodied agent of commodification, but never its object.) And yet, in

another sense, the shot of Sullivan’s bare chest reinforces his masculinity

as relatively natural and nonperformative, inexorably tied to his male

body, recalling the populist imagery of the autonomous, muscle-bound

worker promoted in the New Deal wpa murals and the Farm Security

Administration photographic archive (Halberstam, Female Masculinity,

234). This situation echoes Sullivan’s earlier communication with his

wife, suggesting that counter to Sullivan’s visions of manly freedom on

the road, he remains hemmed in by economically and sexually ava-

ricious women. Once more, a woman gets in the way of his work.

This pattern repeats itself with a crucial di√erence in his first run-in

with the Girl, whom Sullivan meets in a Hollywood diner after escaping

the overly solicitous widow. With his entrance into the diner, the musical

score turns sweet, announcing the o≈cial arrival of the romantic com-

edy plot via the Girl. He sits and orders a cup of co√ee and donut, to

which a woman says in a sultry command, her back to the camera, ‘‘Give

him some ham and eggs.’’ He protests, ‘‘That’s very kind of you, sister . . .

a sinker and a cup of co√ee will fix me up fine,’’ but she turns to him and

insists, ‘‘Don’t be a sucker. Give him some ham and eggs. The way I’m

fixed, thirty-five cents isn’t going to make a di√erence.’’ She is glamorous,

dressed in evening clothes, looking every inch the star, in marked con-

trast to Sullivan’s torn attire and gru√ facade. She o√ers him a cigarette.

In spite of their disparate appearances, their common use of street slang
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unites them. (We assume that Sullivan has taken a lesson from the mov-

ies.) But when Sullivan starts to expound upon these ‘‘troublous times,’’

she quips, ‘‘Drink your co√ee,’’ and, when he takes too personal an

interest in her Hollywood hardships, she retorts, ‘‘Say, who’s being sorry

for whom? Am I buying you the eggs or are you buying me the eggs?’’ She

explains, ‘‘You know the nice thing about buying a man food is you don’t

have to laugh at his jokes. Just think, if you were a big casting director or

something, I’d be staring into your bridgework saying ‘Yes, Mr. Smear-

kase. No, Mr. Smearkase. Not really, Mr. Smearkase. Oh, Mr. Smear-

kase . . . that’s my knee!’ ’’ Like the prior scene with the sister pair, we

witness a reversal of bourgeois gender roles due to the fact that the Girl

apparently has more money than Sullivan, though in this case, crucially,

she asks for little in return other than taking pleasure in this (momen-

tary) reversal. Because of her relative economic privilege and the power

she gains from her charity, she doesn’t have to put on an act for him. In

fact, she can tell him what to do, even direct him to be quiet. This scene

playfully illuminates the fact that empathy is always about relational

power: it skirts a fragile line between caring and condescension. Echoing

West’s denunciation of a liberal politics of empathy and foreshadowing

the film’s own critique, this scene implicates its viewers and their atti-

tudes toward the nation’s folk, its poor and dispossessed, the primary

subjects of the era’s documentary.

In her self-conscious ‘‘Mr. Smearkase’’ routine, the Girl burlesques

conventional modes of femininity, showing them to be calculated per-

formances produced within the Hollywood culture industry. And, much

like the e√ect of the film-within-the-film at the outset of Sullivan’s Trav-

els, her overt quotation of the complicit ingénue-act establishes the rela-

tive authenticity of her actions. The Girl’s theatrical performance of an

aspiring starlet sustains the fiction that there is, indeed, a prior, genuine

womanliness ‘‘masked by [such] masquerade.’’≤∂ Yet, in her response to

Sullivan’s question ‘‘Can you act?,’’ she alludes to her real life as a kind of

performance as well, sarcastically replying, ‘‘My next act will be an im-

personation of a young lady going home . . . on the thumb.’’ We know

from the trajectory of the plot that the Girl, if a failed extra now, will

become a star; she accomplishes this, in part, by joining in Sullivan’s

impersonation, dressing as his male hobo companion. Hence, she is an

actor through and through, versed in a variety of gender performances,

including queer male companion and heterosexual fiancée. Echoing
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8. The Girl and Sullivan

encounter each other in

the diner: ‘‘Give him

some ham and eggs.’’

Hurston’s claims regarding the authentically dramatic nature of ‘‘negro

expression,’’ what is most authentic about the Girl is her ability and

propensity to perform—her performative authenticity.

In contrast with the Girl’s stagey self-presentation, Sullivan sustains

the role of tramp, pulling o√ his ‘‘class pass’’ throughout their meeting in

the diner.≤∑ In comparison with the Girl’s gag about how she would

behave if he were a man of power and connections, a joke that demon-

strates her usual subservient and inauthentic position in such encoun-

ters, his performance is a show of privilege. He elects to play the part for

the purpose of research rather than material need, proving his butler’s

point, ‘‘The poor know all about poverty and only the morbid rich

would find the topic glamorous.’’ This is why she justifiably pushes Sul-

livan into his enormous swimming pool after she discovers his real

persona. (To her chagrin, she has bought breakfast for a man in a social

position akin not to the fictional Mr. Smearkase, but rather to Mr.

Smearkase’s boss.) If the diner scene establishes the authentically perfor-

mative appeal of the Girl, it also demonstrates the fact that Sullivan

passes as a tramp diegetically—both the sisters and the Girl, at least

initially, are unsuspecting of his guise. The incongruity between their

perspective and those who are in the know—both his Hollywood entou-

rage and the viewing audience—suggests that while Sullivan’s masculin-

ity and the tenor of his sexual attachments may be under revision, they

are not up for radical interpretation.

In other words, Sullivan’s plausible tramp act naturalizes his mas-

culinity and heterosexuality as a somewhat continuous aspect of his

persona, whether he is dressed as his millionaire self or a hobo, in spite of
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the fact that these aspects of his identity will be crucially transformed by

the fourth journey. Sturges’s casting of Joel McCrea is particularly savvy

in this regard. Given McCrea’s reputation as the ‘‘other Gary Cooper,’’

the ‘‘regular guy romantic hero,’’ he seems a counterintuitive choice for

playing the wealthy John L. Sullivan, at least at first glance (Studlar, This

Mad Masquerade, 251).≤∏ In fact, though, while McCrea rarely played the

millionaire raised with a silver spoon, his performance as the tramp

would have struck viewers as not too far afield from his previous roles.

For Sturges as a director, it would be more di≈cult to get a male actor

such as Cary Grant, known for playing the suave, aΔuent socialite, to do

a credible turn at playing a tramp, given the star text of his performance.

As McCrea performs Sullivan’s masculinity in transition, he leaves the

more overtly campy gendered performances to his costar, Veronica Lake.

This is where the Girl fits into the picture. In one of the most un-

abashedly metamoments of the film, Sturges anticipates the critics’ ob-

jections to the Girl and her seeming superfluousness, slyly framing their

critique as a question. After Sullivan and the Girl are arrested in his

sports car because the police misrecognize him in his hobo get-up, they

ask ‘‘Where’s the girl fit into this picture?’’ Sullivan dryly replies, ‘‘There’s

always a girl in the picture. Haven’t you been to the movies?’’ Though

this throwaway line implies that the Girl’s presence complies with the

obligatory protocols of genre, the Girl fits into the picture in several

ways: without her, Sturges has no screwball comedy with which to coun-

ter the competing genre of social realism, the homosocial prison exposé,

in the plot (Ames, Movies, 92). In a more subtle sense, the film narrates a

transformative journey for Sullivan, which is primarily dependent upon

his impersonation of the hobo, a folksy variant of the cultural front’s

imagery of ‘‘authentic’’ working-class masculinity. This theatrical pro-

cess renders gender legible. Sullivan’s performance is meant to fix his

own alienated, bourgeois masculinity; instead, it demonstrates the de-

gree to which all masculinities are performed and therefore inauthentic.

As in the case of the Girl, his ‘‘real’’ life is no less a performance: first

the boy wonder director of comedies, then the concerned director who

wants to make serious fare for the people, the director in hobo drag,

the despairing convict, the laughing spectator, and finally, the romantic

hetero-hero.

The Girl provides a paradoxical foil for Sullivan’s performance: from
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the outset, her ‘‘authenticity’’ is established by her overt performance of

hyperbolic femininity, her acknowledgment that femininity is funda-

mentally performed. Her presentation is incongruous: though her glam-

orous, expensive-looking clothes suggest otherwise, she is an ‘‘extra girl,’’

a failed actress whose lack of success in Hollywood forces her to go back

home. In comparison to Sullivan, even though he plays tramp to her

‘‘real girl’’ blues in their first scene together, the Girl’s gender identity is

the more visibly performative of the two. Sullivan passes, asserting a

masculine continuity from his millionaire self to his working-class im-

personation, suggesting ‘‘This is what I am, regardless of class,’’ while the

Girl wears her theatrical capacity as a woman and an actress on her

sleeve, announcing at every turn that she is performing. It is no accident

that the Girl overtly performs and destabilizes ‘‘femininity’’ in her first

meeting with Sullivan, who has only just begun his journey, the initial

outing in his quest for ‘‘authentic’’ masculinity and heterosexual union.

These gender performances announce the di√erent genres each protago-

nist represents and inhabits. The Girl’s presence and the love plot that

unfolds in the film’s first three journeys consistently naturalizes Sulli-

van’s ‘‘masculinity,’’ making it appear more stable.

This is no more evident than in the second and third journeys of the

film, when the Girl accompanies Sullivan on his vagabond adventure

dressed as an adolescent boy. As they are about to jump aboard a train

dressed up as hobos, Sullivan remarks to the Girl that she looks ‘‘as much

like a boy as Mae West,’’ to which she answers, ‘‘All right, they’ll think I’m

your frail’’–his girl in the hobo-argot of the film. This exchange sets up a

prism through which to read the Girl’s less-than-successful attempt at

masculine drag. Sullivan’s reference to Mae West raises the issue of gen-

der parody and camp, specifically, the fact that West routed her perfor-

mance of femininity through New York’s drag queen subculture, and, at

times, also played herself as masculine according to this same theatrical

ethos. In this comparison, Sullivan suggests either that the Girl, even

dressed as a boy, resembles more West’s hyperbolic femininity, or that

the Girl fails to pass in the same ways that West failed to pass on the

occasions when she (West) performed masculinity. The Girl counters

that if her performance isn’t plausible, no matter, she will simply be seen

as his girl.

We have to wonder why Sturges chooses to dress Lake in this manner
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at all rather than as an impoverished woman of the Hoovervilles, the

shanty towns inhabited by people left unemployed and homeless by the

Depression. There was a precedent for Sturges’s decision. For the women

transients who rode the rails in the thirties, Todd McCallum suggests,

their mobility ‘‘distinguished them from ‘lady travellers,’ prostitutes and

les flâneuses. . . . [T]he road meant cross-dressing and other signs of

‘ambiguous gender and sexual identities,’ including stories of a ‘secretive

lesbian subculture’ ’’ (para. 12.) To provide the Girl with the mobility of

hobo life, Sturges cloaks her in male masquerade, a choice that opens up

the possibility that she is either Sully’s younger male lover or his butch

companion. This choice reflects the history of gender reversal in the

theater, about which Judith Halberstam observes, ‘‘If boys can play girls

and women but women can play only boys, mature masculinity once

again remains an authentic property of adult male bodies while all other

gender roles are available for interpretation’’ (233). Here, they appear as a

queer couple, yet the Girl may play a boy, but her performance is far

from convincing. In line with her general characterization, this fail-

ing performance consolidates her ‘‘authentic’’ femininity once again. A

‘‘femme pretender’’ rather than a drag king, Lake’s disguise as a boy, her

overtly feminine gestures and appearance, signal the ‘‘disjuncture be-

tween biological sex and gender’’ in a campy way (Halberstam 248). At

the same time, it consolidates her heterosexual connection to Sullivan

and constructs Sullivan’s tramp masculinity as relatively ‘‘authentic’’ by

comparison. While Sullivan has not attained mature hetero-masculinity

at this point in the film, the Girl’s boyish, femme performance cordons

o√ that future identity as entirely his province.
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six acts of vaudeville on my tail

Along with the Girl’s supporting act, Sullivan’s hetero-masculine trans-

formation is propped up and superseded by other highly visible, marginal

characters in the film as well, characters who expose the racial dimensions

of Sullivan’s performance and the many genres invoked throughout the

film. In the car chase scene when the Hollywood land yacht pursues

Sullivan, who has hitched a ride with a maniacal boy behind the wheel of a

roadster, the sight gags gratuitously establish the carnivalesque implica-

tions of Sullivan’s undertaking: as the land yacht collides with a row of hay

bales, the black cook’s face is covered with white batter, the white motor-

cycle cop’s face is splashed with mud, just as the secretary in the front seat

is tossed on her back, her skirt falling over her face to reveal her shapely

legs. The cook’s proverbial whiteface, the cop’s blackface, and the secre-

tary’s topsy turvy skin show at once reiterate and displace the joke of

disguise and reversal that constitutes much of Sullivan’s adventure. More-

over, these classic slapstick moments refer back to the genres of vaudeville

and burlesque from whence they came, the comic forms Sturges seems to

want to recuperate. By the film’s conclusion, while traces of vaudeville’s

racial masquerade remain, Sturges will reference and ultimately reject

many of the iconic representations of whiteness found in screwball com-

edy’s stories of cross-class interaction and social realism’s spectacles of

impoverished white su√ering.

Of particular importance is Sturges’s allusion not only to blackface but

also to whiteface. While it fits his signature propensity for the extreme

reversals found in all of his screwball comedies—‘‘I’ll take this conven-

tion, turn it on its head and then overturn it again’’—it suggests some-

thing more, the fact that whiteness is similarly put on, performed, and

constructed. Certainly, Sully’s hobo drag performs a particular version

of white masculinity. As Todd DePastino writes in his book Citizen Hobo,

‘‘In the parlance of the road, the term ‘white man’ was synonymous with

‘hobo’ ’’; hobohemia was a ‘‘preserve of working-class whiteness’’ (81).

One might argue that the cook’s whiteface, a retrograde moment of a

piece with the blackface cinema of the 1920s and 1930s, o√ers a key to the

way race functions in the movie and in many of the screwball films of the

period. The spectacle of whiteface disables whiteness’s pretense of neu-

trality, instead rendering it visible. In the film’s first three journeys, the

cast is white, white, white, whether in the studio, on the highway, or
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riding the rails. Questions of realism aside, this casting brings attention

to the racial formations at work here and their connections to genre and

the film’s larger critique of a white-washed ‘‘racial populism’’ (Denning

265). The stereotypical cook (played by Charles R. Moore) is an excep-

tion in Sturges’s white cast at this point in the film, but the exception that

proves the rule: if screwball comedy is almost always about an explora-

tion of gender bending and the traversal of social class, it is carefully

bound by the whiteness of its main players. So many of the screwball

plots of the 1930s hinge on gaining (illicit) access to a world of mil-

lionaires defined in cinematic terms as the domain of white privilege.

These films enact a fantasy of assimilation and the class pass via disguise

and masquerade particularly available to white ethnics.

Sturges signals the hyperbolic whiteness of the genre in Sullivan’s Trav-

els by the strategic placement of his black characters. The inclusion of the

black cook sheds light intentionally or unintentionally on the exaggerated

yet naturalized whiteness of screwball that prevails in the first three jour-

neys. With the shift to the prison exposé in the fourth journey, the film’s

racial composition changes altogether: Sullivan undergoes his transfor-

mation within the confines of an interracial chain gang and a black

church.≤π Part of the governing ‘‘reality principle’’ of the prison exposé is

its interracial makeup, at least in Sturges’s handling. Sturges makes a

deliberate choice here, one in keeping with the historical fact of interracial

chain gangs but one that significantly departs from the racial iconography

of many of the most popular documents of social realism from the 1930s.

As Denning argues, part of the mythic status of John Steinbeck’s novel The
Grapes of Wrath (1939) and John Ford’s Oscar-winning film based upon

the book has to do with its ‘‘racial populism’’—a consolidation of the

narrative of dispossessed white Okies predicated on a willful forgetting of

the concurrent, massive migration of African Americans or the agricul-

tural battles of Mexican, Filipino, Chinese, and Japanese farmworkers in

the state of California (260–62, 267). Sturges refuses this narrative, opting

instead for an interracial populism by his film’s conclusion. This reading

of the film heeds Denning’s warning that the ‘‘gallery of allegorical icons

of victimization, innocence and resilience, ranging from Franklin Roose-

velt’s ‘forgotten man’ to Steinbeck’s Ma Joad, from Dorothea Lange’s

Migrant Mother to Frank Capra’s Mr. Smith . . . should not be lumped

together into an undi√erentiated ‘populism’; the apparent consensus of

the ‘thirties’—the shared rhetoric of the people—obscures deeper divi-

sions and conflicts’’ (126). Sturges’s recuperation of an interracial populist
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raison d’être distinctly contrasts with John Ford’s and Frank Capra’s

sentimental populisms centered on ‘‘the white, ethnically unmarked,

forgotten [man]’’ (128). At the same time, given the film’s ethos of mod-

ernist burlesque, Sturges’s deployment of interracial populism should be

qualified with quotation marks, like every other reference in the film.

now let’s just sit here and try to feel
like a couple of tramps

Sullivan’s Travels sets the stage for Sullivan’s transformation via a vision

of interracial populism in the fourth journey by first invoking and ex-

hausting the period’s most popular icons of white su√ering in Sullivan’s

and the Girl’s third journey out. The film’s first three journeys pointedly

ask the audience to identify with the stars who traipse through this

mediated landscape, rather than the impoverished white subjects cap-

tured in these scenes. In perhaps the most memorable monologue in the

movie, Sullivan’s butler (Eric Grieg) o√ers his negative opinion of Sul-

livan’s ‘‘noble experiment,’’ warning him that ‘‘people are always fasci-

nated by that which they don’t know.’’ Of course, the film trades on the

audience’s potential fascination with the Hollywood high life that Sul-

livan so assiduously wishes to elude in his expedition. Half of the intrigue

of Sullivan’s Travels is the film’s tongue-in-cheek exposure of the inner

machinery of the motion picture industry and Sturges knows this.

Accordingly, once Sullivan and the Girl venture into the world of hobo

jungles, Hoovervilles, and missions, he situates them as incongruous,

visible interlopers, especially in their initial outing together (Sullivan’s

second journey), which solidifies their courtship. With Lake’s glowing

complexion and her cap set at the rakish angle of her peek-a-boo hair-

style underneath, she still resembles a glamour girl. Like the illustration

in the opening credits that depicts Sullivan and the Girl looming over

tiny, knee-high human figures, the couple is lit from below to stand out

in the frame in contrast with the rest of the people they encounter (Ames

89). Their star power renders the others Lilliputians in comparison. If we

identify with them as we are asked to do, by proxy, we distinguish our-

selves from the crowds through which Sullivan and the Girl move. No

matter the audience’s actual economic circumstances, we are positioned

as viewers who gain access to this other world through Sullivan and the

Girl. They are our interclass mediators. Part of the fantasy and pleasure
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10. Sullivan and the Girl

are interlopers in a

Hooverville.

the film o√ers its viewers, then, is to occupy the position of bourgeois

insiders in the Hollywood culture industry, as opposed to the down-and-

out folk for whom Sullivan and the Girl pass in the film, even if they are

dismissed by real tramps as ‘‘amateurs.’’

We are asked to identify with the stars while they witness the poor.

From this alienated position, we become acutely aware of our own spec-

tatorship, particularly once the film shifts to the serious subject matter of

realist genres such as documentary and the prison exposé in the film’s

third and fourth journeys. While in the movie’s opening Sullivan’s cine-

matic exemplar of ‘‘Labor and Capital’’ may fall far short of the docu-

mentary of the day, in these later scenes Sturges himself proves to be a

master of the form, especially in the extraordinary montage that sums up

the film’s third journey, Sullivan’s and the Girl’s foray into the mostly

white, unemployed underclass. In Moran and Rogin’s estimation, ‘‘the

hobo jungle and prison farm that take over Sturges’s movie mark it as the

last 1930s social protest film’’ (111). Last and possibly the strangest, the

montage sequence is one of the more anomalous moments in the film.

Sturges draws a connection between the slapstick characters of the silent

film era and the folk grotesques pictured in a work like the bestselling

documentary book, You Have Seen Their Faces (1937), by the writer

Erskine Caldwell and the photographer Margaret Bourke-White.

In this segment, with a few exceptions, poor people are represented as

overwhelmingly white. Here we see depictions of the folk as su√ering

and in need of government intervention. Sturges self-consciously in-

vokes the white racial populism of Ford’s classic film The Grapes of Wrath

(1940), a narrative mode that he will reject in the prison exposé of the
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fourth journey. The entire six-minute sequence is silent but for the

overbearing orchestral score: dolorous strings force the pathos of the

scene. To mark shifts in tone, the melody is occasionally interrupted by

the sprightly trill of woodwinds as Sully and the Girl are attacked by bed

bugs and fall into a fit of laughter, or by overly dramatic horns that mark

the fire and brimstone pitch of the preacher’s sermon in counterpoint

with the resigned faces of his parishioners. Like silent films of the past,

but without dialogue cards, the montage relies only on the score and the

protagonists’ physical actions to direct the audience’s emotions. Lake

comes the closest she ever gets to looking destitute: her face is grimy, she

wears no lipstick, and her outfit is disheveled. The camera follows the

couple as they walk through a homeless encampment from right to left as

if it were a wax museum; all of its occupants go about their private

domestic rituals, shaving, eating, and sleeping with only a despondent

glance at Sullivan and the Girl. As our interlocutors peruse their faces,

the shot perspective issues from Sullivan’s and the Girl’s gaze, their shad-

ows falling on the figures they size up.

As we the audience ‘‘notice [Sullivan and the Girl] noticing,’’ a pho-

tographer literally snaps a picture of our stand-in spectators while they

wait in a bread line, suggesting that the montage is not so much about

the folk they see but their own bourgeois gaze, and by proxy, the audi-

ence’s gaze.≤∫ Though the photographer is most likely from one of the

Hollywood media who track the story of Sullivan’s incredible journey for

studio publicity, his surveying presence recalls the work of the photo-

graphic unit in the New Deal’s Farm Security Administration. In refer-

encing these central image-producing sources of the 1930s, the segment’s

cinematography echoes the populist iconography of the New Deal and

underlines Ford’s quotation of these images in The Grapes of Wrath,

released the year before in 1940. Sturges thus blurs the lines between

fiction (the Hollywood dream machine) and purported reality (the De-

pression era’s photojournalistic representations of the folk).

The montage returns us back to Sturges’s central question—just who

wants to see the folk in the form of the tramp and the dispossessed white

occupants of the Hoovervilles and why? This metamoment not only

brings to mind the incessant documentation of poverty during the thir-

ties but overtly reminds us that we are witnesses of Sullivan’s and the

Girl’s witnessing, much in the way that Zora Neale Hurston’s ethnogra-

phy goes to great lengths to remind the audience of its own mediated
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spectatorship. Thus, we occupy the position of many viewers of 1930s

documentary, summed up in the title of Caldwell’s and Bourke-White’s

You Have Seen Their Faces. In this way, the montage marks the limits of

documentary’s empathic liberal project by making us feel the awkward-

ness of our passive position, encapsulated in Sullivan’s rebuke to the Girl

in an earlier scene, ‘‘Now let’s just sit here and try to feel like a couple

of tramps.’’ What are the limits of ‘‘trying to feel like’’ someone else?

Around which bodies does such sentimental populism cohere? Who is

left out of the picture? Like Nathanael West in his novel A Cool Million,

Sturges suggests that a liberal politics of empathy and its solution of

personal charity potentially prevents a more progressive, collective re-

sponse to the systemic poverty of the Depression and the economic

injustices of racial capitalism. Moreover, there is something disturbingly

self-referential about this kind of politics—an emphasis on how much

the viewer feels for the documentary subject paradoxically occludes the

very personhood of the subject in question.≤Ω

Sullivan and the Girl reiterate the ambivalence of their position as

spectators in their responses to the film’s Hooverville: following a classic

shot-reverse shot pattern, each vignette is anchored by a full frontal

framing of the couple as they earnestly survey their surroundings or by

their simultaneously amused and disgusted reactions to the grotesques in

their midst (the man who sits across from them at the mission, chewing

with no teeth, or the man who snores, mouth agape, in Sullivan’s face on

the mission floor as they all try to sleep). When Sullivan and the Girl

begin to search for food in a garbage can, their repulsion overwhelms

them; with this image—one that recalls the studio producers’ goading

question, ‘‘When did you last eat from a garbage can?’’—Sullivan and the

Girl run out of the frame, back to Hollywood. Blending pathos with

comedy, documentary images with silent film, Sturges’s montage o√ers

us social realism and racial populism in quotation marks as it ironically

enacts and burlesques Sullivan’s noble experiment and intensifies the

romance between Sully and the Girl.≥≠

am i laughing?

If the montage ends up promoting the romantic comedy plot, the fourth

journey consolidates Sullivan’s ‘‘authentic’’ masculinity wrought out of
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physical self-defense, hard labor, incarceration, and interracial contact,

paradoxically making him over into a fit romantic partner for the Girl by

the movie’s conclusion. In order for this transformation to take place,

the Girl drops out of the picture and the film switches genres once again,

to the realist prison exposé, a brutal world of men. This is the sequence

upon which all critics base their interpretations of the film—Sullivan’s

conversion as he shares in the uproarious laughter of his fellow pris-

oners, a moment which causes him to favorably view his own work as a

director of comedy. If the viewer laughs with the laugh on screen, she

may feel satisfied with Sullivan’s return to his original vocation by the

film’s conclusion. The film is about the importance of laughter as a

cathartic mode of escape for ‘‘the people,’’ for the masses, for the folk.

But what of the viewer who experiences the laugh not as funny, but as

grotesquely incongruous, and perhaps even ‘‘wholly grim,’’ to borrow

from Kenneth Burke? From that perspective, how does the film’s conclu-

sion square with the pivotal laughter scene?

Significantly, in this section, Sullivan’s play acting is literalized. He is

no longer acting within the plot of the film: at first due to his own

amnesia and then due to the inequities of the justice system, he is stuck in

the lowest rung of society, the prison. With this turn of circumstances,

ostensibly he no longer performs masculinity (Moran and Rogin 121).

This shift is no more evident than in the first scene depicting the laboring

chain gang, when the camera slowly sweeps from right to left, taking in

the countless sweaty backs of white and black men as they work the line

along a river bank, until it finally rests on Sullivan working among them.

Here the light-hearted pastoral musical score plays with and against the

mise-en-scène: an appropriate if dismaying accompaniment to the war-

den’s leisurely boating as he oversees the prisoners, it jarringly con-

trasts with the incarcerated men’s hard labor, an ironic disjuncture that

may prepare the audience for reading against the grain in later scenes.≥∞

Seemingly, Sullivan has lost all salient facets of his identity but one—his

masculinity, which the film signifies and naturalizes through a shot of his

naked torso, literally chained to the other white and black bodies of the

toiling inmates. Free of women, from his wife’s manipulations to the

Girl’s ministrations, Sullivan’s masculinity is put to the test in the com-

pany of an interracial group of men. When Sullivan spies a headline

‘‘Strange Death of Hollywood Director’’ on the trusty’s folded newspaper

and impulsively grabs the paper to read it, the warden, Mr. Carson (Alan
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Bridge), sentences him to time in the sweatbox in the woods as punish-

ment. In one of the film’s more wrenching scenes, after Sullivan is finally

let out in the cover of night, he falls to his knees, mumbling incoherently,

his arms around the sympathetic trusty (Jimmy Conlin), a man half his

size: Sullivan is nearly broken. In an e√ort to raise his spirits, the trusty

speaks of the prospect of attending the picture show that Saturday night.

Foretold in this setup, Sullivan’s dark night of the soul is the necessary

precursor to his discovery in the church of his true calling.

Sullivan appears to undergo an epiphany regarding his life’s work in

what is surely the most memorable and perplexing moment in the film,

when he and his fellow inmates watch a Disney cartoon at a nearby

African American Baptist church. The scene opens with a shot of the old

church shrouded in mist and bordered by ominous, primordial swamps.

An organ plays in the background as the benevolent black preacher (Jess

Lee Brooks) instructs one of his parishioners, Charlie, to let the projec-

tion sheet ‘‘down easy’’; as it hastily unfurls, he jokes, ‘‘Charlie’s a little

anxious,’’ to which his congregation laughs a bit too readily and loudly.

Next, he introduces the night’s film and sermonizes: ‘‘And once again,

brothers and sisters, we’re gonna share our entertainment with some

neighbors less fortunate than ourselves. . . . And when they get here, I’m

gonna ask you once more, neither by word, nor by action, nor by look . . .

are we to make our guests feel unwelcome for we’s all equal in the sight of

God.’’ To a solemn chorus of ‘‘Go Down Moses,’’ the convicts enter the

church, the camera focused on the chains around their feet, which clang

in time with the music.

In a familiar cinematic move, Sturges exploits what Michael Rogin

describes as ‘‘the surplus symbolic value of blacks, the power to make

African Americans represent something besides themselves’’ in Ameri-

can popular culture (Blackface, 14). The film’s depiction of black people

as prayerful folk, the flipside of the earlier whiteface/blackface minstrelsy

of the car chase sequence, advances a corrective Hollywood characteriza-

tion, progressive for its time in 1941 (though on its way to becoming a

cliché itself ) (Ames 94). Diane Jacobs, Sturges’s biographer, reports that

an naacp executive o≈cer wrote to Sturges to commend him for the

‘‘decent treatment of Negroes’’ in the church scene: ‘‘I was in Hollywood

recently and am to return there soon for conferences with production

head writers, directors, and actors and actresses in an e√ort to induce

broader and more decent picturization of the Negro instead of limiting
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11. The chain gang enters

the church.

him to menial or comic roles. The sequence in Sullivan’s Travels is a step

in that direction and I want you to know how grateful we are’’ (262). As

the film puts forth a more dignified representation of black people, it

simultaneously foregrounds the continuation of slavery in the form of

the chain gang. That Sullivan, now one of the downtrodden prisoners, is

taken in by a poor, rural black church emphasizes the degree to which he

has descended the social and economic ladder.

When shooting this section of the film, Sturges concerned himself with

accuracy to varying degrees. We know that he borrowed and screened a

copy of I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang (1932) as a reference for

his own representations (Harvey, Romantic Comedy, 592; Moran and

Rogin 121). Yet Thomas Cripps rightly views this scene of entry as a

moment of ‘‘supreme irony’’ when the plea for freedom in ‘‘Go Down

Moses’’ is extended to incarcerated white men (Slow Fade, 366). It is an

irony wrought out of a peculiar history: chain gangs were one of the few

state-sanctioned, integrated institutions visible in the interwar period. (If

chain gangs were integrated, they were overwhelmingly African Ameri-

can, though one would never glean this from the film, judging from its

majority of white convicts.) Part of the zeitgeist, Sullivan’s Travels limned

this terrain around the same time that several blues artists of the cultural

front released theme albums on major labels also illustrating the mis-

treatment of the chain gang: Lawrence Gellert’s collection of chain gang

songs called ‘‘Me and My Captain’’ (Chain Gang) (1939), Josh White’s

Chain Gang (1940) and Southern Exposure (1941), and Leadbelly’s The

Midnight Special and Other Prison Songs (1940) (Denning 355). There is

another historical irony here as well. The scene ignores the entrenched
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racial segregation of churches in the era of Jim Crow, summed up in

the phrase ‘‘Sunday morning is the most segregated hour of the week’’

(Emerson and Blum, ‘‘Dreams,’’ 5). Most white people refused to attend

church with black people because it would undermine the ‘‘spiritual wage

of whiteness’’ pro√ered and sanctified by white Christian congregations

(Blum, W. E. B. DuBois, 15-6).≥≤

While this congregation departs from reality—comprising as it does

the racially integrated convicts and the black parishioners—it constitutes

one prevailing populist formation of ‘‘the people’’ and the ‘‘folk’’ around

which concepts of the authentic accrued in the iconography and rhetoric

of the cultural front.≥≥ As Denning describes, within the leftist aesthetic

ideologies of the period that favored a ‘‘pan-ethnic Americanism,’’ ‘‘Afri-

can American culture [anchored in the spiritual] often became the

touchstone for [a] new ‘American’ culture’’ (130, 132). This formation

was animated by a linkage between conceptions of the ‘‘black folk’’ and

the proletarian masses.≥∂ Sullivan’s Travels invokes a facet of the cultural

front’s ‘‘pan-ethnic Americanism’’ as part of its ‘‘social surrealism’’ (Den-

ning 121). In so doing, it departs from many of the social problem films

of the 1930s that centered exclusively on the image of white su√ering,

from King Vidor’s Our Daily Bread (1934) and Frank Capra’s small-town

trilogy to The Grapes of Wrath.

By understanding this segment not just in terms of the social problem

film but also as the film’s one nod to the musical with its inclusion of ‘‘Go

Down Moses,’’ we see how Sturges correspondingly tweaks that form’s

conventional racial dynamics as well. During the early forties, the generi-

cally integrated musical was coming into vogue, a form that overtly

linked musical numbers to the film’s storyline and character develop-

ment: ‘‘In [generically] integrated musicals, characters break into song

when they should be talking, instead of only when they are ‘putting on a

show’ (as in the ‘backstager’ subgenre)’’ (Gri≈n, ‘‘The Gang’s All Here,’’

21; emphasis added). Sean Gri≈n observes that generically integrated

musicals were racially segregated, whereas the ‘‘nonintegrated’’ musicals

of the period—films that relied on a variety show structure inherited

from vaudeville—showcased ‘‘specialty’’ acts not directly connected to

the storyline of the film and often featured ‘‘minority performers’’ in

those spots. Thus, the ‘‘nonintegrated’’ musicals were more racially inte-

grated than the generically integrated musicals.

In Sturges’s own version of a ‘‘backstager,’’≥∑ just as his protagonist
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descends into the terrain of realism seemingly beyond the reach of the

motion picture industry, he provides us with a generically and racially

integrated musical scene. Sturges’s departure from the generic and racial

conventions of the musical at that time underscores the narrative choices

he makes in order to ground Sullivan’s transformation in a particular

vision of interracial populism. It is telling that along with urging Sturges

to eliminate some ‘‘gruesome characters,’’ Buddy DeSylva, the new head

of Paramount, also suggested he cut the ‘‘shot of preacher, then panning

shot of people; or drop the preacher altogether’’ (qtd. in Jacobs 259–60).

While the irony of the chained convicts entering the church to the song

‘‘Go Down Moses’’ would have remained, the continuity of that scene

equally depends upon the preacher’s words of democratic compassion

and the black congregation’s assent. DeSylva’s cuts would have under-

mined one of the more progressive aspects of the film. If the montage of

the Hooverville depicts a racial populism in the style of The Grapes of

Wrath, this scene rejects that imagery in favor of an interracial constella-

tion of the folk, wrought out of the faithful, the poor, and the oppressed,

a constellation that conforms to the radical racial politics of the cultural

front. At the same time, this scene of ‘‘pan-ethnic Americanism’’ also

stages one of the film’s most disquieting and ‘‘extravagant incongruities’’

—Sullivan’s and the prisoners’ frenzied response to the movie they are

shown—raising questions about the film’s stance with regard to those

politics.

Once the song is over, the film-within-the-film, Playful Pluto (1934),

begins: a cartoon about the frustrations of being stuck, it features Pluto,

who is violently ensnared first within a chest of drawers, then by fly

paper, and finally by a window shade which rolls up around him (Ames

94). The cartoon isn’t necessarily funny. Yet the inmates laugh uproar-

iously, literally convulsed with joy, and they are soon joined by the

churchgoers. An unsmiling Sullivan surveys the crowd in horror. And

then he laughs himself. He turns to the trusty and asks ‘‘Am I laughing?,’’

at which point he becomes one of them, abandoning himself to laughter.

In this interracial public, we see the purported democracy of consump-

tion in action: black and white, men and women, old and young, free

and incarcerated, they all share in the laugh.

However, for anyone who has seen the film, this is its most unforget-

table moment because the audience’s frenzied laughter is potentially

deeply unsettling. It is surreal. We may not share in their laughter. Given
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Sullivan asks, ‘‘Am I laughing?,’’

at which point he becomes one

of them, abandoning himself to

laughter. The audience becomes

grotesque.
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that this scene delivers Sullivan’s primary object lesson, all critics grapple

with it as a pivotal point in their reading. The standard interpretation

accepts Sullivan’s conversion at face value. By way of example, Jacobs

claims, ‘‘Laughter is infectious and undiscriminating—available to all

humanity. The comic experience, as Sturges portrays it, is—like religion

for the faithful—a profound, if temporary release from su√ering. It won’t

change the world but it will make life more tolerable. It’s no coincidence

that the cartoon scene, the film’s emotional climax, takes place in a

church’’ (251).≥∏ Thus, this scene fits harmoniously with the film’s dedi-

cation ‘‘to the memory of those who made us laugh.’’ Sullivan now grasps

his producers’ initial point: mirrored in the scene’s swampy, primal sur-

roundings, folks who are down on their luck have basic needs and

desires—they just want to laugh. Partaking in the laughter, Sullivan un-

derstands his audience and their urgent need for fantasy; this strength-

ens his conviction to make the light fare for which he is famous.

What this conventional reading ignores is the way that the audience’s

laughter renders them grotesque: the contorted faces of individual view-

ers are shot in close-up, much like the hobos Sullivan and the Girl

encounter at the mission and the flophouse in the montage sequence of

the third journey. This time around, instead of laughing at them, Sulli-

van momentarily joins the gallery of grotesques.≥π As he merges with his

fellow prisoners, the scene exemplifies a ‘‘contradictory fusion,’’ an in-

stance of Denning’s proletarian grotesque (Denning 122). This is an

enormous departure from Sullivan’s earlier revulsion at the moviegoing

public when he attends a quadruple feature with the cloying sisters in his

first journey. The violence of the cartoon is replicated in the convicts’

furious laughter. This discordant moment tells a particular truth about

the audience depicted on screen. In Sturges’s caricature of the audience’s

responses to the cartoon on the screen, their abject mania becomes the

spectacle, demonstrating a collective madness rent out of acute su√ering

that drives their frenetic consumption of images. Moran and Rogin

persuasively suggest that if we identify with the audience—if we momen-

tarily fuse with them as the proletarian grotesque asks us to do—we

confront ‘‘our faces, reflected back in the disturbing, needy laughter of

the prisoners, that drive the fantasies on screen. . . . [Much like] the

laughter of another late 1930s document . . . [Nathanael West’s] The Day

of the Locust . . . [i]t is the laughter at the death of innocent laughter,

the laughter that comes after and with the chain gang which it cannot
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wipe away’’ (126–27). As Sullivan crosses over, he is our proxy, a stark

reminder of how closely we merge with or skirt the void ourselves. We

watch this drama unfold and we are implicated. Our laughter—or failure

to laugh—is no longer innocent.

This is a brilliant reading of this enigmatic scene, though it depends to

some degree upon the actual audience’s laughter with the audiences

depicted onscreen. What happens if we fail to identify, to fuse, with

Sullivan and his fellow audience members in this moment? By showing

us the film-within-the-film, Sturges raises the stakes of the scene. As we

watch the audience watch the cartoon, and as we watch the cartoon

ourselves, we witness from one angle a profound incongruity between

the violent action in the cartoon and their heightened response. Like the

scenes in West’s A Cool Million when his protagonist is beaten up in a

vaudeville routine to the uproar of the crowd, the cartoon is not all that

funny, nor is their laughter. This scene o√ers the most direct evidence for

Sullivan’s thesis that people want escape in the movies, yet ironically the

scene is not necessarily pleasurable for its viewers.

If we fail to share in the laugh ‘‘available to all humanity’’—if we ask

ourselves, ‘‘Am I laughing?’’ and the answer is no—we occupy an oddly

ambivalent and alienated position. We experience the proximate di√er-

ence of our position, a ‘‘there but for the grace of God, go I’’ with an

acknowledgment that we’re not quite there yet. That di√erence of posi-

tion is equally as disconcerting as laughing with the laugh. Those in the

actual audience who don’t laugh may constitute a self-conscious, coun-

teraudience. Importantly, though, Sturges’s burlesque never allows any-

one outside of the circuit of spectatorship—as we watch Sullivan’s Travels

and its cartoon-within-the-film, alienated or not, we are self-reflexively

constructed as the audience. In this sense, we remain profoundly (dis)lo-

cated within the circuit of spectatorship. Unlike Sullivan, whose initial

response to the moviegoing public when he attends a film with the sisters

is one of revulsion, we are not permitted that distance. For those who

don’t laugh with the laugh, this scene is both painful and unsentimental.

In Agee’s words, ‘‘The fun is painfully unfunny’’ (Agee on Film, 329).

In this scene, we confront an instance of the proletarian grotesque—

Sullivan momentarily fuses with the prisoners and together they con-

stitute a gallery of grotesques—a moment that is potentially far more

disturbing than conventional documentary renderings of despair. In

another register of meaning delivered by way of burlesque, we confront
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the potential incongruity of our own position vis-à-vis the diegetic audi-

ence. The film no longer revels in the play between serious highbrow

aims and lowbrow slapstick: arguably, this is its most sobering moment.

If the laugh, the movie’s climax, exemplifies both the proletarian gro-

tesque’s fusions and the modernist burlesque’s incongruities, two related

radical instantiations of cultural front aesthetics, Sturges owes a great

deal, then, to the very modes of politically motivated, (sur)realist art he

appears to want to shirk. While the scene may seem to prove his position

regarding comedy and escapism, it is also the moment in the film that

most closely enacts a cultural front strategy of modernist burlesque: the

laugh constitutes the heart of his satire, the moment when the comedy

drops out, when the laugh itself no longer necessarily signifies humor. In

this way, the laugh not only points to the limits of realism but it also

demarcates the limits of comedy, a self-reflexive implication that has led

many film historians to proclaim Sturges as the last director of screwball

comedies. The French film critic André Bazin describes how Sturges at

once revived and did away with the screwball genre by introducing irony

to its humor. As West would put it, Sturges introduced ‘‘a laugh at the

laugh’’ (Dream Life, 27). With the ‘‘death of innocent laughter’’ so evi-

dent in this film and the films that preceded and followed it, The Lady

Eve (1941) and The Palm Beach Story (1942), Sturges razes the conven-

tions of comedy to which he is beholden (Moran and Rogin 127).

men must work and women must weep,
or however it goes

The possibility that we may not laugh with the audience in the church calls

attention to the film’s depiction of several di√erent audiences throughout.

The film’s numerous ‘‘congregation scenes’’ change considerably between

Sullivan’s first and final journey (Jacobs 251). Who are these di√erent

audiences and how are they represented? How does the Girl stand in for

the people? If actual viewers of the film fail to laugh with the convicts

in the church, how might this reaction comment upon Sullivan’s (and

Sturges’s) roles as producers of fantasies that are never quite su≈cient for

their audiences? In the fourth journey, we witness the moviegoers’ ‘‘au-

thentic,’’ existential despair, whereas prior scenes portray an audience

characterized by feminized, middlebrow, white consumer desire.
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Throughout Sullivan’s Travels, one of the more disconcerting aspects

of making movies, a form of commercial leisure, is having to accommo-

date consumer desire, a pressure increasingly felt in the shift from pro-

ducer to consumer culture in the 1930s (Cohen, Consumer’s Republic,

22–28).≥∫ Certainly, the opening argument between Sullivan and his pro-

ducers centers on this issue. In addition to this scene, the beginning of

the film finds Sullivan connected to an array of women with whom he is

uncomfortably, contractually bound. These relationships implicate him

in a corrupt world of feminized consumption.≥Ω The women in the film

are always interrupting Sullivan’s work; however, it is all of a piece for, in

some sense, they are his work. Kathy Peiss suggests that during the 1920s

and 1930s, ‘‘consumption [was] coded as a female pursuit, frivolous and

even wasteful, a form of leisure rather than productive work’’ (‘‘Ameri-

can Women,’’ para. 1). Or, as Kenon Breazeale bluntly puts it, ‘‘Men pro-

duce and women shop’’ (‘‘In Spite,’’ 226). Recall the entrance of the first

woman in the film, Sullivan’s legal wife, the so-called Panther Woman:

married to make money in an irs scam, each will benefit from a fiscal

deduction of $12,000, but Sullivan accrues no such savings because she

needs the full amount ($24,000) to satisfy her requirements as a con-

sumer. The next pair of women he encounters are the widow and her sis-

ter: in exchange for room and board, he not only chops their wood but is

obliged to accompany them to the movies. As they take in a seemingly

interminable quadruple feature of maudlin titles—Beyond These Tears,

The Valley of Shadow, The Buzzard of Berlin, and Swingo—children fid-

get, one toots a whistle, a baby cries, and an unkempt man obliviously

crunches his popcorn, all of these annoyances compounded by the flirta-

tious widow’s stealth attempt to clasp Sullivan’s hand. This first comic

manifestation of the white moviegoing public and its uncouth viewing

habits and pleasures repels Sullivan.∂≠ Interestingly, we never see the

films they are watching; we never join them in their spectatorship and

therefore, we are never asked to identify with their position, as in the case

of the pivotal cartoon scene in the fourth journey (Ames 91). Though

there are a few men visible in the audience, the crowd is feminized, its

‘‘inarticulate longings’’ and ‘‘dormant desires’’ run amok, in spite of

middle-class protocols of respectability (Peiss para. 9). This gendered

representation is aptly summed up in the lyrics the coy widow sings as

she turns down Sullivan’s bed, ‘‘Men must work and women must weep,

or however it goes.’’
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13. Sullivan is repulsed

by the audience (note the

boy tooting his whistle

in the top right corner

of the image and the

girl and the man

obliviously munching

popcorn to the left side

of the image).

In connection with this initially feminized audience, as Jay Rozgonyi

proposes, we might understand the Girl as a more palatable representa-

tive of an everywoman moviegoer, a middlebrow, Midwestern one at

that (she jokingly asks Sullivan to drop her o√ in Chicago when he o√ers

her a ride home in their first meeting) (Preston Sturges’s Vision, 85–86).

From this vantage, Moran’s and Rogin’s contention that ‘‘the romance

that drives this film is Sully’s with the people, not with the (unnamed)

Girl’’ might be reworked: ‘‘the romance that drives the film is Sully’s with

the people in the guise of the Girl’’ (119). Part of Sullivan’s quest, then, is

to reconcile himself with ‘‘the people’’ by way of the Girl. In her first

acquaintance with Sullivan, when she is still unaware of his true profes-

sion, the Girl mentions her love of Hey, Hey in the Hayloft, one of his

directorial e√orts. She describes an absurd incident from the film involv-

ing a couple, a kissing pig, and a sneezing horse, concluding ‘‘that was a

wonderful scene. Of course, it was stupid but it was wonderful.’’ Sullivan

replies, ‘‘Don’t you think with the world in its present condition, with

death snarling at you from every street corner, people are a little al-

lergic to comedies?’’ Foreshadowing Sullivan’s discovery in the church

contained within the grim prison segment of the film, the Girl warns,

‘‘There’s nothing like a deep-dish movie to drive you out in the open.’’ In

this moment, the Girl becomes Sturges’s mouthpiece, anticipating his

later explanation of the film to reviewers, ‘‘Sullivan’s Travels is the result

of an urge, an urge to tell some of my fellow filmwrights that they were

getting a little deep-dish and to leave the preaching to the preachers’’

(qtd. in Jacobs 263). Given the broad strokes of the Girl’s representa-

tional function, denoted in the generality of her title, it is no wonder that
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her role seems somewhat unrealized in plot and execution: in addition to

carrying the weight of the romantic comedy genre, she stands in for ‘‘the

people,’’ in their most honest, uncomplicated, and alluring guise, and

also for the director.

The Girl signifies an alternative to the reprehensible feminized con-

sumer Sullivan confronts at the beginning of the film by eschewing a

position of acquisitive manipulation for the possibility of acting. In this

way, she both conforms to the film’s characterization of consumption as a

feminine realm in contrast with the masculine realm of production and

also challenges that conventional dichotomy as well. Not content with the

role of mere spectator, she aspires to be an actor and thereby gain full

entry into the world of work and leisure. Once again, there is no getting

outside of Hollywood and its ‘‘direct entanglements’’: the Girl’s con-

sumption of popular film motivates her drive to become an actor; simul-

taneously, her employment in Hollywood would guarantee her ability to

consume (Denning 140). Of course, if acting provides her with a greater

degree of agency, it is still severely circumscribed by the paternalistic

studio system. When we finally glimpse her at work on a Hollywood lot,

the moment she sees Sullivan’s face on the front page of the newspapers as

a confessed murderer, she is wearing a ludicrous hoop skirt, the pro-

verbial armature of nineteenth-century, white southern hyperfemininity,

which knocks everyone out of her path as she runs to alert the producers

of her discovery. As in the Mr. Smearkase routine in the diner, once again

Sturges demonstrates the constrained power of these feminine perfor-

mances: the skirt that confines her clears a path at the same time.

In a parallel but reverse pattern, Sullivan must come to terms with his

work as a director; he must rea≈rm his touch for ‘‘the people’’ by briefly

becoming a consumer. If this threatens to irreparably ‘‘feminize’’ him, he

is rescued by the ‘‘realness’’ of the interracial proletariat that enables this

consumption—primarily, the immanently authentic, incarcerated men

of the chain gang as well as the black parishioners. Moreover, his con-

sumption is a reward for his satisfactory physical labor, his hard time on

the line, a form of homosocial masculine production to which he has

had little exposure until now. In accordance with these circumstances,

Sullivan cannot simply stage his consumption. He must lose his charac-

teristic distance altogether. The plotting suggests that it is only when he

no longer impersonates someone else, when he is shorn of his privilege
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and profession and forced to contend with arbitrary and menial author-

ity, that he can acquire truly life-changing experience.

To drive this point home, Sullivan gains his freedom by claiming to be

the murderer of John L. Sullivan, the famous movie director: symboli-

cally, he must murder himself to get back his former identity. As he

reclaims this past self, he is no longer the same man for he has now

su√ered deprivation and despair. At the same time, those very experi-

ences make him more comfortable with the films he has made in the past

and, in this sense, he is more himself than ever. Changed man or no, the

method through which he frees himself establishes his fundamental dif-

ference from the other underprivileged convicts. Relying upon his direc-

torial talent, Sullivan strikes upon his plan with the heavy-handed line

‘‘If ever a plot needed a twist, this one does.’’ This remark condenses the

film’s strategy in bringing about Sullivan’s final journey, the section of

the film that comes closest to enacting the social problem genre. Ironi-

cally, in order to both thrust his protagonist into this ‘‘real’’ predicament

and later pull him out of it, Sturges must twist the plot in the most

fictional of ways. Yet this fictional twist tells a certain truth. Sullivan’s

false claim to have murdered himself suggests what would happen to him

were he either to remain stuck within the genre of social realism (the

prison plot) or to adopt this genre as a director: it would be the profes-

sional ‘‘death’’ of John L. Sullivan, as we know him.

In a larger sense, the prison exposé of the fourth journey functions as a

necessary incursion of 1930s social realism, shoring up its protagonist’s

‘‘authentic’’ hetero-masculinity and thereby making him an appropri-

ate suitor within the plot of the romantic comedy that is restored in

the film’s conclusion. Moran and Rogin show how the film invokes the

road movie, notably ‘‘three great road movies of the end of the decade,

The Wizard of Oz (1939), Stagecoach (1939), and The Grapes of Wrath

(1940). . . . But Sully’s adventures authorize neither class reconciliation

nor social transformation’’ (118). This assessment holds true when we

consider the film’s function as a ‘‘real’’ look at Hollywood by way of self-

conscious filmic enactments of its various genres. We are always aware

that we are watching a film. Sturges is bent on demonstrating that social

realism and its related filmic expressions (documentary, the social prob-

lem film, the prison exposé) are no less mediated than melodrama. In

Sullivan’s final journey, Sturges rejects mainstream populist depictions
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of white su√ering for a more radical interracial populism of the cultural

front. As he invokes these progressive aesthetics, their modified ‘‘real-

isms,’’ he demonstrates how they are just as mediated as more overtly

fictional genres (Denning 121).

Nevertheless, even as Sturges burlesques the conventions of social real-

ism and its more radical configurations, still some residue of the reality

principle stays with the film’s characterizations, transforming both Sul-

livan and its conception of audiences. Sturges may dispense with the

genre—marking its failure, seemingly in accord with the lesson Sullivan

has learned about laughter; nonetheless, its codes of authentic mas-

culinity have made a ‘‘real’’ man out his protagonist. Moreover, its cul-

tural front iconography reconfigures the audience—a poor, incarcerated

lot of white and black men alongside the church’s black parishioners—as

a more ‘‘authentic’’ and therefore more worthy constellation of ‘‘the

people,’’ the changed Sully in their midst, in comparison with the white,

feminized, superficial audiences and consumers of the film’s beginning.

If this more ‘‘authentic’’ and deserving audience constitutes the ‘‘real’’

demographic for Sullivan’s comedies, he can continue in good conscience

to make the light and cheerful fare for which he is known. It is no

accident that the montage of laughing audience members at the film’s

conclusion includes the convicts, the parishioners, female nurses and

male patients in a hospital ward, and children, with nary a widow or

spinster in sight. Through the proletarian grotesque’s contradictory

mergings and modernist burlesque’s extravagant incongruities, the film

has aligned the su√ering, proletarian masses with the feminized middle-

brow as recuperated by the Girl. In addition, the film has resuscitated the

screwball comedy, if only for a moment, by way of the cultural front’s

representations of ‘‘authentic’’ working-class masculinity and its vision

of interracial populism.

it’s better than nothing

According to the account of the thirties o√ered within Sullivan’s Travels,

it may have been a decade of social problem films in the style of Capra,

but it was also a decade of romantic comedies in the style of Lubitsch

and, at least superficially, romance wins out. When the Girl reenters the

picture, we find ourselves in this realm once again. Sullivan can fulfill the
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promise of that genre, marrying the Girl in a cross-class alliance while

embracing his work as a successful director of lowbrow, escapist film. In

addition to abetting his hetero-masculine transformation, his disappear-

ance has led to his estranged wife’s marriage to his business manager,

making her a bigamist and an easy divorce. The Girl and Sullivan glee-

fully ruminate on his impending liberty: as Sullivan puts it, ‘‘Then I’ll be

free.’’ Sullivan’s staging of his own death not only frees him from jail but

also from the prison house of domesticity ruled by his wife’s voracious

habits of consumption.

By shedding himself of the Panther Woman and marrying the Girl, an

altogether di√erent kind of female consumer, one who also wants to be a

producer, Sullivan will make comedies (romantic?) based on his actual

happy experience, presumably for the first time. To his producers’ collec-

tive horror, he explains that he cannot make O Brother, Where Art Thou?:

‘‘In the first place, I’m too happy to make ‘O Brother, Where Art Thou’

and in the second place, I haven’t su√ered enough to make ‘O Brother,

Where Art Thou.’ ’’ After Sturges has trotted out the absurdities of the

realist dictate, to make art based upon what you know, Sullivan reiterates

that logic once again. At this point, it is an inane maxim that justifies

nothing so much as the status quo: boy gets girl, makes romantic come-

dies. After all that we’ve seen, are we really expected to take this seriously?

The film’s ending provides us with an ironic lens through which to

evaluate the fictions of authenticity that Hollywood proves so adept at

producing, including Sullivan’s Travels’ own deployment of ‘‘authentic’’

masculinity by way of white ‘‘hobohemia’’ or a proletariat interracial

homosociality. In this way, Sturges lampoons the popularity of ‘‘tramp

ethnography’’ and the larger, late thirties’ folk revival of which it was a

part, showing us how the film industry, that most commercial of enter-

prises, manufactures the folk, calibrating ‘‘realness’’ for maximum audi-

ence draw (DePastino 210–11). At its best, Sturges’s film edifies the

viewer: it reveals Hollywood’s inner machinery to produce a critique of

its sentimental populist iconography, the ways it recuperated racial capi-

talism through images of white su√ering under the guise of criticizing it

(Veitch, American Superrealism, 101). Like West’s fiction, the film skep-

tically evaluates a politics of empathy and its inevitably individualist

parameters. Given its burlesque tactics, Sullivan’s Travels potentially en-

courages a disidentification with its own sappy message, asking its au-

dience to regard critically the media’s rampant populist posturing in the
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1930s, to take a hard look at the ways ‘‘the people’’ and the folk function

in a variety of self-serving, capitalist narratives authored by the studio

executives and Sullivan himself.

In his often perceptive review of Sullivan’s Travels, André Bazin con-

tends that the film ‘‘leaves us unsatisfied’’ because it fails to fully realize

its ironic potential: ‘‘The tragic interlude does not, for directorial rea-

sons, contain su≈cient violence and authenticity. . . . Since Hollywood

has to be contrasted with reality, the script should not have contained

anything from Hollywood. . . . [R]eality should have overwhelmed the

film. . . . Only then would the final return to Hollywood have had the

ironic character it needed and which would have made the viewer ques-

tion Sullivan’s final wisdom’’ (Cinema of Cruelty, 37). Of course, to sug-

gest that the social realism of the film’s ‘‘tragic interlude’’ lies outside the

realm of Hollywood convention is to fall into Sullivan’s flawed premise.

Sturges revels in those realist conventions as much as the slapstick of

earlier scenes. In fact, the film ‘‘overwhelms’’ us with a violent truth in its

fleeting but unforgettable depiction of the laugh, the film’s pivotal in-

congruity. That moment undermines Sullivan’s final pat line, ‘‘There’s a

lot to be said for making people laugh. Did you know that’s all some

people have? It isn’t much but it’s better than nothing in this cockeyed

caravan! Boy!’’ To understand the anguished truth of the laugh, the way

it simultaneously dismantles and shores up Sullivan’s claim, revealing it

to be a point about the abject state of ‘‘the people’’ rather than simply a

sentimental cop-out about escapism, we must see how it deconstructs

the conventional opposition between comedy and tragedy. As the con-

victs laugh, and perhaps as we laugh, too, we see how the escapist car-

toon returns us to comedy by way of su√ering and su√ering by way of

comedy. In turn, this perspective potentially renders legible a perverse

kind of ‘‘social realism,’’ or at the very least, a ‘‘truth-claim,’’ at the heart

of the best screwball comedies in their performative critique of class and

gender and their fantasies of self-invention, which so often begin with

the failure of the bootstrap myth to actually deliver the goods.

In the end, through its modernist burlesque, Sullivan’s Travels stages a

radical dialectic between genres—putting pressure on certain generic

codes so that they not only reveal themselves but also their opposite

mode. As Sturges surveys the popular genres of the 1930s, particularly as

they intersect with cultural front concerns, he demonstrates how all

genres are constructed by focusing on the conventions that render them
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so recognizable that they cease to be apparent to us. In this way, his film

adopts the animus of masquerade both in the realm of genre and the

realm of identity, pursuing an ostensibly endless oscillation between the

real and the fake. Sturges foregrounds the ways particular genres con-

struct and sustain an array of gendered, raced, and classed identities,

from the Girl on top in the diner scene, a staple of the romantic comedy,

to the display of Sullivan’s ‘‘authentic masculinity’’ in the prison exposé.

If he naturalizes these performances in his film, we watch that process

unfold before our very own eyes. As the film repeatedly situates us as

spectators in the ‘‘know,’’ it makes us acutely aware of our own press for

particular plot twists and endings, especially if we want Sully to escape

the chain gang and end up with the Girl. Thus, Sturges forces us to

confront not only the mechanics of the performance but also our own

potential desire for such artifice. Though he never throws out the cate-

gory of truth altogether, Sturges suggests that we glean truth both when

realism seamlessly succeeds and sometimes also when it fails, when we

can glimpse the apparatus of representation itself along with our own

investments in particular narrative outcomes.

Sturges delivers this point through his invocation of the proletarian

grotesque’s contradictory fusions and modernist burlesque’s extravagant

incongruities, deploying the most provocative aesthetic strategies of the

cultural front. If the film leaves us unsatisfied, perhaps it is because we’ve

been dragged out of our complacency, forced to confront our own con-

flicting desires: we may want the Girl and Sully to hook up, but it is

di≈cult to wholly subscribe to Sullivan’s hokey conclusion, that laughter

‘‘isn’t much but it’s better than nothing,’’ because Sturges has asked us to

think too much along the way (Denning 123). Moreover, Sturges’s own

film has violated that dictate: it has gained as much power from its

moments of melodrama and social surrealism as its slapstick. After the

film was released, Sturges himself referred to the problem of the ending

in a letter to Bosley Crowther, the film reviewer for the New York Times:

‘‘I know it wasn’t right, but I didn’t know how to solve the problem

which was not only to show what Sullivan found out but also to tie up

the love story. It would have been very easy to make a big finish either

way, but one would have defeated the other’’ (Jacobs 263). His genre and

identity crossings allow for a kind of trespass and incongruity bordering

on delirium. Though Sturges gestures toward order with Sully’s misty-

eyed testimonial, in the wake of such radical indeterminacy such tidiness
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appears to me to be the least satisfying alternative. We can accept his

conclusion at face value and contend with its facile sentimentality or we

can understand it as purposefully shallow, as burlesquing Hollywood’s

smug self-satisfaction, and we might be tempted to conclude that, in-

deed, Hollywood ‘‘isn’t much,’’ just barely ‘‘better than nothing.’’

And yet, we’d miss the point that it is Sturges’s inability or unwilling-

ness to solve this concluding dilemma—this extravagant incongruity—

that opens up the space for this very query (Ames 95). This is the work of

modernist burlesque in Sullivan’s Travels. As Denning writes, ‘‘Nothing

characterizes the works of the cultural front so much as the inability to

imagine a completed narrative’’ (119). In the end, the genres that anchor

this debate, social realism and screwball comedy, are associated with two

distinct ‘‘golden age’’ stories of the 1930s: in the narrative and ideological

crisis of the Depression, people either wanted the ‘‘real thing’’ or they

wanted grand fictions (Stott, Documentary, xi). Sturges gives us an oxy-

moronic, self-referential mix of realist and escapist cinematic modes that

never quite fuse, with their attendant pains and pleasures made overt. In

so doing, he pays ironic homage to the inadequacy of such golden age

accounts, creating a certain success out of their failures. In a perversely

funny way, then, as Sullivan’s Travels saves screwball comedy by way of

the Left’s aesthetic strategies, it testifies not to the death of the cultural

front and its satirical energies but rather to its animating power and

future legacy in the postwar decades.



Afterpiece
The Coen Brothers’ Ol’-Timey Blues

in O Brother, Where Art Thou?

Not minstrelsy; this-here’s just a dodge.

— everett ulysses mcgill , in Joel Coen, dir.,

O Brother, Where Art Thou? (2000)

If Sullivan felt incapable of making O Brother, Where Art Thou? because

he was ‘‘too happy’’ and he hadn’t ‘‘su√ered enough,’’ Joel and Ethan

Coen demonstrated no such compunction. O Brother, Where Art Thou?

is the namesake for their insane Depression-era lark released in 2000.

The self-designated legatees of Sullivan’s abandoned script and Sturges’s

madcap style and scorch-and-burn satirical approach, the Coen brothers

put into motion a postmodernist burlesque in O Brother wrought out of

the cinematic genres, popular musical forms, regional myths, and popu-

list iconography that anchored thirties’ debates about the folk.∞ Based

loosely on Homer’s The Odyssey, the film’s parodic picaresque follows

three white convicts, Ulysses Everett McGill (George Clooney), Pete

Hogwallop (John Turturro), and Delmar O’Donnell (Tim Blake Nel-

son), just escaped from Parchman Farm, the notorious, almost all-black

prison camp in Mississippi. Moving through a spare, ochre-washed

South, the men search for buried treasure, their quest punctuated by

several run-ins with Mississippi’s (extra-) legal forces of law and order,

including the police, the Devil, the kkk, and the state’s crooked guber-

natorial candidates. Along the way, they join up with a black bluesman,

Tommy Johnson (a ri√ on the influential Mississippi blues guitarists

Tommy Johnson and Robert Johnson, played by Chris Thomas King).

When they hear a rumor that you can make easy money ‘‘for singing into

a can,’’ they call themselves the Soggy Bottom Boys and record what will
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14. O Brother, Where

Art Thou? by Sinclair

Beckstein is the book

Sullivan will not make

into a movie by the

conclusion of Sullivan’s

Travels. Sullivan’s Travels,

dir. Preston Sturges

(Paramount, 1941).

soon become a hit song, ‘‘Man of Constant Sorrow,’’ produced by a blind

engineer at a local radio station who doesn’t see the interracial makeup

of the band. During the film’s climax, at a political rally, the Soggy

Bottom Boys reprise their song, unaware of its popularity. They win over

their white audience, ensuring that the slightly less corrupt candidate for

governor will succeed and that they themselves will be pardoned and

ultimately saved from their nemesis, the sheri√-cum-Satan. In the end,

our protagonist, Everett McGill, reestablishes his good standing in the

eyes of his estranged ex-wife, Penelope (Holly Hunter), and he reunites

with her and their seven daughters.

Though the narrative and cinematic parallels between O Brother and

Sullivan’s Travels are many, one of the most striking echoes in the Coen

brothers’ film is its iteration of masquerade in the form of racial passing

and performance. If Sullivan’s Travels uses masquerade as a way of invok-

ing and querying populist assumptions about the authenticity of dif-

ferent cinematic genres, identities, and audiences, O Brother uses mas-

querade as a means of exploring those assumptions about authenticity

and their legacy manifested in Depression-era and contemporary con-

ceptions of ‘‘ol’-timey’’ music. By way of masquerade, the film plays

conventional notions of white and black musical genres against visual

and sonic representations of racialized bodies and voices who pass

(Knight, Disintegrating, 237).

These juxtapositions emerge overtly in the exchange between the soon-

to-be-named Soggy Bottom Boys and the blind station engineer as they

try to interest him in recording their ad-hoc group. The engineer asks

‘‘You boys do Negro songs?’’ and Everett gamely answers, ‘‘Sir, we are
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15. The three white convicts escape. O Brother, Where Art

Thou? dir. Joel Coen (Universal, 2000).

Negroes. All except . . . the fella that plays the gui-tar.’’ The engineer

asserts, ‘‘Well, I don’t record Negro songs. I’m lookin’ for some ol’-timey

material. Why people just can’t get enough of it,’’ to which Everett replies,

‘‘Sir, the Soggy Bottom Boys been steeped in ol’-timey material. Heck,

you’re silly with it, aintcha boys?’’ Delmar retorts, ‘‘We ain’t really Ne-

groes!’’ Pete adds, ‘‘All except fer our a-cump-uh-nust!’’ To understand

the full irony of this exchange, it helps to know that the term ol’-timey or

old-time music was first used by Okeh Records in 1923 to market Georgia

Fiddlin’ John Carson’s record and by the following year, the tag old-time

tune music held, only to be superseded by the term hillbilly music (Green,

Torching, 19; Malone, Country, 38). In this scene, we see how O Brother

nostalgically burlesques an earlier period’s nostalgia by reviving the folk

revival of the thirties (Middleton, ‘‘O Brother,’’ 56). The Soggy Bottom

Boys record their song certainly for money, not necessarily for art, and

they just happen to be good. The men are literally interpellated by the

market. Nowhere does the film suggest that the song’s production and

distribution within the commercial circuit of radio render the music

inauthentic. Rather, the film illuminates the way the song emerges in a

market that both mobilizes and capitalizes upon anxieties about authen-

ticity in the promotion of the music as ‘‘ol’-timey.’’ The scene skillfully

exposes the ways that the music being ‘‘revived’’ is a modern invention of

the market for populism, its putatively discrete racial contours part of

its value.

O Brother slyly signifies on the construction, production, and fetish-

ization of racially distinct musical genres—Negro songs versus ‘‘ol’-timey

material’’—and the ways that such notions of racial purity inevitably
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depend upon masquerade. As Sean Chadwell suggests, the film demon-

strates how ‘‘authenticity is invoked by cultures actively engaged in eras-

ing or avoiding their actual roots. . . . in this case, it is African American

music and culture’’ (‘‘Inventing,’’ 4). Making themselves over into what-

ever the blind engineer, and by extension, the market wants, Everett,

Delmar, and Pete potentially pass for black and Tommy for white. In

terms of their vocal stylings and musicianship, the men appear to have

little concern about being able to sing or play capably in either genre.≤

And in both configurations of the band, in the passing version and the

‘‘real’’ version, it is interracial. Yet the power dynamics are not equal:

Everett’s bid for putting on popular musical blackness smacks of the

appropriations of the minstrel tradition, a tradition from which white

men profited materially and psychically. Moreover, the engineer wants

‘‘ol’-timey material,’’ a genre coded as white. Whiteness is thus secured in

the scene’s oscillation between logics of racial purity and performance.

At the same time, the presumption of whiteness is also called into

question. The Coen brothers not only expose the commercial invention

and revival of ol’-timey music but they also upend the notion that ol’-

timey material is ‘‘white,’’ what with Tommy Johnson’s ‘‘mighty fine

pickin’ ’’ on ‘‘Man of Constant Sorrow’’—the way his guitar playing both

sonically and visually anchors the song—and the engineer’s later remark

that the sought-after Soggy Bottom Boys are ‘‘colored boys, I believe.’’≥

On the liner notes for the film’s Grammy Award–winning soundtrack,

Ethan Coen explains that ‘‘the mountain music, the delta blues and

gospel, the chain-gang chants, related to field chants, would individ-

ually and in combination with each other, later evolve into bluegrass,

commercial country music and rock-and-roll’’ (qtd. in Oermann, ‘‘O

Brother’’). Notably Coen describes these musical genres in terms of their

site-specific associations and he points to the music’s hybridity in creat-

ing new, vital forms. Benjamin Filene shows how Coen’s perspective is

beholden to some of the more radical thinking about folklore from the

thirties, evidenced, for example, in B. A. Botkin’s assessment that ‘‘ ‘hill-

billy’ has its place in the hierarchy of American folk styles. . . . [It] is not a

pure but hybrid activity’’ (qtd. in Filene, ‘‘O Brother,’’ 54). If Sturges

restores screwball comedy by way of social realism, the Coen brothers

revive ol’-timey music by way of the blues. Indeed, these musical genres

converge in their mournful lament for what was lost and what might be

found in the sweet hereafter and, as many critics have shown, their roots
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16. The impromptu Soggy Bottom Boys record ‘‘ol’-timey’’

music for the blind recording engineer.

are inseparable, emblematic of what J. M. Mancini describes as ‘‘the

interracial modernity of the circulating market’’ (‘‘Messin’,’’ 212). The

film’s plotting and soundtrack thus argue for a celebration of the popu-

list miscegenated roots of ‘‘roots’’ music.

The film, in an oversimplified split, establishes the commercial, ver-

nacular music of the thirties as authentic populism as opposed to the

period’s populist political rhetoric. The political workings of popul-

ism are represented by the familiar white southern demagogue, Pappy

O’Daniel (Charles Durning), based on Huey Long and other historical

figures, and the populist ‘‘reform’’ candidate, ‘‘Friend of the Little Man,’’

Homer Stokes (Wayne Duvall), who is the grand wizard of the Ku Klux

Klan, as we soon discover.∂ Both candidates harness ol’-timey music as a

means of ‘‘mass communicatin’ ’’ with their constituencies, whether at

the political rally or the Klan meeting. (One can only wonder how Ralph

Stanley felt about his a cappella version of ‘‘O Death’’ being sung by the

Grand Dragon as he o≈ciates the lynching ceremony for the bluesman

Tommy Johnson.) In the Coen brothers’ plotting, as the politicians claim

vacuous racial populisms from the left and the right in the service of

varying degrees of white supremacy, the music constitutes a meaningful

interracial populism whose power exceeds the politics to which it is

sutured. In a pivotal scene, at a political rally, the audience of constitu-

ents becomes enraptured by the music, much in the way the convicts are

bowled over with laughter at the Pluto cartoon in Sullivan’s Travels (Har-

ries, ‘‘Coen Brothers’ New Film,’’ B14). Unlike Sullivan’s Travels, which

deliberately reconfigures the film audience as interracial, poor, and op-

pressed, the audience the Soggy Bottom Boys win over is white, thus
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17. The white audience goes wild for the Soggy Bottom Boys.

raising the question, what kind of populism does the music advance

when the audience is so clearly segregated? As Stokes, the ‘‘reform’’ can-

didate, tries to shout down the band—‘‘You’s miscegenated! All you boys!

Miscegenated!’’ and ‘‘These boys is not white! Hell, they ain’t even ol’-

timey!’’—he is greeted by jeers and rotten tomatoes until he is literally

run out on a rail. What the music achieves then is not so much the

‘‘embrace of a universal brotherhood that transcends race,’’ as some

critics have suggested, but a consolidation of ‘‘good’’ white populism

versus ‘‘bad’’ (Content, Kreider, and White, ‘‘O Brother,’’ 42).

Such simplistic designations follow Joel Coen’s own assessment of the

film’s cartoonish politics: ‘‘The political undercurrent of the movie func-

tions primarily for dramatic purposes, because the politics are frankly

pretty primitive. The bad guys are racial bigots and kkk Grand Dragons,

and the good guys are the heroes of the movie’’ (240, qtd. in Knight).

‘‘Good’’ white populism is consolidated through the white audience’s

(momentary) acceptance of integration in a manner consistent with the

ways representations of blackness, including blackface, the three white

escaped convicts have encountered. Within the film, Tommy Johnson’s

role is ‘‘wholly instrumental,’’ as the cinema scholar Arthur Knight sug-

gests, not only in facilitating the Soggy Bottom’s populist success by

providing the musical accompaniment for ‘‘Man of Constant Sorrow,’’

but also by ‘‘providing his companions the occasion for their liberal

heroism’’ (Knight 239). The Coens may be signifying on white blues fans’

fetishization of Robert Johnson’s ‘‘real’’ blackness. Nonetheless, the myth

of the black bluesman overtakes the movie, augmented by the fact that

the actor, Chris Thomas King, is also a musician who plays the songs he

performs in the movie (Harries B15). The transformative e√ects of ‘‘au-
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18. The Soggy Bottom Boys don hillbilly drag.

thentic’’ blackness for O Brother’s three main protagonists, and for Sul-

livan’s Travels’s protagonist, may constitute one of the strongest links

between the contemporary film and Sturges’s precedent. Knight notes

how black figures and voices traverse O Brother from beginning to end:

‘‘These imprisoned or isolated, yet connected figures make the case for

the inescapable presence and importance of blacks in America . . . even as

they suggest that the blithe, utopian integration . . . of the film is in-

complete and far from fully accomplished.’’ While Johnson’s presence as

the authentic, mythical black bluesman supplements the three white

men’s quest and transformation, blackface has assisted the group’s re-

cording of their ol’-timey song and has helped them liberate Johnson

from the clutches of the Klan. Homeric references aside, the film is an

allegory for the story of how ‘‘bluegrass, commercial country music and

rock-and-roll’’ came to be, one that demonstrates white appropriations

of blackness while also opening up the possibility for a ‘‘good’’ populist

whiteness wrought out of the acknowledgment and recovery of the pro-

verbial black guitarist in the band.∑

Following Denning’s critique of Depression-era racial populisms de-

limited to ‘‘a story of white Protestant ‘plain people’ ’’ and even Sturges’s

equivocal enactment and refusal of this story, when O Brother consoli-

dates ‘‘good’’ versus ‘‘bad’’ white racial populisms, we might ask what

other political constellations and possibilities are ignored in the pro-

cess (Cultural Front, 267). Yet, even in its current form, the film courts

other political constellations and possibilities through its performances

of whiteness. Importantly, in the scene when they win over the white

crowd, the Soggy Bottom Boys don hillbilly drag in the form of ludi-

crous, shaggy gray beards that they mug with throughout their perfor-
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mance. Everett performs an impromptu buck-and-wing dance, quoting

a pre–tap dance hybrid from the American minstrel stage that drew

upon ‘‘the rapid toe and heel action of the Irish jig, the percussive

sensibility of the Lancashire clog, and West African body movements and

rhythms’’ (Hudson, ‘‘Tap Dance,’’ para. 1). As ‘‘good’’ populist whiteness

is secured in the audience’s response, in their failing hillbilly masquerade

—a kind of whiteface performance—the Soggy Bottom Boys reveal and

send up the theatrical parameters of folksy whiteness and, by extension,

the white racial parameters of the populism they call forth. They do this

as their whiteness is repeatedly called into question by Stokes. Stokes, in

fact, articulates a possibility the film seems to play with throughout in its

accumulation of unstable racial signifiers that signify cultural, social, and

political registers of blackness. This list obviously includes the men’s

familiarity with ‘‘Negro songs’’ but also the centrality of Dapper Dan

pomade, hair nets, and male ‘‘coi√ure’’; Everett’s, Pete’s, and Delmar’s

incarceration on the chain gang at Parchman Farm; Pete’s whipping and

the threat of the noose at the hands of the sheri√/Satan; and the injunc-

tion directed at Everett after he has wrangled with his ex-wife’s suitor in a

five-and-dime store, ‘‘And stay out of Woolworth’s’’ (Content, Kreider,

and White 43–44). In the Klan scene that unnerved so many critics,

Everett, Pete, and Delmar disguise themselves in the white robes of three

Klansman they have rendered unconscious, only to have their hoods

ripped o√, revealing their sooty faces, recently blacked-up from their

successful scheme to free Pete from Parchman. As their faces are revealed

to the other Klansmen at the rally, in an almost Schuyler moment, one

Klan member yells, ‘‘The color guard is colored!’’

One might pause here and genuinely ask, what if  the color guard was

‘‘colored’’? What if the film had literalized Stokes’s racial (mis)recogni-

tion in its lead protagonist? To take up the gambit of envisioning Sul-

livan’s hypothetical film, had Schuyler, West, and Hurston written the

script and Sturges directed O Brother (not Sullivan), we might have seen

the film stage one of the most popular plotlines of the Jim Crow era:

Clooney’s Everett would have been a black man passing for white who, in

a final twist, returns to his black family in the end. And if the Coen

brothers had taken more risks with their own casting and plotting in

2000, they might have cast a black actor for Pete or Delmar. Clooney’s

performance as a black man passing for white would more boldly, even

controversially unsettle notions of authentic, discretely racialized genres
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19. The three white protagonists wear blackface and plot their

rescue of Tommy Johnson from the Klan by posing as the

Klan’s color guard.

by exposing the performative dimensions of whiteness and blackness

that are naturalized in those designations. I walk this possibility out with

the caveat that passing does not transcend sedimented discursive catego-

ries of black and white, rather, in some ways, it conserves the status quo:

in many passing narratives, whiteness and blackness operate as discrete

identities that the passer volitionally performs (Wald, Crossing, 6–7).

However, when it comes to notions of racial authenticity and the ways, in

this case, that an authentic aura is produced within the standard story of

folk music, Everett’s passing would show whiteness to be a performance

that covers over black sources and practitioners within the genre. With

an African American actor playing the role of Delmar or Pete, the politi-

cal contours of the film would change in other ways as well. When the

men save Tommy from the kkk, the scene would constitute a fantastical

enactment of interracial solidarity against the domestic fascist, racist

power-structure, one closer to the radical energies of the Popular Front,

instead of the film’s recycling of the white liberal savior cliché (read

‘‘good’’ white populism). While this change would do little to trouble the

masculine contours of the film and its Popular Front precedent, it would

still represent a more compelling narrative than the current resolution.

Finally, with this change of cast and characters, Johnson would no longer

simply be the authentic black supplement to a group of white singers but

a member of an integrated band. He might be given something to play

and perform beyond the guitar, such as a personality at odds with the

myth of the bluesman. These alterations not only would seize upon the

anarchic energies of modernist burlesque but they would complicate and
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advance the film’s central thesis about folk music and the politics of race

and authenticity.

In its current structure, O Brother Where Art Thou? establishes the

miscegenated origins of roots music through the sonic blending of black

and white voices and di√erent regional styles alongside the invocation of

visually discrete, mythical black and white bodies (Robert Johnson and

Ulysses, to name but a few). In my hypothetical version, the film would

compound the invisible proximity, fluidity, even interchangeability of

black and white voices with the inclusion of a character who in his racial

passing confounds the actual audience’s proclivities for reading race

visually. Rather than rendering the music colorblind or universalist, the

film in its ‘‘valentine to the music’’ would destabilize the notions of ra-

cial authenticity that blunt the music’s historical complexity, political

force, and emotional power (Joel Coen, qtd. in Turan, ‘‘With the Coens,’’

para. 7). Such a move would sharpen the film’s satirical edge, earning its

Depression-era inheritance, not just on style points but in substance,

by implicating the audience directly in the fun house mirror of authen-

ticity, its immanent marketability, and its many performances. This is

the legacy bequeathed us by Sturges, Hurston, West, Schuyler, and oth-

ers. When we look back to the thirties, perhaps even with nostalgia, what

may be most important to our new-millennial moment is not that pe-

riod’s noble folk, its populist purities, or its claim to authentic aesthetics

but rather its deft critique of those constructs as they operate within the

public sphere of politics, culture, and the marketplace.



Notes

introduction

1. ‘‘This ‘rediscovery of culture’ did not begin with the Depression,’’
Jonathan Veitch reminds us, ‘‘rather, it was part of an ongoing response to
the corrosive process of modernization that has . . . constituted American life
since its very beginnings’’ (American Superrealism, 90).

2. Joseph Stalin’s decree in 1932, ‘‘On the Reconstruction of Literature and
Art Organization,’’ paved the way for the adoption of socialist realism as the
o≈cial state platform on cultural production during the First Congress of
Soviet Writers held in Moscow in 1934 (Wood, ‘‘Realisms,’’ 321).

3. Ri≈ng on Je√rey Weiss’s term ‘‘music hall modernism’’ for the influ-
ence of the music hall on the art movements of the French avant-garde,
Michael North uses the term ‘‘modernist burlesque’’ (152–53) in his brilliant
Reading 1922: A Return to the Scene of the Modern to describe an irreverent,
even ‘‘obscene’’ aesthetic ‘‘that linked modernism and popular culture in an
alliance against the censor’’ (151). Championed by Gilbert Seldes, E. E. Cum-
mings, and the group of friends and contributors who published and edited
The Dial, modernist burlesque embraced ‘‘a model of ironic juxtaposition in
which quick transitions between the high and the low, the comic and the
bathetic, the artistic and the commercial deflate pretensions and level out
specious distinctions’’ (152). Much to the delight of its practitioners, the
‘‘e√rontery’’ and ‘‘impudence’’ of this mode infuriated state and regional
censors who closely followed the movie and literary publishing industries in
‘‘the cultural war of 1922’’ (151). I am indebted to Alys Weinbaum and Gillian
Harkins for suggesting the term ‘‘burlesque modernism’’ as a concept meta-
phor for reading the work of George Schuyler, Nathanael West, and other
satirists of the period.

4. In Henry Louis Gates’s famous elaboration of signifying, it is the trope
of all tropes in the black vernacular tradition, one that ‘‘turns on repetition
of formal structures and their di√erences’’ (Figures, 235–36). Speaking of
Esu, the Signifying Monkey, Gates describes how he and other tricksters are
‘‘mediators, and their mediations are tricks’’ (237).

5. Here I follow the anthropologists George E. Marcus and Michael M. J.
Fischer in their connection between ethnographic and documentary modes
of representation in the thirties, finding them to be mutually related forms
of cultural critique within the United States in the 1920s and 1930s. As
they explain, both modes met the public’s ‘‘hunger for reliable information’’
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(Anthropology, 125) with the ‘‘documentation or the description of real-
ity,’’ producing empirical evidence that was taken to be ‘‘more or less self-
explanatory’’ (127).

6. In Cedric Robinson’s formative conception, ‘‘The development, orga-
nization and expansion of capitalist society pursued essentially racial direc-
tions, and so too did social ideology. As a material force, then, it could
be expected that racialism would inevitably permeate the social structures
emergent from capitalism. I have used the term ‘racial capitalism’ to refer to
this development and to the subsequent structure as a historical agency’’
(Black Marxism, 2).

7. Je√ Decker demonstrates how the phrase the American Dream was not
a transhistorical concept but rather ‘‘a term invented after the 1920s’’ to
represent ‘‘the moral vacuity of entrepreneurial self-making in the nation’s
past’’ (Made in America, 80).

8. This is not to confuse populist rhetoric with populist politics. Follow-
ing Denning’s distinction, liberals and radicals of the Popular Front de-
ployed several ‘‘discordant’’ populist rhetorics of the folk and the worker but
followed ‘‘a class-based labor politics’’ (Cultural Front, 125).

9. Though ‘‘the worker’’ and ‘‘the people’’ were distinct phrases, in the
1930s they resonated with each other enough to justify their substitution, at
least to some on the Left, like Burke. At the same time, the reason Burke
proposed this substitution had to do with the di√erent popular valences of
each phrase: ‘‘I am suggesting that an approach based upon the positive
symbol of ‘the people,’ rather than upon the negative symbol of ‘the worker,’
makes more naturally for this kind of identification whereby one’s political
alignment is fused with broader cultural elements’’ (Burke, ‘‘Revolutionary
Symbolism,’’ 91).

10. Regina Bendix notes how Herder, ‘‘in his collection of folksongs,
organized into ethnic categories . . . worked with national characterizations’’
(In Search, 41). She translates his assertion in The Spirit of Hebrew Poetry
(1782): ‘‘To judge a nation, does one not need to step in its time, its country,
its circle of thought and feeling’’ (qtd. in Bendix, 41). While he develops these
national characterizations, he argues against historical presentism and pre-
figures a kind of temporal, cultural relativism that would take hold in the
discipline of anthropology in the twentieth century. Herder claims, for ex-
ample, in his Another Philosophy of History for the Education of Mankind
(1774), that ‘‘it would be foolishness to tear a single Egyptian virtue away
from the land, the time, and the boyhood of the human spirit and to mea-
sure it by the standard of another time! . . . It should be our first concern to
see him in none but his own place’’ (14).

11. Edward B. Tylor’s cultural evolutionary model postulated that all so-
cieties developed through four stages of progress: savagery, barbarism, civi-
lization, and the yet to be realized enlightenment (McNeil, ‘‘Pre-Society
American Folklorists,’’ 3).

12. For example, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft assembled and eventually pub-
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lished a collection of American Indian oral narratives in the 1840s; William
Francis Allen collaborated with Charles Pickard Ware and Lucy McKim to
assemble and publish Slave Songs of the United States in 1867; and Will W.
Harney and Mary N. Murfee composed stories of Appalachia’s ‘‘strangeness’’
in the 1870s and 1880s (McNeil 2–4; Zumwalt, American Folklore Scholarship,
6; Becker, Selling Tradition, 55).

13. Here, Du Bois departs from Herder’s views on race—which is to say
that Herder denied the very existence of race as such—as Ernest Allen points
out (‘‘On the Reading of Riddles,’’ 59–62).

14. Stalin’s expansive visual propaganda campaign presumed that folk
iconography would appeal to the peasants from the countryside who were
being compelled to join a labor force of either industrial workers or newly
collectivized farm workers (Bonnell, Iconography, 111–12). As Victoria Bon-
nell explains, ‘‘The application of traditional folk styles to Soviet posters was
a controversial issue in the 1930s, when artists and o≈cials were eager to
create an entirely new ‘proletarian’ style of political art. Despite the contro-
versy, however, the lubok format, with such characteristic conventions as
contrasting panels showing ‘then and now’ and ‘we and they,’ was com-
monly utilized in the 1930s’’ (111–12).

15. The term documentary was first used in 1926 by the British filmmaker
John Grierson, the director of Drifters (1929) and producer of Night Mail
(1936). In Grierson’s review of Robert Flaherty’s Moana (1926), he claims that
the film, ‘‘being a visual account of events in the daily life of a Polynesian
youth . . . has documentary value’’ (emphasis added; Stott, Documentary
Expression, 9). As Abigail Solomon-Godeau establishes in her now-classic
essay on documentary practice, ‘‘Who Is Speaking Thus? Some Questions
about Documentary Photography’’: ‘‘Because the majority of photographic
uses previous to the term’s introduction were what we would now auto-
matically designate as documentary, it becomes clear that the documentary
concept is historical, not ontological. . . . The late arrival of the category
documentary into photographic parlance implies that until its formulation,
photography was understood as innately and inescapably performing a doc-
umentary function. . . . [T]o nineteenth century minds the very notion of
documentary photography would have seemed tautological’’ (169–70).

16. This claim follows Raymond Williams’s description of genre: ‘‘It is in
the practical and variable combination and even fusion of what are, in
abstraction, di√erent levels of the social material process that what we have
known as genre becomes a new kind of constitutive evidence’’ (Marxism and
Literature, 185).

17. Gayle Wald’s caveat with regard to the political work of performa-
tivity is crucial here. In a discussion of films of racial passing from the 1940s
that feature white actors playing black characters who pass for white, Wald
tracks the dizzying dismantling and consolidation of race in these perfor-
mances: ‘‘Brandishing the performativity of race, [such films] do not pro-
vide the key to its undoing as a strategy of social power; rather, they drama-
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tize the ability of racial discourse openly and self-consciously to display its
performativity as merely one more demonstration of its power’’ (Crossing
the Line, 95).

18. See Bakhtin, ‘‘Introduction,’’ 15, for his elucidation of the carnivalesque.
19. Slavoj Žižek argues: ‘‘What characterizes populism is . . . the mere

formal fact that, through their enchainment, ‘people’ emerges as a political
subject, and all di√erent particular struggles and antagonisms appear as
parts of a global antagonistic struggle between ‘us’ (people) and ‘them.’
Again, the content of ‘us’ and ‘them’ is not prescribed in advance but,
precisely [in] the stakes of the struggle for hegemony; even ideological ele-
ments like brutal racism and anti-Semitism can be enchained in a populist
series of equivalences, in the way ‘them’ is constructed’’ (‘‘Against the Popu-
list Temptation,’’ 553–54).

20. In making this critique, I join other scholars of liberal a√ect. See
Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 17–23; and G. Wald, Crossing the Line, 168–77,
for example.

21. As is well known, over the course of the decade Schuyler would turn
away from his consumer activism and his socialist perspective, becoming
ever more entrenched in anticommunist dogma.

22. Here, I have in mind, among others, Rita Barnard’s The Great Depres-
sion and the Culture of Abundance (1995), Sara Blair’s Harlem Crossroads
(2007), Michael Denning’s The Cultural Front (1997), Brent Hayes Edwards’s
The Practice of Diaspora (2003), Barbara Foley’s Radical Representations
(1993) and Spectres of 1919 (2008), Rena Fraden’s Blueprints for a Black Federal
Theatre, 1935–1939 (1994), Robin D. G. Kelley’s Hammer and Hoe (1990),
William Maxwell’s New Negro, Old Left (1999), Bill V. Mullen’s Popular Fronts
(1999), Cary Nelson’s Repression and Recovery (1989), Paula Rabinowitz’s
Labor and Desire (1991) and They Must Be Represented (1994), James Smet-
hurst’s The New Red Negro (1999), Michelle Stephens’s Black Empire (2005),
Jonathan Veitch’s American Superrealism (1997), and Alan Wald’s trilogy of
the American literary Left, including Exiles from a Future Time (2002) and
Trinity of Passion (2007), and Mary Helen Washington’s forthcoming Recover-
ing Black Radicalism(s).

chapter 1: madhouse, burlesque show,
coney island

1. Interestingly, Charles Houston, the black lawyer who would act as chief
legal counsel for the naacp and mastermind the civil rights cases leading up
to the Brown decision of 1954, felt quite di√erently about the International
Labor Defense’s activism in the Scottsboro case. As the historian Patricia
Sullivan describes, Houston predicted that the Scottsboro case would be a
‘‘milestone’’ in American history: Houston explained that ‘‘[the ild’s] un-
compromising resistance to southern prejudice set a new standard for agita-
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tion for equality’’ (qtd. in Days of Hope, 88). Sullivan observes that the
Scottsboro case ‘‘exposed the inadequacy of the naacp’s approach to the
South. When news of the arrest . . . reached New York in the spring of 1931,
Walter White had no local contacts to call on for a direct report. The nearest
naacp branch, in Chattanooga, had collapsed in 1930. White followed the
case in the press, which relied primarily on southern newspapers, and the
naacp remained aloof. [The naacp would only later try] to wrest control
of the case from [the ild who] had acted boldly and decisively’’ (87).

2. In a November column of ‘‘Views and Reviews’’ in 1933, Schuyler cast
a hopeful eye on Roosevelt’s National Recovery Administration, asking,
‘‘Who, acquainted with the American scene and especially our history, will
deny that the country is sweeping on steadily toward collectivism?’’ (10).
Schuyler asserts that ‘‘in the success of the NRA . . . I see hope for a revived
and stronger Socialist party.’’ At the same time, he chastises other radicals
who protest Roosevelt’s policies, dismissing them as ‘‘lunatic fringe Com-
munists’’ whose only di√erence from socialists is ‘‘their [prior] advocacy of
violent revolution . . . ten years ago.’’

3. In Schuyler’s 1924 review of Upton Sinclair’s The Goslings, he bluntly
states his political sympathies: ‘‘If the majority of people in this country,
white and black, are to be anything besides propertyless, exploited morons,
then all workers must unite in One Big Union and see that this country of
the people, by the politicians, for the plutocracy, is returned to those who
perform the useful labor—the Workers’’ ( ‘‘New Books,’’ 331).

4. One of Ward Connerly’s more recent e√orts was California’s rejected
Proposition 54, on the ballots in 2003. That measure promised to ‘‘end
government’s preferential treatment based on race . . . junk a 17th-century ra-
cial classification system that has no place in 21st-century America, [and]. . . .
signal America’s first step towards a color-blind society’’ (Proposition 54:
www.racialprivacy.org).

5. Patterson’s claims seem so intentionally fantastical that they read as a
kind of straight-faced sociological parody. Indeed, if his editorial was meant
to be read in that spirit, it makes all the more sense to look to Schuyler’s work
as a literary precursor. Setting tone aside, Patterson’s very formulation of the
disappearance of race depends upon its conjoined operation with class—the
aΔuence required for purchasing this genetic engineering—as well as the
meeting of science and the marketplace. In essence, his positing of racial
hybridism points to a new racial category to be capitalized upon within
consumer culture. It also strangely echoes Ralph Ellison’s claim that ‘‘the
fantasy of an America free of blacks is at least as old as the dream of creating
a truly democratic society’’ (qtd. in Roediger, Black on White, 160). While
Patterson’s answer to racist oppression in the United States is reductive in its
binary logic and romance of the market as a place of self-determination, it is
motivated by a desire, facetious or earnest, to imagine a way in which op-
pressed people might transcend racial di√erences to a≈liate around com-
mon class interests.
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6. Ironically, if Schuyler’s Black No More were read through the lens of his
later political beliefs and a≈liations, he might appear as a consistent advo-
cate of colorblindness as well. In fact, Schuyler’s political transformation
throughout his life, from iconoclastic socialist to outspoken John Birch
Society member, strangely parallels the political spectrum between Orlando
Patterson on one side, and the black neocons on the other.

7. Michael Denning defines the modern racial regime as a ‘‘formation
that emerged in the years after the Civil War. The end of systems of forced
labor in the 1860s . . . marked not only a remarkable expansion of global
labor migration and the rise of the ‘new imperialism’ in the late nineteenth
century, but also the birth of the modern racial systems with their legal codes
of segregation, exclusion, reservations, and anti-miscegenation’’ (Cultural
Front, 33).

8. For scholarship that examines the relationship between race, consumer
culture, and capitalism in the Harlem Renaissance, see Carby’s Reconstruct-
ing Womanhood (163–75) and Cultures in Babylon (7–63); Gri≈n, Who Set
You Flowin’; and Mullen, ‘‘Optic White.’’

9. See, for example, Huggins’s Harlem Renaissance and Voices from the
Harlem Renaissance; Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue; Wintz, Harlem
Renaissance; and the selection of Schuyler’s writings o√ered in The Norton
Anthology of African American Literature, 2nd ed. In noting Schuyler’s pecu-
liar absence, I sound a common refrain in the small body of criticism about
the book. Michael E. Peplow makes this observation first in his 1974 article:
‘‘In this era of renewed interest in the Harlem Renaissance . . . Black No More
is virtually ignored’’ (‘‘George Schuyler,’’ 242–43).

10. Several critics usefully track a sustained critique of the racial discourse
of the period in Black No More. See, for example, Kuenz, ‘‘American Racial
Discourse’’; Morgan, ‘‘ ‘Strange and Wonderful’ ’’; Favor, ‘‘Color’’; and, most
recently, Ferguson’s literary history of Schuyler, which includes a chapter
devoted to Black No More’s critique of race mythology (Sage of Sugar Hill,
212–44). The essay by Mills (‘‘Absurdity of America’’) and the essay by Kuenz
take up the links between race, capitalism, and nationalism, a rubric I take
up in this chapter. Kuenz’s fine essay asserts: ‘‘By recoding racial markers as
class signs and showing throughout the novel their structural inability as
signs, Schuyler situates both ‘blackness’ and ‘whiteness’ in relation to an
industrial and market economy increasingly willing and able to manipulate
and finally obliterate any semblance of culture, tradition and individual
identity, racial or otherwise, among the people it needs to keep itself going’’
(171). In an excellent essay whose concerns also overlap with my own, Jason
Haslam focuses on Schuyler’s ‘‘economics of race’’ explicitly in terms of
white privilege to demonstrate the ways ‘‘in which the class system and
bigoted racial categories both create and are created by each other, in a
seemingly endless cycle of reproduction’’ (‘‘ ‘Open sesame,’ ’’ 16). My argu-
ment diverges from Keunz’s and Haslam’s and draws upon Harryette Mul-
len’s brilliant essay ‘‘Optic White’’ in its emphasis on the mechanics of racial
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reproduction and the relationship between Fordism, race, and commodity
culture in the novel.

11. For works that read Black No More through Schuyler’s later conserva-
tive politics, see, for example, Bone, Negro Novelist ; Larson, ‘‘Introduction’’;
Faulkner, ‘‘Vanishing Race’’; and Tucker, ‘‘ ‘Can Science Succeed?’ ’’ In re-
gard to Schuyler’s collusion with conservative interpretations of his earlier
work, in Black and Conservative, an autobiography he publishes in the mid-
sixties toward the end of his life, he downplays his leftist political a≈liations
(Peplow, George Schuyler, 20).

12. As Thomas Holt describes, ‘‘Henry Ford was a segregationist and an
anti-Semite, but he set out to hire blacks for his plants, working through the
Urban League and prominent black ministers in Detroit. Outstripping all
other automakers, Ford’s aggressive recruitment garnered about half of all
blacks in the auto industry during the interwar period, peaking in the 1930s
at 11 percent of the entire workforce at the infamous River Rouge Plant’’
(Problem of Race, 71).

13. Grace Hale’s history of whiteness and segregation attributes white
people’s acute anxieties about black participation in mass consumer culture
to the fact that consumption is ‘‘so central to changing conceptions of
American citizenship’’ (Making Whiteness, 284). Greater standardization of
and access to these goods threatened to merge the nation’s consumers to-
gether as one body of buyers, sparking ‘‘white fears of a raceless consumer
society’’ (203). As Hale argues, this integration signaled for southern whites
the threat of another kind of bodily incorporation: miscegenation. Thus,
within the social body of the nation, as increasingly defined at the turn of the
century by its marketplace, white supremacist anxiety turns once again to
narratives of biological reproduction and an attendant fixation on racial
purity.

14. For a discussion of Jean Toomer’s ambivalent formulation of the
disappearance of ‘‘the Negro of the folk-song’’ with the advent of the mod-
ern New Negro of Seventh Street, see North (Dialect of Modernism, 166–74).
For a discussion of Hurston’s folklore collecting and her fears about the
e√ects of commercialization upon rural, African American vernacular cul-
ture, see Hemenway (Zora Neale Hurston, 84–103).

15. My reading is indebted to Smith’s brilliant analysis of Hughes’s argu-
ment and, more generally, her assessment of the discourse of racial authen-
ticity in relation to the black middle-class in films of the 1990s. See V. Smith,
‘‘Authenticity’’ (65–67).

16. Ian Haney Lopez includes an appendix to his White By Law, docu-
menting the U.S. courts’ decisions in the racial prerequisite cases from 1878
to 1952 according to an array of potentially contradictory rationales: ‘‘scien-
tific evidence,’’ ‘‘common knowledge,’’ ‘‘legal precedent,’’ ‘‘congressional in-
tent,’’ and ‘‘ocular inspection of the skin’’ (203–8).

17. Daphne Brooks provided this insight in correspondence, 21 July 2007.
18. The story of minstrelsy and blackface performance is thus the subject of
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a variety of rich scholarly interpretations—in Love and Theft, Eric Lott locates
in the form a volatile, complex relay between love and theft that amounted to
a transgression of the color line; in Blackface, White Noise, Michael Rogin
explores the ways in which newly immigrated Eastern European Jews in the
early days of cinema used blackface performances to produce themselves as
white; in Raising Cain, W. T. Lahmon Jr. investigates how the form’s lore cycle
deployed both for and against racial stereotyping and di√erent class interests;
in Bodies in Dissent, Daphne Brooks demonstrates how the subversive and
incendiary performances of turn-of-the-century blackface entertainers such
as George Walker and Bert Williams ‘‘scripted alien(ated) racial and gender
narratives for a new era’’; and in The Last Darky, Louis Chude-Sokei attends
to the ways that Bert Williams’s cross-cultural, intra-racial masquerade ‘‘rein-
vented and appropriated [blackface minstrelsy] to subversive e√ect’’ (Brooks,
Bodies, 12; Chude-Sokei, Last Darky, 5).

19. Cohen, Consumer’s Republic, 151–53; Cross, All-Consuming Cen-
tury, 19.

20. In a certain sense, these products emerge out of an ipso facto ‘‘market
segmentation’’ due to Jim Crow segregation. As such, they anticipate the
turn away from a conception of a unified mass market toward a theory of a
‘‘segmented market’’ that will be capitalized on in the booming postwar
economy of the 1950s. See Cohen, Consumer’s Republic, 295.

21. Cohen, Making a New Deal, 154–55; Dinerstein, Swinging the Machine,
137–81; Du Bois, Souls of Black Folk, 162–64.

22. Cohen, Making a New Deal, 155–58. When segregation was legally
mandated and many sites of consumption reflected this, producers assumed
a unified mass consumer who was, contradictorily, both white and middle-
class. On the heels of the Brown decision in 1954—the decision that in theory,
if not in practice, would lead to an integrated consumer body—in 1957
marketers came upon the idea of ‘‘market segmentation,’’ which cross-cuts
the marketplace into many categories of social di√erence such as race, age,
region, class, religion, and lifestyle. This convergence strikes me as more
than coincidental. Cohen, Consumer’s Republic, 292–344.

23. Once he becomes white, Schuyler’s protagonist, Max Disher, thinks,
‘‘Now he could go anywhere, associate with anybody, be anything he wanted
to be. . . . At last he felt like an American citizen’’ (27–29).

24. In the history of antebellum slavery it has long been understood
that people of African descent were treated as objects of racialized prop-
erty, bought and sold as commodities on the auction circuit. C. Harris’s
path-breaking analysis demonstrates the various ways that whiteness has
been shored up as ‘‘a highly valued and exclusive form of property’’ from the
nation’s inception onward (‘‘Whiteness as Property,’’ 1724).

25. Weinbaum, Wayward Reproductions, 34–39, 15–60.
26. Alys Weinbaum pointed out the ‘‘uplift’’ resonance of the Black-No-

More procedure in conversation, 22 March 2005. For more on the many
valences of racial uplift, see Gaines, Uplifting the Race.
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27. Here, I improvise on Orlando Patterson’s conception of slavery as
‘‘social death’’ in his important Slavery and Social Death (38–45). Patterson
claims that slavery represented ‘‘two modes of . . . social death . . . in the
intrusive mode the slave was conceived of as someone who did not belong
because he was an outsider, while in the extrusive mode the slave became an
outsider because he did not (or no longer) belonged’’ (44). The intrusive
mode of social death describes the slave who is thought to be the ‘‘enemy
within.’’ In Black No More, as we soon see, the African Americans who have
undergone Crookman’s process su√er a kind of social death in their new-
found whiteness; they have committed a form of race suicide. Moreover,
they are perceived by white supremacists as enemies within: ‘‘Why, one
couldn’t tell who was who!’’ (81).

28. The notion of whiteness as a mass-produced racial formation is reiter-
ated by other African American writers as well. For example, James Baldwin
compared the process of becoming white to remaining ‘‘trapped in [a]
factory’’ (qtd. in Roediger, Black on White, 22).

29. In the character of Max, Schuyler satirizes the fiction of passing, in
particular, James Weldon Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored
Man (1912), providing us with a trickster protagonist who revels in the joke
played on the unwitting white public with far less ambivalence than John-
son’s unnamed narrator (Wald, Crossing the Line, 36; Favor, ‘‘Color,’’ 49).

30. For analyses of the state regulation of race, property, and sexuality, see
Hartman, Scenes, 98–99, 183–91; Mullen, ‘‘Optic White,’’ 73, 76–77, 81; and
Weinbaum, Wayward Reproductions, 36, 15–60.

31. In an editorial titled ‘‘The Caucasian Problem,’’ published in 1944,
Schuyler would write, ‘‘Race, an anthropological fiction, has become a socio-
logical fact’’ (49).

32. See Amy Robinson’s nuanced discussion of the hegemonic dupe in her
performative theory of reading identity (‘‘It Takes One,’’ 725–28, 734–36).

33. In a routine that brilliantly and e≈ciently send ups this idea, Chris
Rock addresses a common complaint voiced by white people, ‘‘A≈rmative
action, illegal aliens . . . we’re losing the country.’’ He responds: ‘‘White
people ain’t losing shit. If y’all losing, who’s winning? Shit, there ain’t a white
man in this room that would change places with me. None of you would
change places with me. And I’m rich! That’s how good it is to be white.
There’s a white, one-legged busboy in here right now . . . that won’t change
places with my black ass. He’s going, ‘No, man, I don’t wanna switch. I
wanna ride this white thing out. See where it takes me.’ That’s right, ’cause
when you white, the sky’s the limit. When you black, the limit’s the sky!’’
Chris Rock: Bigger and Blacker. Daphne Brooks provided me with this refer-
ence in correspondence, 21 July 2007.

34. Schuyler himself ‘‘got up on speaking ladders and addressed the indif-
ferent populace in the downtown area [of Syracuse]’’ when he was the
educational director of the local Syracuse Socialist Party in the early 1920s
(Black and Conservative, 113–15).
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35. See George Lipsitz’s elaboration of the ‘‘possessive investment in white-
ness’’ and the ways it has produced racial hierarchies in the United States
(Possessive Investment, 1–25).

36. Schuyler chooses obvious and absurd names for both characters,
names that speak to the subtext of their life’s work: Snobbcraft literally crafts
laws that produce and maintain his own elitist, racist position. Buggerie’s
name alludes to sodomy between men as it was referred to in several state
constitutions within colonial America (see ‘‘Rhode Island, Section 37’’ in
Lutz’s Colonial Origins). Not surprisingly, he develops statistics that even-
tually reveal the intimate, often subterranean interracial relationships that
have made up America’s population from its colonial beginnings onward.

37. Blum, W. E. B. Du Bois, 134–80.
38. In her important investigation of race and reproduction, Mullen de-

scribes how in Ellison’s Invisible Man, Mohammed’s myth of Yakub, and
Schuyler’s Black No More, these ‘‘technological fantasies feature mechanical
production as an asexual reproduction of whiteness, which is not dependent
upon the coupling of a black woman with a white man (thus excluding the
black male) or upon the coupling of a black man with a white woman (thus
risking the castration of the black male). In these technological metaphors/
fantasies, miscegenation is e√ected without sexual reproduction’’ (‘‘Optic
White,’’ 77). In a related theoretical project, Weinbaum’s Wayward Reproduc-
tions makes a crucial intervention in feminist scholarship about race and
reproduction by excavating what she refers to as the ‘‘race/reproduction
bind’’ (especially 5–14, 15–60, 187–226, 227–46).

39. Women’s bodies were regulated within the racialized and patriarchal
strictures of U.S. law due to their potentially unpredictable reproduction
and transmission of racial property in the form of progeny, be they heirs,
slaves, or both.

40. Teresa Zackodnik usefully complicates this legal history by tracing
revisions within antimiscegenation law during the colonial period that ac-
counted for the possibility of white mothers and black fathers alongside the
more prevalent interracial coupling of white fathers and black mothers. In
order to prevent mulattoes from claiming whiteness and its attendant privi-
leges, these statutes stipulated that in the case of a biracial child born of a
freeborn white mother and an enslaved black father, the child would be held
in bond by the father’s masters. Thus, the mother’s claim to whiteness did
not extend to her child. In fact, she could lose her white privilege as a result
of her intimate association with a black man (‘‘Fixing the Color Line,’’ 426–
29). See also Hartman, Scenes, 190; Weinbaum 41.

41. As Smith explains in her ‘‘Class and Gender in Narratives of Passing,’’
the consequences of passing ‘‘are distributed di√erentially on the basis of
gender (women in narrative are more likely to be punished for passing than
are men)’’ (36).

42. Gayle Wald writes of Pinky and Lost Boundaries, Hollywood’s famous
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films in 1949 about racial passing: ‘‘Brandishing the performativity of race,
they do not provide the key to its undoing as a strategy of social power; rather,
they dramatize the ability of racial discourse openly and self-consciously to
display its performativity as merely one more demonstration of its power’’
(95). This assessment pertains to the particular fungibility of race in the
marketplace.

43. H. L. Mencken would also describe his readership of the American
Mercury, the magazine he founded in 1924, as a ‘‘civilized minority,’’ a shared
usage that anticipates an intellectual exchange with Schuyler that would last
until the late 1940s (Ferguson 163–64).

44. See Bone (Negro Novelist) and Larson (‘‘Introduction’’) for an inter-
pretation of the novel as assimilationist, and Rayson (‘‘George Schuyler’’) for
an overarching interpretation of Schuyler’s career and Black No More within
it, that asserts his priority of class over and above race. Conversely, Tucker’s
analysis sees Schuyler deconstructing essentialist definitions of race in Black
No More in order to suggest that ‘‘ ‘race’ just does not matter anymore’’ in a
prefiguration of the work of the black neocons who espouse colorblindness
(‘‘ ‘Can Science Succeed?’ ’’ 148). This reading ignores Schuyler’s trenchant
critique of the ways race and class work together in the service of inequitable
social and economic structures.

chapter 2: inanimate hideosities

1. Even during the height of West’s revival by the New York intellectuals
during the Cold War, a few writers refused to depoliticize his work. The
leftwing writer Josephine Herbst, one of West’s close friends, cautioned
against this in an exceptionally perceptive appraisal of his work that she
wrote for Kenyon Review in 1961. Specifically, she faults James Light for his
tendency ‘‘to reflect more of the climate of the ’50s than of the era in which
West lived, felt or created. The penitents of that earlier decade have poured
lava over some of the living elements which should once again be seen in
their original verdure to make sense of the time and the place. No matter the
eventualities—no matter the errors—the conflicting ideologies—the trage-
dies. To see what West used and discarded one must return to the Then and
strip away the Now’’ (in Martin, Nathanael West: A Collection, 25). Similarly,
in ‘‘Late Thoughts on Nathanael West’’ published in 1965, Daniel Aaron
warns that ‘‘to see West as a misunderstood and neglected ‘taker-outer’
shouldered into obscurity by the more celebrated ‘putter-inners’ is to exag-
gerate his singularity. . . . Being a radical in the 1930’s (and West was a faithful
subscriber to Party manifestoes) did not necessarily mean that one had to
write ritualistic proletarian novels or Whitmanesque exhortations to revolt.
There was another kind of writing, Edward Dahlberg called it ‘implication
literature’ tinged with ‘just as deep radical dye.’ West belonged to that select
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company of socially committed writers in the Depression Decade who drew
revolutionary conclusions in highly idiosyncratic and undoctrinaire ways’’
(in Martin, Nathanael West: A Collection, 162).

2. For a concise comparison of Barnard’s, Irr’s, and Veitch’s treatments of
West’s fiction, see Eric Schocket’s review ‘‘Revising the 1930s.’’ Each of these
critics valuably reads West’s work in relation to the Frankfurt school. My
analysis dovetails most closely with Rachel Rubinstein’s fine examination of
West’s burlesque of the commercial and patriotic value of racial and ethnic
commodities.

3. Given West’s own dedication to burlesque and vaudeville, both as a fan
and as a writer of the absurd and the grotesque, his purported dislike of
‘‘Jewish stage humor’’ is surprising and it raises useful questions about the
grounds for his objection (Martin 237–38). Was West troubled by the com-
modification of Jewishness in the form of stereotypes played for laughs, a
mode of representation he himself would throw in the face of his readers, or
did he subscribe to a stereotypical equation of ‘‘commercial spirit’’ with
Judaism such that the performance of Jewishness for a paying audience
reinforced this belief for him? In either case, West’s own line of work as a
screenwriter would have presented him with a challenge.

4. Jay Martin suggests that ‘‘the Weinsteins gave up their Judaism with
their emigration. . . . [N]ow they would become American’’ (25). To that
end, Martin describes how ‘‘the assumptions at the heart of American life . . .
told them they might escape from the pale of Jewishness through the equal-
ity of the informed mind and economic achievement. . . . Their hopes . . .
admirably coincided with the American dream of success. It is not surpris-
ing that before West was ten, his parents gave him presents of Horatio Alger’s
books’’ (24). In retrospect, the gift of the Alger books made a deep impres-
sion on West, though clearly not the impression his parents were seeking.

5. I am indebted to Lloyd Michaels’s essay ‘‘A Particular Kind of Joking’’
for its formulation of West’s use of burlesque as ‘‘a stylistic device’’ and a
‘‘way of seeing life as a particular kind of theatrical performance’’ (149).

6. In aligning West’s writing with his progressive political activism, his
life’s work seems to advocate for acting passionately, even in the face of
potential futility. In this way, we might understand his leftist commitments
as a politicized existentialism.

7. Though I disagree with Veitch’s account of West ‘‘[attempting] to carve
out a middle ground between ‘radical presses’ like the New Masses on the one
hand and the ‘literature boys’ at Partisan Review on the other,’’ I concur with
Veitch’s conclusion that West’s fiction ‘‘o√ers one of the most insightful
critiques of the inhumanity of capitalism during the thirties’’ (American
Superrealism, xii, xvi).

8. Jerry Bryant makes a passing remark in his book Victims and Heroes
(1997) that Schuyler’s Black No More is a ‘‘mordant parody’’ set in a ‘‘zany,
impossible pseudo-fiction world that anticipates Nathanael West’s mad
Horatio Alger travesty A Cool Million’’ (149).
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9. Jonathan Veitch uses Thurman Arnold’s term, ‘‘the folklore of capital-
ism,’’ to describe the object of West’s satire in A Cool Million (5, 94). I modify
the phrase here to focus on ‘‘the folklore of racial capitalism’’ in the novel.

10. West focuses on the body as a key site of state-sanctioned violence. As
the cultural critic Lauren Berlant and others have demonstrated, within a
constitutional paradigm of citizenship the implicitly white, male, property-
owning American subject is accorded ‘‘the disembodied entitlements of
liberal citizenship’’ (‘‘The Queen,’’ 552). Thus, Lem’s public embodiment is a
sign of his inability to attain ‘‘abstract national ‘personhood’ ’’ (553).

11. In its early years, the Farm Security Administration photographic file
contained many photographs of women and children in migrant settle-
ments that notably lacked a male presence. Instead of depicting unem-
ployed, idle, and therefore emasculated men in direct juxtaposition with the
women they would support in a heteronormative family structure, the most
popular images in the file avoided picturing the men at all. As viewers, we are
to assume that the men are out looking for work: thus, their very absence
suggests that they are deserving of government aid. Consider Dorothea
Lange’s photograph of a woman and her child, chosen for the cover of the
1939 edition of Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath: while Lange took several
photographs of the woman and child along with her husband, this was the
image most widely used out of the series. The woman looks directly into the
camera with a penetrating stare; the child’s gaze mirrors his mother’s as he
nurses at her breast. The woman nourishes her child, even under these
impoverished conditions; in keeping with a distribution of work based upon
traditional gender roles, as she performs this sacrosanct maternal duty, we
are to assume that her husband is either out working or looking for work. By
cropping him out of the picture, the image reinforces a gendered private/
public division based upon a configuration of domestic and work spaces as
distinct feminine and masculine spheres. In photographs later in the decade
portraying fsa success stories, the clients perform traditionally gendered
labor, suggesting that capitalism and patriarchy are once again properly
accommodating systems.

12. Rita Barnard concentrates on West’s visit in 1933 to the Chicago
World’s Fair ‘‘A Century of Progress,’’ while Jonathan Veitch focuses on
West’s failed attempt to mount a Broadway musical revue entitled American
Chauve Souris (Barnard, Great Depression, 150–54; Veitch 88–91).

13. In view of the close relationship between popular theater and fiction
in the nineteenth century, seen most overtly in the narrativization of stage
productions into dime novels, the inclusion of both mediums in each novel
is not surprising (Denning, Mechanic Accents, 24).

14. Interestingly, Jolson’s famous blackface routine facilitated the assimi-
lation of his immigrant Jewishness into unmarked American whiteness and
Walker’s successful cosmetics line provided the means for women of color
and white ethnics to lighten their skin tone and straighten their hair in ac-
cordance with hegemonic standards of white beauty (Rogin, Blackface, 95).
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15. Michael Denning writes of the ‘‘technological revolution [in printing]
in the 1830s and 1840s; the spread of stereotyping eroded the skills of com-
positors and the new steam-powered presses not only displaced many press-
men but increased the capital necessary for the larger printing plants’’ (18).
As a result, the small printers beset with failing newspapers in the wake of
this new technology turned to printing ‘‘highly-advertised story papers’’ and
‘‘pamphlet novels for a dime [and thus became] the first successful entrepre-
neurs of the cheap fiction industry.’’ Later Denning writes of the form as the
‘‘first cheap, mass-produced, and national cultural medium’’ (207).

16. By ‘‘racial,’’ Denning seems to mean ‘‘nonwhite.’’ Mechanic Accents was
first published in 1987, a date that precedes the creation of the discipline of
whiteness studies.

17. Je√rey Louis Decker historicizes the term ‘‘American Dream,’’ first
used in 1931, showing how ‘‘the concept was deployed not to celebrate but to
critique, from the standpoint of the Great Depression, the moral bankruptcy
of self-made industrialists in the Gilded Age’’ (Made in America, xxix).

18. Hurston uses her metaphor of the ‘‘unnatural museum’’ to demon-
strate the reductive, racist tastes of the white publishing industry.

19. At the same time, West undercuts these non-Anglo-Saxon stereotypes.
At one point, Lem and a new acquaintance, John, wander into ‘‘Mott Street
and its environs, observing with considerable interest the curious customs
and outlandish manners of that neighborhood’s large oriental population’’
(123). John makes a racist joke to an old Asian man in keeping with the
touristic thrill of their walk—‘‘no tickee, no washee’’—and ‘‘laughed fool-
ishly in the manner of his kind.’’ With this subtle switch in narration, the
focus rests on the typology of John, Lem’s white companion and ‘‘his kind’s’’
instinctual foolishness. Fittingly, the old man replies ‘‘with great dignity, ‘By
the blessed beard of my grandfather, you’re the lousiest pimple faced ape I
ever did see’ ’’ (123–24).

20. Tourist interest in such exhibits of ‘‘living history’’ had already been
established with the construction of Colonial Williamsburg (1926).

21. Jonathan Freedman observes that ‘‘this conflation of Jew and Chinese
as economic players has a long history. . . . Herder ‘explicitly compare[d] the
Chinese to the Jews’ not only on such matters as ‘a prideful refusal to
intermix and interbreed with other nations’ but also on the grounds of their
‘cunning industriousness and their talent for imitating anything their greed
finds useful.’ There’s good reason for this conflation: like Jews, Chinese
merchants were traditionally active throughout East and South Asia and
faced—again like Jews—resentment, discrimination, and even the occasional
pogrom as a result. And, perhaps not coincidentally, a similar mixture of
industriousness and avarice runs throughout the representations of both
groups, even as it is, in both cases, accompanied by language stressing a
debasing sense of their dirt, filth, sexual deviancy’’ (Freedman, ‘‘Transgres-
sions,’’ 83).

22. Around the start of the twentieth century, middle-class reformers
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used the image of white slavery to condemn the power of corporate trusts,
comparing the exploitation of the working class by such monopolies to the
exploitation of enslaved African Americans at the hands of corrupt planters
(Keire, ‘‘Vice Trust,’’ 7).

23. Veitch notes that ‘‘the rediscovery of America’s folkways is indis-
tinguishable from their exploitation,’’ while Barnard compares this textual
instance to the stance taken by West’s ‘‘more orthodox Marxist contempo-
raries, who typically (and rather puritanically) associated consumerism with
prostitution’’ (Veitch 91, 93; Barnard 147–48).

24. West ironically plays on the fact that many economic analysts felt that
the gold standard was to blame for the collapse of financial institutions and
the start of the Depression.

25. Jonathan Veitch analyzes in detail the script adapted from A Cool
Million (Veitch 105–12).

chapter 3: the last american frontier

1. When I refer to the New Deal’s larger documentary project, I include in
this endeavor the Farm Security Administration’s Photographic Unit and
lesser known photo projects from other government agencies such as the
United States Department of Agriculture, the Civilian Conservation Corps,
the Rural Electrification Administration, and the Agricultural Adjustment
Association, as well as wpa arts projects such as the Federal Theater and the
Public Works of Art Program. For a more detailed account, see O≈cial
Images: New Deal Photography, ed. Pete Daniel, Merry A. Foresta, Maren
Stange, and Sally Stein, as well as Barbara Melosh’s Engendering Culture.

2. The wpa poster states: ‘‘american guide week: state by state
the wpa writers’ projects describe america to americans:
Through these guides to the forty-eight states, Alaska, Puerto Rico, the
District of Columbia, and the principal cities and major regions of the
United States, citizens and visitors to our country now have at their finger-
tips, for the first time in our history, a series of volumes that ably illustrate
our national way of life, yet at the same time portray variants in local
patterns of living and regional development—President Roosevelt’’ (‘‘Ameri-
can Guide Week’’).

3. Occasional exceptions occurred within this logic when specific com-
munities of émigrés, like Florida’s Cuban population, were deemed too
recent and too ‘‘other’’ to be fully assimilated into America’s ‘‘melting pot,’’ a
popular notion at the time.

4. A perfect illustration of the Guide Series’ desire to produce and pre-
serve di√erence as a condensation of the real occurs in a proposal for the
study of folklore in New Mexico by the fwp: ‘‘There was a time when
standardization was rampant and all e√orts, social and economic, converged
on the idea of making the country uniform to the point where Southwestern
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villages would be identical to Middletown. Our art, our literature, and our
music became one. Since then, however, we have become more appreciative
of the di√erences in the various localities of the United States. In fact, we
welcome a genuine distinction as something that should be preserved. The
more genuine manifestation of true regional culture is embodied in the
folklore production throughout the United States’’ (Weigle, ‘‘Finding the
‘True America,’ ’’ 67).

5. The Public Works Administration took on road building and improve-
ment as part of its larger imperative to provide work for the unemployed,
enhance public welfare, build up the nation’s infrastructure, and revitalize
American industry.

6. Classic works such as Jerre Mangione’s The Dream and the Deal and
Monty Penkower’s The Federal Writers’ Project lay a crucial foundation for
textual exploration of the guidebooks’ representational politics, a challenge
few critics have taken up.

7. Woods notes how ‘‘South Florida was in the forefront of a modernizing
South with its economy driven by tourism, modern media and factory
farms’’ (Beyond the Architect’s Eye, 203).

8. One of the more notable shifts in the tourism of the twenties and
thirties was the emergence of ‘‘tin-can tourists,’’ vacationers who toured in
their cars, staying in campgrounds or in trailer courts in metal trailers, and
who ate food from tin cans (Stronge, Sunshine Economy, 88–89; Woods 215).
This group of travelers also included migrant laborers in search of work.

9. The wpa’s ‘‘American Guide Manual’’ was a lengthy set of instructions
written for the state-level editorial sta√ to guide them in the composition of
their regional guides. These instructions included information about con-
densing their descriptions, checking their entries for accuracy, and achieving
the correct tone in their reportage.

10. The expanded mobility of the middle class was quite literal. The
middle class constituted a new group of tourists able to a√ord automobiles
and take advantage of the new public works highways. The ‘‘motel’’—‘‘a
contraction of motor and hotel, with motor hotel the implied full form’’—
was invented in response to the burgeoning market of automobile tourism
(Jakle, Sculle, and Rogers, The Motel, 18). To facilitate this growth industry
and provide jobs for unemployed workers, in 1934, the New Deal’s Public
Works Project erected signs and markers for tourists and embarked upon a
program of roadside beautification throughout the country (Weigle 61).

11. The Federal Writers’ Project was interested in the relationship between
folklore, contemporary culture, and democracy as well as the (re)definition
of the term ‘‘American.’’ It embraced a notion of cultural pluralism based
upon earlier formulations of a ‘‘trans-national America’’ and ‘‘a federation
of cultures’’ (Hirsch, ‘‘Cultural Pluralism,’’ 50–51). As part of the fwp’s
program of national incorporation, the national editors called for an inter-
pretation of culture that would consider individuals and groups American
while acknowledging their specific regional and ethnic identities. At least in
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theory, the fwp subscribed to a philosophy of cultural relativism espoused
by anthropologists such as Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict, viewing culture as
plural and historically conditioned, instead of the opposing dogma of cul-
tural evolution, which emphasized a universal and hierarchical culture. For
more about the Guide Series’ commitment to ideas of cultural pluralism and
cultural relativism, see Hirsch.

12. In the preface of the guidebook for Washington, D.C., the editors
state: ‘‘In plan and scope, this series goes beyond the general concept of the
conventional guidebook. Its objective is to present as complete a picture as
possible of American communities, their political, economic, industrial, and
cultural history, their contemporary scene, as well as the specific points of
interest ordinarily sought out by the tourist. . . . [T]he main series of re-
gional, State, and local guides . . . has been assembled by the Nationwide
organization of the Federal Writers’ Projects’’ (v).

13. For further general discussion, see chaps. 4 and 5 of Penkower’s The
Federal Writers’ Project (‘‘Writing the American Guide Series’’ and ‘‘Censor-
ship’’ respectively), 75–116. For a specific exchange in August 1938 over the
terminology of the ‘‘Civil War’’ pertaining to the Florida guide, see the
examples of the correspondence between the state fwp director, Corita
Doggett Corse; the secretary for the United Daughters of the Confederacy in
Florida, Mary Branham; and the federal director of the fwp American
Guide Series, Henry Alsberg. Note how Branham insists in her letter that
‘‘the term Civil War would be very prejudicial to the popularity of the
publications in Florida or anywhere else in the South. The U.D.C greatly
prefers the title ‘War Between the States.’ ’’ See the ‘‘correspondence’’ link in
para. 2 of the New Deal Narratives: Visions of Florida, ‘‘Historical Controver-
sies,’’ section of the web site created by Juliet Gorman.

14. Bold describes how ‘‘the American Guide Series birthed a national
populist style’’ (wpa Guides, 9).

15. Here, I reiterate a central claim of my dissertation, ‘‘The ‘Real’ Collec-
tive in New Deal Documentary and Ethnography,’’ 86–92. This is a point
that critics such as Christine Bold take up as well (see wpa Guides, 31–32).

16. As William Stott describes, ‘‘The series does present a huge quantity of
facts—so many that every reader finds in every guide much to him that is
useless. To him. To someone else, those useless facts will be the heart of the
work, will touch the soul of the country. And this is the excellence of the
Guide Series: it presents an America that really is quite like a nation’’ (au-
thor’s italics, 118). Underscoring the masculine profile of the guide’s ideal
citizen-reader, individual facts stand in for the interests of individual men.
Every fact and every man stands for and is, in turn, defined by the demo-
cratic nation. America is what each man thinks it is, simultaneously: in this
paradigm, the specific signification of each man’s vision is not as crucial to a
definition of America as the possibility for the simultaneity of vision. What
we see here is a crucial slippage between the collection of guides, their
collecting narrative practice, and the collective of the American public. ‘‘The
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American Guide Manual’’ states as one of its primary aims: ‘‘While much of
the material to be used by us is undoubtedly available, the Guide can per-
form a unique service by collecting the authentic Americana of every region’’
(supplement 7742-8).

17. Robert Toll describes how, after 1820, ‘‘entertainment became less
formal in tone and turned to regional American folk culture for material to
construct heroes for common Americans’’ (Blacking Up, 6). He argues that
‘‘before audiences defined blacks, in minstrelsy, they forged positive stage
images of themselves’’ (13). This popular entertainment relied upon ‘‘native
white folk types’’ such as the debunking Yankee, the boastful frontiersman,
and the belligerent but egalitarian ‘‘urban ‘common man’ . . . Mose the
B’howery B’hoy’’ (14–16).

18. Marion Post Wolcott’s photographs are notable in this regard (Woods
214).

19. Continually represented in essentialist and paternalistic terms, Afri-
can Americans are depicted as physical and often primitive folk: the ‘‘Litera-
ture’’ chapter of the guide states that ‘‘the Negro’s part in Florida literature
has progressed from the simple recording of slave days to thoughtful self-
expression,’’ describing Zora Neale Hurston’s Jonah’s Gourd Vine as ‘‘a sim-
ple story about her people’’ (146–47). In the ‘‘Folklore’’ chapter, the guide
proclaims: ‘‘Muscular prowess is a tradition with the Negro, and feats of
strength have become an important part of his lore’’ (132). A third striking
example of this deployment and a≈rmation of stereotypes occurs in the
‘‘Music and Theater’’ chapter. While praising the complexity of African
American music, especially in comparison to the ‘‘primitive music of the
Seminoles,’’ the guide simultaneously situates this cultural production in
terms of essential traits and organic process: ‘‘Music always has been an
emotional outlet for the Florida Negro, and his songs have multiplied and
shaped themselves to his tasks, his tribulations, and his irrepressible spir-
its. . . . Composed in time of sorrow, joy, work, or imprisonment, [the work
songs] illustrate the Negro’s relief in rhythm’’ (149–50).

20. To momentarily adhere to the Florida guidebook’s quantifying ten-
dencies, its index illustrates the guide’s discrepancy in representation be-
tween Latin Americans and its other folk groups—Latin Americans receive
four page references (584), but there are approximately ninety page refer-
ences to ‘‘Negroes’’ (588), seventy page references to ‘‘Indians’’ (582), and
twenty page references to ‘‘crackers’’ (574).

21. Here I borrow the term from Johannes Fabian in his elaboration of the
anthropologist’s use of time in relation to the cultural other: ‘‘I will call it
a denial of coevalness. By that I mean a persistent and systematic tendency to
place the referent(s) of anthropology in a Time other than the present of the
producer of anthropological discourse. . . . The unusual coeval, and espe-
cially the noun coevalness, express a need to steer between such closely
related notions as synchronous/simultaneous and contemporary. I take syn-
chronous to refer to events occurring at the same physical time; contempo-
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rary asserts the co-occurrence in what I call typological time. Coeval . . .
covers both (‘of same age, duration or epoch’)’’ (Time and the Other, 31).

22. This political and cultural characterization of Florida’s geography is
repeated in the ‘‘Agriculture’’ chapter. After explaining that ‘‘the growing
season progresses from south to north,’’ the passage concludes: ‘‘General
farming is a minor occupation in peninsula-Florida, where vast stretches of
pine land are broken by few clearings; but in the ante-bellum plantation
region of upper Florida the scene is strikingly northern: farmhouses line the
highways, fields are fenced, and livestock graze on hills’’ (79). The northern
part of Florida, which resembles the South’s plantations, duplicates the gen-
eral farming practices of the North. In this instance, Florida’s microcosmic
organic environment mirrors the larger agricultural geography of the na-
tion: the north part of the state matches the northern part of the country,
though architecturally and spatially, it resembles the South. Florida func-
tions as a palimpsest of regions traditionally posed as binary opposites.

23. In its ‘‘Newspapers and Radio’’ chapter, the guide critiques Florida’s
contemporary newspapers for being ‘‘thoroughly respectable and soft-voiced
in their sentiments, although intensely sectional. Local boosting and bias
took the form of ignoring rather than disparaging other communities’’ (125).
The guide’s example of taking every region into account stands in implicit
contradistinction to this biased model; by noting these journalistic failures, it
reveals its own text as a paragon of inclusivity and accuracy. The guide’s
method of implicit, self-congratulatory comparison is all the more clear
several passages later: observing the general ‘‘chamber of commerce’’ orienta-
tion of Florida’s newspapers, the guide notes that this ‘‘trend began with a
taboo on the news of hurricanes, freezes, and anything calculated to scare o√
visitors’’; it softens its critique, claiming that ‘‘in recent years the Florida press
has treated such events more in accordance with their news value. . . .
Flamboyant claims have mostly given way to constructive criticism of local
a√airs.’’ Again, the guide reinforces its own authority by evaluating the ve-
racity of Florida’s most popular ‘‘truth-telling’’ source, the newspaper.

24. In fact, as Christine Bold recounts, the Pathfinder magazine described
the national editors as gatekeepers who prevented this kind of analysis: ‘‘The
Washington o≈ce includes a policy editor whose duty is to watch for pos-
sible libel and make sure that the wpa’s socially conscious writers stop at
describing slums, instead of going on to theorizing about what has caused
the slums’’ (qtd. in Bold 29).

25. The guide cannot ultimately repress the violence of this scene: in
describing the Reconstruction period in Florida in its ‘‘History’’ chapter, a
time ‘‘darkened by su√ering and poverty,’’ the guide notes that in ‘‘about
1870, Florida experienced a period of lawlessness, particularly in the tur-
pentine sections of middle Florida, evidenced by an unusually active Ku
Klux Klan’’ (58–59). Notably, though, that account of violence is located
safely in the past, in spite of the Klan’s continuing presence in the state in
the 1930s.
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26. Nancy Silber locates a similar set of representations in the travel
literature of the 1870s: ‘‘In the eyes of the northern traveler, blacks became
less of a problem and more of a ‘picturesque’ element on the southern scene’’
(Romance, 77–81, quotation from 78).

27. Stetson Kennedy, the state director of the Florida Writers’ Project’s
Folklore, Oral History, and Ethnic Studies division from 1937 to 1942, clari-
fies the term cracker in an undated essay entitled ‘‘A Florida Treasure Hunt’’:
‘‘The term ‘Cracker,’ while now more widely known as a derogatory term for
rural whites, has a more specific—and less insulting—definition in Florida.
The Florida ‘Crackers’ are whites of Celtic descent who first settled South
Florida around the mid-eighteenth century. ‘Crackers’ usually migrated to
the Florida Everglades from Alabama, Georgia, and the Carolinas, drawn to
the fertile land for ranching and farming, and the peninsula’s plentiful re-
sources for fishing. The name’s origins have been disputed, but the Celtic
nature of Cracker culture—from musical styles to occupational choices—
is indisputable’’ (web site of American Memory, http://memory.loc.gov/
ammem/index.html, accessed 29 June 2007).

28. The logic is somewhat ambiguous here—does the guide indicate that
by virtue of being black in America, one experiences hardship and poverty,
thus resulting in a strategy of ‘‘defensive guile,’’ or, conversely, does the guide
invest in an essentialist formulation, claiming that this is a ‘‘natural’’ African
American posture, adopted and transformed into a sound business practice
by poor, rural whites?

29. Another instance of this implied insider access occurs in the guide’s
discussion of voodooism in the African American and Afro-Cuban commu-
nities. The guide explains: ‘‘Since voodooism is an unwritten form of the
occult, it varies greatly according to the environment. . . . Negro bean pickers
from the Bahamas and the West Indies indulge in voodoo ceremonials and
dances. . . . These manifestations are sincere and far removed from curious
eyes. Voodoo rituals in Tampa have been witnessed up to their ultimate
frenzies, from which outsiders are excluded’’ (131). This account poses a
series of interesting questions pertinent to Hurston’s Mules and Men as well:
Who is witnessing and evaluating the sincerity of these rituals? How does the
guide have access to these private ceremonials? If these forms are largely
‘‘unwritten,’’ then what are the guide’s primary sources? The passive voice
and omnipotent narrator preserve the guide’s authority and occlude this line
of inquiry.

30. This trope is manifested in contemporary cinema. One need only
consider films such as Deliverance (1972), Breakdown (1997), and others to
contemplate its more modern manifestation of white, middle-class anxiety
about travel into an American interior inhabited by hostile, poor, rural
whites.

31. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, the term Yankee was used to
indicate a racially ‘‘pure’’ Anglo-Saxon New Englander, a designation that
ignored New England’s vast immigrant populations as well as its African
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American residents. The term still carried this meaning in the thirties. For
more about the invention of New England as a tourist haven and the role a
notion of ethnic homogeneity played in this process, see Dona Brown’s
fascinating Inventing New England; in particular, see 107–9, 190–93, 204, 215.

32. A web site that makes available the Federal Writers’ Project’s collection
of Florida folkways (at the American Folklife Center, Library of Congress:
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem//collections/florida/) o√ers a far more di-
verse and rich portrait of Florida’s peoples, including sound recordings of
African Americans, Bahamian Americans, British Americans (described as
crackers in the Florida guide), Cuban Americans, Czech Americans, Greek
Americans, Italian Americans, Minorcan Americans, Seminole Indians, Slo-
vak Americans, and Syrian Americans. Yet the state’s ‘‘folklore’’ is selectively
reduced to ‘‘four strains’’ in the Florida guide: ‘‘the ‘cracker,’ the Negro, the
Latin-American and the Seminole’’ (128).

33. A similar description of Yankees prevails in other guides as well. For
example, California: A Guide to the Golden State (1939) proclaims: ‘‘The
aggressive energy of the Yankees, against which the leisure-loving ways of the
easy-going Californios could not prevail (with some few exceptions in the
south) still moves a people who have built aqueducts from faraway moun-
tains to reclaim whole deserts, strung power lines from mighty dams across
inaccessible wilderness to distant cities, dredged one of the Nation’s great
harbors from mud flats and flung the world’s biggest bridges across the bay’’
(7). Reifying the notion of the ever present frontier in relation to the Ameri-
can frontiersman, the guide describes ‘‘the unquenchable wanderlust with
which [Californians] have taken to the automobile, thronging the highways
with never-ending streams of tra≈c bound for the seashore, deserts, forests
and mountain,’’ suggesting that ‘‘they hope . . . that they can yet make of
El Dorado the promised land that has fired men’s imaginations for four
hundred years.’’

34. While the nineteenth-century travelogue relied upon the reader’s
identification with its narrator’s desire for exoticism, the travel guide prom-
ises the fulfillment of its reader’s fantasy as an immediate and possible
reality. The travel guide’s excess of information mediates the reader’s every
possible fantasy at the same time that it bolsters the guide’s truth-claims. It is
not surprising, then, that the rise of the tourist guide around the beginning
of the twentieth century coincided with the ascendancy of information
media, such as newspapers, public notices, and governmental reports such
as the Blue Books. In the 1930s, new information technologies such as the
radio, film, and the photo magazine sped up the dissemination of ‘‘o≈cial’’
information, the authority of these technologies relying all the more on the
promise of verisimilitude.

35. The supplementary instructions of the ‘‘American Guide Manual’’ for
writing on ‘‘Indians and Indian Life’’ caution: ‘‘In writing of Indians and
Indian life for the American Guide, we want first to emphasize those points
of interest—scenic or cultural—which are most likely to capture the atten-
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tion. . . . Every state has its landmarks in, and its associations with, Indian
lore. . . . It will be necessary then to select, but care should be taken that the
selection is made with a view to interesting the outsider who looks for the
first time upon a strange landscape. . . . More often than not, [the visitor]
will not be a specialist, and the information we give him, while it should be
accurate from the anthropologist’s point of view, will have to be palatable—
simple but not sketchy’’ (supplement 7891-1).

36. Listed among its authoritative explorers, anthropologists, and archae-
ologists are the explorer Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca; the curator of the
National Museum of Anthropology, Dr. Ales Hrdlicka; F. H. Cushing of the
Federal Bureau of Ethnology; and Henry B. Collins of the National Museum.

37. The practice of becoming an authority on authoritative sources shapes
the contours of academic inquiry and authority as well.

38. Bold makes a similar point about the guidebook genre’s tendency
toward ‘‘a management of di√erence’’: ‘‘According to the conventions of this
genre, the disruptions of di√erence are contained—or at least camouflaged—
by the larger scheme of orderly diversity’’ (10).

chapter 4: de privilege to go

1. Hurston’s desire for this credibility is evident in her unflagging e√orts
to persuade her mentor, Franz Boas—the champion of cultural relativism
and anthropological study at ‘‘home’’—to write an introduction for the work
and thereby publicly endorse the collection. In a letter written to Boas in
August 1934, just six months before the publication of Mules and Men in
1935, Hurston wrote: ‘‘I am full of tremors, lest you decide that you do not
want to write the introduction to my ‘Mules and Men.’ I want you to do it so
very much. Also I want Dr. [Ruth] Benedict to read the ms. and o√er
suggestions’’ (qtd. in Hemenway, Zora Neale Hurston, 163).

2. Here I use the phrase ‘‘participant observer’’ to describe anthropolo-
gists of this school, even though it gained its currency in the 1960s, not the
1930s. Instead of the term ‘‘participant observation,’’ Boas repeatedly used
the phrase ‘‘intensive fieldwork’’; Malinowski described the practice as ‘‘the
method of statistic documentation by concrete evidence’’ in which one was
supposed to observe ‘‘the imponderabilia of actual life’’ (Argonauts, 17–18;
emphasis added).

3. Boas’s generation of ethnographers viewed the field much like a labora-
tory, an area of controlled observation and experimentation; thus, dwell-
ing in the field was crucial to any anthropological investigation (Cli√ord,
Routes, 21). In Anthropology and Modern Life (1928), Boas claims that ‘‘the
objective study of types of culture that have developed on historically inde-
pendent lines or that have grown fundamentally distinct enables the anthro-
pologist to di√erentiate clearly between those phases of life that are valid for
all mankind and others that are culturally determined. Supplied with [that]
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knowledge he [is able] to view our own civilization critically, and to enter
into a comparative study of values with a mind relatively uninfluenced by
the emotions elicited by the automatically regulated behavior in which he
participates as a member of our society’’ (207). Branislaw Malinowski, in his
seminal Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922), frames the field experience in
similarly positivist terms: ‘‘The collecting of concrete data over a wide range
of facts is thus one of the main points of the field method. . . . The method of
reducing information, if possible, into charts or synoptic tables ought to be
extended to the study of practically all aspects of native life’’ (13–14). In his
assessment, ‘‘the goal [of the ethnographer] is briefly to grasp the native’s
point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his world’’ (25).

4. Several critics have insightfully commented on the spatial aspects of
Mules and Men. Barbara Johnson claims, ‘‘Hurston’s work itself was con-
stantly dramatizing and undercutting . . . inside/outside oppositions, trans-
forming the plane geometry of physical space into the complex transac-
tions of discursive exchange’’ (‘‘Thresholds,’’ 279). Similarly attending to the
space of discourse, Houston Baker begins his reading of Hurston’s collection
by defining the poetic image as ‘‘eulogized [potentially liberating] space’’;
through this concept, he demonstrates the book’s ‘‘instantiation (a word that
marks time and suggests place) of the conjure woman as a peculiar, imagis-
tic, Afro-American space’’ (‘‘Workings,’’ 282).

5. The collection of folklore consists of the tales a community tells about
itself and the tales the ethnographer tells about herself.

6. Cheryl Wall argues that ‘‘Hurston draws no connection between the
sermon and the agon between Big Sweet and Ella Wall. Here and throughout
the book her method is presentational, not analytical. Nevertheless, the
reader’s approbation of Big Sweet seems won in part by the juxtaposition
between the two scenes’’ (‘‘Mules and Men,’’ 671). While my own argument
may appear to rest on spurious claims of intentionality (i.e., Hurston in-
tended the structure of the narrative to suggest certain kinds of folkloric
analysis), the text enacts this analysis, whether or not Hurston calculated
this e√ect.

7. As David Kadlec explains in his article ‘‘Zora Neale Hurston and the
Federal Folk,’’ when Hurston wrote for the Federal Writers’ Project’s Florida
guidebook and the state’s unpublished The Florida Negro, she documented a
blues song entitled ‘‘East Coast Blues’’ that was eventually included in the
Florida guide’s ‘‘Music and Theater’’ chapter. Kadlec notes that Hurston
originally included this song in the appendix of Mules and Men some four
years earlier, in 1935, which means that she collected it sometime in the late
twenties while she compiled her Mules manuscript. He then traces the song’s
lyrical tropes to several songs popular in the Harlem cabarets of the 1920s,
songs that Hurston, in fact, sang out in the field to gain footing and cred-
ibility with her rural southern subjects. What emerges in this complex cir-
cuit is the fundamentally improvisational loop of cultural production, as the
song is passed from urban commercial culture to rural southern culture and
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back again, a paradigm that undercuts the preservationist theories of culture
that she sometimes espoused.

8. Her concern about the loss of an essential blackness mirrors Malinow-
ski’s anxiety that the very subjects of ethnographic study were ‘‘dying out.’’ In
his introduction to Argonauts, he writes: ‘‘Ethnology is in the sadly ludi-
crous, not to say tragic, position, that at the very moment it begins to put its
workshop in order . . . the material of its study melts away with hopeless
rapidity. Just now, when the methods and aims of scientific field ethnology
have taken shape, when men fully trained for the work have begun to travel
into savage countries and study their inhabitants—these die away under our
very eyes’’ (xv).

9. Boas writes: ‘‘Let us assume that there exists a society that has devel-
oped its culture according to certain laws discovered by a close scrutiny of
behavior of diverse societies. For some reason, perhaps on account of hostile
attacks that have nothing to do with the inner workings of the society, the
people have to leave their home and migrate from the fertile country into a
desert. They have to adjust themselves to new forms of life; new ideas will
develop in the new surroundings. The fact that they have been transplanted
from one region to another is just an accident. . . . [A]ccidents of this kind
are the rule in every society, for no society is isolated but exists in more or
less intimate relations to its neighbors’’ (210–11). In his estimation, cultural
change occurs in every society but the intrusion by other groups (the geo-
graphic and social displacements caused by interactions with outsiders)
determines the rapidity of this change.

10. Arjun Appadurai argues in ‘‘Putting Hierarchy in Its Place’’: ‘‘Natives,
people confined to and by the places to which they belong, groups unsullied
by contact with a larger world, have probably never existed’’ (39).

11. A similar deconstructive move occurs later in the essay, when Hurston
states that ‘‘the Negro, the world over, is famous as a mimic. But this in no
way damages his standing as an original. Mimicry is an art in itself. If it is
not, then all art must fall by the same blow that strikes it down’’ (‘‘Charac-
teristics,’’ 59).

12. Brian Carr and Tova Cooper astutely suggest that George Thomas
undercuts Hurston’s justification of salvage ethnography, the need to record
the tales ‘‘before it’s too late,’’ when he retorts that there is ‘‘no danger of
that’’ (‘‘Zora Neale Hurston,’’ 298). In their excellent reading, ‘‘while Zora
seems at first to believe the commonsensical notion that these tales are
valuable because they are potentially scarce or fading, George’s refutation of
both the value and scarcity of these ‘lies’ leads us to wonder if the relations
between potential value and loss is not rather reversed. Is it not more the
case here that the value of these ‘lies’ consists in construing them as lost?’’
Michael Elliot reads George’s response as Hurston’s subtle method of sig-
nifying on the ‘‘salvage imperative of her chosen profession’’ (Culture Con-
cept, 173).

13. As Malinowski writes, ‘‘The third commandment of field-work runs:
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Find out the typical ways of thinking and feeling, corresponding to the
institutions and culture of a given community. . . . The best ethnographical
writers . . . have always tried to quote verbatim statements of crucial impor-
tance. . . . One step further in this line can be made by the ethnographer who
acquires a knowledge of the native language and can use it as an instrument
of inquiry’’ (23).

14. Rosan Jordan points out that neither the Journal of American Folklore
nor the American Anthropologist reviewed Mules and Men when it first came
out (‘‘Not into Cold Space,’’ 128n2). Darwin Turner’s introduction to Mules
and Men in 1970 distinguishes Hurston’s work from the usual concerns of
anthropology when he warns: ‘‘The anthropologist will not find here an
exhaustive and exhausting description of the traditions, mores, and living
habits of a folk; he will not be provided with prescriptions for the future
behavior of these folk or suggestions for further studies. The folklorist will
not find a cataloguing of the tales with documented references to parallel
tales in other cultures and other collections’’ (qtd. in Jordan 109). Larry Neal
continues in this vein, asserting that Hurston approached folklore ‘‘with the
engaged sensibility of the artist; she left the ‘comprehensive’ scientific ap-
proach to culture to men like her former teacher, Franz Boas, and to Melville
Herskovits. . . . She would have been very uncomfortable as a scholar com-
mitted to ‘pure’ research’’ (qtd. in Jordan 128n4).

15. I use Malinowski’s Argonauts as my primary source of comparison
with Mules and Men because it is considered by most anthropologists to be
the pioneering ethnography of the 1920s. In Susan Hegeman’s estimation,
‘‘The new anthropology that emerged by the 1920s . . . was virtually embod-
ied in the figure of Branislaw Malinowski . . . . [It] would be characterized by
monographs on single cultures, based on information gathered by eth-
nographers acting as participant observers’’ (Patterns, 27). It helped en-
trench an ideal of fieldwork that became central to the discipline of anthro-
pology by the 1930s, during which time Hurston was trained at Columbia
and out in the field collecting. Fatimah Tobing Rony asserts that ‘‘if [Robert
Flaherty’s] Nanook [of the North] is the archetypal documentary/ethno-
graphic/art film, Argonauts is without a doubt the archetypal written eth-
nography,’’ primarily because Malinowski’s work put forth a new conception
of the anthropologist as fieldworker (Third Eye, 117). In his Predicaments of
Culture, James Cli√ord sums up the e√ects of Malinowski’s e√orts in Ar-
gonauts: ‘‘The establishment of intensive participant observation as a profes-
sional norm . . . would have to await the Malinowskian cohort. . . . [He] gives
us the image of the new ‘anthropology.’ . . . The story of research built into
Argonauts, into Mead’s popular work on Samoa, and into We the Tikopia
became an implicit narrative underlying all professional reports on exotic
worlds’’ (28–29). While Boas wrote much about the study of anthropology,
he never produced a field account that would have the same impact as
Malinowski’s, in spite of the fact that ‘‘he made intensive fieldwork the sine
qua non of serious anthropological discourse’’ (Cli√ord 27).
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16. The contemporaneous genre of guidebooks, like the Federal Writers’
Project’s American Guide Series discussed in my third chapter, deployed a
similar narrative strategy.

17. In Dust Tracks, Hurston illustrates the di≈culties of collecting folklore
when a rigid binarism of outsider-observer and native-informant is in place.
In her description of her first collecting trip to Florida she states: ‘‘My first
six months were disappointing. I found out later that it was not because I
had no talents for research, but because I did not have the right approach.
The glamour of Barnard College was still upon me. I dwelt in marble halls. I
knew where the material was all right. But, I went about asking, in carefully
accented Barnardese, ‘Pardon me, but do you know any folk-tales or folk-
songs?’ The men and women who had whole treasuries of material just
seeping through their pores looked at me and shook their heads. No, they
had never heard of anything like that around here. Maybe it was over in the
next county. Why didn’t I try over there?’’ (127–28). What interests me about
this statement is the implicit connection she makes between dwelling and
traveling: because she still dwells in ‘‘marble halls,’’ she cannot locate any
folklore, even though she knows that she is in the right place. She must dwell
as well as travel in the field to successfully collect her material.

18. Keith Walters expands upon Barbara Johnson’s claim that Hurston
signifies on Mrs. Mason, suggesting that Hurston also treats her mentor,
Franz Boas, in her introduction and Mrs. Annie Nathan Meyer, the woman
to whom the book is dedicated, to the same ‘‘feather-bed tactics.’’ Hurston
worked as a domestic for Meyer, the founder of Barnard College; eventually,
Meyer helped Hurston procure a scholarship there. Walters reads the story
of the Jew and the soul-piece not as generally anti-Semitic but rather a
specific act of signifying on her Jewish patrons, Boas and Meyer (‘‘ ‘He Can
Read,’ ’’ 362). In a broader sense, Houston Baker reads the entire collection as
a ‘‘pharmakon conceived as the script or spirit work of black creativity,’’ one
that ‘‘astutely defied King Boas and Queen R. Osgood Mason’’ (303).

19. Hurston’s rendering of Eatonville as a ‘‘town [that] had not changed’’
reveals the ways she ‘‘privileges the nostalgic and freezes it in time’’ (Carby,
‘‘Politics,’’ 79). But if Hurston does indeed perform ‘‘a metonymic freezing’’
of her hometown and its inhabitants, reconstructing it in allochronic terms
(just as it was during her childhood) and insisting that it stand for an
essential rural folk ‘‘Negroness,’’ then how does she situate herself in tem-
poral and spatial terms in relation to this static place and time? (See Arjun
Appadarai’s ‘‘Introduction: Place and Voice in Anthropological Theory’’
for an extended discussion of metonymic freezing.) I argue that Hurston
‘‘shares time’’ with her informants in her descriptions of ritualized spaces of
exchange, consumption, and transmission and in her accounts of her travels
with her informants.

20. Interestingly, Hurston’s account deposes the church as the center of
southern black life. In her alternative mapping, the market lies at the geo-
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graphic and symbolic center of the township of Eatonville. Ed Blum, corre-
spondence, 2 October 2006.

21. Michael Elliot rightly suggests that in this scene, ‘‘the narrator sounds
almost like a parody of the naïve, uninitiated anthropologist,’’ indicating a
pattern of instability and dissemblance that will render Hurston ‘‘an unreli-
able narrator in the most literal sense’’ (173).

22. In contrast, Malinowski explains that the natives viewed him as a
‘‘necessary evil,’’ his presence only mitigated by bribes. He writes: ‘‘As [the
native Trobrianders] knew I would thrust my nose into everything, even
where a well-mannered native would not dream of intruding, they finished
by regarding me as part and parcel of their life, a necessary evil or nuisance,
mitigated by donations of tobacco’’ (8).

23. Arna Bontemps lodged a similar critique of Mules and Men, claiming
that it was impossible to know where the anthropology ‘‘left o√ and where
Zora began’’ (Hemenway, Zora Neale Hurston, 166).

24. Hurston heeds this rule in the beginning of chapter 2. She sums up the
import of the overfamiliar stories and moves on to recount a conversation
that begins with a discussion of church and preachers and ends on the topic
of the di√erence between men and women. She states: ‘‘They told enough
for a volume by itself. Some of the stories were the familiar drummer-type of
tale about two Irishmen, Pat and Mike, or two Jews as the case might be.
Some were the European folk-tales undiluted, like Jack and the Beanstalk.
Others had slight local variations, but the Negro imagination is so facile that
there was little need for outside help’’ (20). Her summary foregrounds her
process of selection and editing as an ethnographer and storyteller in her
own right.

25. Johannes Fabian argues that the early discipline of anthropology con-
sistently deploys allochronic time in its representations of the other (see
Time and the Other). In other words, in the classic ethnographic account, the
native and the anthropologist do not share time together; the primitive is
located outside of history. Leigh Ann Duck deploys this concept in Mules
and Men by showing how Hurston first depicts Eatonville as ‘‘deny[ing] the
coevalness of other regions . . . yet . . . [modeling] possibilities for ‘inter-
subjective time.’ Indeed, Hurston’s text is structured to emphasize her own
experiences of coevalness—the ways she and the Floridians share in the same
time’’ (‘‘ ‘Go there,’ ’’ 274–75).

26. At the same time, the ‘‘toe-party’’ isn’t all that unfamiliar. In Benigno
Sanchez-Eppler’s persuasive reading, the party is a ‘‘carnivalesque’’ echo of
the slave auction. As it both remembers and transforms the memory of
slavery, it enacts a ‘‘comprehensive reshuΔing of subject positions’’: white
men are excluded from the exchange and there is a seeming parity between
the black man who ‘‘buys’’ a toe and the black woman who is then treated to
‘‘everything she want’’ and can sell her toe again and again (‘‘Telling Anthro-
pology,’’ 479). Sanchez-Eppler is careful to point out that ‘‘the women re-
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main objects for sale.’’ He teases out the gendered implications of this ritual
for Hurston’s position as an ethnographer.

27. Both Robert Hemenway and Cheryl Wall have commented on the
strangely subdued character of ‘‘Zora,’’ the narrator, in this chapter. Hemen-
way states that ‘‘to display this art in its natural folk setting she created a
narrator who would not intrude on the folklore event. A semi-fictional Zora
Neale Hurston is our guide to southern black folklore, a curiously retiring
figure who is more art than life. The exuberant Zora Hurston . . . is seldom in
evidence in Mules and Men’’ (164). Cheryl Wall complicates this formulation
by suggesting that the narrative traces the transformation of the narrator
Zora from a ‘‘naive and di≈dent’’ initiate to an empowered ethnographer
and hoodoo conjurer. Wall notes that in this first chapter, ‘‘the totally passive
Zora . . . defers to someone else for every decision made’’ (664–65). When
reading the chapter within the context of the traditional field account of the
time, I draw slightly di√erent conclusions. Hurston’s willingness to be led by
her informants to her material is a typical trope, though she portrays herself
as a surprisingly active presence in this scene when compared to the depic-
tions of folklorists in other accounts. As a narrative strategy, the informants’
presence as guides bolsters the ethnography’s authority and draws the reader
into the drama of collecting and observing.

28. Here, I use the term ‘‘fixed’’ only in its most literal sense. In keeping
with Doreen Massey’s assertions that place is process, I view a place like
Armetta Jones’s house as fluid, its meanings slightly shifting with every social
interaction (Massey, Space, 155).

29. In the introduction to Mules and Men, Hurston’s stated reasons for
going to Eatonville were simple: ‘‘I knew that the town was full of material
and that I could get it without hurt, harm or danger’’ (2). In Polk County,
there are no such guarantees.

30. For excellent scholarship on Hurston’s treatment of migrant labor in
the text, see Nicholls, ‘‘Migrant Labor,’’ and Meisenhelder, ‘‘Conflict and
Resistance.’’

31. In Courtney Love’s famous phrasing in the song ‘‘Doll Parts,’’ recorded
with her band Hole: ‘‘I fake it so real I am beyond fake.’’

32. The power of these stories is expressed in chapter 5 when one of
Hurston’s informants, Larkins White, says to the rest of the storytellers:
‘‘Y’all been wearin’ Ole Massa’s southern-can out dis mornin’. Pass him over
here to me and lemme handle some grammar with him’’ (85). The figure of
‘‘Ole Massa’’ in the tales becomes corporeal, an almost physical subject that
can be handled with language. In this way, storytelling becomes a forceful act
of retribution.

33. Big Sweet is the first woman in the quarters to claim that she has the
‘‘law in her mouth.’’ As she lectures to Joe Willard about the rules of their
relationship, she asserts ‘‘any time Ah shack up wid any man Ah gives myself
de privilege to go wherever he might be, night or day. Ah got de law in my
mouth’’ (124). Whereas Gene and Gold have a domestic arrangement, Big
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Sweet takes the liberty to move freely, paying no heed to sexist designations
of public and private space. (It comes as no surprise that if Joe disappoints
her, she will put his name ‘‘in de streets’’; that space is no more o√ limits to
her than any other.)

34. Hemenway writes that ‘‘since the publisher [Lippincott] wanted a
‘$3.50 book,’ [Hurston] also selected and condensed from her earlier hoodoo
article to add to the volume, the hoodoo section forming the last third of the
book’’ (163).

35. Hurston must initially pay her tutors. In return, one of them helps
ensure ‘‘that a certain influential white woman . . . would never lose interest
in [her] as long as she lived’’ (227). In this insular loop, that woman is most
probably Mrs. Mason, who has presumably funded Hurston’s hoodoo tute-
lage in the first place.

36. See, for example, Johnson, ‘‘Thresholds’’; Willis, ‘‘Wandering’’; Box-
well, ‘‘Sis Cat’’; Baker, ‘‘Workings’’; and Walters, ‘‘ ‘He Can Read.’ ’’

chapter 5: am i laughing?

1. If we were to imagine their final product The Forgotten Boys, it might
have approximated William Wellman’s Wild Boys of The Road (1933), a senti-
mental story of adolescent hobos who leave their families to look for work
and discover new forms of communal life on the road (Moran and Rogin,
‘‘ ‘What’s the Matter,’ ’’ 118). In fact, according to the authorized biography of
William Wyler by Axel Madsen and Wyler, John Huston and Wyler ‘‘threw
themselves on another Universal property, Daniel Ahearn’s story The Wild
Boys of the Road . . . [until] the property was sold to First National from under
their noses and ended up being directed by William Wellman’’ (82–83).

2. Of course, this is, in many ways, a false opposition, which Sturges well
knew. Satires such as Charlie Chaplin’s The Idle Class (1920), The Gold Rush
(1925), City Lights (1931), and Modern Times (1936) illustrate the razor’s edge
of comedy’s capacity for political critique, as does Sullivan’s Travels.

3. The American Film Institute lists Sullivan’s Travels as its thirty-ninth
entry in its list of America’s Hundred Funniest Movies, and the Writers’
Guild of America lists it as its twenty-ninth entry in its ‘‘101 Greatest Screen-
plays’’ (from the afi and wga web sites, www.afi.org/ and www.wga.org/,
both accessed 13 November 2006).

4. Christopher Ames focuses on Sullivan’s Travels’ self-referential com-
mentary on filmmaking and audience in chap. 3 of his Movies about the
Movies (80–107). See also DePastino, Citizen Hobo, 210–11; Levine, Unpre-
dictable, 311–13; Moran and Rogin, ‘‘ ‘What’s the Matter,’ ’’ 106–34; Pfister,
Complicity, 616–17; Susman, Culture as History, 192–97; and Vidal, ‘‘Sul-
livan’s Travels,’’ 216–19.

5. Interestingly, though every critic agrees that Sullivan makes light-
hearted fare—that much is evident in the plot—there is some di√erence of
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opinion about the exact nature of those films. Arthur Knight refers to Sullivan
as a director of musicals, a theory bolstered by the script’s references to the
producers’ cry for Sullivan to continue to make films about ‘‘nice clean young
people who fell in love, with laughter and music and . . . legs’’ and their idea for
a sequel to one of Sullivan’s prior hits: ‘‘How about ‘Ants in Your Pants of
1941’? You can have Bob Hope, Mary Martin . . . Bing Crosby. . . . the Abbey
Dancers. . . . [and] a big-name band’’ (Knight, Disintegrating the Musical, 240;
Henderson, Five Screenplays, 544, emphasis in the original, 547).

6. In 1941, the question of representing the people was posed to Holly-
wood once again, this time animated by patriotic and nationalist concerns
within an international theater of war: in Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Oscar night
address, he called upon Hollywood to tell ‘‘the unfortunate people under
totalitarian governments [about] the truths of our democracy’’ (Spoto, Mad-
cap, 163–66). Throughout his career, Sturges chafed at such directives and
constraints by flouting the Hays production code and overzealous bosses
such as Buddy DeSylva—he was ever the auteur in this respect.

7. I am indebted to Heather Lukes for clarifying this point in conversa-
tion, July 2009.

8. In her book Bodies in Dissent, on the incendiary theatrics of African
American performers in the transatlantic performance culture of the nine-
teenth century and the early twentieth, Daphne Brooks argues for attending
‘‘to the significance of minstrelsy’s particular role in the making of a spec-
tacularly incongruous body as a performance strategy unto itself ’’ (25). This
performance strategy, originated in minstrelsy’s discordant and grotesque
theatrics, wends its way through the modernist burlesque of George Schuy-
ler, Nathanael West, and Preston Sturges.

9. In Diane Jacobs’s account, ‘‘While true radicals like Dashiell Hammett
contemplated going o√ to Spain to fight Franco, while even moderates like
Preston’s friend Paul Kohner, with Ernst Lubitsch and Salka Viertal, estab-
lished the European Film Fund to find work for émigrés fleeing Hitler, and
while most every important writer in Hollywood was joining either the
liberal Screen Writers Guild or the more conservative Screen Playwrights,
Preston joined nothing and sided with no one. . . . Preston avoided political
movements as he avoided religions, and for somewhat the same reason:
because so much evil was done in their names’’ (183).

10. In the 1930s, Kenneth Burke developed a notion of the grotesque that
Denning uses as the basis for his trope of the proletarian grotesque; Burke’s
theories illuminate this register of cultural front social critique as well. Ac-
counting for Erskine Caldwell’s grotesques, Burke explains Caldwell’s use of
‘‘caricature and humor, [how] the mental state of ‘refusal’ here [creates]
extravagant incongruities that sometimes can be received with laughter, but
are frequently so closely connected with degradation and acute su√ering
that the e√ect is wholly grim’’ (Philosophy, 351; emphasis added).

11. Though large-scale vaudeville performances were dying out by 1932,
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much of Sturges’s physical comedy is derived from its slapstick maneuvers.
Sullivan’s Travels is particularly indebted to the segments of the variety show
devoted to minstrelsy and male impersonation (Michaels, ‘‘Particular Kind,’’
152, 155–56).

12. In one literal register of meaning, we might understand Sullivan’s
arrest for driving a car that is presumably not his as further evidence of the
degree to which he successfully passes as a tramp. In yet another, Althus-
serian register, in this scene of misrecognition by the law, the o≈cer ap-
prehends him first as a thief, paradoxically naming a kind of disavowed
truth—Sullivan is not the thief of a car but rather of an identity not his own,
conveyed in his tramp disguise. At the same time, when the law initiates him
(once again) into his proper, privileged subject position, we see its juridical
and social contours in the ease with which he speaks to authority and evades
punishment (Butler, Bodies, 121–24).

13. Moran and Rogin pick up this reference in the scene that marks
Sullivan’s true descent into powerlessness and poverty, when he distributes
money to the poor as an act of thanks and is later knocked unconscious and
robbed by a tramp, who then dies in the path of an oncoming train. They
explain, ‘‘As in early silent film’s cinema of attractions, the locomotive that
will kill the tramp comes straight into the audience at the same time. . . .
[T]he train that breaks the fourth wall to kill the tramp forces us to confront
our own spectator stake in vicarious pleasure’’ (120).

14. Initially, a drama of capital and labor is the subject of the realist film
Sullivan would like to direct and the source of the conflict between him and
his producers. Sullivan’s only mode of escape from the studio system is to
become an amnesiac prisoner through a series of misrecognitions, a non-
wage laborer, around the same time that the Girl, not surprisingly, becomes
even more incorporated within the labor of Hollywood as an actress.

15. Baz Lhurmann describes this as ‘‘heightened audience-participation
style. I call it ‘contract playing’: you sign a contract with the audience in
which they agree to participate in your film’’ (‘‘Ants in His Pants’’).

16. Sturges himself had faced accusations of promoting communist senti-
ment in his screenplay If I Were a King (1938), which had to be publicly
defended by Paramount (Ames, Movies, 83).

17. Christopher Ames cites Neal Gabler’s account of the early pioneers of
motion pictures, most of whom were eastern European immigrants who
had, indeed, experienced a peculiarly American kind of success and thus
were invested in presenting the nation’s bootstrap mythology in a posi-
tive light. As Ames suggests, the producers in Sullivan’s Travels are second-
generation; they invoke ‘‘the rags-to-riches past as a pretense’’ (85).

18. Is this an ironic reference to the fifteen-minute silent comedy The
Panther Woman of the Needle Trades, made by Ralph Steiner for the fashion
show in 1933 of the dress designer Elizabeth Dawes (Denning, Cultural Front,
146)? Or a reference to Ralph Ince’s earlier silent film, The Panther Woman
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(1919)? Or Kathleen Burk’s role as Lota the Panther Woman in Island of the
Lost Souls (1933), Paramount’s masterpiece of horror based upon H. G.
Wells’s The Island of Dr. Moreau (1896)?

19. Todd DePastino writes of the segregating practices of the hobo ‘‘main
stem,’’ the lodging house neighborhoods that had developed in urban cen-
ters with the tramp crisis of the 1870s (71–85). African American and Asian
American migratory workers were routinely barred from the ‘‘cheap hotels
and employment agencies of hobohemian neighborhoods’’ (77). While
‘‘southern and eastern European laborers did not face legal exclusion from
hobo districts . . . these immigrants rarely turned to . . . the main stem. . . .
For hoboes, the main stem was a domain of the racially privileged, for
regardless of their homeless condition, they enjoyed an individual mobility
and access not shared by their excluded counterparts’’ (77–78).

20. Michael Denning writes, ‘‘The quintessential depression stories were
stories of downward mobility, of stockbrokers leaping to their deaths: it was
a crash, a comeuppance of the established classes’’ (244).

21. The Girl’s unnamed status emphatically refers to her function in the
plot as what Judith Butler calls ‘‘a forcible citation of a norm’’: ‘‘The naming
of a ‘girl’ is transitive, that is [it] initiates the process by which ‘girling’ is
compelled, the term or, rather, its symbolic power, governs the formation of
a corporeally enacted femininity that never fully approximates the norm’’
(Bodies, 232). That she is interpellated as the ‘‘girl in the picture’’ in the
exchange between the cop and Sullivan only heightens this operation.

22. As Richard Dyer notes in the chapter titled ‘‘The White Man’s Mus-
cles,’’ ‘‘Clothes are barriers of prestige, notably of wealth, status and class: to
be without them is to lose prestige. . . . At the same time, there is value in the
white male body being seen. . . . [T]he body often figures very e√ectively as a
point of final explanation of social di√erence’’ (White, 146–47).

23. Cheryl Harris asserts that white identity ‘‘became a line of protection
and demarcation from the potential threat of commodification. . . . White
identity and whiteness were sources of privilege and protection’’ (‘‘White-
ness,’’ 1721).

24. As Judith Butler suggests, what is ‘‘masked by masquerade’’ remains a
pivotal point in a range of psychoanalytic interpretations (Gender, 47, 53).

25. Extending the logic of the film-within-the film and the Girl’s ingénue
act, we could say that Sullivan’s performance as a tramp ironically consoli-
dates his actual life as millionaire director as ‘‘authentic’’ by comparison,
thereby countering narratives of the ‘‘unreality’’ of the Hollywood dream
machine.

26. James Harvey extols McCrea’s comic aplomb, noting that he is direct,
gru√, and ‘‘unflappably good-natured . . . with the threat of something
irascible as well’’ (Romantic Comedy, 294).

27. In an article on Carson McCuller’s use of the interracial chain gang in
her fiction, Margaret Whitt notes that ‘‘although the Southern prison system
was segregated, the chain gang from its inception was integrated. . . . [A]
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1946 government document (Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and
Reformatories) indicates that 50.3% of new felony convicts in the South were
black. . . . In Georgia, there were 1,062 white men to 1,710 black men received
in the prison system during this year of statistical gathering. . . . It is safe to
conjecture that black men outnumbered white men on most chain gangs
throughout the first half of the century’’ (119–22). In Jacobs’s biography of
Sturges, she explains how ‘‘[he] researched precisely what prisoners wore, in
what states they were still chained, under what circumstances their privileges
could be removed, whether they went to church or worked on Sunday’’
(257).

28. When Miz Ze≈e asks Ursula, ‘‘Did you notice his torso?,’’ as Sulli-
van chops wood for room and board, Ursula replies, ‘‘I notice that you
noticed it.’’

29. For scholarship on the relation between sentimentality and white
liberal political discourse, see Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 17–23; and
Wald, Crossing the Line, 168–77.

30. These tonal oddities were probably exacerbated by the feedback
Sturges received from the studio. Buddy DeSylva took over Paramount just
as Sturges was working on Sullivan’s Travels. DeSylva and Sturges wrangled
over control of the film. Jacobs describes how in one of these contests,
DeSylva expressed concern that the montage was ‘‘too long and too explicit.
‘Soft peddle misery,’ he . . . advised Sturges after the first preview’’ (259).
Interestingly, Lawrence Levine uses the montage as a linchpin in his argu-
ment about ‘‘open texts,’’ suggesting that ‘‘there is a great deal of room for
audiences to insert themselves’’ in the production of textual meaning (Un-
predictable, 310). In his interpretation of Sullivan’s Travels, he writes: ‘‘What
is arresting . . . is that the film itself did much more than [just make people
laugh]: it helped to inform its audiences about the nature and extent of
su√ering in the United States. No final ending, no ultimate apologia could
automatically erase the images of misery, despair, and hopelessness the film
made available to the audience’’ (Unpredictable, 311).

31. Heather Lukes drew my attention to this aspect of the scene, July 2009.
32. Ed Blum provided this insight in correspondence, 10 November 2006.

Interestingly, the film’s depiction of an interracial audience in a church
coincided with a turn away from the segregating practices of many of the
nation’s religious institutions in the 1940s, as ‘‘a host of voices arose from the
Christian communities assailing racial discrimination in society and in the
churches’’ (Emerson and Blum, ‘‘Dreams,’’ 18).

33. For more discussion of discordant populisms, see Denning 125, 123–36.
34. The communist cultural critic Mike Gold articulated this concept in

his introduction to Langston Hughes’s A New Song, a volume of poetry
dedicated to the International Workers Order. As William Maxwell describes
in his New Negro, Old Left, Gold claimed that ‘‘the best African American
literature was thus a kind of volk-proletarian composite, both ‘a folk lit-
erature, close to the joys and sorrows of [black] people’ and a voice for
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the freedom of black and white workers, ‘brothers in su√ering and strug-
gle’ ’’ (111).

35. The ‘‘backstager’’ is a metagenre about the making of a show in which
characters sing and dance as they rehearse for a performance.

36. Neil Young in his online ‘‘film lounge’’ review castigates Sturges for
‘‘never [letting] any of the underprivileged tramps and prisoners speak for
themselves. . . . [T]he tramps pass in front of the camera with a mournful
expression, the chain-gang prisoners laugh like moronic jackasses.’’ Yet,
Young still praises the scene in the black church: ‘‘It’s a pivotal, serious,
almost overwhelmingly moving scene in which the process of watching a
film becomes a heightened, baroque religious ritual. If everything afterwards
seems trivially anti-climactic, that’s a small price to pay for one of the most
astonishing scenes in American movies, quite unlike anything else before or
since’’ (from www.jigsawlounge.co.uk, accessed 15 April 2009).

37. These shots closely resemble the grotesques pictured in Caldwell’s and
Bourke-White’s You Have Seen Their Faces.

38. Indeed, Sturges was very much invested in the auteur theory, down to
the industry mechanics of filmmaking. One night he ran into John Huston
at the famous Hollywood bar, the Brown Derby, and spent two hours advis-
ing him on how to convince Warner Brothers to allow Huston to direct his
own screenplays. Sturges was upset by the fact that Huston’s first directing
assignment was Dashiell Hammett’s The Maltese Falcon; ‘‘The point, he
lectured Huston, was that a film should have a single creator’’ (Jacobs,
Christmas in July, 243–44). According to Brian Henderson, ‘‘With Sullivan’s
Travels for the first time Sturges, as a working director, conceived and wrote
a script which he knew he would direct, which he was indeed under contract
to write and direct, with even the likely casting and approximate production
schedule already in mind. Sullivan’s Travels thus marks, arguably, Sturges’s
full attainment of the status of writer-director’’ (Five Screenplays, 517).

39. Kenon Breazeale describes this constellation of attitudes about female
consumers in an article about Esquire’s strategic cultivation of the male
consumer during the magazine’s inception in 1930s: ‘‘Not only New Deal
rhetoric but the dynamic of attitudes about gender specific to the magazine
industry circa 1930 created an opportune moment for Esquire’s founding.
Understanding that occasion means understanding how rigidly sex-linked
the ideology of consumption had become during the 1920s. In a narrow
sense that industry functioned on the interplay between two presumptions:
the socially appropriate aim of women is to cultivate themselves as con-
sumers; and shopping is what is wrong with women and women shoppers
are what is wrong with the world’’ (‘‘In Spite of Women,’’ 228). Barbara
Melosh, in her book Engendering Culture, describes how ‘‘ironically, despite
women’s increasing importance in the work force of a consumer economy,
cultural images of women emphasized their role as shoppers. In the 1920s
and 1930s, images of the female shopper embodied the considerable ambiva-
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lence that surrounded consumption. . . . Both within and beyond the rheto-
ric of advertising, consumption was associated with sexual desire. The image
of the female shopper embodied this wide-spread conflation of erotic and
consumer desire. Just as women represented both temptation and purity in
cultural images of sexuality, so they came to represent both excess and
regulation of consumer desire’’ (183–84). In keeping with this iconography,
Melosh points out how Sinclair Lewis mocks his character, Babbit, by dem-
onstrating Babbit’s reliance on commodity culture: consumption is a sign of
‘‘diminished manhood’’ (184).

40. Since Sturges and all directors are exacting about the composition of
their crowds, the historical fact of white-only or racially segregated theaters
only heightens the import of his pivotal, integrated audience.

afterpiece

1. In the words of Charles Taylor, O Brother ‘‘invokes the images familiar
from the photographs of Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange—shanty images,
ragamu≈n children, big-bellied bosses in summer suits—as well as books
and movies of the era, like The Grapes of Wrath and I am a Fugitive From a
Chain Gang and the musicals of Busby Berkeley’’ (‘‘O Brother,’’ para. 1).
Benjamin Filene develops an insightful account of the ways that the contem-
porary folk revival initiated by O Brother owes so many of its assumptions to
the folk revival of the thirties (‘‘O Brother, What Next?’’).

2. In a metasense, Clooney exuberantly plays with the disjuncture be-
tween his lip-synching and the actual soundtrack, a freedom he can revel in,
given that the actual singing was done by the contemporary talented musi-
cian Dan Tyminksi, as Martin Harries notes (‘‘Coen Brothers’ New Film,’’
B14); he also observes that, in this shell game of authenticity and artificiality,
old and new, obviously neither of the men hails from the 1930s.

3. Richard Middleton notes how ‘‘Tommy’s guitar fits e√ortlessly into the
marvelously intricate textures of a full bluegrass band sound’’ (‘‘O Brother,
Let’s Go Down,’’ 48). As he makes this assessment, he underscores the irony
that in the late 1930s, the bluegrass sound of the song did not yet exist as
tradition: ‘‘Already ‘tradition’ is being read back into the past and presented
as more traditional than the real thing—a characteristic of revivals’’ (61n2).

4. Hugh Ruppersburg describes how Governor Pappy O’Daniel is based
upon one W. Lee ‘‘Pappy’’ O’Daniel, a man who owned the company Hillbilly
Flour, ‘‘sponsored a country-music radio show in the 1920s and 1930s, wrote
country music and performed with a group called ‘The Hillbilly Boys.’ . . .
[H]e was elected governor of Texas in 1938 and senator in 1941’’ (‘‘ ‘Oh, So
Many,’ ’’ 13).

5. Edward O’Neill puts forth a more dismissive account: ‘‘By inserting the
‘old-timey’ folk musical style that white musicians liven up by employing
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black musicians (the historical figure of Robert Johnson) and by appropriat-
ing their musical styles, the film tries to criticize this very process of borrow-
ing while at the same time congratulating itself for recognizing the history of
black exploitation, oppression and marginalization’’ (157). I am not con-
vinced that the film, rightly or wrongly, condemns this process of borrowing
or sees it as starkly unidirectional.
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